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ABSTRACT 

The history of the burgesses of fourteenth-century 

Scotland has been confined largely to a study of the 

development of the political representation of the Third 

Estate. However, sources do exist for a more detailed 

examination of their lives and their relations with the 

rest of the kingdom. Within the burgh, urban excavation 

is revealing new evidence about the material life of the 

burgh inhabitants: their houses, their diet, their 

industrial activities. Land grants and burgh records 

reveal the functioning of the institutions of burgh 

government and the responsibilities of those who acted 

as officials in the burghal administration, Investment 

in land, both urban and rural, overseas trade and royal 

service all provided opportunities for the burgesses to 

increase their wealth and brought them into contact with 

the rest of the kingdom. Grants to the burghs of common 

agricultural land helped maintain the links of the burgesses 

with the lifestyle of their rural neighboursq while the 

purchase of country estates by individuals gave them an 

antrSe into the landowning classes. Trading commissions 

and the burgh markets and fairs brought together the burgesses 

with country people, the churchq the nobility and the royal 

household. Administrative and financial services by 

individual burgesses to the church# crown and nobility 

underlined the importance of the burgesses to other social 

groups within the kingdom. The sense of community felt within 

the burghs and between the burghs was echoed an a national level 

as the burgesses proved themselves to be an integral part of 

the community of the realm. 
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INTRODUCTTON 

The social history of fourteenth-century Scotland has 

suffered from neglect. Perhaps this is partly due to the 

heroic figure of Bruce who dominates the early part of the 

century and whose exploits provide a basis of comparison 

against which the rest of the 1300s seems a period of 

decline. Recently, the political aspects of this picture 

have been revised, at. least for the reign of David 11.1 

Constitutional and economic developments have also been 

examined* 
2 but the daily life, the concerns and the involve. - 

ment in the events of the time of the majority of the Scottish 

population have been largely ignored. 

It is proposed here to look at one part of that populationg 

the burgesses. 4 Although they constituted only a small part 

of the Scottish population, 
5 

by the fourteenth century they were 

firmly established as an integral element of the nation andq as 

1. Bruce Webster, tDavid II and the Government of Fourteenth- 
Century Scotland' in Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 
Sth ser. 9 xvi (1966); Ronald Nicholsong 'David II, the historians 
and the chroniclarst in SHRI xlv. (1966). 

2. A. A. M. Duncan, tThe early parliaments of Scatlandt in SHR, x1v 
(1966); A. A. M. Duncang 'Foreign Trade and the Burghs 1327-1331, 
1362-1366t in An Historical Atlas of Scotland, add. Peter McNeill 
and Ronald Nicholson (St. Andrewsv 1975), 63-4p 174. 

3. Nicholson does discuss the social history of the period in Ronald 
Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Aqea (Edinburgh, 1974). but 
as this work is a general history of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuriesq social topics are touched an only briefly, Webster 
didcusses the effects of warfare an the common people of Scotland 
in Bruce Webster# 'The English Occupations of Dumfriesshire in. 
the Fourteenth Century' in, TDGAS9 xxxv (1956-57). 75-80. 

4. Because documentary evidence on the non-burgess inhabitants of 
the burghs is so scarce, this thesis concentrates mainly on those 
who held burgess status during this period. 

5. The French chronicler, Joan Froissartv reported that Edinburgh had 
only about 400 housesq Chron. Froissart, ii, 35. Ronald Cant 
estimates that thirteenth-century Elgin had about one hundred 
tenements* Ronald G. Cant, Historic Elgin and its Cathedral 
(Elgin, 1974). 4. 
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in other Western European countriesq played a central part in the 

commercial life which had increasingly dominated medieval life from 

the eleventh century. The question of Scottish burghal origins 

has been a hotly-disputed one among Scottish historians, 6 
and 

will not be entered into here, except to say that it does not 

seem that any one cause can be advanced as the reason for the 

origins of all burghs, although in a legal sense the burgh was 

created by the king who gave the inhabitants various privileges, 
7 

By the 1300s many burghs had enjoyed such privileges for several 

generations and both they and the new creations of the fourteenth 

century fit into the Scottish landscape as an accepted part of 

national life* 

The main secondary sources an medieval Scottish burghs 8 
provide 

much information on the internal organization of the burghsq but as 

6. A summary of most of the theories is given in Ian H. Adams, 
The Making of Urban Scotland (London, 1978)9 20ý-22. See George 
Neilson, 'On Some Scottish Burghal Origins' in JRp xiv (1902); 
Adolphus Ballardq tThe Theory of the Scottish Burght in SHR, 
xiii (1916); George Pryde, 'The Origin of the Burgh in Scotlandt 
in JRp x1vii (1935); David Murrayq Early Burqh Orqanization in 
ScJFFýnd (Glasgow, 1924-32). iq 49 8; William Mackay Mackenzie, 
The Scottish Burqhs (Edinburgh, 1949)9 1-14; O. M. Houstong 
'The Scottish Burghl in The Town Planning Reviewt xxv (1954-55)9 
115-7; W. C. Dickinson, Abdn. Recs., xvii-xxxi; A. A. M. Duncang 
Scotland: The Makinq of the Kinqdom (Edinburgh, 1975)t 463-72; 
G. W. S, Barrowq Kingship and Unity: Scotland 1000-1306 (London, 
1981)9 84-90; R. Fox, 'Urban Development, 1100-17001 in An 
Histor-cal Geoqraphy of Scotland, edd. G. Whittington and I. D. 
Whyte (Londong 1983); Brian Dicksq 'The Scottish Medieval 
Town: A Search for Origins' in Scottish Urban History, add. 
George Gordon and Brian Dicks (Aberdeen, 1983). 

7. Mackenzie's creation theory allows for various origins of 
urban settlements but stresses the royal act of granting 
privileges as the origin of the entity known as the burgh. 

8. Murray, Burqh Organization; Mackenziev Burqhs; W. C. Dickinsong 
introduction to Abdn. Recs. Duncang Scotland, 463-518y does 
deal with the burgesses in a wider context but is only concerned 
with the period before 1300. 
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the main concern of these works is the burghs themselves, they 

pay little attention to the role of the burgesses in the kingdom 

as a whole. Various aspects of this relationship have been 

dealt with in studies describing the development of parliamentary 

representationg the contribution of merchants to the War of 

Independence and trading activitiest but these different roles 

have not been brought together except briefly in Ranald Nicholsonts 

volume of the Edinburqh History of Scotland. 
9 What is presented 

here is an examination of the part played by the fourteenth-century 

burgess in the affairs of both burgh and kingdom. 

It has been said that the materials do not exist to allow the 

drawing of a picture of the social history of Scotland before the 

sixteenth century. 
10 While it is true that detailed burgh records 

do not exist for the fourteenth centuryp apart from the Aberdeen 

records which do not begin until 1398,11 there are other sources 

from which information may be gained. A. A. M, Duncan has shown 

the value of burgh charters and land grants in his study of Perth 

from the mid-twelfth to the mid-thirteenth century. 
12 Similar 

9. Duncang 'Parliaments'; W. Stanford Reidq tTradeq Tradersq and 
Scottish Independence' in Speculum, xxix (1954); James Dilley, 
'German Merchants in Scotiand, 1297-1327t in SHR, xxvii (1948); 
Nicholson, Scotland 106-9.115-61 141,153-49 1669 177-89 263-8; 
Alexander W. K, Stevenson, 'Trade between Scotland and the Low 
Countries in the Later Middle Agestv unpublished Ph. D (Aberdeen, 
1982). 

10, Brute Websterg Scotland from the Eleventh Century to 1603 
(Londont 1975)q 229. 

11. Abdn. Recs. These records include a fragment of a 1317 burgh 
court roll. 

12. A, A. M. Duncanj 'Perth The First Century of the Burght in 
Transactions of the Perthshire Society of Natural Science, 
Special Issue (1974). 
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sources exist for the fourteenth century. Burgh charters are 

often printed in collections of burgh documents and records, while 

many land grants are to be found among the cartularies printed by 

the Scottish historical clubs and family histories. Many more 

land grants are preserved among the manuscripts in the Scottish 

Record Office and the National Library of Scotland, while a series 

of grants of great interest is to be found in the Marischal College 

Charters in the University of Aberdeen Library. 
13 

No use seems to 

have been made of these unpublished sources in burgh histories to 

date. The burgh charters give some idea of the administration 

of burgh affairsq while from the land grants information can be 

obtained about individual burgessesq their wealthq their holdings 

and their participation both in burghal government and in extra- 

burghal affairs. 

The public records of the period supplement the picture of 

both individual burgess lives and the burgess community as a whole. 

Among foreign recordsq lists of English safe-conducts in the 

Rotuli Scotiae 14 
show which burgesses were interested in 

participating in Anglo-Scottish trade after the return of David II 

from his English captivity. The calendars of Public Record Office 

documents, the Close Rollsq the Fine Rolls, the Patent Rolls, and 

Inquisitions (Miscellaneous) give many referencesq not nearly all 

of which are recorded in the Calendar of Documents relating to 

Scotlandq to Scottish merchants actively pursuing foreign trade. 

13. The largest collection of relevant documents in the Scottish 
Record office are among the Gifts and Deposits series. Others 
are to be found among the Register House Charters. In the 
National Library, there are charters and transcripts among 
the Advocates Manuscripts and the NLS Manuscripts. The 
Marischal College Charters are calendared in Aberdeen Friars. 

14. Rot. Scot. 9 i-ii. 
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Continental records also contain references to Scottish tradev 

while international treatiesq'printed in Rymer's Foedera 15 
and 

the Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, show that trade was 

considered a matter of significant concern in relations between 

Scotland and other countries. 

Figures relating to Scotland's export trade can be found 

in the first three volumes of the Exchequer Rolls, but this 

source also provides much additional information. The 

financial transactions of the burghs with the chamberlaing the 

personnel of the governments of various burghs and royal services 

performed by individual burgesses are all recorded. Occasional 

glimpses may also be caught of the functioning of the Four Burghs 

and the chamberlain ayre. The careers of certain burgesses in 

service to the royal household may be followedq as well as their role 

in national affairs. There is also evidence of royal recognition of 

their usefulness in the form of pensions, money. gifts and remissions 

of custom. Rewards in the form of grants of land or office appear 

in the Reqister of the Great Seal. Also in the Register are royal 

confirmations of land grantsq made both by and to burgesses. 

The Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland show the increasing 

participation of the burgesses in parliament and general councils 

and the political recognition of the third estatet as well as 

demonstrating the royal control over various aspects of burghal 

administration and the export trade in which the burgesses played 

the dominant part. The statutes recorded here show the new 

burdens to which the burgesses and the rest of the kingdom were 

15. Both the Record Commission and the Hague editions have been 
used. 
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subject during the course of the centuryq while the collection 

of ancient burgh laws indicatesthe rules and laws by which life 

within the burgh was governed. 

In recent yearsq two new sourcesq both from disciplines other 

than historyq have begun to become available. Town plan analyses 

of various burghs by historical geographers have revealed evidence 

of deliberate planning in the expansion of some burghs and also 

suggested the existencet in some cases at leastq of pre-urban 

nuclei. 
16 Furthermorep the geographers look to another disciplinep 

archaeologyg to resolve some of the questions which their work 

has raised. 

In 1972 and 19789 Grant Simpson and Nicholas Brooks summarised 

the work which had taken place in Scottish urban archaeology to those 

dates. 17 Since theng many more excavations have been undertaken 

and the first evidence is beginning to appear in published form. 

Most of the fourteenth-century evidence at present comes from digs 

in Aberdeeng Pertht Inverness and Elging but it is hoped that future 

work will reveal more about other burghs as well. A full archaeo- 

logical survey of Ayrq begun in summer 19849 may point the way for 

other such projects. The work of the Scottish Burgh Surveyq for 

which additional funding has now been foundt also serves to publicise 

the need to take advantage of any excavation opportunities which arise. 

16. William Doddq tAyr A Study of Urban Growtht in CAAS, 2nd ser., x 
(1972); N*P. Brooks and G. Whittingtong 'Planning and growth in 
the medieval Scottish burgh: the example of St. Andrews' in 
Transactions of the Institute of British Geographersp new seriesq 
ii, no. 2 (1977); Dicksq 'Medieval Town'. 

17. Socinty of Antiquaries of Scotlandq Scotland's Medieval Burqhs: 

an archaeolonical heritage in danger, ed. Grant G. Simpson 
(Edinburgh, 1972); N. Brooksq 'Urban Archaeology in Scotland' 
in European Towns: their Archaeology and History, ed. M. W. 
Barley (London, 1977). 
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For the purpose of this thesist most of the archaeological 

evidence has been drawn from published reports in Oiscovery and, 

Excavation. Scotland,, the 1982 monographq Excavations in the 

Medieval Burqh of Aberdeen 1973-81t and unpublished reports 

an the excavations at the Perth High Street site and other sites 

in Perth which should appear in the form of two monographs within 

the next few years. As urban excavation in Scotland is still in 

its early stages many of the conclusions advanced here can only 

be tentative and are subject to revision in the light of future 

finds, but it is hoped that the use of archaeological evidence will 

give some idea of what can be done with this new and growing source 

of evidence. 

Finally, there are contemporary accounts of events in fourteenth- 

century Scotland in the form of various chroniclesq both Scottish. and 

foreign# but unfortunately they pay little more attention to the 

ordinary people of the country than have historians until recentlye 

Occasional general descriptions of burghs are foundq but the 

burgesses themselves, along with the majority of the population, 

figure little in the narratives except among total numbers of troops 

or the dead after a battle. The heroic exploits of individual 

burgesses are sometimes described, but usually the burgesses and 

the country people are linked together as the "commons". But 

this in itself reveals something about the medieval view of the 

burgesses' place in the kingdom, for although modern historians 

unavoidably accentuate the distinction between the burgesses and 

the rural people of Scotland through the need to examine separately 

the laws and institutions which governed their lives, it seems that 

when it came to actions requiring national cooperationg these 
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differences all but disappeared* Although they might be ruled 

by different laws and make their living in different waysq the 

burgesses of fourteenth-century Scotland had many strong links 

with the other elements which made up the kingdom of Scotland 

and thus formed an integral part of the nation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE GURGH 

In order to understand the . ives of the Scottish burgesses 

of the fourteenth century, it is necessary first to look at the 

environment in which they lived and worked* The physical features 

of the burghsq their institutions, the dwellings of the inhabitants 

both burgess and non-burgessq the crafts and industries of the 

burghsq the implements of daily living, all these and more 

contribute to the overall picture of life in the medieval burgh, 

For a burgh to function effectively as a trading centre it 

needed to be accessible. In Western Europe, towns were usually 

situated at centres of communication, and Scotland was no exception. 

Some burghs lay conveniently along a major highway or at the 

intersection of two or more routes. Others lying at a major 

river crossing might be easily approached from one sideq but would 

need to maintain a bridge or ferry for access from other parts* 

The upkeep of these bridges and ferries was of major concern to the 

burgesses in fostering trade. The main revenues for the upkeep of 

the Tay Bridge at Perth in the fourteenth century came from the tolls 

paid by those using it. As paupersl passers-throughp and religious 

men were exemptq it would seem that traders were the main contributors. 

The bridges were also sometimes the object of royal attention. Robert I 

and Robert III both made grants towards the upkeep of the Perth bridge, 

while in the thirteenth century Alexander II granted the burgh of Ayr 

a source of revenues to maintain the bridge and the harbour, The ferry 

2 
at Stirling was also the subject of royal, grants. The bridges and 

1. Duncan, 'Perth', 31; Carl Stephenson, Borouqh and Town 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1933). 43. 

2* RMS9 iq no. 196; Scone Liber, no. 143; SL9 B59/23/10; Ayr Chrs., 
no. 14; Stirling Chrs., no. 17. For other fourteenth-century town 
bridges, see Harry R*G. Inglis# 'The Roads and Bridges in the Early 
History of Scotland' in PSAS, x1vii (1912-13)9 307. 
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ferries associated with the burghs were of importance not only to 

the local area but also to the kingdom as a whole* 

Of equal importance to those burghs involved in overseas trade 

were their harbours. These might range in form from simple beach 

landings to more complex walls and quays. During the fourteenth 

century a number of burghs took steps to improve their harbour 

facilities. The most detailed description of such work comes 

from Arbroathq where an agreement was made in 1394 between the 

abbot and the burgesses to build a harbour at the foot of the High 

Street because of the losses suffered by the burgh (and probably 

by the abbot) for the want of a port. The harbour was to be 

formed by the placing of coffers - whether these were of stone or 

timber is not clear - filled with stones. The instructions suggest 

that a fairly large structure was contemplated, In 1398 Edinburgh 

gained the right from Sir Robert Logan of Restalrig who held the 

lands around Leith to enlarge its harbour at Leith by expanding the 

harbourworks on to his lands. The earth and sand referred to was 

probably used as packing for a timbered quay-face. Crail apparently 

had two harbours in 1371, the new one at Roome Bay probably being 

built in the fourteenth century* 
3 

At Aberdeen, a 1398 reference to 11the Key" suggests the existence 

of a harbour in the later fourteenth century, and this is supported by 

Froissart's mention of an ash-wood jetty some time between 1365 and 

1383, Excavation at Shore Brae, although it did not recover the 

earliest deposits at the site, revealed a stone-built late medieval 

wall whose smooth west face suggested that it was a quay wall. 

Nearby deposits and the construction method implied a fourteenth 

3. Arb. Lib., ii, no. 43; Anne Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevenson, 
Historic Arbroath (SBS9 1982)9 35; Edin. Chrs,,, no. 20; Angus 
Graham, 'Archaeological Notes on Some Harbours in Eastern Scotland' 
in PSASO ci (1968-69)9 206; Municipal Corporations (Scotland). 
Local Reoortsq i (Londong 1835). 155,0 
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or fifteenth century date. This wall may have succeeded the 

jetty described by Froissartq or it might have incorporated timber 

in its construction and thus fit his description, 4 

Burghs not on the coast often had riverside harboursq probably 

consisting of quays at which the ships could tie up, Perth seems 

to have had such a harbourg formed by wharves on the Watergate, 

the present Tay Street having been built at a later date. 

References to customs revenues suggest that some sort of harbour 

facilities existed from at least the time of David I. The wharf 

area may have been strengthened after the disastrous flood of 1209, 

Excavation at the foot of the High Street uncovered large jointed 

timbers which might have been part of the medieval wharfage or 

possibly the tolbooth or bridge. Black organic deposits were 

probably the backfill of the early harbour, 5 
Invernessp 

Kirkcudbright and Stirling also had riverside harbours. 

Other burghs were favoured with natural harboursv the existence 

of which probably provided a MaJor impetus to their first settlement. 

The original harbour of Ayr was the basin fed by the River Ayr, the 

river and the tides combining to scour away the sands. When the 

town shifted away from the exposed sand dunes to a gentle slope 

along the riverg the plots on the riverside probably included 

wharves and warehouseso Montrose had an excellent natural 

harbour in the Montrose Basing while the tidal estuary of the 

Kinness Burn provided shelter for ships at St. Andrews as did a 

4, AULj MS, M. 390t Mass 1/11; C. M, Brooksq 'Share Brae, 19741 in 
Aberdeen Excavationst 38-42ý 

S. Ouncant 'Perth', 32-41; Anne Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevenson, 
Historic Perth (SBS, 1982)9 1; IWatching Briefs' (SUAT, forth- 
coming), 4. This article is one of a series of reports on 
excavations in Perth which are to be published in the form of 
a monograph by SUAT, A brief summary of work in Perth is given 
in Linda Blanchard, An Archaeoloqical-Survey of Perth (UAU, 1979). 
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naturally enclosed basin a'. Inverkeithing. 
6 Rock promontoriest 

inshore islands, or a reef above the high-water markv could 

also provide sheltered harbours. In many cases the natural 

harbour seems to have sufficed for the burgh's needsv with 

harbour works not being built until later. Blackness at Linlithgow 

was in use as a landing-place in 1304 and was granted to Linlithgow 

as a port in 13899 but a harbour does not seem to have been allowed 

until 14 .7 

Burghs not situated at a favourable harbour site were often 

granted nearby havens as their ports. Edinburgh carried on 

seaborne trade through Leithq Linlithgow through Slackness, 

Dunbar through Belhaven, and Haddington through Aberlady. The 

burgesses of Elgin were granted the use of the earl of Moray's 

harbour on the River Spey in 1393, but this was eight miles away 

and they seem to have made use of other sites as well including 

(illegally) Spynie which was controlled by the bishop of Moray, 

Although the maintenance of bridgesq ferries and harbours 

helped to facilitate access to the burghs, some control over 

entrance to the settlements was necessary if market tolls were 

to be collected, In many burghs this control probably took the 

form of some sort of ports at the entrances to the town along the 

principal streets. Gates at the foot of the closes and fences 

or walls at the back of the burgage rigs probably formed the main 

defences of most burghs. 

The question of burgh defences is one of the most vexed in 

6. Dodd, 'Ayr'q 308,320; Robert Gourley and Anne Turner, Historic 
Montrose (SBS, 1978)q 1; R. G. Cant, St, Andrews, The Preservation 
Trust Handbook, rev. ed. (St. Andrews# 1971). U; Graham, 'Harbourst, 
245. St. Andrews also had a port at the River Eden, St AULI 
865/22/6. 

7. Graham, tHarbours'. 203,217; ER9 111,214. 

a. ER9 iiiq 1,48t 203,250; Elqin Recs. f 16; Anne Turner Simpson and 
Sylvia Stevensong Historic-Eloin (SBS9 1982)9 2. 
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Scottish medieval urban historyp with a number of suggestions 

being put forward as to the type of defences which were used 

by various burghs. Perhaps the existence of documented walls 

at Perth as well as the example of walled Continental towns has 

led to the assumption that all burghs must therefore have had some 

sort of defence* This is an example of the danger of extrapolating 

features of one burgh and seeing them as representative of all 

burghs. Perth was one of Scotlandts most prosperous burghs andg 

of even more importance as far as the story of its defences goesp 

it was in a prime strategic position for the forces of Edward I 

and Edward III. During the fourteenth century, it seems, the 

only burghs with any real defences were those which had been 

subject to English occupation, Even in these burghs it was 

usually the castle and not the burgh which provided the main 

focus of defence. 10 In most burghs, military defences do not 

seem to have existed. 

Perhaps the assumption that defences of any sort were 

necessary or desirable except in unusual circumstances should 

be called into question. Before the Wars of Independence the 

burghs had few enemies from whom they needed to defend themselves. 

The burgh law which made each burgess responsible for watch and 

ward may have been aimed as much at dealing with trouble within 

the burgh as with defence from dangers from outside. The fosse 

9, Neil A, McGavint Excavations at Mill Street, Perth, 1979-80. 
7UAU, n. d. ) 4-5.7-9; R. M. Spearmant 'An An Interim Repoit 

Excavation at the Clydesdale Bankq 29-30 South Methven Streett 
Perth, 1979 (SUAT, forthcoming)v conclusion; Simpson. Perth. 
24-5; N, Q, Bogdan, 'History of the Sitel (PHSE9 forth'ýo_ming5, 
13-21. This last article is one of a series of reports which 
will be published in monograph form by PHSE. 

10. Among these burghs were Berwickv Stirlingg Edinburgh and 
Linlithgow. The possible fourteenth-century Edinburgh wall 
shown by Ian Adams would have defended the castle precinct 
rather than the burgh, Adams, Urban Scotland, 38, Fig. 2.4. 
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at Inverness, of which much is made in order to prove the 

defensive nature of the early burghst may reflect its rather 

remote position on the fringes of royal authority and the belief 

that extra safeguards were necessary because of this, rather than 

a general royal policy towards all burghs. In fact, the fosse 

seems to have been of little use defensively as the town was 

captured several times in the centuries after it was built. 11 

In the fourteenth centuryv theng most burghs appear to have 

been undefended by strong man-made fortifications* The ease with 

which the English kings attacked and burned the towns an their 

routes through Scotland supports this picture. Nor is this lack 

of defences very surprising. It was in the interests of 

communities existing primarily for trade not to present too 

formidable a barrier to those wishing to come to the burgh for 

this purpose, Parts both supplied the necessary amount of control 

and marked the boundaries of the burgh. Possible support for this 

picture of lack of concern with defence comes from excavations in 

Aberdeen where evidence from the backlands seems to imply that 

"the backs of the rigs were possibly less formally defined in the 

medieval period than is often suggested". This suggestion is 

based on negative evidence - the lack of identifiable banks or 

walls - but does imply that even if some sort of enclosing fence 

did exist it was not very substantial. As with many other burghsq 

the natural defences provided by the local topography were probably 

12 deemed to be sufficient. 

11. Leqes at Consuetudines quatuOr Burnorum in Ancient Burgh Laws2 
c, 81; Jonathan Wordsworth et al. 9 'Excavation of the settlement 
at 13-21 Castle Street Invernessp 19791 in PSAS, cxii (1982), 322. 

12. O. C. Murrayq 'Conclusionst in Aberdeen Excavatioli-S. 247; R. C. Fox, 
'Stirling 155D-1700: the morphology and functions of a pre-industrial 
Scottish burght in Scottish Urb_an History, 53; G. W. Shirley, The 
Growth of a Scottish Burqh: a Study inthe Early Historyof Dumfries 
(Dumfries, 1915), 6-7; Anne Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevensont 
Historic Forfar, (SBSI 1981)9 19 15-16* 
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For the traveller approaching or entering many burghsq it 

might appear that the settlement was dominated either by a castle 

or by a religious establishment or by both. Howeverg although 

such buildings might seem to be the most significant feature of 

these burghs they were in fact outwith the burghal boundariest 

both physically and legally. In Glasgow and Elgin, the cathedral 

13 
area was well-separated from the commercial heart of the burgh. 

Within the burgh itself the prime focus was the market. 

Filled with country people bringing local produce on market day, 

merchants and foreign traders at various timesq and native traders 

from further afieldq entertainersq and a host of exotic people at 

the fairs, the market-place was the centre of burgh 'life. Here were 

usually found any public buildings, the stalls and booths of merchants 

and craftsmen, and often the homes of the wealthiest families of the 

burghq as a market frontage was considered to be a desirable property. 

Here also stood the market cross, the symbol of the market privileges 

of the burgh, 14 
and a common place for the announcing of royal 

proclamations and other important pronouncements. 

In many burghs with a simple single street-plan 
is 

the market 

area was defined by the widening of the street. At Ayr, the 

13. Norman Sheadq 'Glasgow in the 12th and 13th Centuries: Evidence 
other than Archaeologi-eall in Glasqow Archaeoloqical Society 
BulletiaL New Series, no. 13 (Spring, 1982). 1; Cantq His'toricA 
Elgin, 3. 

14. The significance of the cross is shown by David IIIs command to 
remove the cross of Brechin after the town's market privileges 
had been curtailedg LRS, vit no, 334, See below, pp. 307-8, 

15. Most social and economic requirements of the burgh could be 
incorporated in a single street-plang although more complex plans 
also existedg R*G. Roger, tThe Evolytion of Scottish Town Planning? 
in Scottish Urban Historyp 74, For the various types of town 
plans, see Khan Alaudding tScottish Burghs: Some Aspects of their 
Origins, Development and Plant, unpublished B. Litt (Glasgow, 1968). 
71-100, and Jeremy W. R* Whitehand and Khan Alauddin, tThe Town 
Plans of Scotland: Some Preliminary Considerationst in Scottish 
Geoqraphical Maaazineg lxxxv (1969). 
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definition of the market was made especially clear as "the whole 

space was given a subtle double curve along its length so that 

when the frontages were built up the overlapping curved facades 

virtually closed the space. " Occasionally the changing needs or 

the growth of the burgh led to a change in the location of the 

market. At St, Andrews the cross was transferred in the 1190s, 

possibly from the east end of North Street, to. its present location 

on Market Street. The Ayr marketplace mentioned above was that 

burghts second market. At Crail also the market seems to have 

16 
moved from the Nethergate to the High Street, In other cases 

the original market might survive an expansion or change of 

orientation of the burgh. The Perth market at the foot of the 

High Street was probably the focus of market activity when the 

main axis of the burgh was north-south along the Skinnergate 

as well as in the later period when the axis had shifted to 

east-west along the High Street and South Street, 

Some traces of the medieval marketplaces in certain burghs 

have been uncovered in excavation. At Perth, gravel layers to 

the north of probably late twelfth century buildings at King 

Edward Street may be the early levels of the High Street and, 

as the present building line is two to three metres northq may 

represent the wider part of the street used for the market* At 

Townhall Street in Inverkeithing, "series of extensive cobbled 

spreads that have been subject to much wear and replacement" were 

probably part of the medieval marketplace. 
17 

As the burgh expanded its market might also grow. In the later 

medieval period a number of burghs had several different markets at 

16. Dodd, 'Ayr', 3169 320; Brooks, 'Planning and growth1q 290; Anne 
Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevenson, Historic Crail, (SBS, 1981)9 17, 

17. L. M. Blanchard and L. Rossq 'An Excavation at King Edward Streetv 
Perth 1982, Interim Report' (SUATv forthcoming); 3. Wordsworth, 
'Inverkeithing' in D and E (1981)9 10. 
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various sites within the town usually specializing in the sale 

of different products. Although there is no evidence of such 

specialization in the fourteenth century, the extension of the 

marketplace might be the first step in such a development. 

Excavations at Castle Street in Inverness have led to the 

suggestion that Doomsdalev as it was formerly knowng was a 

deliberately planned market-linked expansion taking place during 

the fourteenth century. 
18 It seems possible that as the market 

grow the various products offered for sale might be grouped together 

in separate sectionsq and that later they were offered at separate 

markets in different parts of the burgh, 

The market could also be affected in another way by burgh 

expansion. The centre of a wide marketplace offered space for 

more buildings, especially if space elsewhere in the burgh was 

limited. In Dumfries in the late fourteenth century the New Wark, 

a large stone structureq was erected in the middle of the High 

Streetq affecting the size of the market area. The Luckenbooths 

of Edinburghq which were built in the High Street immediately 

in front of St* Giles$, may have been constructed as early as 

1386. In Haddington an *island group' separated Market Street 

and High Street by 1425.19 

One building which stood in or near the market in many burghs 

was the tolbooth or townhouse which provided a meeting-plac8 for 

those involved in the administration of burgh affairs. It also 

could serve as a toll-collecting centre and a prison. As the 

18. Jonathan Wordsworth, 'The Archaeological Investigation of 
Medieval Inverness' in The Middle Aqea in the Hiqhlands 
(Invernessq 1981)9 75. 

19. Spalding Misc., vq 250; Anne Turner Simpson at alo, Historic 
Edinburnh. Canonqats and Leith (SBS, 1981)"O. Robert Gourlay and 
Anne Turner, Historic Haddinqton (SBS; 19781,4. Alauddin 
suggests that most such 'market colonization' took place after 
1400, Alauddint 1Burghs2q 11&-22. 
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regulation of trade was one of the most important responsibilities 

of the burgh magistrates and councilq the tolbooth's proximity to 

the market was appropriate. 

There was probably a townhouse in Berwick by the late thirteenth 

centuryg as by that time the burgh had its own prisons the Berfreyt. 

Other burghsq during the course of the fourteenth centuryq were 

granted land by the crown in the burgh on which to build a tolbooth 

or courthouse. In some cases it is possible that the new building 

may have been intended to replace an earlier one, but as this is 

specifically stated in the grant to Montrose, it is perhaps fair to 

assume that most grants gave licence for the burgh's first town 

hall. Certainly the grant to Irvine seems to imply this. Robert 

II granted the burgh a piece of land in Market Street on which to 

build a "decent and fair house to hold public and secret councils 

, 120 that it might be a courthouse for the enhancement of the burgh . 

The fact that such. a building was to enhance the burgh suggests 

that there was no earlier townhouse. 

Dundee, Edinburgh, and Aberdeen were also given royal licence 

to build tolbooths in the 1300s, The grants to Edinburgh and 

Dundee were of specific pieces of burgh land but the Aberdeen 

charter left it up to the burgesses to decide where they wished 

to site the new building, with the proviso that it must not be 

in the centre of the market. That this was possibly Aberdeen's 

first tolbooth is suggested by a burgh court roll from 1317 which 

20. Rot. Scot., 1.493; MA, M/WC/2; Irvine Mu 
, 
riments, no. 6. The 

tolbooth was a focus of civic pride and organization, Geoffrey 
Stellq 'The earliest tolbooths: a preliminary account' in 
PSASv cxi (1981). 445. In 1400 each inhabitant of Aberdeen 
was to give a day's labour or 4d towards the building of the 
tolbooth, Abdn. RecS... 238. 

01 
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21 
records that the court met in a private house. The new 

building was probably one of the most substantial in the burgh, 

having both lower and upper floors. 

Many fourteenth-century burghs, howeverg seem to have lacked 

tolbooths. Public meetings were held in large open spaces within 

the town* churchyards being one of the most common choices. In 

1272 the burgh of Elgin granted land to Pluscarden Abbey, the 

whole citizenry being gathered in the churchyard of St. Giles. 

In Invernessq on at least one occasiong the churchyard of the 

Chapel of St. Mary, rather than that of the parish churchq was 

used*- 
22 On this occasion John Scot, burgess of Inverness, was 

chosen to represent the burgh in a petition to the king. 

Also to be found in the market area was the tron or public 

weighbeam of the burgh. That not all burghs had a tron during 

the earlier part of the century is implied by an act of David II 

ordering a tran and the office of tranar to be set up in each 

burgh in 1364. On 3 December 13649 two days earlierv David had 

granted land to the burgesses and community of Edinburgh in the 

High Street on which to build. a new trong to replace the old one. 

The existence of trons in many of the burghs after this date is 

implied by the payments recorded as being made to tronars in the 

custumarst accounts. A reference to the tran of Aberdeen in 1399 

suggests that it could also act as a place for public actions 

as it was here that Paul Crab, burgess of Aberdeenj gave a pledge 

to one of the bailies to pursue an action against another burgess 

21. DAy TC/CC 15 (1325); Edin Chrs., no. 13 (1386); Abdn. Chrs.. 
no. 15; Abdn. Recs., 10. The Edinburgh townhouse replaced an 
earlier one, standing in 1368, St Giles Reg,, no. 15. This 
earlier building was probably burned by the English in 1385, 
The 1386 charter does not refer specifically to a townhouse# 
but is endorsed as relating to the "BelhouseII9 a public 
meeting-house. 

22. Familie of Innesp 54-6; Moray Rage, no. 235. 
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a. ver a land d spute. 
23 

Another building of importance to burgh life was the parish 

church* As the centre of worship for the burgh inhabitants it 

provided a focus for private piety and public activity. In 

some burghs such as Perth it was situated away from the bustle 

of the market and was reached by a street leading off the main 

street, while in others such as Elgin it was in the centre of the 

High Street. In Edinburgh St. Giles' was situated on the south 

side of the High Street along the ridge on which the burgh stretched 

down from the castle, Sometimes the parish church was put to uses 

which would not have been foreseen by their founders, In 1299, 

Edward I used the tower of Annan parish church to store supplies 

in case of attack by the Scotsq while the parish church of 

Linlithgow was incorporated in the English king's defences there 

in the early years of the fourteenth century. 
24 

The buildings of other religious institutions were also a 

feature of many burghsq with some larger places such as Aberdeen 

having three friaries by the 1300s* Generally, these institutions 

were established on the outskirts of the burghs# and can thus be 

useful in establishing the limits of the burgh at the time of 

their founding. When the burgh later expanded beyond those 

limitsq the area around the friaries usually remained as open 

space, The Grayfriars of Dumfries possessed almost all lands 

north of Friars' Vennal in the fourteenth century and these were 

described as still void in the sixteenth century. The area of 

the Green around the Carmelite Friary of Aberdeen seams to have 

23. APSv ip 497; Edin. Chra., no. 7; Abdn. RecS., 37. 

24. COS9 ii, no. 1115; SR09 GD215/18649 ffe 6-7; CDSp ii, no. 1324. 
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remained as gardens for much of the medieval period. 
25 

As well as the friaries and the parish church there were 

chapels both within and outwith the burghs, Attached to many 

of these chapels were hospitals. The hospitals usually combined 

a number of functionsg including caring for the infirm and the 

old# and providingýrest and lodging for the traveller. They 

were founded by individual benefactorsq often members of the 

royal familyq and usually endowed with funds for their upkeep, 

commonly in the form of lands providing an annual rent. The 

inmates were known as bedesmen, or "those who are bound to 

pray". and one of their duties was to offer prayers for the soul 

of the founder* 
26 The work of the hospitals was supplemented 

by the monasteries and friaries who also provided food for the 

poor and accommodation for travellers. One special function 

seems to have been largely left to the hospitals* howeverg 

separate houses being set up to care for lepers., One lepers' 

house was situated north of Abardeenf another near Elging and 

similar institutions existed elsewhere. 
27 

In some burghs the area outwith the bounds of the burgh 

proper might also become the scene of suburban development. 

At Perth settlement at Barker Raw to the west of the town 

wall seems to have been taking place during the fourteenth 

century., In Edinburgh the Pleasancet on the line of the road 

south from the burghq was apparently one of the first medieval 

25, ERt iq 60; Abdn. Re_cso, t St 27p 85; James Barbourv 'The 
Greyfriars' Convent of Dumfries and Its Environs' in TOGAS 
(1910-11)9 25; 3, C, Murray and Judith Stcnes, t45-59 Green 
19761 in Aberdeen ExcavationSt 90a 

26, William J. Dillon, 'The Spittals of Ayrshire. The Hospitals 
of Celtic and Medieval Timest in CAAS, 2nd ser., A (1958-60). 
16-19; Lanark Recs., xviii. See also John Durkang 'Care of the 
Poor: Pre-Reformatlo`ý Hospitalst in Essays an the Scottish 
Reformation. 1513-1625, ad. 0. McRoberts (Glasgow, 1962), 

27. Dillon, fSpittals of Ayrshire#, 12-13; Abdn. Recl., 11,283-4; 
Moray Ren. t no* 117* 
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suburbs of the town, perhaps formed in the eastward expansion 

of the burgh in the thirteenth century, Fullarton, where the 

roads from Troon and Ayr met, developed as a small suburb on the 

opposite bank of the river from Irvine. Around Aberdeen, the 

extensive croft territories seem, also to have been taking on a 

suburban character by the 1300sp with properties being bought 

and sold independently of any connection with burgage lands in 

the burgh itself* 
28 

Within the burgh, the pattern of landholding was dominated 

by the longg narrow rigs of the burgages stretching back from the 

main streets. In simple burgh plans consisting of one main 

street widening in the middle for the market, the burgages. tended 

to provide a herring-bone pattern, In other burghs the shape of 

the properties might be determined by the presence of rivers or 

hills, or by development of the lands an a parallel or connecting 

street. In some burghs where there is evidence of deliberate 

town planning, it seems that an attempt was made to keep the 

burgages fairly uniform, at least within different areas of the 

town, if not throughout the whole burgh, but elsewhere it 

seemed to be mainly the breadth of the frontage that was 

significant. This is the dimension stressed by the Surgh J. aws, 

which stated that a burgage was to be twenty feet wide 
29 (Just 

over 6 metres)o 

Excavations in Perth and Aberdeen have revealed that the 

28, E3Lt MS, Add. 332459 f. 182; Simpsong Edinburgh, 16; Anne 
Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevensong Historic Irvine (SBS, 
1980). For the Aberdeen craft territoriest see belowq 
pp. 172-3.1 would like to thank Dro Michael Lynch for 
pointing out the significance of the location of the Pleasance. 

29. Alaudding tBurghstt 112; Foxt IStirlingt, 57; Brooksq 'Planning 
and growth1q 287-8; Fraomenta Queedam Vaterum Lequm at Consuetu- 
dinum Scotiae Undique Collecta in Ancient Gurqh Laws, c. 15. See 
Abdn. Recs,., lvi, n. 2. for a discussion of burgage sizes* 
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width of a burgage did not necessarily remain constant throughout 

the medieval period* At a number of sitesq changes in the 

boundaries of the rigsp usually to make them more uniform, seem 

to have taken place. Interestinglyq this shift in boundaries 

is in each case dated to the late thirteenth or early fourteenth 

century, but more excavation needs to. take place before it can be 

seen whether such formalisation was a characteristic feature of 

this period. The rearganisation at St. Paul Street (the backlands 

of Upperkirkgate burgages) in Aberdeen resulted in three plots 

of possibly 5.5 -6 metres. At 33-35 Canal Street (backlands of 

South Street properties) in Perth, there seems to have been some 

experimentation with the boundariest with the lines being laid 

out and then rejected in some cases. At Kirk Close (High Street 

backlands) in Perthq during the fourteenth century, the properties 

seem to have had an average width of 5.5 metres, 
30 

St. Andrews serves as a reminder of the danger of assuming too 

great a similarity between the burghs. Here the rigs tended to 

be either about 9- 10 metres or 11 metres wide* The lesser 

width, equal to about ten pacesq was a common one in England and 

Europe, Dickinson suggests that the width of the St. Andrews 

frontages might have been intended to equal two English perches, 

and points out that the planning of St. Andrews was carried outg 

at least in its initial stagest by Mainardus the Fleming who came 

from Berwick and was probably influenced by the situation there., 31 

One of the burgh officialts duties mentioned in the burgh laws 

is lining, and official liners were to be found in Aberdeen at the 

30.3. Dent, t12-26 Broad Street 19731 in Aberdeen Excavationst 30; 
Hilary Murray, 142 St. Paul Street 1977-81 in Aberdeen Excavationst 
569 57; R*M, Spearman, IAn Excavation at 33-35 Canal Streetq 
Perth, 19811 (SUAT, forthcoming), 15t 23; L, M. Blanchardt 'An 
Excavation at Kirk Close 86-100 High Street Pertht 19791 (SUATv 
forthcoming), Dating, A similar width existed in Forrest Anne 
Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevensont Historic Forres, (SBS, 1982)t 15. 

31. Brooks, 'Planning and growth', 181; Abdn, RecS*q lvit n. 2. The size 
of burgages in Berwick was also unusual. 
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close of the fourteenth century. 
32 The liner was responsible 

for defining the boundaries between the rigsp and the existence 

of the office indicated the importance of the burgage to the 

organisation. of the burghe Burgess-ship rested an the possession 

of a burgagelfor uhich rent was paid to the crowng and the integrity 

of the burgage was therefore very important to its possessor. 

Boundaries might be marked in a number of waysv sometimes 

varying at one site over time. At St. Paul Streett boundary 

ditches were replaced by fences in the fourteenth centuryq although 

the initial reorganisation of plot widths was first indicated by 

the ditches. Wattle fences also marked property divisions at 

Gallowgata in the fourteenth centuryt and were used at Castle 

Street in Inverness at about the same time. Boundary fences 

dating from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century were found 

at Elgin High Street. At Forfar, early boundaries were apparently 

indicated by gulliesq as they were at Glasgow Castle Street. Gullies 

continued to function as property markers in the fourteenth century 

in Perth, at Kirk Close and at Canal Street* 33 

Some property boundaries could be more substantial than this. 

At St. Andrews the garden of a tenement was enclosed by a stone 

wall in 1348. On the other hand, title deeds from the same 

burgh often record boundaries as being marked only by march 
34 -1 

stones, It seems that the type of boundary variedv probably 

depending on a number of factors, such as whether animals were kept 

32. Leqes Burgorum, c. 119; Abdn. RecS*g 100. 
33. H. Murray, ISt, Paul Street', 55-61; Hilary Murray, 145-47 

Gallowgate 19791 in Aberdeen Excavations, 114; Wordsworth, 
'Castle Street'. 3279 330; William J. Lindsay, 'Elgin' in 
D and E 

ý 
(1977)9 24; R, M, Spearmang 'Excavation at 17-21 Castle 

Streetq Forfar, 19791 in PSAS, cxii (1982). 457; Blanchardq 
'Kirk Close' (SUAT), 14; Spearman, 133-35 Canal Street', 24, 

34o St. AUL9 SL110/6/7; Brooksq tUrban Archaeology'. 29. 
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on the rig and needed to be enclosed by fpncest lack of trust 

in a neighbour leading to strict definition of the boundary of 

the plots, the ability to afford a stone wallv or the need for 

a quick and easy plot marker which could be redefined without 

difficulty. 

Boundaries could also be marked by paths which ran between 

the frontage properties to give access to buildings and yards 

behind them. A cobbled path ran between two fourteenth-century 

rigs at Broad Street in Aberdeeng while two late thirteenth/early 

fourteenth century properties in Inverness were separated by what 

was probably a gravel path. A gravel path at Kirk Close was in 

use for most of the 1300sq being provided with a drain in the later 

period. Gravel paths were also common at Perth High Street, At 

Canal Street, one gully was replaced by a gravel path in the 

fourteenth century, The responsibility for the upkeep of such 

paths may have varied as sometimes they appear to be on one 

property and at other times an both. 35 

More substantial divisions were provided by the vennels 

running off from the main streets which were a common feature of the 

medieval burghs. These gave access to streets running parallel 

to the main one, to back lanes behind the burgages or to particular 

sites such as the parish church or a religious house. In some 

cases at least the vennel was considered to be the property of 

the adjoining land. The Glackfriars of Elgin thus hold a 

perticate of land with vennel in the burgh in 1374. Other vennels 

were considered to be common property and there are references to 

"common vennels" in several burghs* 36 

35. H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street', 79; Wordswortht 'Castle StreetIq 327; 
Blanchardq 'Kirk Close'(SUAT)q 16p 22; N, Q. Bogdan and O. W. Wordsworth, 
The Medieval Excavations at the Hinh Street Perth 1975-76. An Interim 
f2port (Perth, 1978). 19; Spearmang 133-35 Canal Streettp 269 309 53. 

36. NLS9 Adv. MS. 9A. 1.109 f. 45; SR09 RH6/187 (Dumbarton); AUL9 MS. M. 3900 
Mass 12/53 (Aberdeen); Arb, Lib. iiq no. 13 (Arbroath); St Giles Req., 
no, 19 (Edinburgh); Newb, ReqAp no. 229 (Crail), 
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It is not clear where the responsibility for the upkeep of 

the main streets of the burgh layt but examination of the medieval 

surfaces of a road at Inverness shows that divisions in the road 

laying did not correspond to property divisions and probably 

represented rather the boundary between tw6 layers of gravel. 

The normal surface-here was coarse sand and gravel, but elsewhere 

there were roads of stones and large beach pebbles, and another 

of a layer of cobbles. Cobbles were apparently a common surface 

for the roads which formed the market place, 
37 

For the inhabitants of any burgh, the most important building 

was that in which they made their home. Here many would spend the 

great proportion of their lives and thus any information about 

these structures reflects the conditions of life for most of the 

burgh inhabitants, No fourteerith-century domestic buildings 

survive in Scottish burghsq nor do there appear to be any 

pictorial representations of the urban dwellings of this period, 

Scattered references in documents reveal little about the structure 

of the buildings beyond the fact that some had forestairs and 

upstairs rooms or tsolars'. and that a few were built of stone, 

while most were constructed of wood. For construction methods 

and most housing materialst for size and shapet the evidence comes 

entirely from excavation. 

Archaeological work at a number of burghs including Aberdeen, 

Perth and Inverness has produced remains of enough structures to 

allow some suggestions to be advanced about the nature of medieval 

37. Wordsworth, 'Castle StreetIq 388; Colvin Grieg, tVirginia 
Street Steps, Castle Lane 1974f in Aberdeen E5ccavations,, 107; 
R. D. Stevenson at al., tKirkintillocht in D and E (1978)9 
30-1; Wordsworthq 'Inverkeithing'. 10. 
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secular buildings. In 1980, Dr. Hilary Murray presented the 

results of a study of nearly forty buildings excavated from 

the Perth High Street and various sites in Aberdeen. 38 The 

buildings ranged from the twelfth to the fourteenth century in 

date, but the development of building techniques was uneven and 

it is likely that all these types were to be found in the burghs 

of the 1300s. Although chronological development might take 

place within a single plotv such development did not necessarily 

occur simultaneously across the whole burgh or even within one 

section of the burghe It seems that most areas had inhabitants 

involved in a variety of occupations and differing substantially 

in personal wealth, In the Aberdeen tax roll of 14089 the burgh 

is divided into quarters, and each quarter has its share of 

prosperous and poor inhabitants. A better-constructed house 

might therefore lie adjacent to a much more simply-built one of 

the same period. - Any picture of the burgh mus't take this into 

account, It seems that the appearance of the urban dwellings 

of the Scottish medieval burgh wtas by no means standardised. 
39 

Murray divides them into three main categariesq based an the 

wall constructiong having walls of wattleg planks or clay. Some 

stone buildings have also been uncovered by excavationg but it 

is not always possible to determine whether they were built 

38, Hilary Murray, tMedieval Wooden and Wattle Buildings Excavated 
in Perth and Aberdeen' in Town Houses and Structures in Medieval 
Scotland: A Seminargedd. Anne Turner Simpson and Sylvia Stevenson 
(ses, 1980). 

39. Abdn. Chrs.,, 312-17; H, Murrayp 'Wooden and Clay Buildings from Perth 
High Street Excavations' (PHSE9 forthcoming). Documents often show 
a wide range of rents an a specific street, implying that rich and 
poor lived close together. In Aberdeeng rents on Shiprow varied 
from 2s to 16s, those on Exchequer Raw from 16s 8d to 60s. See- 

-, <\, x-, Se"C%\ cc\. \egýp CNNa's\eTs. 
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entirely of stone or of a combination of stone and timber. 40 

A grant of 1236 to the burgesses of Ayr allowing them to 

take wood to build their houses from five pennylands in Kyle 

suggests that most of the urban dwellings in this burgh were 

made of wood. A similar conclusion may be drawn from the 

number of conflagrations to which many burghs were subject in 

the fourteenth century and earlier, as well as from the speed 

with which the settlements were rebuilt. Froissartv writing in 

the later fourteenth century, records the Scots as saying that their 

houses only took three days to build and it was therefore no great 

calamity if they were burned by the English. 41 

According to Froissart, the Scots needed only "'five or six 

poles and boughs to cover them"' to construct their buildings. 
42 

This statementt although somewhat over-simplifiedv is supported 

to a large extent by the excavations which have been carried out 

so far. The great majority of buildings uncovered have been of 

post-and wattle construction* Such structures have been found 

in each burgh where excavation has taken place, and also at a variety 

of sites within certain burghs, The predominance of this type of 

construction may be partially due to the fact that most sites 

excavated have been in the backlands of the burgagest and these 

buildings may therefore represent workshops or the homes of poorer 

inhabitants of the burgh# but similar structures have been found an 

frontage sites as wellp and it seems reasonable to suppose that the 

40. Murrayp 'Medieval Buildingstp 39-40, Stone buildings were found 
at Edinburgh and Perth High Streetsq John Schofieldq tExcavations 
south of Edinburgh High Street, 1973-41 in PSAS, cvii (1975-76), 
180; Murray, 'Perth Buildings', 81, 

41. Ayr Chrs. t no. 6; Chron. Froissart, 11,36, 

42. Chron. Froissart, ii, 55. 
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poorer homes of the larger burghs may well have represented the 

norm for many smaller burghs, Wattle materials were fairly 

quickly replenished, easy to cut and light to transport and were 

the most readily available materials for burgh inhabitants wishing 

to build their own houses* 
43 

Post-and-wattle walls consisted of a series of upright posts 

between which were woven flexible pieces of wood. The strength 

of wattle walls "lay in the flexibility of wattle which allows it 

to absorb shock and stress better than a more rigid wall of similar 

thickness", The wood used for the wattle varied, the type 

depending an what was available in the locality. Hazel, asht 

birch and willow were all used. 
44 Four different types of post- 

and-wattle buildings have been identified. The simplest consisted 

of wattle walls set in the eartht sometimes in a shallow gullyp 

without any additional posts around the perimeter* A second 

type did have additional postsp while the third had double walls* 

The fourth typet which seems to represent a more sophisticated 

technique# had the walls set in a horizontal sill-beam laid either 

on the ground or on a stone foundation. This construction helped 

to prevent the ratting of the wood which affected the other wall- 

types with their posts set directly into the groundo The evidence 

of frequent rebuilding shows the shorter life of these buildings 

which seem an average to have stood for about twenty-five years, 
45 

Many of these structures were covered with daub which provided 

insulation and in some cases structural support. Traces of clay 

43, He Murrayq 'Perth BuildingsIq 72; He Murrayt 'The Excavated 
Secular Buildings' in Aberdeen Excavations, t 225t 2279 228; 
Wordsworthp 'Castle StreetIt 382-4, 

44, He Murrayq 'Perth Buildingslp 45; Wordswortht tCastle Streetlý 384. 
45, He Murray, 'Medieval Buildingslo 39-40; J. S. Dent, 'Building Materials 

and Methods of Construction, The Evidence from the Archaeological 
Excavations at Broad Street Aberdeen' in Buildin q Construction in 
Scotland. Some Historical and Reqional Aspects (Scottish Vernacular 
Buildings Working Group, 1976). 69. 
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daub were found in Aberdeen and more extensively in Inverness 

where the clay showed signs of having been applied in a fairly 

liquid state. For those buildings without additional posts# 

the daub could help carry the weight of the roof. The lack of 

traces of daub in such buildings where it was structurally 

required has led Murray to suggest that as well as clayv which is 

thought to have been the most common material for daubg mud, dung 

and turf might have been used. These latter materials are difficult 

to distinguish from yard deposits and are therefore difficult to 

recognize as wall components during excavation. 
46 

Wattle buildings with additional posts outside and/or inside 

the walls may not always have used daub, Its use probably depended 

on, the building's funcýion. While the insulation would have been 

welcome in a home# it may not have been seen as necessary for an 

animal byre. Double post-and-wattle walls probably acted as 

retaining walls for an inner care of mud, dungg or turf, Such 

buildings were found at Dublin and York, but are less certain in 

Scotland. In a possible example at Perth it was not clear whether 

or not the two parts of the double wall were contemporary. More 

complete buildings need to be excavated to confirm the use of 

double walls in Scotland. 47 

Post-and-wattle walls set in sill-beams required greater 

competence in carpentry for the preparation of the sill-beams and 

the varticalso The clearest example of this technique comes from 

a fourteenth-century building at Kirk Close in Perth, but this kind 

of construction is a possibility for any stone foundation missing an 

associated sill or for sill-beams lacking positive evidence of the 

46. G. G. Simpson ed. 9 Aberdeen's Hidden History (Aberdeen, 1972), 10; 
Wordsworthp 'Castle Street', 383,384; H, murrayg 'St. Paul Street'. 
69,71; H, Murrayq 'Medieval BuildingsIt 40, 

47, Ho Murrayp 'Medieval GuildingsIt 41; H, Murray, tPerth BuildingsIq 
8 -109 77. 
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use of planks. A fourteenth-century building at Perth High 

Street raises the possibility that stone foundations may have been 

used for the weight-bearing side walls while the other walls used 

earthfast sills. Other buildings may have had some sill-beam 

walls and some groundfast ones. A warning against interpreting 

ground sills as a chronological development from earthfast uprights 

comes from South Methven Street in Perth where a ground-sill building 

of the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century was replaced by a 

post-built structure. 
48 

Plank walls were less commont at least at Perth. One example, 

found in a late thirteenth-century house at Perth High Street, was 

confined to the west wall which fronted a path. It replaced an 

earlier wattle wallv and its positiong along with the relatively 

poor standard of carpentry, hae led Murray to suggest that it may 

have been built for effect rather than for structural purposes. 

In fact9 the east wall was supported by buttresses which may have 

been needed to counteract the imbalance caused by the new type of 

west wall. In Aberdeeng an early thirteenth-century grooved 

sillbeam at Gallowgate may have held a plank wall, but may equally 

have supported a wattle wall. At Invernessp an the frontage sites 

at Castle Streetq the sill-beams show little evidence of wattle 

wallsq leading Jonathan Wordsworth to suggest that perhaps planked 

walls were used. Two buildings show possible traces of such 

construction. Although too much reliance must not be placed on 

chronological developmentg vertical planking would be a natural 

successor to a late thirteenth-century clay building where the 

planks were inserted into the ground. Furthermore, the timbers 

48. Linda Blanchard, 'Kirk Close -a Backland Excavation' in 
Town Houses, 36; H. Murray, 'Medieval Buildings', 41-2; H. Murrayq 
'Perth Buildings19 3-4; Spearmang 'South Methven Street', 7. 
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used in these Inverness buildings suggest that they were well- 

crafted structuresq and might therefore be expected to have the 

higher-status plank walls that the late thirtBenth-century 

building at Perth High Street was imitating* 49 

A small clay building was found at Perth High Street in 

the fourteenth-century levels. Vertical timbers may have been 

used to strengthen the walls as well as to support the roof 

timbersq although not enough evidence was recovered to reconstruct 

the building* At Queen Street in Aberdeen fragments of clay wall 

with a thick care of unwoven heather may indicate the existence of 

a similar structure. There was also evidence of a clay building 

at Inverness. Clay housesq consisting of posts with horizontal 

timbers attached as a base for straw, the whole framework being 

covered with clayq farmed "a strong vernacular tradition in North- 

East Scotland" until fairly recent times. 50 

As yetv little evidence has been uncovered of a true timber- 

framed tradition preceding the major stone-building phase in Scottish 

burghsl although timber-framing techniques are known from the 

sixteenth century. Murray suggests that this may be due to later 

destruction by cellars and the foundations of stone buildings and 

also the difficulty of identifying possible timber superstructures. 

The use of sill-beams may indicate a move toward the timber-framed 

traditiong at least at-certain social levelsq but the shortage of 

suitable timber perhaps resulted in an early transition to the use 

of stone. 
51 

49. H. Murray, #Perth Buildingst, 47-8.85; H. Murray, 145-47 
Gallowgatel, 114; Wordswortht 'Castle Streett, 381. Similar 
plank walls have been found at Birmingham and Oubling H. Murray# 
'Medieval Buildings', 43, 

50. H. Murray, 'Perth Buildings'. 61-3; H. Murrayq 'Medieval Buildings', 
43-4; Wordsworth, tCastle Street'. 338. 

51. H. Murrayo 'Aberdeen Buildings'. 227. 
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Of stone buildingsq evidence can be found more often in 

the documents than on the ground. Large bonded stone foundations 

uncovered at Perth High Street from fourteenth-century levels 

may have supported a multiple-storay building with stone walls, 

or with a stone room on the ground floor and a timber room above. 

A. similar structure of the late fourteenth/early fifteenth century 

was found at a site an Edinburghts High Street. References to 

stone houses seem to suggest that they were still unusual in the 

fourteenth century as most houses are referred to without mentioning 

the material of which they are constructed. There are three mentions 

of stone houses in Ayr, and one in Aberdeen in the 1300s. 
52 

The 

absence of references to such buildings in many burghs cannot be 

taken as proof that they did not exist, however, It is possible 

that in the larger and more prosperous burghs such as Perth and 

Edinburgh, stone houses may have been common enough to be referred 

to without comment on the building material. Certainly, the ability 

to build in stone was present as is shown by the construction of the 

burgh churches. It is also possible that the stone buildings were 

often the principal dwellings of the wealthiest families of the burgh 

and therefore less likely to be subject to property transactionsq the 

records of which are the main source for information about the burghs 

in this period. Only through further excavation can more light be 

thrown on the existence of such buildings* 

Almost all buildings excavated in Scottish burghs have been 

rectangular in shapev although some have rounded corners because of 

their wattle construction. An L-shaped building at Kirk Closeq and 

52,, H, Murrayt 'Perth Buildings'; Schofieldq 'Edinburghtl 180; 
Ayr Friarsq nos 10t 12; Abdn. Recsol 11. A report on the 
Perth stone building is in preparation (summert 1984). 

-1 
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an Inverness structure with an irregularly shaped section to- 

one side were. the only fourteenth-century exceptions to this,, 

two unusually shaped buildings at Perth-High Street and St, 

Andrews being considerably earlier in date'* 
53 

The lack of complete ground plans for many of the buildings 

makes their size difficult to ascertain, although generally the 

width can be estimated more confidently than the length, as most 

buildings respected the boundaries of their rigs. Thus the 

width of the structures was usually no more than 3.5'- 4.3 metres. 

The variation in size came mainly in length, The smaller Perth 

buildings were generally 6-8 metres longg but some were over 15 

metres. The unusual length of some of the Perth buildings may be 

partly due to the availability of the long timbers with relatively 

small diameters which were suitable to support long roofs. 
54 

Murray makes an interesting but tentative suggestion that the 

very long buildingg found at Perth are possibly terraced rows 

of units 7-8 metres longt similar to the thirteenth- to fourteenth- 

century cottages found at Uinchestert and warns against equating 

'large# with 'rich', Indeed, it is possible that frontage buildings 

55 
might often be smaller in width and length then backlands structures, 

especially if their long axis was parallel to the street. This could 

still be compatible with higher status if they were of more than one 

storeyg with perhaps a shop or workshop belowg or even if they were 

of one storey but entirely for domestic use. Status could also be 

measured by quality of construction or even simply the importance 

of the location, 

53. H, Murrayq 'Aberdeen BuildingsIt 224; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' 
(SUAT)o 36; Wordsworthq 'Castle StreetIq 335; H, Murrayq 'Perth 
Buildingstv 10-14; Brookst 'Urban Archaeologyt, 29, Fig. 2a. 

54. H. Murray, IPerth Buildings', 66; H. Murray, 'Medieval Buildings'# 44. 

55. H. Murray, 'Perth Buildings', 71. 
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Most backlands buildings had their long axis at right angles 

to the street, Frontage buildingsq howeverv were not so uniform 

in their orientation, and the picture of rows of burgage frontage 

buildings with their gable end to the street must be modified 

somewhat. At Gallowgateq at least one building probably had 

its long axis parallel to the street, while at Inverness seven 

out of twelve properties lay parallel to the road. 
56 

There is little conclusive archaeological evidence of buildings 

of more than one storey, although documentary evidence shows that 

they did exist. As early as the thirteenth century, a Perth 

goldsmith possessed "a building with two vaults which served as 

shopsq with a living room above". Fourteenth-century references 

to these upper floors or solaria mention one in Perth in 1369, 

another one in 1363, and one in Arbroath in 1303. The presence 

of forestairs also implies multiple-storied buildings. The 

burgess occupant of one of the Perth houses with a solar had a 

four-foot wide stone stair in front of his dwelling to provide 

access to the first floor. 57 
The fourteenth-century buildings 

at Broad Street in Aberdeen may have been two-storied structures 

as there was some evidence of external staircases. Murray suggests 

that multiple stories were first used perhaps on buildings with large 

stone foundations, such as those found in a fourteenth-century 

building at Perth High Street. It is possible that the Edinburgh 

High Street building was also two-storiedg perhaps with an upper 

56. H. Murray, 'Medieval Buildings', 44; Wordsworthl 'Castle StreetIq 
185. 

57. Duncan, 'Perth', 40; SR09GD79/5/1; RMS, iq no. 146; Arb. Lib., iq 
no, 322. There is a reference to a solar in St. Andrews, c. 1240, 
G. W. S. Barrow, tThe Early Charters of the Family of Kinninmonth of- 
that Ilk' in The Study of Medieval Records: essays in honour of 
Kathleen Malor, edd. D. A. Bullough and R. L, Storey (Oxfordq 1971)9 
129-30. My thanks to Professor Barrow for drawing my attention 
to this reference. 
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floor of timber. Murray suggests that perhaps the earlier 

multi-storied buildings of the burghs were on the more important 

commercial frontages in the centre of the burgh, while single- 

storied structures predominated an lesser streets and at the 

limits of roads leading from the town. At Inverness a possible 

multi-storied building was erected at. the time of the market-linked 

expansion along Doomsdale. 
58 

Of the roofing of these buildings there is little archaeological 

evidencep although the structural details of the walls can give some 

idea about roof supports* Many buildings seem to have had some 

internal roof support in the form of a line of poles on the 

longitudinal axis supporting a ridge. An unusually large late 

thirteenth-century structure at Perth High Street had two internal 

rowsq making it an aisled building possibly with a split pitch 

roof. Additional posts beside the walls could support rafters 

from the central ridge, although in some-cases wall plates may 

have been built into the top of the cladding or the rafter ends 

bedded into the daub. The eaves probably tended to project beyond 

the wall in order to protect the cladding. Murray postulates a 

roof slope of 40-45 0 to give reasonable drainage as a steeper angle 

would increase the weight on the outer walls. It also seems 

possible that the apex of the gable wall might be left open as 

a smoke vent. 
59 

Most houses were probably thatchedq although traces of thatching 

materials were difficult to find in excavations. At least two 

thatchers lived in Aberdeen in the late 14th century. Generally, 

58.3. Dent, 112-26 Broad Streettq 33; He Murrayq 'Perth BuildingsIg 
669 225; Schofieldq IEdinburghIq 180; Wordsworth, 'Medieval 
InvernessIt 75, Probably the wealthier burgesses would also wish- 
to be near the government institutions which were usually centrally 
locatedg Andrew Gibbq Glasgow -The Making of a 
1983)t 35. 

59, He Murrayq IMedieval Buildings', 47-8; He Murrayq 'Perth BuildingsIq 
339 44-51 7-89 83-4, This large Perth building was the one with the 
plank wall. 
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thatching would make use of whatever was available as thatching 

materials were too bulky to transport far, Straw, rushes, 

broom and heather could all be used. Thatched roofs also 

had the advantage that when they were replaced the old soot- 

encrusted thatch could be added to byre manure and spread on 

the fields. 60 

There is also some evidence of roofing tiles, although it 

seems likely that they were used in conjunction with thatch rather 

than on their own. Peg-tiles found in association with the large 

Perth High Street building may have been laid over the thatch along 

the wall-line or around a possible smoke-vent. The first ridge 

tiles to be recorded in Scotland were also found at the site, 

apparently all coming from a single structure. They needed to be 

set in mortar, so could not be used with thatch, indicating that 

one of the later buildings an the site had a total roof of slate or 

tile. Their shape implies a varied roof line end the use of at 

least two finials at each gable,, "giving a roof cover and decoration 

comparable to the more sophisticated of English examples. " A 

decorative anthropomorphic finial found at the site may have belonged 

to this roof. Unglazed tiles and some possible roof ventilators 

were also found here. The tiles as a whole show strong English 

influence in their manufacturing processes and it seems possible 

that they were made by itinerant tilers using local clay, as was 

common with floor tiles. A temporary tile kiln was found near 

the nunnery at North Berwick in 1928, They could also have come from 

Balmerino Abbey as the Cistercians were renowned tile-makers. A 

number of medieval ecclesiastical sites had flat roofing tilesq but 

60. Abdn. Recs., q 909 91; Alexander Fentong. 'Thatch and Thatchingt in 
Building Construction in Scotland; G, Whittington et al., 
tDiscovery of Mediaeval Plough-Marks in St. Andrews' in Scot. Stud., 
xx (1976)9 113. 
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their discovery in an urban context suggests that "the roof 

covering of secular medieval buildings in Scotland ... had a 

richness and variety hitherto unsuspected, " 61 

ýntrances to the buildings varied from simple to complex. 

It seems quite likely that in many cases a simple wattle or straw mat 

door, such as those found in Irish buildings of the nineteenth 

centuryl sufficed. for the wattle houses. No elaborate hanging 

was required for such doors. Probably the ends of the wattle 

from the walls was twisted around end posts at the side of the 

doorway* In a number of wattle buildings the wattle was carried 

an across the base as well as over the top of the door in order 

to strengthen the wall* In a fourteenth-century building at Aberdeeng 

the wattle lay inside the door jambs and possibly also acted to 

exclude rubbish* 
62 

Some buildings such as a fourteenth-century one at St. Paul 

Street in Aberdeen had vertical planks as jambse There was also 

evidence of what was probably a raised threshold bar which would 

act as a weather-guard keeping out mud and rubbish* Threshold 

planks were quite commong being found even in early buildings. 

Some structures seem also to have had porchesq or at least 

windbreaks on either side of the entrance. A twelfth-century 

building in Perth had a recessed entrance. Plank doors are 

difficult to recognize but a possible one was found at Inverness 
Cen'C"", ý5 63 

in a late fourteenth/early fifteenth"structure, and it seems 

likely that they would be a common feature in the more substantial 

buildings of the burghso 

61. John A. di Folcol 'Roof Furniture and Floor Tilest (PHSE9 forth- 
coming)q 11,4-Sp 12-13; John di Folco, 'Roof tile fragments from_ 
the Isle of May' in PSAS, cxi (1981)t 524. 

62, H. Murrayg 'Medieval Buildings', 46-7; H, Murray, tPerth Buildingslo 
70 78. 

63* H, Murrayq 'St, Paul Street', 69; H. Murrayp tPerth Buildings', 799 
219 409 519 569 79,79 67; Blanchard, 'King Edward Streettv 2; 
Wordsworth, tCastle Streett, 385,336. 
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As yet no definite evidence about windows in secular urban 

buildings has been uncovered, but some finds of glassq probably 

mostly from ecclesiastical structuresq have been made, Some 

of these may have been made by burgh craftsmeng as surname 

evidence suggests the presence of glaziers in fourteenth-century 

Elgin while a contract for windows and doors was made with two 

Aberdeen masons in 1399.64 Finds of glass at Aberdeeng Perth, 

Elgin, Ayrq and Invernessq howeverv do seem to be mostly imported, 

although some early glass beads at Perth High Street might be 

local. Two pieces of window glass at this site were associated 

with hearths in the fourteenth-century stone buildingg suggesting 

the possibility of glazed windows for this structure, 
65 

The most coýmon flooring material appears to have been sand. 

It was common practice to spread clean layers of sand over derelict 

or destroyed properties, with the material thus forming the primary 

floor of the new structure, and probably being renewed later with 

additional sand layers. Finds of occupational levels alternating 

with sand layers show this practice in process. Sometimes only 

parts of the floor were, tcleaned' in this way. In Invernessp 

many of the buildings had thin lenses of sand which rarely covered 

the whole floor and had the "appearance of patching materials used 

to seal the organic accumulations below". 66 

Clay floors were also found in a number of buildingsq including 

those with clay walls. A fourteenth-century building at Kirk 

64. Moray Req. 9 nos 226v 241; Abdn. Recs,,, 105-6, There is a 
twelfth-century reference to shop-windows in Kelso, RRS, iiq 
no. 64. 

65. J. Stonesp tSt. Martin's Lane 19811 in Aberdeen Excavations,, 115; 
Derek W. Hall, 'An Excavation at Whitefriars Perth 1982: An Interim 
Report' (SUAT9 forthcoming), 3; G, H. Collinsq 'Stone and Glass' in 
Wordsworthp lCastle Streett, 373; John Hunter, tReport an the 
Mediaeval Glass from the Perth High Street Excavationsl (PHSE9 
forthcoming), 6. 

66. H. Murrayq lPerth Buildingst, 1.39 21; Wordsworthq 'Castle Streett, 
3279 332-39 386* 
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Close with'a sand floor at one end and an earth floor at the 

other was refloored with clay later in. the century. Other 

possible floor levels included timberg cobbles. and graveý* 
67 

Yellow, green, and black floor tiles were found in 

association with the Edinburgh High Street house. Most of 

these were from the fifteenth century but a few may have been 

late fourteenth century. They were probably imported from the 

Low Countries. Floor tiles were also found at Perth High Street 

but probably dated from the fifteenth century. Such tiles may 

have been used in other fourteenth-century houses, however, as 

they have been found at ecclesiastical sites dating from the 1300s 

and earlier. 
68 

Sometimesq different flooring materials were found in different 

parts of the same structure. This feature seems to indicate differing 

activities within a building. At Perthq the main sections of 

partitioned houses usually had floors of natural subsoil materials - 

sandq clay and silt. The smaller rooms often had floors of gravelq 

organic earthen layersq and even stone slabs. At Aberdeeng where 

no internal partitions survived, the different floor levels of a 

thirteenth-century building were the only evidence of internal 

division in any of the structures. Of the excavated buildings 

which had signs of internal partitions, most were divided into two 

sections by a wall. The partition wall was commonly of wattle, 

sometimes set in a ground sillv either earthfast or on a light 

stone foundation. A possible plank wall in an Inverness building 

67. H, Murrayt 'Perth Buildings', 62; Wordsworth, 'Castle Street'# 
3389 385; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' (SUAT), 14,219 25; Blanchard, 
IKing Edward Street#9 2; J. Dent, 112-26 Broad Street', 29; H. 
Murray, ISt, Paul StreetIq 699 70. 

68. Schofieldq 'Edinburgh'# 180; Elizabeth Eames, 'The plain glazed 
floor tiles' in Schofield, 'Edinburgh', 211-12; di Falcog 'Roof 
Furniture', 13; James S. Richardson, 'A Thirteenth-Century Tile Kiln 
at North Berwickv East Lothian, and Scottish Mediaeval Ornamental 
Floor Tiles' in PSASp 1xiii (192&-29)t 284. 
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was later replaced by one of wattle and daub, A door led from 

one room to the other, 
69 

The large thirteenth-century building at Perth High Street 

was unusual not only in being an aisled building but also in being 

partitioned apparently into three sections. The central part was 

the largest room and there were smaller rooms at each endq with a 

latrine leading off from one of them. The structure probably 

consisted of a hall with chamber and service rooms, the chamber 

perhaps being at the south and as it had the more prestigious 

plank walling. Aisled buildings such as this one were apparently 

common in thirteenth-century Britain, but were dying out by the late 

fourteenth century. In its second phaseq the building may no longer 

have been aisled, However, documentary evidence points to the 

existence of some quite elaborate buildings in the burghs. Those 

tenants responsible for providing hospitality for the 4bbot of 

Arbroath in various burghs were expected to have an eating hallt 

sleeping chambers, a kitchen, and a stable. It seems likely that 

the structures with one partition were divided into a main living 

and possibly working area with a cubicle at one end. This was 

a simplification of the arrangement of larger contemporary buildings 

and was found in thirteenth and fourteenth-century cottages at 

Winchester and in twelfth-century Oslo. Other buildings might have 

a byre at one and. 
70 

The majority of structures excavated seem to have been dwelling- 

houses, although it was not unusual for other functions to be 

combined with domestic ones. The buildings with byres show the 

69. 'Buildings Report' (SUAT, forthcoming); H. Murray, 'Perth BuildingsIq 
129 3-49 39; H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street'. 69; Wardawartht 'Castle 
Street'. 385. 

70. H. Murray, 'Perth Buildings', 40,489 499 83-49 69; Stirling Chrs., 
no. 10; H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street'. 69. 
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need to provide for livestock in both Aberdeen and Perth, a 

need which may-have been continued into the fourteenth century 

at least in Perth as a Kirk Close building appeared to have a 

byre at one end. A 1348 document refers to both a byre and a 

barn in Ayr. Some fragmentary structures excavated at Aberdeen 

may have been sheds for livestockq although they may also have been 

used as storage sheds* 
71 

A number of buildings showed signs of small-scale industrial 

activity as well as domestic usage* In Perth such buildings were 

found from the twelfth to the fourteenth centuries. A mid, fourteenth- 

century structure at Kirk Close appears to have been both a house and 

a cobbler's workshop, A contemporary building was apparently domestic 

but was shortened and partitioned soon afterwardsv and in this later 

phase had evidence of possible vegetable oil production, although 

this may have come from nearby rather than from the building itself. 

A mid to late fourteenth-century building at the same site was 

probably initially a roofed domestic building. It was then 

enlarged and the south room, partially floored with stone slabs 

and possibly open at one end, came to serve as an open work shed, 

an animal byreq or a cart shed. In the fifteenth centuryq this 

part of the structure became a bakehouse with a commercial-size 

breadoveno 
72 

At Inverness there were some signs of small-scale metalworking 

from earlier levels where the structures appeared to be mainly 

domestic. Other buildings from various sites had small internal 

pits or hollows contemporary with occupationg which may have had 

an industrial function although the exact nature of their use is 

unclear. 
73 Two-storied frontage buildings were often both shops 

71. Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' (SUAT), 24; H. Murray, fSt. Paul Streett, 
81; Ayr Friarsq no. 12. 

72. Blanchard, 'Kirk Close$ (SUAT), 16,229 359 40-1 
71 - hImrriawnrt-h- Irqcti-lp Rf--rmqf. 1- 

-17m t2uildinms ReDort' (SUAT)o 
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and homes - the merchant's equivalent to the combined workshop 

and dwelling of the craftsman, 

Some of the buildings excavated may have had a purely 

industrial function. Two successive buildings of the late 

fourteenth/early fifteenth century at South Methven Street just 

outside the burgh limits of Perth may have been connected with the 

milling or brewing industry* It is possible that the first 

structure was domesticq but the next building showed even more 

evidence of industryv and may have formed part of a larger 

industrial complex. 
74 

Of the furnishings of these domestic structures there is 

almost no evidenceg other than a list of heirship goods in one of 

the burgh laws. 75 
While this list may not accurately describe 

the possessions of every burgh inhabitant, artafacts found in 

various excavations show that at least some of the articles were 

to be found in urban dwellings. Three tUrned or carved baluster- 

type artefacts from early levels at Perth High Street are thought 

to be stick furniture which was very commonly used in the medieval 

period. The list of heirship goods includes a tablet two benchesq 

and a stool. A possible indication that tables were not so 

commonly used as domestic work-surfaces as they are today is 

the great number of pottery jugs with rounded or sagging bases. 

It would appear that they were not usually placed on hard surfaces 

as only a few were sufficlently stable to remain upright. 
76 

The 

heirship list also mentions two beds and implies that there were more. 

74. Spearmang 'South Methven Street', 3-10. 
75. Leges Burqorum, c. 116. 
76, A Curtsis, IThe Workod Wood' (PHSE, forthcoming), 67; Norman 

MacAskill et al., 'Pottery' (SUATv forthcoming)v 6. 
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No beds have been found in the excavationsq but evidence of 

bedding was present in many occupation layers. Several 

different materials might be usedt including flax seedst wood 

chips,, heathers brackent straw and chaff. 
77 

The cooking implements mentioned in the list show the need 

for some sort of hearth which probably provided the heating for 

the house as well as a fire for cooking food. Hearths have been 

found in many excavated buildings. In structures from which they 

are absent it is possible that heating may have been provided by 

some sort of brazier which would not leave any trace, Most Perth 

hearths were simple, being either set directly on the floors into 

clay-lined hollows, or on a stone slabs although the large High 

Street building had a stone-lined hearth. Hearths were less in 

evidence in Aberdeen and Inverness but were found in Forfar and 

Elgin. Lighting was provided by wax org more frequentlyg tallow 

cand es, 
78 

Painting out the fire risk from inside hearths and also the 

fact that few cooking pats were found on the Castle Street site 

in Invernessq Wordsworth suggests that perhaps cooking was done 

in communal bakehouses as in modern Egyptian villages* Arbroath 

apparently had a public bakehouseq which was granted by the abbot 

to a local lord. What seems to have been a bread oven dating from 

the late thirteenth centuryq at St, Paul Street in Aberdeen, had 

a capacity sufficiently large to suggest that it functioned 

77., Blanchard, 'Kirk Closelt 19; M. Fraser end J. H. Dickson, tPlant 
Remains' in Aberdeen Excavationst 240; 'Botanical Report' (SUATt 
forthcoming), 12. 

78. Spearman, 'Forfarlt 460; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' (SUAT)j 10; H, 
Murray, 'Perth Buildingsig 39 41; William 3. Lindsayt 'Elgint in 
D and E (1976)9 44; H, Murray, 'Aberdeen BuildingsIq 224; Wordsworth, 
'Castle StreetIt 386,336; Alexander 0, Curle, 'Domestic Candlesticks 
from the Fourteenth to the End of the Eighteenth Canturyl in PSAS., 
lx (1925-26). 184-5, 
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commercially or at least served several families. - According to 

the Eiurgh lawsq only burgesses had the right to an oven, and this 

oven may have served the frontage household and poorer families 

living in the backlands. There was no evidence of a shelter 

around it, implying that it was kept well away from the buildings 

in order to reduce the fire risk. 
79 In general# ovens seen, to 

have been situated outside the housesq whose wood construction 

made them highly combustibloo 

Peat seems to have been the most common fuel. Several royal 

grants to various burghs made provision for the burgh inhabitants 

to have a supply of peatsq while others gave protection to those 

bringing fuel to the burgh. Many, if not all, of the burghs had 

particular lands from which they obtained their peats: Peebles 

the moss of Waltamshope; Stirling the peat moss of Skewok; Aberdeen 

the forest of Stacket; and Irvine the tenement of Hormissoko so 

Also important for the comfort of the families who were 

living in these houses were facilities for sanitation. Documentary 

references to sanitation measures in the fourteenth-century burghs 

are very rare.. In Berwick at least the responsibility for cleansing 

the town appears to have lain with the burgh officials and was 

probably paid for out of the burgh fermes as the king granted the 

burgh four merks for this purpose. Perhaps the responsibility 

was contracted outq as in the reign of Robertl. ihedhamberlain 

was ordered to find out into what private hands the four merks had 

come* An earlier method of rubbish disposal in the town is revealed 

79. Wordsworth, 'Castle Streett, 386; Arb. Lib., iiq no. 38; 
Leqes Burgorum, c, 18; H, Murray, 'St. Paul St-reettv 539 81. 

809 A_bdn. ChEs. 9 no. 8; Hadd. Chrs., 1-3; Stirling Chrs. j no. 11; 
Ouncang 'Perth', 44. Lanark Recs., 309; Peebles Chrs.,, no. 3; 
Irvine Muniments, no. 2. 
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by a late thirteenth-century Berwick qild statute forbidding 

inhabitants to put filthq dust or ashes in the common way in 

the market or an the banks of the Tweed. The making of 

dunghills in the streets of Aberdeen was a common offence in the 

late fourteenth century. possibly the Inverness fossep which by 

the fifteenth century was known as "the Foul Pool". al 
provided 

a similar convenient disposal siteg especially if the destruction 

of the castle led to a neglect of the burgh defences. 

A glimpse of what was probably a common practice in many 

burghs is given by a slightly later charter of the mid-fifteenth 

century in which an Edinburgh burgess is granted the forehouse 

of a tenement, to be held "with the liberty of removing and 

depositing dust and ashes to the tail or rear of said tenement. " 

The discovery of large pits filled with domestic refuse at most 

urban sites suggests that disposal of rubbish in the backlands 

was very common. At St. Paul Street the finds from these pits 

were richer than would be expected considering the quality of 

the structures thereq thus suggesting that they came from burgess 

houses an the frontlands. It seems that in some cases at least 

backlands were used as middens almost communallyv with little 

attention being paid to plot boundaries. A Perth South Street 

backland seems to have been usedin this wayp with properties not 

being properly demarcated until the fourteenth century, 
82 

al. De Articulis Inquirendis in Bur2o in Itinere Camerarii 
Secundum Usum Scocle in Ancient Burgh L2wsj c* 43; Statuta 
Gilde in Ancient Burgh Lawsq c. 19; Abdn. Recs., 116,174; 
Evan M, Barrong Inverness in the Fifteenth Century (Inverness, 
1906)9 18. 

82* Matthew Livingstone, 'A Calendar of Charters and Other Writs 
Relating to Lands or Benefices in Scotland in Possession of the 

- Society of Antiquaries of Scotland' in PSAS, x1i (1906-07)9 312-13; 
H, Murray, 'St. Paul Streett, 31; L, Blanchard, 'An Excavation at 
45 Canal Street, Perth 1978-791 (SUAT, forthcoming), 2t discussion. 
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Cass pi. ts were usually found outside the houses, although 

a few houses did have inside latrines. The large Perth High 

Street house had a private latrine leading off from one of the 

end roomsq while a fourteenth-century house at Kirk Close had 

an indoor latrine complete with toilet seat. The feature had 

gone through two phases and may earlier have formed part of a 

more extensive latrine systemq with the seat being pegged in 

place. The late fourteenth-century house at Edinburgh High 

Street had a garderobev emptying down the hill towards the 

Cowgate. Such garderobes were found in the larger private houses 

of thirteenth-century England and usually consisted of stone-lined 

pits* 
83 

Occupation debris inside the house such as ashesq bonest 

shellst bedding material, and other such waste was often covered 

by sand which formed a new clean floor, In Perth the floors were 

usually also covered with vegetation which could dry up the floor 

before a new sand layer was laid. It seems likely that the 

accumulation of layers were cleaned out periodically into outside 

middensg Pitaq and yards. 
84 

The removal of rubbish from the inhabitants' properties could 

take place in a number of ways. Possible evidence of the burning 

of rubbish was found in an early fourteenth-century backland in 

Aberdeen* Middens could also be depleted by cats, dogs, rats, 

foxes, and crows. The refuse could also be put to use to manure 

fields or to level a site for building. Dung might also provide 

83. H. Murray, 'Perth BuildingsIt 49; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' 
(SUAT)t 7-89 11-12; Schofieldq 'Edinburgh', 162,170. 

84. 'Botanical Reportt (SUAT), 15-16, 
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insulating cladding for the walls of post-and-wattle buildings, 85 

Reflooring had an advantage in that it raised the internal 

level of a structure above an adjacent path or midden, thus 

keeping out some of the outside filth and providing better 

drainage. Drainage facilities for entire plots also seemed 

to be quite commong with many early ditches apparently 

performing the dual function of marking property boundaries 

and acting as drains. At Gallowgate in Aberdeeng a stone-filled 

ditch was replaced by a wattle-lined drain, both being near-a 

property line which was continued through the fourteenth century 

by a series of wattle fences. 86 

In the fourteenth century in Aberdeen some properties had 

drains which were apparently independent from boundary markers, 

A culvert ran from one plot, probably between two buildings, and 

carried surface water to the sireet. At St. Paul Street, a stone- 

lined wooden drain or culvert ran across two propertiesp and may have 

been either a drain or a fresh-water supply. In Perth, a mid to 

late fourteenth-century gully at Kirk Close was probably a drain 

for the gravel path beside itq the yard of one plot and the whole 

of the adjoining plot which was covered in an irregular spread of 

stones* That boundary gullies might still act as drains in the 

fourteenth century is suggested by a drain and sluice found in 

association with an apparently small-scale industrial working 

yard at Perth High Street. The drain appeared to flow into the 

gully between the two rigs, 87 

85. H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street', 58; G, W, I. Hodgsonq 'The Animal 
Remains from Mediaeval Sites Within Three Burghs on the Eastern 
Scottish Seaboard' in Site Environment and Economy, ad. Bruce 
Proudfoot, British Archaeological Reports International Seriesp 
173 (1983)9 5; 'Botanical Rsport' (SUAT)v 16; Greig, 'Virginia 
Street Stapstv 107; H. Murray, 'Medieval Buildings19 40; H. Murray, 
tPerth Buildingstv 74. 

86. 'Buildings Report (SUAT); H. Murray, 145-47 Gallowgatell 114; H. 
Murrayp 'St. Paul Street', 56-7. 

87. Dent, tBuilding Materials', 68; H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street', 66; 
Slanchardq 'Kirk Closelp 24-8; H. Murray, tPerth Guildingst, 64; 
A. Curtaisp tUorked Wood1q 71. 
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The lands of the burgage plats did not serve only as 

rubbish tips but had a number of different uses. If there 

was more than one building on a property it might be divided 

into separate yards for the various houses or workshops. The 

land could also be used as a garden or an enclosure for cattle. 

It might provide an area for industrial activitiesp some of 

which appear to have taken place outdoors. 

One backlands building of the thirteenth century in 

Aberdeen had its own enclosed yard. 
88 It seems likely that 

in burghs where considerable burgage repletion took place, 

separate yards within a plot might be quite common. More 

excavation is needed to reveal such a pattern although the 

boundaries of enclosed yards are not always recognizable in 

excavations. 

There is evidence that much of the open space within the 

burghs was u. sed as garden areas, Seventeenth-century maps such 

as those of Aberdeen and Canongate by Gordon of Rothiemay show 

many of the backlands being used as gardens. 
89 The grounds of 

religious houses were also frequently subject to agricultural 

usee In 1407 the Friar Preachers of Ayr granted a portion of 

their garden 802 x 201 to an Ayr burgess. 90 In Perth the 

backland of a South Street property was apparently used as both 

midden and garden until the sixteenth century* Other backlands 

an the same street also showed evidence of cultivation in most 

88. H. Murray, 'St. Paul Streettv 53, 

89.3ames Gordon of Rothiemay, Abredoniae Utriusaue Descriptio: A 
Description of Both Touns of Aberdeen (Spalding Club, 18427-, facing 
p. xxviii; Sir Daniel Wilsong Memorials of Edinburgh in the Olden 
Time, 2nd ed. (Edinburghv 1891)t end leaf. 

90. SR09 RH1/2/628. Areas excavated in Aberdeen which were probqbly 
within the Carmelites' precinct show use as gardens for much of the 
medieval period, 3. C. Murrayq 145-59 Greent,, 90; 3udith Stones, 
167-71 Green, 19771 in Aberdeen Excavatian_s, 94. 
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parts during the fourteenth century. 
91 In Lanark, there were 

fifteenth-century agricultural lands in Broomgate. At Elgin 

a road ran behind the gardens of the burgh in 1363. References 

to arable land within the burghs also show that agriculture 

continued to play a part in the lives of the burgh inhabitants. 

The ploughing of a burgage in St. Andrewsp even if undertaken 

as part of a ritual, emphasizes the agricultural nature of much 

burgh land-usa. 
92 

Many of the areas excavated show evidence of having supported 

animals at some time in their history. Organic layers and a 

series of wattle fences at St. Paul Street in the late thirteenth/ 

early fourteenth century suggest., the keeping of animals in the 

backlands. Some fragmentary buildings may have been sheds for 

the keeping of livestock, while some boundaries running across 

thp properties were perhaps stock barriers to protect the domestic 

area from the incursion of the animals, At Kirk Close a number 

of buildings showed evidence of adjoining stockyards. Large 

amounts of organic material at Perth High Street suggest a similar 

activity at this site, . The byres-mentioned above also show the 

involvement of the burgh inhabitants in pastoral agriculture. 

A 1318 charter to Haddington confirmed the burgh's right to common 

pasturage in its moorst while an earlier charter of William I ý1%ecw%ar\CA 
re4e-r, reA 

Elgin, Forresp and Inverness axZ^ to , th6cright to pasture cattle 

in his forestse 
93 

910 Blanchardt 145 Canal StreetIq 7; Spearman, t33-'35 Canal Street', 
24t 26,30. 

92* N4 McGavinv 'Lanark' in D and E (1979)9 38; MoraX Reo., no, 240; 
Newb. Req*, no. 271 (Dumbarton); RMS, iq no. 76 (Lanark); G, 
Whittington, tMediaeval Plough-Marks I# 116 * See below, pp 

93. H. Murray, 'St. Paul Street', 57-8.81; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' 
(SUAT)t 16,229 41; N, Q, Bogdan, tPerthl in D and E (1977)t 30; 
Hadd. Chrse, 1-3; Invernessiana, 6. 
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Animals other than cattle might be kept on a burgage. The 

burgh laws refer to the keeping of pigs, pigletag geese and hens. 

Horses were also kept by many burgesses if not by the poorer 

inhabitants of the burgh* The Berwick Gild Laws required all 

burgesses with goods worth L10 to have a "seemly horse worth 

at least 40s" in their stables, while another law made in 1295 

referred to the burgesstshorse and his palfrey. 
94 

Remains of 

horses have been found at Aberdeeng Edinburgh, Inverness, and 

Perth* 95 

Much of the evidence of industrial activity in the burghs 

comes from the yard areas of the burgagest although there are 

also apparent industrial features within the buildings* A 

metalled surface found at Castlegate in Lanark was probably a 

courtyard area rather than a road as it showed little sign of 

wear by wheeled vehicles. It apparently dated to the fourteenth 

century and was likely connected in function to a bowl furnace 

about one metre away. At Perth High Streetq in the fourteenth- 

century levelsq evidence was found of what was probably "a small 

scale industrial working yardv with the light wattle screens e** 

on either side of the two hearths used to regulate the direction 

or degree of the draught, " 96 

An examination of the various crafts and industries to be 

c tAb u 

found in the burghs can reveal much about the life of the inhabitants 

as not only does it provide evidence about occupations but it also 

94. 
95. 

96. 

Lecies Burnorum, c. 102; Statute Gildaý c. 21; Fraqmenta Collectal, c. 20, 
G*W*I* Hodgson and A. Jonesq 'The Animal Bones in Aberdeen Excavations. 
232; Raymond E, Chaplin and Linda Barnetsont 'The Animal Bones' in 
Schofield, 'Edinburghl, 231; G. W. I, Hodgson and C. Smithq 'The 
Animal Remains' in Wordsworth, tCastle Streett, 377; Catherine 
Smith and G, W, I. Hodgsonv 'Report on the Animal Remains from an 
Excavation at Canal Street 19811 (SUAT, forthcoming), 
Edward Archer and Malcolm Gairg 'Lanark' in D and E (1976)9 41-2; 
Edward Archer and Malcolm Gair, 'Lanark' in 0 and E, (1977)9 21; 
H, Murrayq 'Perth Buildings', 64. 
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shows the objects used in the daily lives of the town dwellers. 

One of the most important functions of the royal burghs was 

to provide revenues for the crown* As international trade 

developed the bulk of these revenues began to come from the 

customs charged on the export of wool, wool-fells and hides, 

As the centres of export for these commodities the burghs had 

access to a large supply of sheep and cattlet and a number of 

industries based on these animals could flourish. Once the 

wool, woolfells and hides had been removedt the other parts of 

the animal were available for use. 

Analyses by G. W. I* Hodgson of the animal remains from Aberdeen, 

Perthp Inverness and Elgin indicates that large numbers of cattle, 

sheep and pigs used in the burgh were successfully overwintered 

to maturity. There was little killing of calves or lambs, implying 

that the procuring of tender meat was not a prime concern* 

Interestinglyq sheep at Perth seemed to have been killed at an 

appropriate age for woolfells and meatp rather than kept for wool. 

This is not surprising as sheep would most likely have been brought 

to the burgh only when they were to be used for meat or fells. 

Wool came to the burgh in bundles, not an the hoof. 
97 

Cattle seem to have been more significant proportionately 

in Perth than in Elgin and Aberdeen, possibly because of Perth's 

importance as an exporter of hides. 98 It would seem that the 

exported hides came mostly from older animals - Hodgson suggests 

97. Hodgsonq IThree Gurghs1q 39 12; Hodgson# 'Inverness Animal 
Remains'l 377, Thomas of Coldingham, burgess of Berwick, contracted 
with Melrose Abbey to buy the wool clip, not the sheep, 0, Donnelly, 
'Thomas of Coldinghamv merchant and burgess of Berwick upon Tweed 
(died 1316)1 in SHRV lix (1980)9 106,108-9. 

98* G. W. I. Hodgsonq 'Report an the animal remains excavated during 
1975-76 from the mediaeval levels at the High Street site Perth' 
(PHSE9 forthcoming), 3,49 5; Hodgsont tThree Burghstv 93, Between 
1327 and 1379 the number of hides exported from Perth quadrupledq 
ER, iitxcii. 
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five to six years as the optimum age for hide production - as 

an aft-repeated burgh law forbade tanners or soutars buying 

beasts other than those with horns and ears of equal length, 

in other wordso young animals. 
99 As with wool, the best 

produce was reserved for the export market. 

The nature of the animal remains uncovered in various 

excavations has varied somewhatt in some cases suggesting that 

it is domestic refuse, in others commercial refuse. There is 

not enough documentary evidence to indicate if particular areas 

of the burghs in the fourteenth century were given over to fleshers, 

but the finds at certain sites of both high and low meat yield bones 

do imply that slaughtering of meat was being carried an there or 

nearby. Such finds must not be taken as necessarily indicating 

a flesherts premisest howevert as a burgh law states that the 

fleshers should serve the burgesses from Martinmas to Yule, 

preparing and cutting the flesh in their larders. 100 The fact 

that while doing this the flesher was to eat at the burgess's 

board with his servants suggests that the process was carried 

out at the burgess's home, 

At some sitesq such as Perth High Streetq most of the high 

meat-yield bones had been removedt suggesting that there was 

perhaps a flesher's workplace herev with the best meat joints 

being sold and removed from the site after the processes of 

slaughtering and carcass-dressing. Meat from the shoulder-blades 

and pelvic fragments which remained may have been boned out before 

being sold, At Canal Streetj most parts of the carcass were 

foundq but most of the bones were heavily butchered and smashad, 

99. Hodgson, 'Three Burghst, 11; Lenes Burqorum, c. 93; Statute Gildep- 
c. 24; Articuli Inquirendif 60. 

100, Leges Burnorum, c. 64. 
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probably for the extraction of marrow, so this may also have 

been a site where flashers were at work. References to numerous 

flashers in Aberdeen in the burgh court records of 1398-1400 

imply that there was a considerable demand for meat in that 

burgh. 
101 

At other sitesq such as St. Paul Street, there were more 

high meat-yield bones then low meat-yield ones and this may 

perhaps represent domestic use. However, the uncertainty of 

the sources of the animal bons refuse means that the remains 

may not necessarily indicate dietary preferences at a particular 

site. Remains might come from a mix of wealthier and poorer 

familiesq especially where there is evidence of domestic dwellings 

in the backlands. 102 

The proportions of different species do reveal something about 

the economy of a siteg as for example whether sheep or cattle were 

more important to the activities carried on there. Different 

proportions within a burgh might imply a variety of activities in 

different sectors of the town. Cross-burgh comparisons are of 

doubtful validity because of the limited samples as yet excavated, 

although Hodgson puts forward some suggestions which have yet to 

be proved or disproved. 

Generally the proportion of cattle to pigs was higher at 

Perth than at Elgin or Aberdeen, leading Hodgson to propose that 

this was because of the importance of the export of hides at Perth. 

Presumably this would result in more beef being eaten in Perth than 

101. Hodgson, IAnimal Remains at Perth High Street', 25-6; G. W. I. 
Hodgson and A. Jones, 'Report on the Animal Remains from the 
Medieval Levels' in Blanchard, 145 Canal Streett, 2; Abdn. Reca. 9 
109 359 499 72# 88. 

102. Hodgson, 'Animal Bone at Aberdeen', 235; Hodgson, 'Three BurghsIq 
4-5. 
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in the other two burghs. In Aberdeen there were young pigs 

and lambs at St, Paul Street, implying a fairly high standard 

of livingg as such animals would mast likely be used, mainly for 

food. At Queen Streetq in the same burghp there seems to be 

some evidence of a shift towards a pig-based economy in the 

fourteenth centuryq although this is not reflected at St. Paul 

Street. At Inverness there was also little evidence of change 

over time. 103 

Venison was rare at all the sites examinedg a fact which 

Hodgson suggests may reflect the erosion of hunting rights as 

well as possible deforestation around the burghs due to increased 

economic activity in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The 

latter explanation might be more acceptable as the proportion of 

deer is larger in the more northern burghsq implying perhaps that more 

forest remainedg although it is also possible that game laws were 

not so rigidly enforced in more remote areas* 
104 

An unusual feature of the Perth High Street site was the large 

number of goat remains which in fact outnumbered the sheep. Goatskins 

were probably not an important export as it was not thought worth- 

while to charge customs on them. Hodgson suggests that this may 

mark the beginning of such a trade and puts forward an even more 

tentative theory that goats might have also provided a cheap source 

of meat at a time of shortages and high prices for other types of 

meat. Goats were quick to growq easy to tendq and could be 

103. Hodgsonq 'Three Burghslq 11; Hodgsonq 'Animal Bone at AberdeenIq 
2339 235-6; Hodgsonq 'Animal Remains at Inverness',, 376. 

104. Hodgsonq 'Three Burghs1q 11; Hodgsonq 'Animal Remains at Perth 
High Street', 21-2. The introduction of hunting reserves to 
Scotland restricted the hunting rights of those who had formerly- 
hunted in the area. John M. GilbTrtq Huntinq and Hunting Reserves 
in Medieval Scotland (Edinburgh, 979). 20. 
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nourished on rough pasturep and*may. thus have filled a gap in 

the market. 
105 

Animals were not used solely for food or export. A great 

many crafts and industries in the medieval burgh were animal- 

based. Wool and hair were used for textiles; grease and tallow 

for candlesq tapersq soaps and lubricants; antlerg hoof, horn 

and bone for ornamentsq keepsakesq personal and useful goods; 

the toebones and hooves of cattle for Ineatsfoot oil', a 

lubricant for leather; dog's dung for treating leather before 

tanning; even goose feathers for flights for the bolts of 

crossbows. 
106 

One of the most important of these industriesv and the 

one most hedged round with restrictions and manopoliesp was the 

production of cloth. The export trade in wool meant that a great 

proportion of the raw material for this industry left the countryt 

and although some of it returned in the form of finished clothq this 

was too expensive and too scarce to most the needs of everyone. 

Therefore, a native cloth industry was requiredg and that such an 

industry did exist is shown by the various laws which put control 

of at least the better-quality cloth in the hands of entrepreneurs 

in the burghs. 

For twelfth and thirteenth-century Perth# Duncan has drawn a 

picture of cloth production controlled at every stage by the 

merchants who employed different workers to carry out the various 

processes involved. 107 Certainly there seems to have been a great 

desire to keep the production of finished cloth confined to the 

burghs. The coarse unfinished cloth which probably furnished the 

105. Hodgson, tAnimal Remains at Perth High Street', 313. 
106. Ibid. 23. 

107. Duncan, 'Perth', 43, 
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bulk of the clothing of the rural people was apparently of less 

concern to the legislators. An old burgh law forbade wool-combers 

to leave the burgh if there was work for them thereq while only 

burgesses were permitted to buy wool to dye or cloth to finish 

or shear. There was also discrimination against those who 

carried out. such processes as dyeing with their own hands, as 

they were excluded from the merchant gildq while waulkers and 

weavers were forbidden by royal charter from entering the merchant 

gild of Perth or Stirling. 108 In practiceg howeverg the conditions 

of the fourteenth century and the financial obligations placed on 

the burghs by David II's ransom probably led to an easing of 

these restrictions, as, in Perth and Dunfermline at leastq both 

waulkers and weavers were to be found in the gild in the fifteenth 

century* 
109 

While archaeology can reveal little about the actual organisation 

of the industry, it can provide evidence of some of the processes which 

were carried an in the burgh and give some idea of the quality of 

cloth being produced. On the wholeg the textiles uncovered so 

far seem to support the picture of a less quality-conscious 

native industryv often dealing with poorer wool that was probably 

not thought suitable for export. It is difficult to be certain 

about the provenance of many of the textiles and it is possible that 

some of the better-quality cloths found may also have been made in 

Scotlandq but generally the cloth uncovered is of moderate to poor 

standard. 
110 

108. Leqes Burnorum, c. 1039 20; Stir. Chrs., no. 8; SLf 859/23/2. 

109. My thanks to Elizabeth Torrie and Marion Stavert for this 
information. 

110. H. Bennettv 'Textiles' (PHSE, forthcoming), 82-3; Helen Bennettq 
'Textiles' in Aberdeen Excavations, 198; Helen Bennettq tTextiles 
excavated from Kirk Closeq Perth, 19791 (SUAT, forthcoming)t 10. 
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The appearance of the cloth and the finds of various 

artefacts connected with cloth production provide evidence 

of various industrial activitiesp although it must be taken 

into account that such processes might be carried out an a 

purely domestic basis as well. However, the number of cloth 

industry-based surnamesq as well as some occupational designationst 

found in many of the fourteenth-century burghsq implies that there 

was at least some industrial organisation. 

The wool was first prepared by combing or carding, the one 

resulting in the harder worsted clothq the other producing the 

softer woollens. From the evidence of the finished cloths it 

appears that combing was quite commong although the fact that 

not all the short fibres were necessarily removed means that 

many of the cloths were not true worsteds. The presence of 

wool-cambers in Ayr is suggested by the street-name "Cambergate". 

Carding wag a newer methadq known Ln Western Europe by the 

fourteenth century, but not documented in Scotland before the 

fifteenth century, Fabrics showing signs of carding have been 

recovered in Aberdeen and Perthq but it is not known whether or 

not they were produced locally. "' 

The wool was then spun to produce yarn. Spindles and whorls 

to weight them have been found at Perthq AberdeeN and Dundee, The 

different weight of the spindles at Perth High Street suggests 

that yarns of different thicknesses were being produced. 
112 The 

111. Bennettq 'Textiles' (PHSE)q 4; Robert Gourley and Anne Turner, 
Mistoric Ayr (SBS9 1977)9 6; Bennettj 'Aberdeen Textiles', 198; 
Bennettq 'Kirk Close TextilesIq 4; Helen Bennettv 'Textiles 
from the watching briefq Perth' (SUAT9 forthcoming), 1. 

112* Bennettq 'Textiles' (PHSE), 3; Judith Stonesq OThe Small Finds* 
in Aberdeen Excavations, 182; I. H. Longworthq 'Dundee$ in 
D and E (1962)9 1. 
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yarn might next be dyedq although at Perth High Street, dyed 

cloth made up less than 30% of all the textiles found, and 

most of the dyed fabrics were found together in one group. 

However, further excavation is needed to determine if this 

was typical of the fourteenth century as most of the Perth High 

Street cloths were of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

Elsewhereq there is possible evidence for dyeing in the form 

of possible dyeing pits at St. Paul Streetv and a Kirk Close 

pit with heather in the interstices of its hurdle cover which 

may have come from separating the heather tips used for dye. 

A piece of*felt found at Kirk Close suggests a good standard 

of dysingg and a brown and pink tabby, the only possible example 

of panni radiati yet found, from a watching brief at Perthwas 

of good enough quality to have been used in fashionable clothing, 
113 

Ageing these may or may not be of local origin. Certainly the 

import of dyes is documented in the fourteenth centuryp and 

references to dyers and dyeing in royal charters as well as 

surname evidence and occupational designations show that the 

industry was a common one in the burghs. Weld or dyer's rocket 

was a native dye plantq producing a yellow colour, and was widely 

cultivated as well as growing wild on wasteland. Yellow dye 

could also be extracted from the remains of useful cropsl such 

as the skins of onions. Probably the most commonly-imported 

dye was madderg which gave a red colour. Woad and brazil were 

also imported. Of the undyed cloths at Parthq many were made 

from naturally-pigmented fibres which gave them an irregular 

113. Bennattg-ITextilest (PHSE)q llt 81; H. Murray,, #St. Paul 
Street', 83; Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' in Town Housesq 37; Bennetti 
'Kirk Close Textiles'. 7; Bennett, 'Watching Brief TextilesIq 3. 
ror the import of striped cloth by Scotlandq see ERj iq 1179 1429 
400; LR9 iit 2169 370. 
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mottled tone. Such undyed cloth was probably the type referred 

to in a burgh law which stated that iý a man was forced to alienate 

his heritage land because of need and it was bought by his king 

they were to provide him with meatq clothes and other necessitiesq 

the clothing to be of one colour# grey or white. 
114 

The yarn was next woven to produce cloth. There seems to 

be some evidence that the vertical loom, which is believed to 

have been generally replaced by the horizontal loom in Europe 

about A. D. 10009 continued to be used in Scotland until a much 

later date. Artafacts which could be associated with the vertical 

or warp-weighted loom* including a sward beater, a pin beaterv and 

a possible loom weightq have been found in both Perth and Aberdeen. 

It is possible that the vertical loom survived as a domestic tool 

until this period, the horizontal loom being used in more professional 

cloth production, 
115 

Although E, Carus-Wilson has shown the importance of the 

development of the fulling-mill to the English cloth industry of 

the thirteenth century, there is too little information about 

fulling-mills in Scotland to allow a similar picture to be drawn. 

The earliest reference found by Duncan to-a Scottish fulling-mill 

is to one at Coupar-Angus in the 1260s. Carus-Wilson suggests 

that the development of the fulling-mill led to a move by the 

English cloth industry from the town to the country. 
116 This 

may also have occurred in Scotland, but it seems that at least 

some fulling was still being carried out in the burghs as there 

114. EDS, iv, no. 462; Abdn, Recs*t 174; RMS9 it no, 682; Abdn. Chrs.. 
n 3; Hadd. Chrs. 9 1-3; Lanark Recs. 9 no. 2; Bennettv 'Textiles' oýSE)q 

11-149 22; Leges Burqorumt c. 42. (P 

115, Bennettv tTextiles' (PHSE)v 8; Bennettq 'Aberdeen Textilestv 198. 
116. E. M. Carus-Wilsonq Medieval Merchant Venturers (Londong 1954)9 

183-208; Duncan, Scotiandg 5109 n, 24* A fulling mill of Dryburgh 
Abbey may date to 1170, but the date of the reference is question- 
ablev M* Ash at all, 9 'List of Medieval Mills in ScotlandI9 typescript 
(1980)9 10 
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were fullers recorded in a number of the burghs in the fourteenth 

century. 
117 

That fulling was by no means an integral part of 

Scottish cloth production# howeverg is shown by the unfulled 

cloths found among the fourteenth-century fabrics at Perth 

High Street* Indeed the finest cloths from the sitev including 

some fourtsenth-century pieces, were not fulled. 118 

The import of teasles suggests that the native cloth would 

be further finished in some cases by raising the nap. At Perth 

High Street most of the napped fabrics were also sheared, and 

sheared fabrics were also found at Kirk Close. Iran shears found 

at Broad Street may have been used for this purpose* "Scherer" 

was a fairly common surname in a number of burghs during the 

century, 
119 

Undressed fabrics - those which had not been napped or sheared 

were very common at Perth, especially in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

century levels. Dr. Helen Bennett suggests that the fabrics of 

natural colour and little finishing were probably domestic weavest 

perhaps made for household use rather than for sale. It seems 

quite likely that the manufacture of the higher-quality cloths9 

dyed and finished, was under more professional arganisationg as 

the production of such cloth was limited to the burgesses. it 

was probably sold to families wealthier than most of those whose 

homes have been excavated, The finds of pieces of silk, not, and 

tabl8t-woven braid in Perth and Aberdeen show that there was at 

least some demand for high-quality textiles. 120 In common with 

117. Abdn. Recs., 89 449 1299 145; St Giles Req.,, no. 17; Moray Regg., 
no. 250. 

118. Bennettq 'Textiles' (PHSE)q 25-41. 
119. Assisa de Tolloneis in Ancient Burgh Laws, c, ll; Bennettg 'Textiles, 

(PHSE)q 18; Bennettq 'Kirk Close TextileSI. 3; Simpsong Aberdeents 
Hidden History, 21; Abdn. RecSe. 21; Camb. Req..,, no. 39, *,. LR9 iiiq 506. 

120. Bennettv 'Textilest (PHSE)q 77-80t 83; Duncan, $Perth', 44; Anna 
Muthesius, 'Loom woven textiles of silk' in Sennett, 'Textiles' (PHSE), 
51-6; Anna Muthesiusq tPerthq Kirk Close sitev silk' (SUATt forthcomingý 
1-4; Bannettg 'Aberdeen Textiles'. 198-9. 
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the rural peoplev howeverg the poorer inhabitants of the burghs 

seem to have made do with the poorer-quality native cloth. 

Once the cloth was made. it could then be sold to be sewn 

into clothes at home or by tailors. Tailor is one of the 

most common occupational surnames of the fourteenth C8nturyt 

suggesting that the burgh tailor was a common figure in the 

towns. His raw materials probably consisted of both imported 

and native cloth. Boneq copperg and iron needles have been 

found at Perthq although these may be from a domestic context 

rather than a tailor's workshop* 
121 

Local cloth was not used solely for clothing. Coarse tabbies 

were probably used for mattingg although more closely-woven ones 

such as a piece found at Aberdeen were suitable for sacking. 

Similar fabrics found at all levels at Perth High Street were 

perhaps inferior horse-blankets or possibly used mainly for 

sacking or packaging, although vegetable fibres such as linen 

were more commonly used for this purposeqcks, Aheý5%. ece, cheaper and 

mare robust. It seems possible that vegetable yarn was sometimes 

scarce as some shoes were found sewn with wool and cow hair# and 

that wool not suitable for clothing or furnishings may sometimes 

have been used as a substitute. Better-quality cloths could 

have been made into blankets and furnishings as wall as clothes. 

Felt might supply the lining for a leather object or be made into a hat 

or other complete object. A piece from Perth High Street was 

apparently used as an inner shoe as it was found inside a boot. 122 

As well as woolq linen might be used in the manufacture of 

121. Dunf. Reg. 9 no. 349; St Giles Reg. 9 no, 19; ER9 ig 299; Ayr Chrs. 9 
no. 13; MAt M/Wl/l; . Bennett, tTextilest (ý-Hk), 19. 

122. Bennett, 'Aberdeen Textiles$, 198; Bennett, 'Textiles' (PHSE)q 

24-5; Bennett, IKirk Close TextilesIq 9o 
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clothesq but little evidence of linen has been found as it 

does not survive well. Its use as sewing yarn can usually 

only be conjectured from the evidence of empty stitch-hOl8S. 

Flax seeds and a possible flax-breaking mallet might suggest 

the use of linen at Perth High Street, although the flax may 

also have been used to produce oil. Linen smootherst probably 

of the thirteenth centuryp were found at the same site* 
123 

As important as wool to burgh industry was leather. As 

Duncan puts itq "Leather kept the rain off youg shod you,, 

saddled your horseq made up your armourp held your drink and 

even cooked your food, nl24 Streetnamesq surnames, occupational 

designationsv and archaeological finds all provide evidence about 

this industry. Leather offcuts have been found in Aberdeen, 

Dundee, Edinburghq Inverness, Perthq and Cuparg while soutarsq 

skinnersq and tanners are found in many documents. Skinnergate 

and Barker, Row in Perth were presumably named after the leather- 

workers of the area. Leatherworking included several specialised 

crafts. Surnames suggest the presence of barkers who prepared 

bark for the tanning processq cordiners who made shoes of new 

leatherg and cobblers who repaired old shoes* 
125 

Animal hair suggested the presence of a skinner's workshop 

near to the Perth High Street site which lies close to Skinnergate. 

Apparent skinning and tanning tools were also found here* Possible 

123, Bennettq fTextilest (PHSE)# 199 84; 'Botanical Report' (SUAT), 
7; Huntert 'Mediaeval Glassig 6. 

124. Duncanq 'Parthtv 36-7. 

125. W. F. H. Nicolaisenq tTension and Extension: Thoughts on Scottish 
Surnames and Medieval Popular Cultural in Journal of Popular 
Culture, 14: 1 (1981)9 123. Nicolaisen points out the great 
degree of specialization in medieval occupations. For evidence 
of leather-working see reports an individual sites in D and E. 
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tanning pits were uncovered at Broad Street in Aberdeen, an 

the north side of the High Street In Linlithgow and at-Eastgate 

in Inverness. Tanning was also an industry in the smaller 

burghs. In 1402, three tanners from Inverurie and one from 

N8wburgh were mentioned in the Aberdeen records. 
126 One of 

the fourte8nth-century buildings at Kirk Close appears to have 

been a cobbler's workshopq the worn scraps of leather found 

probably coming from leather objects cut up for re-use. There 

wars also some thicker offcutsq suggesting that cordwaining was 

also carried out on or near the site* Similar finds were made 

at Aberdeen, 
127 

Shoes made up the majority of leather finds at all the sites 

where objects were uncovered. Most were of the common medieval 

turnshoe construction, in which the flesh side was outwards when 

the shoe was being madeq then turned inside out so the grain 

side was on the outside and the sole/upper seam inside. Also 

uncovered were rands, which strengthened the shoe and made it 

more water-proof. The shapes varied from oval toes to the 

pointed toes which were most common in the fourteenth century 

at Perth High Street. There were also high shoes and boots 

with central fastenings, as well as boots of one-piece design 

with wrap-around thongst although this second type of boot seems 

to have dated mainly to the twelfth century. 
128 

126, Hodgsonq 'Animal Remains at Perth High Streettv 239 249 28; 
Simpsong Aberdeen's Hidden H, istory. 17; Catherine Brooks, 
'Linlithgow' in D and E (1974)# 67; W. G, Duncang 'Invernsssq 
Eastgatel in D and E (1976)9 37;, Abdn. R_ecs., 229,230. 
Tpnners did not restrict their activity to 

, 
the burghs, Many 

tanners were to be found in small Itouns' around Aberdeen. 

127. Blanchard, 'Kirk Close' (SUAT)q 21; Clare Thomasq 'Leather 
from Perthq Kirk Closev 19791 (SUAT, forthcoming)q 79 8; 
3. Stones, 'The Small Findstp 194, 

128* Clare Thomasq 'Leather from Kirk Closelp 19 21,3- 4. 
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Composite soles of seats and foreparts stitched across the 

waist were found at Kirk Closeq Aberdeeng and in mainly the 

later levels of Perth High Street, These were economical but 

not very strong* It seems likely that parts of old shoes 

were being used to make new ones. Repair-work is 

indicated by the use of clump soles to patch worn onest and 

two uppers with splits stitched back together, One shoe at 

Aberdeen seems to have undergone frequent patching, and almost 

all the shoe-soles there were heavily worng parts of the soles 

being entirely worn away in many cases. 
129 Such wear suggests 

that shoes were valuable itsms9 cheaper to repair than to replace. 

Other leather objects included decorated knife-sheathsq and 

fragments of belts, one of which was fastened with leather thongs 

passed through punched holes. Surname evidence also suggests 

the manufacture of saddlesq while Froissartq in his description 

of the Scottish armyq mentions the use of cauldrons "made of 

leather with the hair an the outsideq which were hung an the 

fires full of water and meat, ready for boiling. " 130 

There is also evidence of other animal-based industries 

in the burghs. Large numbers of horn-cares found in the ditch 

at South Methven Street suggest the presence of a horning industry 

in Pertht although the location of this is not known as the horn- 

cares may have been tipped over the wall as rubbish, 
131 

Little 

evidence of horners was found at Aberdeen, but sawn-through horn- 

cares at Inverness imply the presence of horners near Castle Street. 

129. Clare Thomasq 'Leather from Kirk Clossig 2-3.1; Judith 
Stones, 'The Small FindsIq 1129 138o 

130o Clare Thomasq 'Leather from Kirk Close#, 5; Judith Stonesq 
tThe Small Finds', 152-3; Chron, Froissart, i. 124o 

131. My thanks to Michael Spearman for this information, See also 
Spearmang 'South Mathven Street', 10. 
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132 
Cattle, sheepq and goat horns were all used. 

Like horn-workingg antler-working provided many objects 

used in everyday life. Antler combso spindle whorlsp small 

hammers and a wedge have been found at various sitesq as 

have antler offcuts, indicating local antlarýworking. The- 

working of an antler offcut at Perth High Street implies a 

professional use of the material, The use of antler was 

widespread in many urban medieval Settlements such as Dublin 

and Yorkq and furtherexcavation may reveal the existence of an 

extensive antler craft in the Scottish burghs. It seems possible 

that the same craftsmen may have worked with horn and bone as well. 

An unfinished knife blade at Perth High Street provided evidence 

of the working of imported walrus ivory* 133 

Bone artsfacts include dics, spindle whorlsv a skate, a 

button or button former, a bead fragmentq and a possible pin 

beaterg and were found in Perthq Abardeeng and Inverness. Sons 

might also be used for fertilizer; a fourteenth-century kiln 

which may have been used for calcinating bons was found at Mill 

Street in Perth. 134 

The finds of dice suggest one form of entertainment for the 

burgh inhabitants. The Aberdeen dice are thought to have been 

used an their own rather than in a board game. The Perth dice 

show two different systems of numbering, indicating that the 

earlier numbering system with opposing values equalling seveng 

132. Hodgsonq 'Animal Bons at AberdeenIq 229,238; Hodgsont 
'Inverness Animal Remains'. 377. 

133. A. C. MacGregor, 'A Report an Worked Bonev Antler and Ivory' 
(PHSE, forthcoming), 6-79 169 19; Stonesq tSmall Finds1q 180, 
184; Hodgsonq tInverness Animal Remains'. 377. 

134, Stones, tSmall Finds1q 182; N. L. MacAskillq 'Small Finds' in 
Wordsworth, 'Castle StreetIq 373; Lisbeth M. Thomsq 'Trial 
Excavation at St. Ann's Lane, Perth' in PSAS, cxi (1982)9 449; 
MacGregorq 'Worked Bone', 11-14,19; McGavinq Mill StEaett 9. 
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Mare- TOV--\Ox 
was never entirely displaced by system* The lack 

of associated gaming pieces again suggests the use of the dice 

by themselvesq but it is possible that they were lost separately 

from the board games to which they belonged, or that the playing 

pieces could have been bonesq pebblesq or other common objects. 

Wooden gaming pieces were also found at Perth, Board games 

did exist in medieval Scotland. Although no examples have yet 

been found at urban sites, there are two thirteenth-century 

merelles boards in Scotland, one from Dryburgh Abbey and the 

other from Arbroath Abbey. Both were engraved on stones of 

the fabric of the abbeysp probably during construction work. 
135 

As th8 centr8 of rural hint8rlands and 8ngag8d in agricultural 

pursuits themselves to a certain extent, the burghs had access to 

a wide range of plants and Vegetablesq and many of these were used 

by the burgh craftsman, Oye-producing plants and flax were used 

in cloth manufactureq with flax seeds also being used in toe 

production of linseed oil, Heather and bracken were the raw 

materials for thatchers# brassicas such as turnip rope could be 

used both for food and oil, potentilla roots were sometimes used 

for dyeing and tanning and mosses could be formed into ropes or 

act as packing. 
136 

Two of the most important industries based an the agricultural 

produce of the area were baking and brewing. References to those 

carrying out these activities abound in the burgh laws and the 

Aberdeen council r9cordsq and Baker# Baxter, and Brouster are among 

135. Stonesq 'Small Findsto 182; MacGregorq 'Worked Boneig 4-5; 
Curteisq 'Worked Woodit 62; W, Norman Robertsong 'The Game 

of Merelles in Scotland' in PSAS, xcviii (1964-66)9 321-2. 

136. 'Botanical Report' (SUAT)t 6-79 129 13; M. Fraser and 3. H. 
Dicksong 'Plant Remains' in Aberdeen ExcavationIL 240. 
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the surnames of the period. 
137 Catsq grain and rye formed 

the main staples of everyday diets in Scotland, and therefore 

those involved in processing them occupied an important 

place in the burgh economy, Both brewing and baking could 

be carried out either domestically or commercially. - Each 

burgess was allowed to have an oven an his landq while among 

the goods that were to pass to his heir were a "leyd" (a 

brewing implament)p a "mask-fat" (a brewing vat),, and a 

"gylfat" (a vat for fermenting wart). 
138 

Evidence of a grain-based industry which could be either 

milling or brewing was found outside the walls of Perth at 

Methven Streetq where a high proportion of carbonised grain 

survived in a late-fourteenth century structure. In its next 

phaseq the building may have been extended and its closeness 

to a water-filled gullyq an internal tank-lik8 lined pitq and 

the same high proportion of grain suggests that it may have 

been "part of a larger milling or brewing complex". Newburgh, 

Fife, had disputes with Lindores Abbey in 1309 over its brewhousesq 

while evidence for brewing at both Aberdeen and Perth is furnished 

by the finds of barley of the lax-eared variety which was commonly 

made into ale. 
139 

The existence of baking on a commercial basis in Aberdeen 

was suggested by the find of an apparent broad oven of the late 

thirteenth century with a capacity probably larger than that which 

was required for purely domestic use. A building at Kirk Close, 

probably of the early fifteenth conturyt apparently had a bakehouse 

137, Lages Burgorum, c. 369 599 609 63; Abdn. RecS*j 509 649 93-5; 
Kelso Lib., no. 479; SR09 GD1/5/2; ER, iiq 5T6; rraser,, 
Colquhaun, ii, no, 18; RMSt iq nos 6399 682. 

1389 Lsqes Burgorum, c. 18,116* 

139. Spearmang 'South M8thven Street'. 79 10; Lind. Libov no, 10; 
rraserg 'Plant RemainsIt 240; Mary je rraser, 'Perth High Street 
Plant Remainal(PHSE, forthcoming). 6. 
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at its south and. An oven with charred grain remains was 

sunk into the floor. Elsewhere in Perth possible grain-drying 

kilns were found. Arbroath apparently had one bakehouse which 

was held of the abbot in 1382.140 

The many regulations governing brewing and baking afford 

some glimpse into the organization of these industries. Both 

men and women were involvedq and it seems as though both activities 

were organized mainly an an individual basis. Women brewing ale 

were to sell it all year roundq not Just occasionallyq but they 

were not to buy more than one chalder of oats per week to make 

malt. They Were also to sell by the potsful and not by sealed 

measures, The ale was subject to testing by the official ale- 

tasters of the burgh, of which seven were chosen in Aberdeen in 

1398. Bakers were to bake broad to a quality determined by the 

leaders of the communityv and were not to have more then four 

servants working at their oven. The trade of each burghts 

brewers and bakers was safeguarded by a law that no burgess 

might bring broad or ale from one burgh to another to sell* 
141 

Another useful material from the hinterlandq although one 

that was becoming scarcer in many placesq was wood. An unusually 

large amount of wooden objects was preserved at Perth High Strastq 

revealing much about everyday implements and the standards of the 

craftsmen who made them* While there was no direct evidence 

of woodworking an the sitaq the finds suggest that there were 

probably turners working in or near Perth. The fact that staves 

of small bowls were discarded in good condition implies that 

140, 

141. 

Fraserg 'Plant Remainsit 53; Blanchardq 'Kirk Close' in Town 
Housesp 35; L. Blanchard and L. Rose, 'Meal Vennelf(SUATt 
forthcoming)q 4; McGavinq Mill Street, 9; Arb. Lib., ii, no, 38, 

- 
Lanes Burgorum, c, 649 60; Statute Gilds, c. 43; Articuli 
Inquirandit c. 15; Abdn, 

-RecBe-9 
21; Fraqmenta Collecta, c. 5, 

Interestinglyq the 1558 Muster Roll for Edinburgh shows up to 
nine persons working in a bakehousev Edinburgh City Archivesq MS 
Council Registarg iiq f. 137r. My thanks to Or, M, Lynch for 
brinoina this document to mv attention. 
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they were cheap and readily replaced. There was also possible 

woodworking debris at Kirk Close* 142 

There were both turned and staved vesselsq showing a variety 

of techniques the number of which has not been equalled at any 

other site in Britain or Ireland. Staved vessels included bowls, 

mugs9 tankards9 a porringer, buckets9 and barrels* Buckets were 

used for bathing and holding Wat8rq while barrels had many uses 

including storage. At Elgin, a mid-fourteenth century pit was 

lined with a barrel with the top part sawn off. The staved 

tankards9 most of which came from fourteenth-century levels, may 

represent the early stages in the development of such vesselsp 

while the fourteenth-century remains of a possible porringer 

would be the earliest Scottish example of a vessel which became very 

143 
common in Scotlandq Ireland, Walesq and Scandinavia* 

Turned objects consisted mainly of simple turned bowls, but 

there were also the remains of platest platterst containersq lidsq 

bobbins, and a candle holder. Most of the bowls have cutting 

marks on the undersidesq implying that they were used as chopping 

surfaces as well as food containers. Only a few data to the 

fourteenth century, and it is possible that they were replaced by 

bowls of a different material about this time* Household 

implements of wood included a large ladlev spoonsv and strainersq 

and two possible spatulas. One of the spoons may have been a 

personal eating spoong while the other resembled a stirrer, ' 

Twelve spoons were among the heirship goods mentioned in the burgh 

laws. A small scoopq perhaps for measuring powder or grain, may 

have been industrial, as it came from the site of a possible 

142. Curteis, 'Worked WoodIq 1; Blanchard, 'Kirk Closelq 229 24* 

143, Curtsist 'Worked WoodIj 1-39 4-59 79 129 14-15. 
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workshop* 
144 

Many wooden pinsv most of which were whittled from small 

splinters of cleft woodt were found in fourteenth-cqntury levels* 

It is possible that they were mass-produced and were used 

generally for a variety of domestic purposeso although they could 

also have been used in the baling of wool. The rough finish of 

many of the pins means that they were probably not used with 

textiles. The blades of two shovels were probably from tools 

used to lift loose materials rather than to cut into hard surfaces. 

In the fourteenth century such shovels were used to clear mud from 

a water coursev mix mortar, move earthq and lift sand. 
145 

An early thirteenth century patteng perhaps worn by a child 

or a small adult for working in marshy fields, was probably the 

possession of a poorer inhabitant of the burgh, In the fourteenth 

centuryp pattens were adopted by wealthier persons for use in wet 

weather. In 13999 in Aberdeen, a woman suffered the theft of one 

pair of "galochis" or shoes with wooden solesq while in St. Andrews 

the presence of Arnold Patynmaker in 1404 suggested that pattens 

could be obtained locally, 146 

Workers in wood included carpentersq and it may have been such 

craftsman who were responsible for the erection of the better- 

constructed houses of the burghs. Tongued and grooved planks 

from the large thirteenth-century house at Perth High Street 

appear to have been more deliberately fashioned structural 

components than the more usual stakes and wattles or the re-used 

144, Curteisq 'Worked Wood', 229 25-7v 33-8. A spoon of the late 
thirteenth or early fourteenth century was also found in Braching 
although it may be an importj G*E. Pe How, 'Early Scottish Spoons' 
in PSAS, lxix (1934-35)9 147. 

145. Curteis, 'Worked Woodig 43-69 57-8. 

146. Ibidv 65; Abdn. RecS*j 38; Sto AUL9 SLIIO/6/9, 
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wood found in some of the Kirk Close buildings. 147 

Another industry which involved the use of wood was 

shipbuilding. Ships were apparently built at Inverness and 

Ayr in the thirteenth century* It also seems possible that 

there was such an industry at Perthq as the components of 

nine separate boats have been found. Most of these craft 

appear to have been clinker-built boats which would serve as 

river craft and ferries but one artafact may have come from a 

more substantial sea-going sailing vessel. These boat timbers 

were often re-used for structural purposes in the burgh buildings, 

in Aberdeen as well as Perth. 148 It is possible that these 

timbers came from foreign shipsq but even if they did, in their 

re-use they were incorporated into the activities of the burgh* 

An industry which made use of underwood was basketmakingg of 

which so far evidence has only been found at Perth, although the 

occupational surname "Leaper" was in use in fourteenth-century 

Edinburgh and Aberdeen. Baskets were used universally in the 

Middle Ages for the storage and carriage of goods* Large finely- 

made baskets which hold bread were among the most expensiveg while 

meat basketsv used to take meat from the butcher and to store it, 

were cheaper as they were not so fine. The basketmakers of Perth 

seem to have preferred to use underwood rather then wattles or hurdles 

in their cra * 
149 

For the more substantial buildings of the burgh such as the 

parish church and perhaps the houses of the wealthier burgess 

147. Curtsis, 'Worked Wood'. 78; A. Crone at al, q 'Kirk Close 
Structural Wood Report' (SUAT9 forthc-omi-n-g7,3, 

148. ERp it lXxivq 61 
. 

Co Marting 'The Boat Timbers' (PHSE, 
forthcoming), 93-101; 3. Stones$ 'Iran Objects' in Aberdeen 
Excavations, 188. 

149. St Giles Req., nos 149 15; Abdn. Recs, q 85; D, Wright, 
'The Baskets' (PHSEq forthcoming), 102--S. 
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familiesq the services of stone masons would be required. A 

late fourteenth- or early fifteenth-century effigy of a mason 

was found in St. Andrewsq surrounded by representations of 

his malletv hammer and mason's square. In 13879 an 

agreement was made by the burgh of Edinburgh with three masons 

who were to build five chapels on the south side of the parish 

church. William Plumer of Tweeddals-9 burgess of St. Andrewsq 

seems to have been able to work in both stone and lead as he was 

hired by the abbot of Arbroath to repair the choir of the abbey 

with both these materials. 
150 

Workers in stone might also make smaller everyday articles. 

Sandstone sharpening wheels, a spindle whorl and whetstones at 

Aberdeen were probably made locallyq while Henry Slater may have 

been making slate roofs in 1399. Several Perth whetstones were 

of local stone, and a stone bowlq probably used as a mortar, 

found in Invernessq was probably of local stone and workmanship* 
151 

An industry which may be more surely identified in the burghs 

is metal-working. Fragments of moulds and metalwork debris have 

been found in Lanark, Perth, Abardeeng Dundeeq Inverness and 

Elgin. 152 Deposits of metal artefacts which may represent a 

local metal-working industry have been recovered at Dumfriesq 

Brechin and Hawick. Wherever the metalworkers were located, 

150. National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, Angels. Nobles 
and Unicorns. exhibition catalogue (1982)9 68; Edin. ChrS., 
no. 14; Arb. Lib., ii, no. 43. 

151. N. H. Trewing 'The Stone Objects' in Aberdeen Excavations, 184; 
Abdn. R_ecs., 68; D. Caldwellq 'The Stone Objects' in Blanchard, 
145 Canal Street'. 2; Collins, 'Stone and GlassI9 373. 

152. Archer* 'Lanark' (1976)9 41-2; Spearmang 233-35 Canal Streetip 
4,25; Stones, 'Small Findsto 191; Lloyd R. Laing, 'Medieval 
Pottery in Dundee Museum' in PSAS, ciii (1970-71). 171; 
Wordsworth, 'Castle Streetip 333; Lindsayt 'Elgin', 44. See 
Bogdan, Perth Excavations. 9 239 for illustration of a brooch 
mould. 
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however# it is evident that Scotland did have skilled workers 

in the craftt as is shown by such collections as that of 

fourteenth-cantury silver broochest and the beautiful Buts 

Mazer, Interestingly, it appears that many of these 

craftsmen were quite illiterate, as few of the inscribed 

brooches have all the words correctly spelled or the letters 

properly formed. 153 

Metalworking could include the fashioning of objects in gold, 

silver, bronze (copper alloy), leadq and iron, John the Goldsmith, 

burgess of Edinburght gilded plate and made ornaments for David II 

after his return from England. At Aberdeen a small balance arm 

may represent the activity of a goldsmith or worker in another 

precious metal as it was found in association with a number of 

metal objects, There was a goldsmith recorded in Aberdeen 

in 1364. Several copper allay sheets and objects such as 

buckles, pins, and broachas suggest*the existence of metalworking 

in the burgh# as do copper allay objects at Inverness. There 

was also evidence of bronze-working at Dundee and Lanark, and 

one area of 33-35 Canal Street had finds indicating the casting 

of non-ferrous metals in the fourteenth century* 
154 

Considerable evidence of iron-working was found at 

Invernessq disproving Froissart's statement that all manufactured 

iron goods had to be imported from the Continent, 155 Traces of 

153* J, Graham Callandart 'Fourteenth-Century Broaches and Other 
Ornaments in the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland' 
in PSAS, lviii, (1923-24). 589 198; 'A Medieval Bronze Broach' 
in THAS (1970)9 29; J. H. Stevensont $The Bannatyne or Bute 
Mazer' in PSASO 1xv (1930-31), 

154, ERt ig 616-7; QL iig 659 160; Colvin Greig, 12 Queen St, Midden 
Area 19731 in Aberdeen Excavations, t 23; Abdn. RegO. ig 284-6; 
J* Stonesq *Copper Allay Objects' in Aberdeen Excavations, 186; 
MacAskillq 'Small Finds in InvernessIg 3689 370; Laingg 'Pottery 
in Dundeeig 171; Archerg 'Lanark' (1977)# 21; Spearman, 133-35 
Canal Street',, 24-S. 

155. Chron, Froissart, 11,36. Nor was he any more accurate when he 
made a similar statement about . 1satherworkino. 
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the industry were found in levels from the thirteenth to the 

fifteenth centuryq with actual iron-working furnaces being 

uncovered in the later levels, and pieces from furnace structures 

and their linings found in a late-thirteenth/early fourteenth 

century phase. Among the iron objects at the site were nails 

and clench baltsq as well as shears and horseshoes. Irari 

barrel padlocks from Aberdeen and Perth were probably made 

locallyv as the record of a Robert I'lokessmyth" in Scotland in 

1214 suggests the existence of such a craft from at least the 

thirteenth century. 
156 

Waste pieces in Aberdeen show lead being worked by itself 

and in combination with copperg while at Perth a ring of lead and 

another of a copper and lead allay were found. At Kelso, small 

furnaces beside the Abbey were probably used for the smelting of 

lead to make window kames and other itsmsq while work on the chair 
, 157 

at Arbroath in 1394 was to include the use of lead. 

Possible evidence of working in pewter was found at Perth 

in the form of a late thirteenth-century trade taken. The 

craftsmanship involved in the manufacture of this taken was 

superior to that of many of such tokens found elsewhere in Britain. 

A mould from Dundrennan Abbey suggests that they were made in 

Scotland. It is thought that they circulated before the 1280s 

when Alexander III introduced halfpennies and farthings. 
158 

156. R,, M. Spearman and E, Slaterg 'Physical Analysis of the 
Metalworking Debris' in Wordsworth, tCastle Streetlp 354-6; 
MacAskillq 'Small Finds in InvernessIq 371-3; Stonesq 'Iron 
Objectst, 1881 Nicolaisenq 'Scottish Surnameslq 123, 

157. Ston8S9 'Small Finds't 188; John Cherryq 'Report on Two Lead 
Mounts and Four Dress Rings from Perth High Street Excavations' 
(PHSE9 forthcoming)q 3-4; C. 3. Tabrahamp 'Kelso Abbeyl in 
D and E (1975)9 50-1; Arb. Lib., ii, no. 43. 

158* 3*0* Bateson, 'A Medieval Pewter Taken' (PHSE, forthcoming). 
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A more specialised type of metalworking and one which was 

under strict royal control was the minting of the Scottish coinage. 

The records of the Exchequer and the coins themselves which 

usually carry mint names provide evidence about the industry. 

Although in most finds- Scottish coins are greatly outnumbered 

by foreigny especially Englishq coins, there was a regular 

production of Scottish coinage. During the fourteenth century 

mints were to be found at various times in Edinburghv Aberdeen, 

Perth, Dund. 9eq Dumbartang and possibly Glasgow. Adam Toreg 

burgess of Edinburghv was made master of the mint in Edinburgh 

in 1357, his duties probably including the buying of bullion 

and the issuing of new coins. The design of the coinage seems 

to have been entrusted largely to foreign craftsmen, perhaps 

because they appear to have had experience with the production 

of the English mints which served as a model for the Scottish 

coinage. 
159 Local craftsmen did have some part to play-in the 

workings of the mintg howeverg as John the Goldsmith was paid for 

work in connection with the Edinburgh mint in 1364.160 

One other industry produced a great number of the objects 

used in everyday life, Pottery survives in large quantities at 

most sitesq and therefore suggests patterns of development and 

changep as well as allowing comparison between various burghs. 

Finds at Aberdeen, Invernessq Elging Linlithgow and Perth have 

suggested that the Scottish pottery industry underwent a major 

159. I. Ho Stewartj The Scottish CoinaQ2 (London, 1955). 279 359 399 409 3; 
Adamso Urban Scotland, 42; ER, iiq xciii. Bonagius of Florence 
worked in the Durham mint before coming to Edinburghq Stewartq 
Coinage, 26. For the predominance of English coinsq see George 
MacDonaldq 'A Hoard of Coins Found at Perth' in PSAS9 lv (1920-21)9 
281. 

160. LRv iiq 160. The standard of David II's coinage is attested to by 
the discarding of an unused upper die with a blundered inscriptiont 
W, S* Hockingq 'Notes on a Collection of Coining Instruments in the 
National Museum of Antiquitiesp Edinburgh' in PSAS, xlix (1914-15)t 
312. 
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change in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. 

A*native pottery industry existed from at least the early 

thirteenth century, apparently much influenced by wares from 

Carlisle in the west and by Yorkshire pottery# especially 

Scarborough warev in the east. White Gritty wars, produced 

at such kilns as Colstoun near Haddington and possibly 

Balchrystie in Fifeg was a common were in the eastv and was 

also found in northeast England and at least some parts of west 

Scotland. 
161 

In the late thirteenth century a change took place with the 

increasing development of local pottery industries, Itis possible 

that some local industry existed at an earlier dateg but it is 

not until the late thirteenth/early fourteenth century that such 

pottery begins to predominate, The development of this industry 

may have been partly in response to the demand created by the sale 

of such imports as Scarborough waret although it did not necessarily 

involve-) slavish copying. Another factor in-the growth of local 

industry may have been the disruption to English imports caused by 

the Wars-of Independence. War ronditions would also disrupt the 

distribution of White Gritty ware as many of the kilns were in areas 

subject to frequent English occupation. 
162 

Possible kilns have been found at Dundee and Dumfriesq although 

no kilns producing local wares have yet been positively identified, 

161. Lloyd R. Laing and Eric 3. Talbott tSome Medieval and Post 
Medieval Pottery from SW Scotlandl in Glasgow Archaeological 
Journalq 111 (1974)9 43; Lloyd Laing# 'Cooking-Pats and the 
origins of the Scottish Medieval Pottery Industry' in The 
Archaeological Journe-19 cxxx (1973)9 1929 193; MacAskill, 
'Pottery' (SUAT)9 St 19. 

162. MacAskill, 'Pottery' (SUAT)v 209 21; MacAskill, 'Small Finds in 
Invernessit 366; Laingt 'Cooking-Patstg 199, The wars may have 
had a similar effect an the development of other local industriesq 
although finds have not yet been extensive enough to show this. 
The possibility9 howeverg throws open to question the supposed 
decline of Scottish crafts due to the warsq as expressed in 
Stevensong 'Low Countriest, 274. 
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Clay which had been quarried in the thirteenth century at 

Virginia Street in Aberdeen may have been used by patters 

although it could also have been used for building. 163 

The fabric known as Perth Local forms the majority of shards 

on all sites at Perthq and has similarities in form and fabric 

to the local wares of Aberdeeng Inverness# and Elgin. At 

Aberdeen there were at least two fabrics made of clay from 

the Aberdeen area* The local wares of Invernessq Elgin, and 

Linlithgow came to predominate in their own burghs by the 

mid-fourteenth centurye 
164 

White Gritty ware continued to be important both in Perth 

and Aberdeen, and it is likely that this was marketed together 

with local wars, at least when White Gritty was availableg 

perhaps with some separation in markets and functionsq at least 

at first. At Forfar, Perth Local and a White Gritty ware whose 

source of clay was probably the Strathmore area were the major 

finds, 165 
suggesting that perhaps the local industryt if there 

was one, imitated these two common wares. 

163. Laing$ 'Pottery in Dundeelt 172; A. E. Truckell and Ja Williamsq 
'Mediaeval Pottery in Dumfriesshire and Galloway' in TDGASt 
xliv (1967)9 159. A site at Wellbankv Kinnoull was tho7g-hi 
to be a kiln producing Perth Local wareq but it now seems more 
likely that it was not a kiln. See R, B, K. Stevenson and A. S. 
HenshalIq 'Probable l3th-Cantury Kiln-site at Perth' in PSAS9 
xc (1956-57); George Haggerty and Lisbeth M. Thoms# tRepart 
an the Pottery' in Thoms, tSt. Ann's Lane', 440; 'Watching 
Briefs' (SUAT)q 4* In-Englandq patters' kilns have been 
found in the suburbs of some townsq Colin Platt, The English 
Medieval Town, (Londong 1976), 

164. MasAskill, tPottery' (SUAT)v 2; Me Kenworthyg 'Analysis of 
the Fabrics' in Aberdeen Excavationsp 116; MacAskillq 'Small 
Finds in Invernessig 3559 366; Lloyd Re Laingq 'Excavations 
at Linlithgow Palacaq West Loth13nq 1966-71 in PSASI, xcix 
(1966-67)9 129,131, 

165. MacAskill, 'Pottery' (SUAT)q 209 21; M. Kenworthy, 'Analysis 
of the FabricsIq 123; Christine Scott, 'Pottery' in Spearmang 
'Forfarl, 463-4. 
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Some local pottery continued to be influenced by English 

and White Gritty wares* Many of the early Perth Local wares 

have a white slip which may be an imitation of the white fabric 

produced from the low iron-content clays of south and east 

Scotland and northeast England. Some decoration is also 

similar to that on Scarborough ware jugs. The three-handled 

jugs which were popular in Scotland in the fourteenth century 

may have originally developed in York. French influence may 

have been at work in the development of the Scottish two-handled 

cooking pott while Low Countries influence is apparent in some of 

the decorative motifs. On the wholet however, local wares tended 

to be coarser than the imports and often orange in colour. 
166 

Most of the pottery finds at urban sites were either jugs 

or cooking pots9 although at Aberdeen there were also some unique 

well-made thin-walled beaker vessels which may have been drinking 

usssels as their thin walls and a lack of sooting imply. At 

Perth the earlier local wares Were mostly cooking potag but jugs 

later came to predominate. At Invernessq the local wares were 

all jugs9 wheelthrown and of simple design with little decoration* 

The White Gritty wares at Dundee were also mainly jugs. This 

pattern may suggest that, as in Englandq metal cooking-pots were 

gradually replacing the pottery ones during the course of the 

fourteenth century, 
167 

166. MacAskillq 'Potteryt (SUAT)t 6t 21; Haggartyq 'St. Ann's Lane 
Potterylp 440; Laingg tPottery from SW Scotland#, 44; Laingq 
'Cooking-Patstv 198-9. 

167, Me Kenworthyt 'Analysis of the Fabrics', 123; MacAskill, 'Pottery' 
(SUAT)v 39 20; MacAskillq tSmall Finds in InvernessIq 361; Laing, 
'Pottery in DundssIq 172; Laing, 'Cooking-PotsIq 99. The in- 
fluence of metalware was also evident in the design of some 
fourteenth-century Scottish pottery, Stewart Crudent 'Scottish 
Medieval Pottery: the Bothwell Castle Collection' in PSAS, 
lxxxvi (1951-52),, 151. 
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As well as jugs and cooking-potsq pottery items included 

dripping trays9 small dishest and calendars. There was 

probably not a strict separation of function according to form. 

Cooking pots could equally well be used for cookingt storage# or 

as tablewares. Jugs showing signs of fire-blackening may have 

been used to heat up liquids at re-used as cooking pots when their 

necks had broken. The replacement of wooden roof shingles by 

cheaper pottery tiles which seams to be indicated at Perth High 

Street may be another indication of the growth of the pottery 

industry after the mid-thirteenth century, 
168 

Although the development of a local pottery industry in the - 

burghs can be traced in general terms it is not possible to learn 

the Precise details of its organisation or even if this was similar 

in the different burghso This is a problem common to the inter- 

pretation of all archaeological evidencev both because of the 

impossibility of precise dating and also because only limited areas 

of the burgh are being uncovered. And yetq this problem has a 

useful dimension. In demonstrating the difficulty of extrapolating 

the conclusions arrived at at various sites to fit the burghs as a 

wholeg it shows the danger of assuming that what is shown by 

documentary evidence to be characteristic of one burgh may be 

the case in any of the others. 
169 

Thus the individuality of 

the Scottish burghs is demonstrated by both historical and 

archaeological evidence. 

168. MacAskillg tPottery' (SUAT), 39 7; Curteist tWorked Wood'. 70, 
169. Dickinson stresses the individuality of the burghs, W. Croft 

Dickinsong 'Burgh Life from Burgh Records' in AUR9 xxxi (1946), 
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CHAPTER TWO 

GOVERNMENT 

Fundamental to the status of the burgh in the fourteenth 

century was the existence of its separate legal jurisdiction 

and the apparatus of government and administration which 

accompanied this* 1 Whether holding their lands from the 

crowng the churchv or a lay lordq the burgesses were free 

of shrieval controlq and enjoyed, although to greatly varying 

degreest some measure of self-governmentv centrad on the burgh 

court. 
2 Direct evidence of the functioning of burgh government 

is scanty for the fourteenth century but an examination of the 

material which does survive in conjunction with the ancient 

burgh laws 
3 

can provide some information about the structure 

of the local administrative systems and the duties of the 

personnel involved. 

Such measure of government autonomy as was to be found in 

1. Nicholsong Scotland, 14,17; Dickinson# W, C, q Scotland from the 
Earliest Times to 1603t 3rd ed. 9 rev. ad. A. A. M. Duncan (Oxford, 
1977)t 104-51 113; S, G*E, Lythe and 3, Buttt An Economic History 
of Scotland 1100-1939 (Glasgow, 1975). 29. This was also true 
of many English and Continental boroughsq Susan Reynoldsq An 
Introduction to the History ofthe English Medieval Town ([ondont 
1977)9 91-2; Staphensong Borough and Town, 33,44. 

2. Abdn. Rees. # xl; Barrow# Kingship and Unity, 99; Dickinson, 
Scotland to 16039 108; Nicholsont Scotland, 263-4; Murray, 
Burqh Organization, 1.8, 

3. These laws and customs are collected together in Ancient Burqh 
Laws,. Mackenzie calls into question the validity of the laws 
as an accurate presentation of burgh socistyq Mackenzie, 
Burqhs, 21-30. While recognizing that they should be taken 
as an indication of the social conditions of the time rather 
then as unalterable fact, it seems that they are useful in 
helping to draw a picture of life in the medieval burghq 
especially if they are used in conjunction with other documentary evidence. 
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the burghs of the 1300s was notq so far as can be seeng a 

feature of the burghs when they were first created, The 

earliest burghs were originally under the control of the officers 

of the king or burgh lard. This was to be expected as the 

burgh was a new institution established to foster trade andq 

as a result* peace# by attracting now inhabitantsq including 

those from outside the realm. 
4 Some measure of supervision 

had to be enforced over the now development as it was unlikely 

that the newly-arrived settlers would be able to set up a local 

administration on the spotq unless they were sent specifically 

for that purpose as in the case of Mainard. the Flemingg burgess 

of Berwick, who helped the bishop of St. Andrews establish his 

burgh* 5 Where a burgh was created on the site of an already- 

existing settlementg the original inhabitants would have little 

or no experience of municipal organisation but would be 

accustomed to the control of their affairs by the sheriff, 

or other crown officials. As many of the new burghs were 

beside castles and were the chief towns of their respective 

sheriffdoms they were the natural place of residence of the 

sheriffs and other royal officersq who were therefore the most 

obvious choice as supervisors of the new institutions. 6 

While the motives for the establishment of the burghs were 

mixedv one of the most important aspects of these trading towns 

4. Mackenzie, Burghs, 37-8.569 163; Barrow, Kinqýahjp and Unity, 
92; I. F. Grant, The Social and Economic Development of Scotland 
Before 1603 (Edinburgh, 1930)9 307. 

5. ESC# no. 169. Duncan feels, however, that the strong foreign element 
in burghs such as Perth and Berwick would be likely to assert its 
financial independence from the sheriff immediately. Duncan# 
Scotland, 159. 

6. Abdn. Recs, 9 xix-xxi; Dickinsong Scotland to 16039 105. For the 
sheriff as farM8r of the burghv see Ouncang Scotlandv 483. 
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was a financial one. Not only did the burghs provide 

protected places for commerce and thus aid the smooth 

running of the national economyp 
7 but they also contributed 

directly to the revenue of their overlords. This second 

point was probably a more important consideration for their 

superiors. The grant of a burgh to an abbey, a bishop, or 

a lay lord was regarded by the recipient as far more valuable 

than more grants of landfor "burghal privilegog transcending 

all such semi-private concessions, extended as far as the 

defence of commercial rights and immunities against encroachment 

by neighbouring king's burghs. " 8 The possession of a burgh 

benefited them in the same way as the king in that all revenues 

in the form of burgage rents, tolls, issues of the court, and 

market customs came directly to their purses. The king's burghs9 

as the contras of overseas trade, became the collection points 

for the customs dues imposed from the late thirteenth century. 

In the fourteenth century the grant of feu-forme charters meant 

that many burghs now permanently farmed the burgh revenues, but 

the customs revenues continued to be paid directly to the crown, 

it is also significant that it was the chamberlain, the chief 

royal financial officert who conducted the yearly inquiries into 

the affairs 6f the burgh* Other officials appointed by the king 

to duties within the burghs had jobs which were mainly concerned 

with the financial administration of the t'owns, especially the CUStOMS* 
9 

7. Dickinson, Scotland to 16039 106. For other mativesq see Nicholsong 
Scotlandt 16; Mackenzieg Burqhs 8--14,50-6, 

a. George So Pryde, ad.. The Court Book of the Burqh of Kirkintilloch, 
1658-1694 (SHSt 19635t xxxiii; Go Donaldsong Scotland The Shapinq 
of a Nation (Newton Abbotq 1974)9 233. 

9. Mary Bateson, ad. $The Scottish King's Household and other Fragments' 
in SHS Misc., 11 (1904), 32; W. Craft Dickinsong 'A Chamberlain's 
Ayrs in Aberdeen 1399 x 14001 in SHR, xxxiii (1954)v 27; Dickinson, 
Scotland to 1603. 

, 
111. See below, pp. 273 -7 for a discussion 

of these offices, 
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It seems likely that the administration of the burghs was 

ori ginally in the hands of those responsible for collecting the 

-superior's revenues, In the king's burghs these might be the 

sheriffq the prepositus of the royal manor on which a burgh 

was erectedg or even possiblyq as Dickinson suggests, the 

constable of the royal castle beside which a settlement 

developed. 
10 

Other royal officials known as prepositi or 

ballivi aided them* The burgh court, hold in the name of 

the king, enforced the regulations which gave effect to the 

administration, Early references to such courts include those 

of St, Andrewst 1226 x 12589 and Perth, 1245.11 In both 

cases these are called "court of the burgesses" rather then 

"tourt of the burgh'19 implying that while they were attended by 

the burgesses they were not controlled by the burgh as such. 

As the burgh population grew it would probably come to be 

easiest to delegate the responsibility for collection of the 

revenues to those who were members of the local community. 

moreovert the office was an unattractive one to outsiders unless 

they could make a profit by farming the revenues. 
12 

It was 

probably for these reasons-that the practice developed of 

appointing the Prepositi and baLlivig the men in charge of the 

10. Mackenzieg Burghs 97; Duncang Scotland, 483; Abdn. Recs. 9 lxxvii- 
lxxviii. There is no clear evidence ; -f constables acting in this 
wayp however, with the possible exception of Dundee where the 
constable gave up certain powers to the burgesses in the late 
fourteenth centuryt jjMSq ii, no. 615. See below, pp, 127-8, - Dickinson 
bases his suggestion on a comparison with the boroughs established 
by Edward I in Snowdoniag but the pre-eminent military purpose 
behind the establishment of these boroughs renders the comparison 
invalid. For the constable in Walesq see E*A* Lswiaq The Mediaeval 
Boroughs of Snowdonia (Londonq 1912)9 147-57, 

110 See belowq p, lie. 

12. Abdn, Recaet lxxxiq lxxviii. In the fourteenth centuryt the 
chamberlain sometimes leased a burgh's revenues to farmers for 
a fixed sum, ER, iq 1579 299,353. 
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king's revenuesq from among the burgessesq 13 
perhaps from 

men suggested to the king by the inhabitants. From here it 

was only a short step to having the burgesses themselves 

choose the officials from among their number. As long as 

the revenues were rendered regularly it was unlikely that 

the king or burgh superior would have much objection* Although 

chosen by the burgessest the arepositi and ballivi were still 

the king's officers and as such were ultimately responsible to 

him rather than to the burgh. This was demonstrated at the 

chamberlain ayres when the balhvi stood challenge for their 

administrationq acted as executive officers for the chamberlaing 

and were held responsible for the issues of the ayre. 
14 

Sharp definition and distinction of function or role was 

not a characteristic of Scottish medieval society, a point 

emphasized by Gacwge Pryde in his comparison of the status of 

king's burghs and that of those with ecclesiastical or baronial 

overlords. 
15 The same blurring of distinctions was apparent 

in the role of the Prepositi during the fourteenth century. In 

the first half of the period they continued to render the burgh 

fermes to the Exchequerg although bailies also performed the 

same function for some burghs. After 13599 only bailies appeared 

at the Exchequer* It seems that the prepositus or alderman had 

become the head of the community in many burghs and, as such, 

13. There were burgess prepositi in Perth before 1162 and in 
Inverkeithing by 1170, Duncan# Scotlandt 483, 

14. Abdn. Recs. t lxxxi-lxxxii. For a description of the 
proceedings of the chamberlain ayre, see Dickinson, 
'Chamberlain's Ayrel and Modus Procedendi In Itinere 
Camerarii Infra Ragnum Scocie in Ancient Burqh Lawst 132-54. 

15. Prydet Kirkintilloch, xxv. The lack of precise definition of 
roles in this period is also stressed in Reynoldsv English Towns. 
116-17; Mackenzieg Burqhst 69; Dickinson, 'Burgh Life#, 214. 
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left the financial affairs to the bailies. Dickinson points 

out that the time of the change was significant as it occurred 

shortly after arrangements were made to pay David IIIs ransom 

and therefore at a period when the burgesses were taking an 

increased financial responsibility. 
16 This would require a 

more extensive administration on the part of the burgesses 

and would lead to a division of responsibilities between the 

prepositus and the bailies. This did not mean, however# that 

the prepositus was now independent of royal control. Throughout 

the centuryt many of the kingts mandates continued to be issued 

to the "prepositus and his bailies". 

It must be kept in mind that no two burghs were identical in 

their stage of development or their local environment and that 

therefore the structure of municipal government could vary widely. 

,, 17 
"If a system worked, however illogical or unlegalisedg it stood. 

Although the early charters do show a certain amount of inter- 

burghal borrowing in the privileges that were obtained from the 

king# the extensiVe affiliation which was a characteristic of 

many contemporary English boroughs does not seem to have been 

common in Scotland. 
18 

Many of the burghs which existed in the 

fourteenth century are rarely found in the records of the Exchequer 

but it seems unlikely that the king would forego the revenues 

owed to him. These burghs may have accounted through the 

sheriffq 
19 

a method which implies a less-developed local 

administration* Howeverg among the larger and more prosperous 

16. Abdn. Recs. 9 cii-ciiio 
17, Mackenzie, Burghs 96o 

le. Charles Gross, The Gild Merchant 
' 

(Oxfordq 1890)v 258-9. Examples 
of affiliation among the Walsh boroughs are described in Lewisq 
Snowdonia, 14-15. 

19. Abdn. Recs. 9 lxxiq n. l. 
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burghst there is evidence of. an organized system of municipal 

government and there are also references to many of the 

responsibilities which went with the various offices. From 

these records certain variations in local practice can also be 

seen. 

The collection known as the Ancient Laws and Customs of the 

Burqhs of Scotland comprises several groups of 'laws$ from 

different periods. While sOms legislation might be attributable 

to the time of David It other articles such as those of the 

Itar Camerariiq which deal with the proceedings of the chamberlain 

ayre, appear to date from the and of the fourteenth century, Law 

must change and develop to meet new conditions if it is to survive 

as a viable forcat and it is a mark of the vitality of the Scottish 

burgh laws that now legislation appeared during the fourteenth 

centuryp although it mainly reinforced the earlier customs. Both 

the Articuli Inquirandi'and the Juramenta Officiariorum are 

apparentlY of the time of Robert 1.20 The Articuliq a list 

of points to be examined by the chamberlain on his ayrep enforced 

existing legislation by ensuring that it was upheld. The 

Juramenta detailed the oaths to be sworn by various burgh officers 

when they took up their postsv thus making both them and those 

they governed aware of their duties and responsibilities. A 

similar oath was prescribed for the new burgessq thus emphasizing 

that he too was to take part in the government of the burgh, 

By the fourteenth century the local government of many 

burghs had developed into a fairly complex administrative 

20. See Ancient Burgh Lawsq iii-iv for the proposed dating of 
the various groups of laws. Comparative tables of the 
different manuscripts are given in ALPS, is 212-65. 
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structure. As trade prospered and the population grewq the 

affairs of the burgh required more and more supervision. 

The administration which was at first concentrated in the hands 

of one mang the prepositus, with later the bailies to help him, 

soon required the services of-more men. Thus the various 

burgh. offices developedg with responsibilities for different 

aspects of burghal government delegated to specific officers. 

This process was wellpnder way by 13009 as almost all the offices 

found in the fourteenth-century records are referred to in the 

Leges SurQorum or the Statute Gildeg two bodies of laws which 

were both in existence by the late thirteenth century. Three 

of the offices discussed below appear for the first time in the 

records of the 1300s but whether these were fourteenth-century 

developments or whether their presence is simply not referred 

to in the earlier period cannot be ascertained. 

A general picture of burgh government can be drawn from 

examining separately the individual offices and then looking 

at the functioning of the administration as a whole* In those 

burghs which had a fairly fully-developed administration in the 

fourteenth century the officers of the town included the alderman 

or provostq the bailiest the sergeandsq the linersq the tasters 

of wineq the tasters of ale and the apprisers of flesh, With 

the addition of depositores and "man in charge of kirk work'19 

all these offices are to be found in Aberdeen at the end of the 

fourteenth century when the earliest surviving series of burgh 

records begins. A common council was also in attendance. 
21 

21* Abdn. Recs., 100-1, 
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In those burghs where the administration was not entrusted 

solely to the bailies, the chief magistrate was the alderman or 

provastv or# in the case of Berwick where the alderman was head 

of the gildq the mayor. 
22 Before 13989 there is no record of 

the election of an alderman - and even this record states 

simply that he was chosent without detailing the method - but 

the Leges Burgorum and Statute Gilds indicate that from an 

arly date he was chosen from among the burgesses. With the 

ailies he was appointed at the first headcourt after Michaelmas 

"thruch the consaile of the gud man of the touns, the whilk aw 

to be lele and of gud fame. " This description suggests that 

the electorate was restricted to those who were burg8SSSS Of the 

towne In Berwickv in the case of a disputed electiong the choice 

of the mayor was restricted even furtherg to twenty-four men, 

apparently the ones already chosen to aid the magistrates in the 

government of the burgho Both alderman and bailies then swore 

fealty to the king and to the burgessesq emphasizing their 

responsibility to both crown and burghq promised to uphold the 

customs of the towng and swore that "thai sal nacht halde lauch an 

any man or woman for wrath na for haterent na for drede or for lufe 

of any man, bat thruch ordinans consaile and dome of gude men of the 

touneo n23 Again, the participation of the burgesses in the 

government is emphasizedq as is the fact that they were responsible 

for the administration of justice to all the inhabitants of the 

burgh. 

22. NOI no. 235. My thanks to Professor Barrow for drawing my 
attention to this reference. In Elgin, in 1380, the chief magistrate wa: ýý 
also referred to as the mayor, Familie of Innes 

19 
58. 

23. Abdn. Reps., 23; Leges Burqorum. c. 70; Statute Gildet c. 379 38. 
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Although the alderman was the official head of the communityq 

his actual powers and responsibilities appear to have been rather 

limited. Indeedq two of the fourteenth-century tracts in the 

Surqh Laws seem almost to ignore his existence, There is no 

oath for the alderman in the Juramenta Officiariorum nor was 

the alderman called to stand challenge at the chamberlain ayre. 

It seems in many cases he was a mere figurehead rather than an 

official with true 8X8CUtiV8 Powers. Gaps in the records which 

render it impossible to compile a full list of those elected to 

burgh office over the years make it difficult to reach conclusions 

about the reasons for the choice of certain individuals for the 

office of aldermang but the election of men such as John Mercer 

who seems to have bee. n more important to the kingdom as a whole 

than to his burgh of Perthq suggests that the position may have 

been regarded as one of honour and prestige rather than of 

onerous responsibility. Ageing this would vary between burghs. 

In smaller communities with less-developed administrations it is 

quite possible that the alderman would have far more duties to 

perform* In Aberdeen, however# William Chalmer the father who 

was alderman in 1398 also found the time to carry out his duties 

as custumaro 
24 

The early laws refer to a few functions of the office such 

as the receiving of intoll and outtoll pennies/on the transfer of 
25 

a burgage although by the fourteenth century the bailies seem to 

have taken on this role in at least some of the burghs)g and the 

24. Abdn. Rlcs. v 23; ER, 9 iiiq 4149 4419 4749 498. 
25* Intall and outtoll were unique to burgh sasines, Cosmo 

Innesg 'Notes of Some Curiosities of Old Scottish Tenures 
and Investiturest in PSAS9 111 (1857-58)9 87, 
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need for his permission if one burgess wished to poind another. 

Howevert most of the laws which refer to the alderman are more 

concerned with the limitation of his powers. A burgess could 

poind a man dwelling outwith the burgh without leave of the 

aldermang and also a tenant who owed rent on his property. If 

the alderman accused anyone he could not lead witness against 

them* He was not allowed to make bread or brew ale for sale 

while he was in office. Many of these restrictions applied 

to other offices as well but in the case of the alderman the 

limitations seem to have outweighed the responsibilities. For 

the actual maintaining of the laws of the burgh he was to choose 

twelve of the wisest men of the burgh, The Statute Gilds, do 

not even give him this much responsibility as the council was to 

be chosen by the community. 
26 

Howeverg the picture given by the burgh laws must not be 

exaggerated. The prestige of the office was high, those filling 

it being among the most prominent members of their communities, 
27 

Furthermoreq royal mandates were often addressed to both the 

alderman and the bailiesp implying that the office carried some 

authority even if it was mainly supervisory. Despite the 

apparently limited nature of his executive powersq the alderman 

was still no inconsiderable figure in burgh affairs. The 

records of the fourteenth century show him carrying out a variety 

of functions and the prestige of his office was an important 

factor in a number of these. 

26. Leqes Burnorum, c. 529 31 539 769 599 112; Iter Camerariiq c. 4; 
Statuta Gildev c. 37. 

27. They included such men as John Wigmer and Adam Forrester in 
Edinburgh, William do Leith and William Chalmer in Aberdeeng 
John Mercer in Parthq and William de Innerpeffer in Dundee, 
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The most common reference to the aldermang although in a 

large part this is due to the nature of the records# is as a 

witness to land transactions, He witnessed and/or attached 

his seal to grants and sales of land both within and outwith 

the burght sometimes with the bailies but at other times 

without them* 28 His presence was not a legal requirement 

for such transfers, but the number of charters to which he 

is a witness suggeststhat he added authority to the transaction. 

In the cases where the land concerned was outwith the burgh 

and the parties involved were not burgesses, his presence seems 

to have been more valuable for the prestige he carried than 

for his actual connections with the burghg as the lands were 

not under the burghts jurisdiction. The same appears to hold 

true when a marriage agreement between two lards in 1367 was 

witnessed by the alderman of Dundee. 29 The prestige of the 

offiCS SXt8nded beyond the boundaries of the burgh. 

The alderman also acted as witness in affairs closely 

related to the administration of the burgh. In 1381 John 

Chalmarg provost of Edinburgh. witnessed the decision of the 

burgh court about a land grant. In Perth in 1369 the alderman 

attached his seal to a resignation of burgh lands made at the 

head court. 
30 Attendance at the burgh courts seems to have 

been one of the responsibilities of the aldermang although it 

is not clear whether he was expected to be present at all the 

courts held during the year or just at the major ones. Nor is 

28, SR09 GD103/2/31; AUL9 MS. M. 3909 Mass 19/3; Invernessiana. 62; 
SR09 GD79/5/4; Moray Req. 9 no, 226, Land grants outwith the 
burgh included SRO, SHI/175;. ND9 no, 226; AUL9 MS, M, 390, Mass 
15/1; SROt GD83/6; Fraser, Douqlas iv, no. 24. 

29* A, B, Coll, q 379-80; SR09 RH6/175; SRO, RH6/142A, 
30. St. Giles Ron., no. 15; SR09 GD79/S/1. 
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the nature of his position with relation to the court clear as 

he is rarely found in any other capacity than as witnessq or 
31 

once as a procuratort . 
thus resembling the ordinary burgess 

suitors of the court. Again, practice seems to have varied 

between the burghs. In Aberdeeng the burgh courts9 including 

the head courts, were held by the bailies, but in Elgin in 1392 the 

head court was held by the provostg two bailies and the community. 

A number of inquisitions concerning landholdings in the burgh were 

conducted by the mayor and bailies of Berwick, 32 
although these 

took place during the time of English occupation and may therefore 

have been influenced by English practice. 

Agreements between the burgh as a whole with a burgessq a lord, 

or another burgh often involved the alderman, either as a witness 

or as a partyq although it is not clear what part he took in the 

negotiations as he never appears on his own. His position may 

have varied between burghs or even between agreements. An 

indenture between Forfar and Montrose in 13729 giving each other 

reciprocal trading rightsq was witnessed by the two aldermeng but 

was stated as being made by "the burgesses, gild brethren, and 

inhabitants" of the two burghs. In other casesq the alderman seems 

to have been more involved with actual negotiations. In 1330, the 

provost and two bailies of Elgin made an indenture with Pluscard8n 

Abbey as to the multures due from the mills of Elgin. This was 

done in the name of the community. In 1375 the Elgin provost 

and bailies made a grant of burgh lands to the Friars Preachers. 

The alderman of Cupar led the gild brethren of the burgh in their 

trading dispute with St, Andrewsq although unfortunately for the 

31, Abdn, Recs., 34* 

32. Ibid 229 239 35; NLS, Adv* MS. 9A. 1.109 f, 38; Newb. Req. 9 no. 
-9 193;, SDS9 iiiq nos 11519 1148* 
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burgesses of Cupar his leadership does not seem to have been 

too effective as they lost the case. 
33 The record of the 

Cuper dispute seems to imply a doubt of the validity of the 

alderman's authority - "Duncan de Balfour calling himself 

alderman of Cupar" is the way he is described - but in some 

other burghs the authority of the alderman was qmphasized by 

the burgh superior in making the grant of feu-ferme status 

to the alderman as well as to the community* 
34 

It is in connection with religious matters in the burgh 

that the alderman seems to have had most responsibility, 

although the predominance of religious material among the 

surviving evidence may give a misleading impression of the 

importance of this function, However, it does appear that, 

in this sphere at leastv the authority and power of the 

alderman was greater than that of the bailies, He was 

involved in several different aspects of church administration, 

both in conjunction with other officials and as leader of the 

community. 

In practical terms the aldermen of some burghs were 

actively involved in the extension of their parish churches 

during the century. In Abordeeng William do Laithq alderman 

in 13559 extended the church of St. Nicholas to the altar of 

Sto Leonard "with the assistance of the community". He 

contributed L40 of his own money to the work and collected the 

rest of the expenses from the burgh, In 1356 he extended the 

chair of the Virgin Mary to the south by sixteen feet and there 

33. MA9 M/Wl/l; NLS9 Adv. MS. 20,3,9# ff. 153-41 NLS, Adv. 
MS. 9A, Llot f* 45;. aPS9 iq 536. 

34, RMS, it app. 1. no. 153; Dunf* Ray, no. 396. 
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founded the altar of Saints Lawrence and Niniant presumably 

with the money granted for this purpose by William de Meldrum 

in the 13409. It was the provost of Edinburghq Andrew Yutsounq 

whog with the communityt made an indenture in 1387 with three 

masons for the construction of five chapels in the parish 

church of St. Giles. 
35 

The administration of lands and rents granted to the 

church was largely the responsibility of the aldermany although 

in some burghs there appear to have been officials appointed 

specifically for such work. At the close of the century in 

Aberdeen the offices of the burgh government included 11kirk 

masters" who dealt with the financial affairs of the church. 

In the 1340s William do Meldrum's grant gave the care of the 

revenues he had assigned to an altar in the parish church to 

the aldermang four bailiesq and the conservators of the fabric 

of, the church. 
36 Howeverv it was the alderman alone who put 

these moneys to use in 1356, Sailies are rarely mentioned 

in the majority of grants founding an altar and this would 

seem to indicate that the responsibility for maintaining the 

grants fall largely an the shoulders of the alderman. 

The alderman of Edinburgh took an active role in this part 

of his responsibilitibs. In 13689 William Gupildg then 

aldermang and the community decided to have the grants made 

to St, Giles recorded in a book in order to safeguard the revenues 

owed to the altars of the church, This was done under the seals 

of the alderman and bailiesq but only the alderman and community 

could license any additions to the 00 037 

35* St Nich, Cart.. 16-17; A. B. 111*9 iiiq 43-4; Edin. ChrSeq 
no. 14. The pait of the community in these actions is discussed 
belowq Pp, 303-6. 

36* Abdn. Rec3e, 101; A. B. 111.9 iiiq 43-4. 

37* St Giles Req., no. 1. 
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Grants of lands and rents by individual burgesses to the 

church were common in the fourteenth century, It appears 

that the most effective way to turn the land grants to the 

benefit of the altars and chaplains for whom they were 

intended was to set the land at feu-ferme to an individual, 

usually a burgessp who then paid an annual sum to the altar. 

The disposition of land in this way was usually the 

responsibility of the alderman and community. The process 

can be observed in Edinburgh in the 1360s and 1370s. John 

de Allincrump burgess of Edinburghq granted the lands of 

Craigcrook to the chaplain of the altar of the Virgin Mary 

in St. Giles* On 5 March 1376, the aldermang bailies and 

community set the lands at feu-ferme to the burgesses Patrick 

and Andrew Leiperq who were to pay L6 6s 8d annually for the 

sustenance of the altar and chaplain. Although the bailies 

were ihvolved in this particular transaction, it appears from 

the wording of most such grants to the church that the main 

responsibility lay with the alderman. When William More# 

lord of Abercornq granted the lands of Ravelston to the altar 

of the Virgin Mary in St. Giles, he licensed the alderman and 

community to provide a stipend for the chaplain. A grant made 

by Roger de Auldton to maintain a chapel in the parish church 

of Roxburgh stated that the land was not to be alienated by 

the alderman and community. 
38 

Another area of ecclesiastical business seems to have 

pertained solely to the alderman and community. When a grant 

was made which actually founded an altar or chantryq it was 

38. St Giles Ran,, nos 89 49,11; Kai* Lib.,, no. -456* 
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common for the granter to reserve the patronage of the altar 

to himself for his lifetime. However, the charter often 

specified that after the granter's death the patronage was 

to pass to the alderman and either the community or a council. 

John de Allincrum stated that the alderman and community were 

to choose a priest for the aýtar within two months of his 

death* A grant made in Perth in 1401 reserved the choice of 

the chaplain to the granter but with the advice of the alderman 

and council of the burgh.. In Roxburgh, Roger do Auldton's grant 

provided that if Kelso Abbey was negligent in ! v\sW\\x16mS a chaplain 

the alderman and community were to take over the task. A grant 

by Patrick do Innerpof f sr. burgess of Dundee# to the altar of St. 

Salvator in the parish church of Dundee stipulated that patronage 

was to pass to his nephew or heirs, but if the line failed it would 

go to "the alderman of the burgh and twelve honest men of his 

council annually elected*" 
39 

In considering the importance of the alderman's role the 

personalities Of the individuals who hold the office must also 

be taken into account* As with governments of any periodq some 

officials were more conscientious than others. William de Leith 

took an active interest in promoting the welfare of the burgh 

churchp a focus of community pride. Adam Forrester continued 

to display an interest in burgh affairsq even when he was not in 

office. 
40 

Although the explicitly-stated powers of the office 

were fewq it was up to the individual to make as much or as little 

of it as he chose. 

39. St Giles Ren., no. 8; SRO# GD79/4/106; Glas. Ran... no. 295; 
Dundee Chrs,. g 3, 

40. Edin. Chrs., no* 14, 
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In the closing years of the fourteenth century a royal 

grant to Perth resulted in the expansion Of the role of the 

chief magistrate of that burgh. In 1394 Robert III granted 

to the prepositus. - 
burgesses and community the sheriffship 

of the burgho The result of this was to extend the jurisdiction 

of the burgh to include criminal matters, The grant was put 

into affect by conferring the office of sheriff an the provostq 

so that a number of grants made in the burgh in the years after 

1395 were witnessed by an individual who was styled "provost 

and sheriff"* 
41 

Second in status to the aldermang but not second in 

effective power and responsibilitiesq were the bailies, Far 

more than the alderman they were the king's officersp 

responsible to him for rendering the rents and revenues, 

or the yearly ferme which pertained to the crown. Royal 

precepts ordered them to make various payments from the 

burgh revenuesq and sometimes dealt with other affairs as 

wall. In 13639 David II ordered the bailies of Peebles 

to assign a space in the common of the burgh to John of 

Peebles, master of the hospital thereq an which he might 

build a chapel. As the officers in charge of royal revenues, 

the bailies had close contacts with the central government and 

were thus the natural recipients of such precepts. The 

chamberlain was to enquire whether "thai execut nocht 

lauchfully the commandment of the king or the chaumerlane 

to thaim direkit". Another article also stressed the 

41. SL9 B59/23/4; SR09 CD79/5/51 S809 GD79/4/106. For powers 
of the sheriff, see Fife CI-- Bk,. # xxxviii. To Neilson, this 
extension of the burgh's legal jurisdiction would seem a natural 
development, "Properly understood, a king's burgh involved a 
sheriffdom, Or SOMS equivalent of the shire". Neilson, 'Burghal 
Origins', 140, 
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responsibility of the bailies to the crown: "And alsua jt is 

to wit that wha sa chalangis any bailys of the burgh of any 

thing as tuicheand his office# he aw nocht to ansuare bat 

befor the chalmorlaneo" 
42 

According to the. 2tatuta Gilds four bailies were to be 

chosen by the community at the same time as the mayor and a 

council of twenty-four* Howeverg just as the council was 

probably smaller in many burghs, as is suggested by the use 

of the term "dusane" to describe this body in local records 

well into the fifteenth centuryg 
43 

it seems quite possible 

that the number of bailies could also vary. It does appear, 

howeverv that in Aberdeen the practice was to have four bailies 

even before the first recorded election in 1398,44 It is 

possible that in Edinburgh there may have been only three 

bailies in the fourteenth century as in a number of documents 

where a full complement of bailies would have been expected 

there are only three names given. 
45 

If this was the case, 

it shows that the size of a burgh was not the only factor 

determining the organisation and size of its administration. 

The burgh laws stated that the election of bailies was 

to be hold at the first head court after Michaelmas. This 

rule was followed in Aberdeen from at least 13989 and apparently 

in Edinburgh as wells where a change in burgh magistrates took 

42., Peebles Chrs,, no, 93; Iter Camerariiq c, 4.29. For other 
precepts, see Ayr Friars, no, 19; DuR. Req. q 363, 

43* Statute Gilds, c, 37; Edin. Recs.,, 1.1; Peebles Recs., i. 
166, 

44, Abdn. Racs., 21* AUL9 MS* M93909 Mass 8/1, Mass 9/22, Mass 15/19 
Mass 19/13-were all witnessed by four bellies. 

45. St Gil2p Re_q,., nos 2.159 19* The latter two were witnessed 
at burgh courts, 
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place between September and November 1387046 In Aberdeen 

it also appears that the election was required to be 

unanimous or at least that all the community had to be 

47 
presen . 

According to the Lenes Burnorum the bailies were to 

swear the. same oath as the aldermang although by the time of 

the Juramenta Officiaricrum this oath was stated to be that 

of the bailies only* To be a bailis a man had to be a burgess 

with habitable land in the burgh, 48 
as he could thus be 

distrained for abuse or non-fulfilment of his duties. 

The administration Of Justice was one of the primary 

concerns of the bailies. In Aberdeeng courts of the bailies 

were hold very frequently and dealt with all types of business. 

The bailies presided over the head courtsq the fortnightly 

curiae legalas, and the ordinary courts which sat between them, 49 

According to a fourteenth century Ilaw1v all the bailies were 

required to be present at the courts. A record was kept of 

all courts and assizes held by the bailies and a separate roll 

was made of pleas pertaining to the king which occurred between 

ayrese Officially, the courts could be held every day except 

holy days# although this was a rule often broken. The bailies 

could also hold special courts for merchants, as cases between 

merchants and burgesses were to be decided by the third tide. 50 

46. Abdn, Rees., 23,100, In Edinburghv Alan do Ballon was 
alderman in September 1387 and Andrew Yutsoun held the post 
in Novemberg SRO GD1/17/11; Edin. Chrs., no. 14. 

47. Abdn, RecSot cxviiiv n. 7. 
48. Leges Burqorumg c, 70; Jurementa Officiaricrum in Ancient Burgh 

Laws, 1313; Articuli'Inguirendiv c, 63. 
49* Abdn. Rees., 39 59 39t 40, 
50, Articuli Inquirendi, c. 49 59,48; Curia Quatuor Burgorum in 

Ancient-Burgh Lawag c, 6; Fife Ct. Bk. 9 xxii* 
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Supervision of other burgh officers was also a responsibility 

of the bailies, and they in turn were supervised in this by the 

chamberlain who enquired if they ensured that bread# ale and 

flesh were examined by the tasters at least every fifteen dayst 

and that there were sufficient men summoned by the wakestaff 

to watch the burgh by night* In 1398, it was before the 

bailies that the foresters of Aberdeen were accused of neglect 

of their duties. 
51 

The administration of lands was another responsibility 

accruing to the bailiets office. Land transfers between 

burgessesq a burgess and a lay lordt or a burgess and the 

church usually bore the seals or witness of the burgh bailies, 

although the absence of these in some charters implies that their 

presence was not a legal requirement. It was also the bailies 

as officers of the king who gave sasine of the burgh lands9 thus 

putting iand grants into effect and giving an individual the 

necessary qualification for burgess status. 
52 Resignation 

of land and the offering of an inherited property to the nearest 

heirs in cases of necessity took place before the bailies, 53 

Lands pertaining to the community were largely under the 

bailies' contrale They were usually involved in actions 

whereby the community set land at ferme to an individualg. 

and they also received the rents an such lands. They had 

the power to distrain lands in order to ensure the payment of 

rents if they were administered by the community, They were 

51. Articuli Inquirendi, c. 499 4; Abdn. RecS*, g 92. 

52* HMC. 4th__Rapt. 9 App. no, 204; Aberdeen Friarsq 21; MA9 M/Wl/7; 
J*D9 Marwick, 'The Municipal Institutions of Scotland$ in SHR9 
i (1904)v 127. 

53. Iter Camerarii, c. 5; SR09 GD52/393; St 
-Giles 

R2. cj., no* 15. 
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also responsible for maintaining the boundaries of the burgh. 

In Banff, in 14019 it was the bailies who complained to the 

king about the incursions of a neighbouring lard on the 

community's lands and fishings. 
54 

As officers of the kingg the bailies were involved in the 

administration of those burgh lands which ascheated to the 

crown through forfeitureq default of heirsq or bastardy, In 

1398 an Aberdeen bailie gave sasine to the Slackfriars of all 

the lands of the late burgess William do Dunbar whose lands 

returned to the kingts hands because of William's bastardy. 

About 1385 the bailies of Perth sold the land of a burgess 

who owed customs to the king, The bailies and community 

also undertook to warrant the land on the part of the king. 55 

Financial matters connected with the burgh's trade were 

included in the bailies' interests. In Aberdeen the assize 

of broad and ale were usually proclaimed at every second 

curia IsQalis. 56 The bailies also collected the market tolls of 

those who came to the market to buy and sell. As well as the 

tolls charged on goods, the Lages Burgorum stipulated a charge 

of Id for a stallanger with an icavered boothq while the fee 

for an uncovered booth was a farthing. The tolls charged in 

fourteenth-century Dundee were apparently higher than this as 

in 1347 a Dundee bailie was charged with wrongfully taking ld 

toll for stallage from a man of Arbroath Abboyp thus infringing 

the abbey's royal exemption from all market tolls. 57 

54. St Giles Req., no* 14; NLS, Advo MS* 9A. 1.10, f, 45; Abdn, Rec3e, 
82-4; A. B. 111.1 iiiq 43-4; Banff Annalsq iiq no. 3. 

55* Aberdeen Friars. 21; SR09 RHI/2/614. 

56. Abdn. Recs., 25,349 399 41, 

57. Assisa de Tolloneisi Leges Burqorumv c. 37; Arb. Lib, q iiv no. 22e 
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Sometimes the bailies acted as representatives of the 

cpmmunity# although this was not a role restricted to the 

holders of the bellie's office. It was as representatives 

of community interests that the bellies of Banff complained 

about the incursions an their fishingsq and in the dispute 

with Arbroath Abbey the Dundee bailies are recorded as 

"representing the community of the burgh under letters 

patent. " An agreement in 1330 over the multures of the 

mill of Elgin was made with Pluscarden Marlý by the mayor 

and two bailiss of Elgin "in the name of the community"o 
58 

From the evidence of a case in Ayr, it appears that the 

bailies' financial liability for the debts of those whom 

they represented was limited. On 12 July 13869 Cardinal 

Walter Wardlawp the papal legatep asked that the bailies and 

all burgesses having an interest in the dispute with the Friars 

Preachers over a L20 pension claimed by the Friars compeer 

before him by 26 July to hear the case decided. Judgment 

was given in favour of the Friars and the provost and bailies 

were ordered to pay the pension. Howeverg it was the goods 

of the burgesses which were to be distrained if the officials 

did not pay the required sumt 
59 

suggesting that the provost 

and bailies were not expected to make up any shortfall 

themselves. 

As a postscript to the discussion of the bailiets office, 

it may be noted that there is a reference in the Leqes Burqorum 

to the bailies of the fairg ballivas nundinarum. Whether or 

not these were the same men who filled the office of bailie during 

58. Banff- Annals, iiq no. 3; Arb. Lib. 9 ii, no* 22; NLS, Adv- 
MS* 20,3,99 ff. 153-49 

59. Ayr Friarst nos 179 19* 
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the rest of the year is not clear but it seems possible that 

this was a distinct post* The ordinary laws and courts of 

the burgh were suspended during the time of the fair in order 

to expedite justice and adapt it to the needs of a largely 

transient population. Possibly the bailies supervised the 

Pie-poudre courts which dispensed justice at the fair. 60 

Unfortunatelyt no fourteenth-century evidence survives to 

show these fair-time laws in operation or to shad any light 

on the position of the bailies of the fair. 

of the other burgh officesq the most fully-described one 

in the burgh laws is the sergeand. In terms of responsibility 

he - ranked next to the bailiesq although Dickinson suggests 

that in Aberdeen at least his status was considerably below 

that of the bailiese In 1398 four were elected at the same 

time as the alderman and bailies. On taking office they were 

to swear loyalty to the king, the burgh magistrates and the men 

of the townt according to the Juramenta Officiariorum, and to 

promise to distrain and present distraints as required by lawt 

and to perform all other duties pertaining to the office, 
61 

As implied by the oatht the sergeand's duties related 

mainly to the execution of justice by the burgh court. The 

Aberdeen court rolls of 1317 and 13$8 show him at work. When 

a man wished to bring a charge which concerned the possession of 

property against another mang he presented a brieve of right 

to the bailies. The bailies passed this an to the sergeand 

who then summoned the defender to the next court. The summons 

60. Lanes Burgarum, c. 87; Murrayq Burgh organizationg 1,, 332. 
61. Abdn. Recs*, cxix,, rulp 21; Juramenta Officiariorumg 128, 
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was apparently given at the man's houseq with witnesses 

present who could later swear in court that the summons had 

been given lawfully. The. defender took a pledge to compear, 

and if he failed to come to court the sergeand took a distraint 

of 88. The same procedure could be carried out four times but 

if the defender failed to compear a fourth time, the case was 

heard in his absence* 
62 

The sergeand was also given the responsibility of securing 

those persons who could find no pledge for their compearance. 

According to the burgh laws if a burgess could find no pledge 

his co-burgesses were to keep him in his house for fifteen 

days* If he was still unable to find a pledge and the burgh 

had no prisong he was taken to the house of the sergeandq where 

the sergeand was to find for him "fastening good and stalwart% 
63 

This chapter shows the sargeand's connection with the burgh 

prison. The prison in the medieval Scottish burghs tended to 

be used as a place of confinement for those awaiting trial rather 

than as a form of punishment for the guilty. Often a burgess 

was ordered to ward himself and did so voluntarily, The 

system did not always work so smoothlyv however, In 1398 

Maurice Swerdsleper was ordered to enter himself into prisonp 

but six days later he was amerced for attacking one of the 

sergeandso 
64 

The sergeand was also involved in the settling of debts, 

It was the duty of both sergeands and bailies to go to the 

house of a debtor to carry off sufficient poind for his debts 

62. Abdn. Rees., 79 109 129 23. The process is also described in 
Quoniam Attachiamenta in APS. iq 643-59, c. 40,, Leges Burgorump 
c. 44 appears to rafer to this process. 

63* Leges Burgorumg c. 57. 
64. Dickinson,, 'Burgh Life$# 221-2; Murrayq Burgh Orqanizationp iiq 

iiq 133-4; Abdn. RacS. 9 22,23. 
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and to give it to the creditor. The creditor and the sergeande 

then offered the goods for sale at three market days and sold 

them to the highest bidder on the fourth. There is no direct 

evidence of such sales in the fourteenth century but a suggestion 

that the sergeand did have some financial responsibilities is 

implied by the presence of a man standing in the pl-ace of the 

sergeand as a witness to the payment of tithes by the bailies 

of Elgin to the bishop of Moray in 1369* 
65 

The sergeands were also responsible for supervising the 

examining of bread and also helping to choose which pot of ale 
66 

should be sampled by the taster of ale, Along with apprisers 

of flesh and tasters of wine, tasters of ale were elected in 

Aberdeen in 1398. There was an oath for the ale-tasters and 

the flesh-apprisers and both were challenged at the chamberlain 

ayre. The apprisers of flesh were expected to be always ready 

to apprise flesh and to be present on each market day to watch 

over the quality and price of the meat sold. Similarly 

the tasters of ale were to be ready to do their duty whenever 

required. An attempt to curb possible abuses of this office 

might be the reason for the stipulation that the tasters were 

to drink the ale outside and not within the house of the brewer. 67 

Liners are mentioned in the Aberdeen recordsq although the 

space left for those appointed in 1398 has been left blank* 

With burgess-ship dependent an the possession of a burgage 

rood, property boundaries were very important to the inhabitants 

of the burgh. The Leges Burnorum state that at least four 

65* Fraqmenta Collectas c. 31; Moray Req*, no. 149, 

66, Iter Camerariil, c. 6. 

67. Abdn. Reci., 21; Juramenta Officiaricrumg 129; Iter Camarariit 
c*8; Articuli Inquirandig c. 21. 
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liners were to be choseng and they were to line the land 

according to the traditional boundaries. Both liners and 

bailies could be held responsible if a complaint was made. 

This last provision accords with another chapter which 

refers to the land being lined by the bailies "and 1911 men 

of the town". If the boundary marks were laid and used for 

a year and a dayq the land did not need to be lined again. 

Howeverg if a mark was moved# the bailie was responsible for 

1.68 
seeing that justice was done. The existence of the liners 

might also imply that responsibility for town planning as the 

burgh expanded lay with the burgessest although there is no 

evidence to confirm this for the period before 1400, Possibly 

the king or burgh superior gave permission for the burgh to 

expand its boundariesq and the actual lay-out of the now area 

was determined by the burgess administrators, 
69 

There was no oath specified for the liners in the fourteenth 

century nor were they among those called before the chamberlain 

ayre. Furthermarog the lining of land was sometimes the subject 

of a royal brieve to the provost and bailiest commanding them 

to have "the best and most trustworthy burgesses of the said 

burgh" line a particular landq those boundaries henceforth to 

be kept* 
70 This would seem to imply that the office was not a 

yearly oneq but was on an ad hoc basisq liners being appointed 

only when they were required. This might explain the blank 

68. Abdn. Recs., 21; Leges Burgor! Lm .9 
C*1059 119* 

69, Sea Brooksq 'Planning and growth1q 287-9t for evidence of 
town planning# albeit probably under the bishop's control, at 
different periods in St, Andrews* In 12279 the marches of a 
property in Berwick granted to Kelso Abbey were stated to have been 
made in the presence of the burgesses of the town* Kal. Lib., j iq 
no. 64, 

70. Req, Briev_est no. 1xviii. Quaniam Attachiamentat c*60 is very 
similar* Professor Barrow has pointed out that this corresponds 
to the well-established brieve of perambulation in the landward 
areas. Rea. Brinvea, no. xxv. 

00 1 
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space under Linestores in the Aberdeen records - possibly 

space was left to allow for later entries. In 1399 and 

1400 there were liners appointed, eleven in the former year 

and nine in the latter* 
71 

From at least 1394 Aberdeen also had. depositores or 

treasurersq responsible for the "common good"q the money 

pertaining to the community. The revenues came from burgess 

and gild admissionsq petty tolls and customs and court 

amercements which belonged to the burgh after the fau-ferme 

charter of 1319. The only reference to treasurers in the 

early laws is to the ferthingmen who appear to have been 

the treasurers of the gildg 
72 

and it therefore seems possible 

that the office of depositor developed later in order to 

provide assistance to the bailies in administering the 

financial affairs of the burgh. 

Two depositares were appointed in 1399, but the entry for 

1400 is rather confusing, Under the heading Oopositores there 

is a note that three men have been chosen to collect the moneys 

owed to the burgh church. As one of these men had just been 

appointed kirk master, it seems that this entry may be referring 

to the duties of the maqistri ecclesia rather than to an added 

duty for the depositores. Four maqistri acclesie were appointed 

in 1399* This particular office is not mentioned in the burgh 

lawsq but similar officials are found in Aberdeen earlier in the 

century* William do Meldrum's grant of the 1340s gave 

responsibility for the altar revenues to the oldermang four 

71. Abdn-. 
-Reca., 

1009 196. 

72. Abdn. Counc., iq 3929 393; Abdn, Recsol cxviii, n. 7; Statuta 
Gilde, q c. 17. 
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bailies and the keepers of the fabric of the church, In 1358 

the burgess John Fichet was "in charge of church funds", 73 

As written records became more important the office of 

clerk of the community developed* This office was to be 

found in many of the burghs by the fourteenth century, In 

Inverness the clerk of the community was a witness to three 

grantsv while the clerk of the burgh of Lanark witnessed a 

grant of lands outwith the burgh sometime before 1367. In 

13689 the common clerk of Edinburghq 3ohn Rollov was ordered 

by the alderman and bailies to enter all the grants of land 

to St. Giles in a register, in order to have a permanent 

record of theme Only the clerk of the community was to make 

any now entries. 
74 The post was sometimesq if not alwaysp 

filled by a professional. A land grant in Perth was witnessed 

by the notary public Nicholas de Mar who was also the clerk of 

the community* It seems likely that in burghs without an 

official town clerkv local notaries might take an his duties 

an occasion. 
75 It was probably the clerk of the community of 

Aberdeen who was responsible for compiling the burgh court 

records. 

One other official apparently is recorded for the first time 

in the fourteenth century, On 16 May 1348 a grant of lands both 

within and outwith the burgh of Ayr made by John Kilmarnock to the 

Blackfriars was witnessed by the aldermang two bailies and William 

Halfemarck "custodian of the seal of the community". The existence 

of such an office (which does not seem to have been noticed by 

73. Abdn. Roca., 1019 196-7; A, 89 111.9 iiiq 43-4; St Nich. Cart., 15. 

74. Invernessiana, 78; Fraserv Colquhaunt no. 18; Fraser# Grantq iv, - 
no* 16; Lanarý Recs. 9 no. 60; St Giles Req, q no, 1, 

75, SR09 GD79/5/2; Marwickg 'Institutionsit 129; John Durkang 'The 
Early Scottish Notary' in The Renaissance and-Reformation in 
Scotlands assays in honour of Gordon Donaldsonv add* Ian 8, Cowan 
and Duncan Shaw (Edinburghg 1983)q 33. 
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historians) implies the development of a more complex form of 

government as responsibility for the different parts of the 

administration was being delegated* 
76 

Government usually requires the advice of several men if 

it is to be effective. The burgh laws and a number of the 

documents of the 1300s refer to groups of burgesses who 

probably made up an early form of the town council. It is 

possible that in the early years of the burghs groups of 

burgesses were called on to witness certain transactions or 

advise an specific cases* the numbers and membership of the group 

varying with the occasion, The burgh laws stated that for a man 

to recover land he had given to his heir he had to prove his need 

by oath of twelve neighboursq four from each side of his home and 

four from oppositeg while another law refers to a land bought 

before twelve neighbours. The giving of sasine was done in the 

presence of twelve witnesses, 
77 

The need for a more permanent council would develop as the 

burgh grew larger and the administration more complex, The number 

of members would also vary between the burghs, Thus the Statuta 

Gilde state that Berwick was to have twenty-four while the Leass 

Burgorum were content with twelve. The council was "to trpat 

concerning the common business" and the burgh officials were to 

administer justice by the ordinanceg counsel and judgment of the 

good men of the town, a statement which suggests the existence of 

76. Ayr Friars, no. 12. Dickinson suggests that custody of the 
seal may have been given to one of the members of the council, 
Abdn. Recs., lxxXix* The existence of Ayr's custodian of 
the seal is not mentioned in Annie 1, Dunlop ed, The Royal 
Burnh of Ayr (CAAS9 1953). 

77. Lanes Burnorump c, 107t lo;, Pais. Reg,, q 385-6; D. Baird Smith, 
'The Retrait Liqnaqar in Scotland' in SHR9 xxi (1924). 201, 
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an advisory councilq possible with legislative powers. 
78 

The variations in size could take place even within one burgh. 

In 1399 twenty men were an the common council of Abordeeng while 

in 1400 there were twenty-one. 
79 

Mentions of councils are few in the fourteenth century but 

enough references survive to show that some form of council 

existed in a number of burghs. In almost every case the council 

appears in conjunction with the aldermang usually in connection 

with the administration of grants to the church. 
80 It seems 

possible that hereg in the alderman and councilt the legislative 

part of the burgh government was to be found. If this is sog 

the prima prepositi of late fourteenth-century Aberdeeng which 

Dickinson equates with the gild court, may in fact have been the 

meetings of provost and town council. This is further supported 

by the statement that the prima of 27 August 1399 was held by 

the alderman and common council, 
81 That the council did have 

a role in the burgh government of Perth is implied by an undated 

land grantq possibly of the time of Robert 119 which states 

that the common seal of the burgh was obtained from the provost 

and council* 
82 

In those burghs where there is no evidence of a council until 

a later period it is possible that the lack of such a body may have 

78. Statute Gildev c, 37; Leqes Burnorump c. 112,70, That councils 
varied in size in the fifteenth century is shown by a 1469 
statute that the old council was to choose the new "in sic noumyr 
as accordis to the toune", APS, Jig 95, Marwick sees the early 
council as being merely advisoryv then gradually acquiring more 
power, Marwickg 'Institutionslt 198. 

79. Abdn. Recs. 9 loot 196. 

80. Dundee Chrs., 13; SRO, GD79/4/106; SR09 GD79/5/6. 

81. Abdn. Recs., 99. See belowg ppo 128-9. 

82. Malr. 
__Lib., 

Jig no. 488. 
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been made up in part by the participation of the community 

as a whole in an advisory or decision-making capacity. Thus 

the "burgesses and community" of Inverness all met in the 

churchyard to resign land which was then granted by the king 

to the chapel of St. Mary. 83 

In theory at least the burgh government represented the 

community. The physical symbol of this connection was the 

burgh sealq usually called "the common seal" or "the seal of 

the community". It first appeared in the early years of the 

thirteenth century and by the fourteenth century its use was 

well-established. By 1400 the use of burgh seals is recorded 

In thirty-two burghsq 84 
and it seems likely that wherever a burgh 

had local government officials a burgh seal would be in use* 

The peal was used in a number of ways. Almost any 

transaction involving the "community" carried the common sealq 
85 

although often the seals of the burgh officials were also 

attached. Individual burgessesq when granting land both within 

and outwith the burght often requested the affixing of the burgh 

seal to their chartersv especially if they had no seal of their 

own or if their seal was not well-known. 
86 Indeed the 

attestation of such grants was one of the most common uses of 

83. Moray Req. 9 no. 235. 

84. Abordeeng Arbroathq Auchterarderv Ayrp Banffq Berwickq Crail, 
Cuparg Dumbartong Haddingtong Inverbervieg Inverkeithing, 
Invernessq Irvineq Lanarkq Linlithgowq Montroseq Nairn, 
Peeblesg Perthq Renfrewq Roxburghq Ruthergleng St, Andrewsq 
Stirlingt Dumfriesq Dundee, Dunfermlinev Edinburghp Elgin, Forfar, Glasgow. 

859 St Giles Req, q no, 1; Moray Req., no. 235; Irvine Muniments, 
123-4; SR09 RHI/2/614; Glas. Req**9 no. 282. 

86. SR09 GD150/65, 
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the seal. In almost all the burghs where a seal is recorded 

in the fourteenth canturyt at least one example occurs of this 

use* Burgh government had not yet distanced itself from the 

concerns of the individuals over whom it ruled. 

Occasionally the burgh seal is found on grants of land 

outwith the burgh made by people apparently unconnected with 

the community. Sometime before 1363 the seal of the burgh of 

Ayr was attached to a sale by Marjory de Montgomery to John 

Kennedy of lands in the knightts feu of Cassilis in the 

sheriffdom of Ayr. The same seal is found on a 1379 resignation 

87 
of lands to John de Caldecotys by his daughter Elena. it 

seems likely that the seal had the same function as the presence 

of the aidermang in that it gave added authority to the charter* 

It is interesting to note that there is no record of any personal 

alderman's or bailie's seal from Ayr and this may explain what 

seems like a rather indiscriminate use of the burgh seal, Certainly 

the office of custodian of the seal which existed in Ayr in 1348 

does not seem to have confined the use of the seal to actions 

involving the burgh, 

Indentures between the burgh and neighbouring landowners were 

made under the common seal, A 1375 indenture between Montrose 

and Sir David Fleming anent the boundary between the burgh 

territory and the lands of Hedderwick bare the seal of the 

community on Sir David's half. Contracts between burghs were 

also authorized by the use of each other's seals as in the 1372 

grant of reciprocal trading rights between Forfar and Montrose, 

A contract made with the burgh superior was sealed with the common 

87. Cross. Chrs,, 20-2; 5RO# RH6/175. The alderman of Ayr was 
- witness to the second charter, 
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sealv as in the 1394 harbour agreement made between the abbot 

and the burgesses of Arbroath* Advice from one burgh to another 

also carried the burgh seal. 
88 

Within the burgh the seal was used an agreements concerning 

the affairs of the town, A 1344 indenture between the burgh of 

Perth and William do Spens for maintenance of the bridge had the 

burgh seal attached. The common seal of Edinburgh was to be 

found on the 1387 indenture between the burgh and the three 

masons commissioned to build five chapels in St. Giles* 89 

The seal also appears in connection with the appointment 

of various officials. The statutes appointing two treasurers 

in Aberdeen in 1394 were sealed with the common seal. The 

commissioners of Ayr chosen to represent the burgh in its dispute 

with the Friars wqrs "appointed under the common seal"t and the 

bailiesof Dundee were constituted burgh representatives in a 1347 

dispute with Arbroath by letters patent of the community of the 

burgh under the common seal. 
90 

As administration became*more complexg the need for written 

records would increase. Although the population of fourteenth- 

century Scotland was probably largely illiterate, the burghs with 

their communities and men of business would have had a high 

proportion of literate inhabitants. Documents seem to have played 

a fairly important role in the government of the burgh, 91 
at first 

ea. SR09 G04/226; MA# M/Wl/l; Arb. Lib., iij no. 42; Fragmenta 
Collectap c*7. 

89. RMSt i. no. 196; Edin. Chrs*q no. 14. 

90. Abdn. Counc., 1.392 Ayr Friars, no. 269 Arb. Lib.., iiq 
no. 22o 

91, G. H. Martin stresses the development and importance of written 
records as a central feature of town life in Northern Europaq 
G. H. Martin, 'New Beginnings in North-Western Europe' in 
European Townsq 4129 413. 
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supplementing the oral and symbolic proceedings-and later to 

some extent replacing them, The method prescribed for an 

inhabitant to demonstrate possession of property to the court 

was for him to bring earth and stone from the land, but during 

the fourteenth century men sometimes brought charters to prove 

their right. 
92 Symbolism was still an integral part of many 

transactions but records became increasingly important. 

The existence of the burgh laws themselves indicates that 

the value of written records was recognized at an early data. 

It is probable that copies of the laws were to be found in many 

of the burghs and were consulted regularly* Certainly the 

proceedings of burgh courts in the fourteenth century indicate 

familiarity with the "laws of the burghs". 93 

The burgh laws required a number of lists to be kept by the 

burgh officialsq implying a fairly wide-spread use of written 

records, All pleas pertaining to the king were to be enrolled 

by the bailies for the coming of the chamberlain ayre. The 

bailies were to record all courts and assizes. Dickinsont in 

his description of the sheriff court, suggests that notes were 

taken during the court and a more detailed account written up 

later. The same was probably true of the burgh court. 
94 At 

the chamberlain ayre the magistrates presented the names of all 

officialsq suitorsq gild brethrenj and owners of merchant booths 

"in sufficient rolment distinctly writtyn". A list of forestallers 

92. St Giles Req., no, 15. 

93. SR09 RHI/2/614. See below, p, 121, 
% 

94. Articuli Inquirendig c. 489 59* For a description of the 
records kept of the sheriff's court, see Fife Ct. Bk. 9 lxi. 
The burgh records of Aberdeen for 1317 and 1398-1400 strongly 
resemble the record of courts and assizes. 
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was also drawn up by the bailies and given to the sheriff, 
95 

Apart from the Aberdeen material there are few references 

to such lists but it seems likely that written records were used 

to some extent in most burghs. An act of Robert I ordered all 

justiciarsq sheriffsq alderman and bailies to have statutes made 

at parliaments openly read in courts and public places and copies 

given to those in charge of the administration of the law. 96 

Edinburgh acknowledged the importance of written record in its 

decision to enter the grants to St. Giles in a register to 

safeguard the church's property as "from the ravages of wart the 

mortality of mang and the ignorance of youthq many bequests to 

St, Giles and the altars endowed therein by the burgesses, have 

been abstracted or misapplied, to the diminution of divine 

worship. 1,97 The belief that the keeping of the register would 

prevent such losses implies a strong belief in the efficacy of 

written record by the men of Edinburgh. 

Individual burgesses were also aware of the authority of 

written record. A claimant in a court case about a disputed 

land grant in Edinburgh asked that the verdict be recorded in 

the register of the burghg thus seeking to guarantee the 

preservation of his rights. A description of the case was 

entered in the St. Giles Register. This example raises a few 

questions. The case was not one which involved church possessions 

therefore its inclusion in the Re2ister is rather confusing. Does 

it imply that the burgh had no other register? Or was such a 

95. Iter Camerarii, c;. 19 2. Lists of forestallersq stallangers 
and holders of booths are given in Abdn. Recs., 180-4,222-39 
227-309 87-91. 

96. APSp ip 466. 

97* St Ules Rao., no. 
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request an unusual oneg with which officials complied by 

entering the verdict in whatever register was at hand? There 

are no other such cases recorded in the fourteenth-century part 

of the Reqister Record-keeping in the fifteenth century was 

a haphazard procedure in many burghs with entries from gild and 

burgh courts intermingled in no real order, 
98 

and there is no 

reason to suppose that the situation would have been much 

different in the earlier period. 

The Ayr burgh government of the early fifteenth century 

recognized the importance of written evidence. In 1416 a 

number of fourteenth-century charters concerning the burgh were 

recorded in notarial instruments at the request of the provost, 

Notarial instruments seem to have carried a high degree of authority 

as a number of land transfers Were registered in this manner, and 

in 1369 two bailies of Elgin paid one mark to have an instrument 

drawn up acknowledging their paynient to the bishop of Moraye 
99 

In the end it is the written record which proves central to 

a thorough understanding of the municipal organization of the 

burghs. From 1398 the first surviving continuous records appear 

in Aberdeen* From this time ong information about the workings of 

local administrations becomes increasingly fullerg and during the 

fifteenth century a more detailed picture emerges of the functioning 

of municipal government, at least in some burghs. Of this picture, 

only glimpses can be caught in the fourteenth century. 

The privileges of the burgesses were granted to them by the 

98. St Giles 
- 
Req.,, ho, 15; Abdn, RecS*j cxvi. 

99. Ayr Chrs. 9 nos 4.69 129 5; Moray Req.. 9 no. 149. 
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king but it was the burgesses themselves Who upheld them. 

Through the burgh courtj they safeguarded their rights and 

privileges and punished transgressorsq both burgess and non- 

burgess. But the burgh court did more than this, It dealt 

with all aspects of burgh lifeg dispensing justice in disputesq 

electing officials to govern and providing a place for Xaws and 

statutes to be approved and declared, As it was the duty of all 

burgesses to compeer at the three headcourts each year, the burgh 

court represented the voice of the community, 
100 

The origins of the burgh court are unclear 
101 but it seems 

likely that some sort of similar organization would have existed 

from an early date in order to deal with disputes within the 

burgh and to assist the crown officials in the local administration. 

The presence of a seal of Berwickq appended to a plea made in plena 

curia placitorum in 1212 suggests the existence of a burgh court 

in that burgh by this time* A reference to the tote curia 

burgensium is found in Ste Andrews in the early thirteenth centuryt 

and a curia burgensium in Perth in 1245* 102 Whether these "courts 

of the burgesses" represented a fully-functioning burgh court rather 

than an official one-time summoning of the burgesses to act as 

100. W. Craft Dickinsong 'The Administration of Justice in Medieval 
Scotland' in AUL9 xxxiv (1952). 3389 342. 

101. Duncan points out that Dickinson is vague about the origins of 
the burgh court# Duncang Scotlandq 482, n. 30. Mackenzie 
suggests that it may have developed from the inquestq whose 
main function was to determine heirship, but which could. 
also set the watchg issue ordinances for the protection of 
the town and control market pricesq Mackenzieg Burqhs, 
109-10. Inquests to determine heirs were still held in 
fourteenth-century Perth and Berwickq BL, MS Add. 332459 
f 183v; CDS, iii, nos 1103t 1104. 

102. M91r. Lib., i. no. 27; St A. Libeg 284-5; Scone Liberv 
no, 95, 
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witnesses to a particular grant cannot be easily determinedg 103 

but it is apparent that by the end of the fourteenth century 

the burgh court was a recognized feature of the burgh, the 

"issues of the court" being regularly mahtioned in the feu-ferme 

charters of the period, The functions undertaken by such a body 

would probably vary between burghs, with larger towns perhaps 

dividing up the administration between variously-constituted 

bodiesq while smaller burghs may have dealt with all town 

business within the one organization. 

The burgh court provided a valued part of the burgh privileges 

as it allowed a burgess to be tried by his peers in a court where 

the special laws governing the burgesses applied. The court 

had jurisdiction over all cases arising in the burgh except the 

four pleas of the crown, A burgess who was charged with 

wrongdoing outwith the burgh could be freed from the jurisdiction 

of a sheriff or baronial court by being "repledged" to, the burgh 

court. In 1330 the burgesses of Ayr were allowed by the crown 

to extend this privilege to their servants as well* 
104 

Other than the records of Aberdeen, there are only a few 

stray records of burgh courts being held in the fourteenth century, 

but in view of their being constituted by a gathering of the 

burgessesp it seems possible that any charter granted in the 

witness of the community or sealed by the alderman and/or bailies 

103. Publicity to validate private transactions was an important 
element in Western Europe from the early medieval period. 
In England, after 10669 many private charters refer to 
the witness of courts, H^ Camt 'From Witness of the Shire 
to Full Parliament' in Transactions of the RoXel Historical 
Soci! LtXv 4th ser., xxvi (1944)t 28-9, 

104. Dickinson, tAdministration of Justice', 342; RRS, vi, no. 2. 
The Flemish towns had similar powersq David Nicholas, Town and 
Countryside: Social. Economic. and Political Tensions in 
Fourteenth-Century Flanders (Brugge, 1971),, 70-2. 
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was the result of the proceedings of a burgh court. The same 

might hold true for charters bearing the burgh sealv or at 

least for such grants as were made within the burgho 

The head courts of the burgh were held three times a year, 

with the most important one being held just after Michaelmasq 

as it was theng according to the burgh lawppthat the burgh 

magistrates were chosen. The other head courts were normally 

held after Yule and Epiphany. These timings seem to have been 

generally observed in Aberdeeng and were probably observed in 

other burghs as wellv although local conditions may have affected 

the practice. 
105 The burgesses were bound to attend these courts, 

thus performing the urban equivalent of the three suits of courts 

demanded of feudal tenants outwith the burghs. Those who did not 

attend were amerced unless they had a lawful reason for their 

absence. 
106 

At these courts acts and statutes affecting the whole 

community were read and approved by all the burgesses. As 

Dickinson points outq howeverv it is difficult to say to what 

extent the burgesses had the power to amend or reject the acts* 

It seems most likely that they were framed by the small body of 

man whog at least in late fourteenth-century Aberdeen, made up 

the town council. 
107 

_k 
The head courts were also important for land transactions 

within the burgho Recovery of a burgage for which rent had not 

been paid but which was undistrainable was made by presentation of 

earth and stone before four head courts* The resignation of such 

105. Lanes Gurgorumq c. 70; Abdn* Recs-9 139 219 35t 39. There 
were exceptions. No Yule headcourt was recorded in Aberdeen in 
1399f and a Perth headcourt in 1369 was held on 9 Februaryp 
SR09 GD79/5/1. 

106. Leqes Burnarum, c, 40; Abdn. RecS*, 13. In 1401 the amercement 
in Aberdeen was 4c4 Ibidg 210. 

107. Abdn. Racs., lxxxii-lxxxiii. 
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lands might also take place in the head court. 
108 It was 

also at the head courts that an impoverished burgess# wishing 

to sell his heritage landq had to offer the lands to his relatives 

on three separate occasions before alienating them to anyone else. 

In the fourteenth century this process can be seen in Aberdeen, 

Perth and Dundee, but that it was a widespread practice is 

suggested by the statement in all the grants that this was done 

. g. ecundum leges burqorum* 
109 

The gathering of all the burgesses at the head court also 

provided the opportunity to secure agreement for actions to be 

taken by the community. The 1368 decision to keep a register 

of charters to St. Giles was taken in what appears to be an 

Edinburgh head courtv while a grant of land by the community of 

Inverness to a co-burgess in 1405 also has a date consistent with 

a Michaelmas head court. 
110 

The head court could carry on the business of an ordinary 

court as well. In the Yule heed court at Aberdeen in 1399 two 

men were amerced for disturbing the town and two other cases were 

continued until the following week. At the head court of 26 

April 1400 a man was amerced for not prosecuting a case for which 

he had found a pledgev while another case was continued to the 

next court day because of the "weakness of the court"9111 a phrase 

which suggests that the duty of the burgesses to attend the head 

courts was not always strictly observed. 

108, Abdn. Recs. 9 212-15; Adv. MS, 9A. 1.109 f. 38; AUL9 MS, M, 390# 
Mass 10/22. 

1090 SROp GD52/393; SR09 GD79/5/1; DA9 TC/CC 10v no. 5. 

1100 St Giles Ren., no. 1; Fraser, Colaghount ii, no. 7. 

111. Abdn. Recs. 9 359 139. 
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To supplement the work of the head courtsq the Leges 

Surqorum stated that pleas were to run fortnightly. The 

Aberdeen 1317 court roll follows this rule with the courts 

continued to the next fortnightly sitting. By 1398, these 

sessions were known as curiae leqales to distinguish them from 

the more frequent curiae tentae per-ballivos. They were -- 

held on Mondays and at intervals of a fortnight or a multiple 

thereof. 
112 

The curia legalis was apparently regarded as more formal 

than the curia tanta per ballivas. The distinction may have lain 

in the type of business which the courts were allowed to transact* 

As Dickinson points out, all cases begun by the kingfs brieve or leýkevs 

113 
either head courts or curiae leqales* It was 

also at the curiae legales that the assize of bread and ale 

was announcedg usually at every second session* 
114 As well as 

these more specialized tasksg howevert these courts also carried 

out the ordinary business of the court. The curiae tentae per 

ballivos were held frequently, an any day of the week9 and sometimes 

for several consecutive days* Such extra courts were probably 

necessary because of "the growth of the burghq the complexity of 

its affairsq and therewith the increase in the work of the court.,, 
115 

The procedure of the burgh court in Aberdeen has been fully 

described by Dickinson 
116 

so that only a summary need be given here. 

As with the other royal or originally royal courts of Scotland, 

the court was fenced in the name of the king. The king's authority 

112. Leqes Burgorump c. 47; Abdn. Recs. t 3-17,239 259 299 35, cxxi. 

113. Abdn. Recs., cxxiiiq 1339 1369 2149 237, 

114. Ibidp 279 349 399 419 46,53-49 

115. Ibid. cxxi. 
116. Ibid, cxxix-cxl. The following is based an Dickinson. 
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is shown in 1317 by the attaching of a brieve of right to the 

court roll and later by references to other royal letterso 
117 

For cases not involving royal brieves it is unclear how 

the pursuer raised the action but once a case was begun he had 

to find a pledge to pursue it* This finding of pledges is 

perhaps the most noticeable feature of the burgh court 

procedure, with pledges being found for each action taken 

in pursuing or defending. Apparentlyq non-compearance at 

court was a serious problemg and the use of pledges was perhaps 

adopted to combat this. On the other handq medieval mercantile 

activity involved frequent use of pledges for future payment or 

delivery of goods9 so that what perhaps seems excessive to modern 

eyes may have been regarded as commonplace to the medieval burgh 

inhabitants. 

Court procedure followed the "process of four courts" where 

summons was made at four courts to the defender, judgment being 

made at the fourth court if the defender did not compeer* In the 

earlier period this meant that the process could take eight weekst 

but with the increased holding of courts it might only take four 

daysq although summons of fifteen days to a curia legalis1could 

be asked* In Aberdeeng it appears that only burgesses could 

claim this righto The defender was summoned by the sergeandq 

and gave a pledge to compearo If he failed to attend a distraint 

of 8s was taken the first three times and the fourth time the case 

was held in his absence. The pursuer could also be amerced for 

non-compearance. 

117. Abdn. Recs 
, .9 2209 7-89 1339 136, For fencing of other courtaq 

see Philip J. Hamilton-Griersong 'Fencing the Court' in SHR, 
xxi (1924). 54-5. 
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When both pursuer and defender compeared the charge was 

made and denied, and pledges given. A day was then assigned 

to the pursuer to prove his charge or to the defender to acquit 

himself. Usually proof was made per taynt Probacionem, the 

pursuer bringing witnesses to court and leading them in support 

of his chargee Whether they gave evidence or merely swore to 

the truth of the charge is not clear. The defender, if he 

denied the charge or found a pledge that the proof was not 

sufficientv might then be assigned a day to bring his own suit 

to support his defence* If he failed to do thisq he was amerced 

by the court and the pursuer continued his charge, 

Final decisions seem to have been hard to reach and cases 

were often continued from one court to the next almost interminably. 

Often the court would support the submission of a case to 

"compositors" who would determine the question. The court 

would then give its authority to enforce the judgment. Certainly 

this process seemed much more expeditious than that of the courtq 

a feature which would be welcomed by merchants and strangers. 

Assizes might also be used to determine a case* 
118 

The judgment of the court seems to have been made by the 

burgesses who as suitors formed the body of the court* The 

formal verdict was pronounced by the doomster. The bailiesq 

although they could bring chargesq were merely the presiding 

officers* 
119 The burgesses were thus closely involved in the 

administration of the laws of the burgh* 

Cases of assault were usually dealt with by amercements, 

although abusing the burgh magistrates could lead to the use of 

118. Assizes were commonly used in the Lincoln borough court in the - 
fourteenth century, Lincoln Cathedral Library, MS, 169, ff 151v, 
169r, 179r, 237v. 

119. Murray sees the bailies as judgesq Murrayl Gurgh Organization, i. 
238. In Lincoln, the mayor presided over the court with the bailiesq 
Linc. Cath. Lib. 9 MS, 1691 ff 83r, 102v, 
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the cuckstool as punishment* An ordinance of 1405 laid down 

that the perpetrator of such an offence was to kiss the cuckstoolv 

but if he repeated the offence he was to be "placed an the 

cuckstool and befouled with eggst dung, mud and suchlike". 
120 

Pledges were often taken in an attempt to prevent assaultv 

both with reference to particular individuals and as general 

pledges for future good conduct* The penalties for breaking 

these latter pledges could be high, even extending to life and 

limb, reflecting the importance placed on preserving the peace 

of the burgh. 

The mein work of the court was civil in nature and dealt 

with possessory actionst either Of MOV8ables or of land. Apart 

from the Aberdeen recordsq almost all court cases to which there 

are references deal with land questions. 
121 This predominance 

of land disputes is partly due to the nature of the surviving 

evidence, most of which is in the form of land charters or 

registers giving details of landed possessionsv but it also 

reflects the importance of landownership to burghal society# 

both as a qualification for burgess-ship and increasingly as 

a source of income for the wealthier burgh landowners. 

For those not satisfied with the outcome of their caseq 

the judgment of the court could be appealed by bringing the 

action before the next chamberlain ayre hold in the burgh. In 

one instance a case was brought before the chamberlain because 

judgment had been deferred during three sittings of the burgh 

court, Difficult or important cases might be continued by the 

120, Abdn. Rec cxxvii, The cuckstool was in existence in Aberdeen KIICSW 

long before 1398# RMSv iq app. 29 nos. 3749 396. 

121, Newb. Req. 9 no. 59; St Giles Req. 9 no* 15; NLSg Adv. MS. 9A*l. iOq 

f. 38; SR09 G079/5/1. Land disputes took a similarly predominant 
role in Lincoln, 
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court to the ayrej and actions against burgesses serving as 

bailies might also be heard then, 
122 For non-royal burghs 

a special chamberlain seems sometimes to have been appointed 

by the burgh lordq as in the case of Irvine before 1371* 123 

Appeals from both the burgh court and the chamberlain ayre 

could go to the Court of the Four Burghs. 
124 

The scarcity of records makes it impossible to ascertain 

whether or not the role of the burgh court increased with the 

grant of feu-ferms charters to many burghs in the fourteenth 

century* It seems unlikely that the new privilege would make 

much difference to the everyday functioning of the court. , The 

burgh court of Aberdeen was actively dealing with disputes in 

1317p two years before the feu-ferme charter. The difference 

would come rather in the form of increased administrative 

responsibilities for the burgh magistrates. Thus in 1398 the 

bailies of Aberdeen are found in charge of leasing the durgh 

property to various individuals, while the depositores are 

put in charge of the burgh revenues. 
125 

Probably the main 

affect of the feu-ferme charters was to allow the building up 

of a "common good" fund, and it was in the administration of 

this that the burgh court may have taken an an increased role. 

It may also have made the burgh magistrates more responsible 

to the burgesses as it was now in burgess interest to ensure an 

efficient financial administration rather than the interest of the 

crown. 

122. Abdn. Recs., cxliij 379 349 113; Dickinson, 'Chamberlaints 
Ayrelg 27, n. 2. It has been suggested that the chamberlaints position 
as hearer of appeals might imply that he was the antecedent to the 
burgh court, David Robertson and Marguerite Wood* 'Burgh Court Records' 
in An Introductory Survey to the Sources and Literature of Scats Law 
(Stair Society, 1936)9 102. 

123. Fraser, Eglinton, ii, no. 8 (3). 
124. See below, pp. 314-6. 
125, Abdn, RecS, v 82-49 101* 
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The jurisdiction of the court could be increased in other 

ways* The feuing of lands outwith the burgh could sometimes 

have this result. In an agreement between Irvine and Sir 

Brice de Eglintono probably of 13059 
126. the burgesses and 

community put at feu-ferme certain lands to Eglinton, 

stipulating that if Bricev his heirs, or man did wrongg their 

fine should be taken in the court of the burgesses and community. 

The burgesses were thus attempting to ensure that any non-burgesses 

holding burgh land came under the jurisdiction of their court. 

On occasion* attempts by a burgh to extend its jurisdiction 

would be halted by the burgh lord. The burgesses of Westerkelso 

had been making new burgesses and stallangers and granting licences 

for brewing without the consent of the abbot of Kelso in the early 

fourteenth century. In 1323 an agreement was made between the 

two parties that the abbot was to make the new burgesses and 

stallangers and grant brewing licencesq provided that those 

elected by him ware presented in the courts of the burgesses 

and deemed satisfactory. 
127 

Thus even in a smaller ecclesiastical 

burgh, the burgesses were able to use their court to safeguard 

the interests of the community. 

There was another way for the burgh court to extend its 

jurisdiction - it could be given the powers of a royal official. 

The king could increase the court's jurisdiction over criminal 

matters by making the burgh into a sheriffdom, and this he did in 

Perth in 1394. In later years. this privilege was extended to other 

burghs as well. In 1384 the burgh of Dundee was the recipient of 

126. Irvine Muniments, no. 19 where the date is printed as 1205. 
Pryde makes a convincing argument for a date of 1305 in George 
Pryde, 'The Surghs of Ayrshire' in CAAS9 2nd ser., iv (1955-57). 

13-20. 

127. Kel. Lib. 9 ii, no. 459, 
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a grant of various powers belonging to the office of constable 

when Sir James Scrymgeour quitclaimed his rights to "correction 

of blood'19 taking cirathecarum, in fairs# examining of ells, 

weights and balances, and to all other pleas pqrtaining to the 

burghts liberties. 128 Furthermoreq if any burgess was arrested 

by the constable or his deputy, the bailies should sit in the 

constable's court and see that justice was doneq and if the man 

was convicted the fine was to go to the bailies. 

The role of the burgh court might not be all-embracing in 

all burghst however, Late fourteenth-century Aberdeen had 

another institution which was apparently not under the supervision 

of the bellies. Interspersed with the records of the bailies' 

courts are reports of the sittings of the prima prepositi. 
129 

Dickinson tends to equate this with a gild assemblyq although 

admitting that it might include the members of the council. 
130 

In view of the increasing prominence of the merchant members of 

the community at this period he may be right, but the evidence 

is not conclusive. A reference to the prima curia in the 

Statuta Gilds and to the prima gilds in the Edinburgh records 

suggested this meaning of prima to Dickinson. However# the 

fact that the entry in the Statuta Gilds is the first entry 

for that particular year means that prima curia cannot necessarily 

be taken as meaning gild court. The entry in the Edinburgh records 

is wrongly dated 1403 and should probably read 1453* therefore 

128. SL9 859/23/4; RMS9 iiiq no. 615. 

129. Abdn. Recs.. 389 99-1009 1029 1049 1649 179. 

130. Ibid. cxv n. 5. Nicholson and Pryde accept this identification, 
Nicholson, Scatlandq 263; George S. Prydeq 'The Scottish Burghl 
in SHR9 xxxviii (1959)9 48. 
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removing its applicability to the earlier period. 
131 

Dickinson 

also suggests that the men of the gild in their prima were by 

this time choosing the burgh magistrates and councilq and 

supports this by stating that the list of names given in the 

record of the prima of 27 August 1399 includes the alderman, 

three of the bailies and thirteen of the councillors chosen at 

the next Michaelmas head court. In fact the list corresponds 

to the alderman and three bailies# as well as one wine-taste4 

who were chosen in 1398, and the alderman chosen in 1399 does 

not appear an the prima list, 132 Dickinson also suggests that 

the title Prepositus was accorded to the alderman as head of the 

gildq thereby implying that the prima prepositi was a meeting of 

the gild, Howeverg on two occasions the alderman is recorded 

as sitting in prima, 
133 thus suggesting that the proceedings were 

not solely a gild affair. 

While the constitution of the prima is not clearg what does 

emerge from examining the records is that it dealt with extra- 

ordinary businessq outside the usual transactions of the courts 

of the bailies. It was in the prima that ordinances were made 

and Measures taken for the protection of the burght actions which 

suggest the work of the town council, Thus on 2 December 1401 

measures were taken to stop the spread of pestilence from the 

southern parts of the kingdomg while an 1 October 14009 William 

Walker was charged with procuring lordship against his neighbours. 

At other primaeg several ordinances for the good of the town were 

131* Statuta Gilde, c. 49; Edin. RecS., i, lo The list of names 
corresponds with those burgesses mentioned in the 1450st Ibid. 
15-18. 

132o Abdn. Recs. p cxx, n, l# 23,99-100. 

133. Ibid. cii, n. 19 38,99. 
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made with the assent of the major part of the community* The 

breaking of trade laws was also dealt with# but as the trans- 

gressions included the baking of cakest 
134 it seems that interests 

wider than those of the gild were involved, 

Whether or not the Aberdeen prima refers to the gildq it 

is evident that the gild was a feature of urban life in many 

early Scottish burghs. By the and of the fourteenth century 

there were gilds in Abordeeng Ayrq Berwickq Cuparg Oumbartang 

Dundee, Dunfermline, Elging Forfarg Irvineq Montrose, St, Andrews 

and Stirlingg and probably in Edinburgh, Invernesag Inverksithing 

and Roxburgh, 135 

The function and composition of the gild in the medieval 

Scottish burghs have been the objects of much controversy among 

historians. Influenced by the idea of merchant-craftsman 

conflict which has permeated most writings about the later 

medieval burghq urban historians have tended to assume that the 

roots for this must lie in the early exclusiveness of the gild 

merchant. 
136 Recently# the picture of such conflict has been 

called into questiong 
137 

and it follows that the idea of the 

exclusiveness of the early gild should also be called into 

question. Perhaps any exclusiveness was rather against 

134. Abdn. 
-Recs*t 

2119 1649 179,, 215* - 
135, 'Mr, Gross on Scottish GUildsl in Scottish Reviawv xxxii (1898) 

corrects the list in Grossq Gild Merchant, 203-7, 

136. Grossq Gild Merchant, 213; Nicholson, Scotland, 263; Stevensong 
'Low Countriesig 147-8; Marwickq 'Institutions', 132; John 
Mackintoshq History of Civilisation in Scotland (London, 1878). 
19 459-60; Barrong Inverness in the Fifteenth C6ntury,, 32, 
The evidence of merchant-craftsmen conflict on the Continent 
has probably reinforced this viewo See David 8, Morris, The 
Stirling Merchant Gild and the Life of John Cowane (Stirlingg 

1919)q 22-3, 

137* M. Lynch, 'Whatever happened to the medieval burgh? l in Scottish 
Economic and Social History. iv (1984). 12-13* See also Reynolds, 
English Townsp 76. 
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non-burgesses than burgesses of certain occupational status* 
138 

The study of early gilds has also been influenced by the 

concept of the uniformity of the burghsq leading historians 

to suggest that the situation described in the thirteenth- 

century Statuta Gilde, where*the gild apparently dominated the 

burgh government would obtain in other burghs as well. 
139 

This 

idea may have been influenced by the English and Continental 

pattern of affiliation of boroughs in which the large-scale 

adoption of another borough's privileges and laws was common. 

However, whiie some early burgh charters do refer to privileges 

granted to other burghs, 140 
there islikýkevidence of affiliation 

along English lines in Scotland. Morsoverg Berwick at this 

time was the most prosperous and probably the largest burgh in 

Scotlandq 141 
and therefore would most likely require a more 

complex gild organization than most burghs. In addition, many 

burghs had well-established gilds of their own by this periodq 

and the organization of these would develop along local lines* 

Thus while the Statuta Gilds might provide a model for some gildst 

138* Mackenziet Burqhs, 73, In England# landholders and traders 
not resident in the burgh could join the gild$ Reynolds, 
English Townst 83. In Scotlandq it appears that gild 
members had also to be burgesses. Perhaps the litsters 
and soutars excluded from the gild if they practised 
their trade with their own hands were not usually 
substantial enough to be burgessesq whereas man employing 
servants to do the work were probably burgesses. Iter 
Camerariiv c. 28. 

139. Murrayq Burgh Ornanizationg iq 462; Donaldsong Scotland, 
233. Mackenzieg howeverg says that the Statute Gilds 
cannot be simply applied to gilds elsewhereq Mackenzie, 
GurghS. 100. 

140, Abdn. Chrs*l no. 

141. See description of thirteenth-century Berwick in Chron. 
Lanercostl, 185. 
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it must not be taken as representative of Scottish gild 

organization as a whole. 
142 

Unlike the Continentq where the licence to have a gild 

tended to be the subject of a separate charterg 
143 

many early 

Scottish charters included the licence to have a gild merchant 

among the privileges granted to the burght 144 
thus emphasizing 

the commercial nature of the new institution. This was not 

invariably the case, as separate grants of a gild were made 

to Elgin in 1234 and Irvine in 1371, but in some instances 

it seems that this was a regrant of privileges, as a fourteenth- 

century grant to Dunfermline by the abbot gave the burgesses a 

merchant gild "with the houses belonging of old to the gild% 
145 

With the exception of Berwick, where the Statute Gilds were 

framed for a new gild which was to replace all old gildsq there 

is little evidence of a distinction between merchant and craft 

gilds until the fifteenth century. 
146 The grants made were of 

mercantile gildsq not of gilds of merchants. At this date the 

distinction between the craftsman and the merchant was not 

clear-cut as those craftsman who bought their own materials 

and sold their own products were as entitled to see themselves 

142. Dundseq which was granted a gild "as at Berwick" by Robert I 
might be an exceptiong but according to a historian of Dundee, 
there is little evidence of any gild activity until nearly two 
centuries laterp Alexander 3, Warden, Burqh Laws of Dundee 
(Landong 1872)9 92, 

143. Grossq Gild Merchant, 282-3. 

144, Stirlinq Chrs. 9 no. 7;. LRS9 iiq no. 467; Abdn. Chrs., no, 3, 

145. Elgin RecS... 1.8; Irvine Munimentsq no. 4; Dunf, Rao., no, 595, 
The timing of Irvine's grant may be significant as it*ýas dated 
in the year in which Irvine became a royal burgh. A brieve to 
create a merchant gild existed by the fourteenth century, Req, 
Brieves no. lxxviii. 

146. Mackenzie, ur hs, 115; T, Pagan, The Convention of the Royal 
Burghs of Scotland (Glasgow, 1926). 6-7, According to Reynolds, 
the formal organization of separate trades in England apparently 
did not take place until the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
Reynolds, English Towns 75. 
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as merchants as those who bought and sold the work of others* 

In the smaller burghs# especiallyp the very size of the population 

would have precluded the formation of several separate gilds. In 

larger burghs such as Aberdeeng the evidence of bequests to and 

foundations of altars in the parish churchg all of-which Were 

made by individualsq suggests that the craft gilds which were 

to become so prominent in maintaining altars in the burgh churches, 

had not yet organized themselvesq despite the traditions of the 

Perth Glovers and Hammerman that their origin went back to the 

time of William 1.147 

The only possible evidence of craft gilds is to be found in 

the charters to Perth, Aberdeen and Stirlingg which exclude waulkers 

and weavers from the gild merchant. The tendency of these two 

groups to combine in their. own gilds in other European countries 

in the medieval. period, as well as the likelihood that they might 

represent a largely foreign element in the early burghsq 148 

probably led to this exclusion. It is difficult to determine 

if such exclusion remained the rule as later grants tend to refer 

to the freedom to have a gild "as other burghs in the kingdom do", 

without specifying whether or not waulkers and weavers were to 

be excluded. Whatever the theoryphowever, such exclusiveness 

seems to have disappeared in practice at least in some burghs 

as waulkers and weavers were to be found in the fifteenth century 

gilds of both Ounfermline and Perth. 
149 

147. Ebenezer Being Merchants and Craft Guilds (Aberdeen, 1887), 
28. This tradition is probably based on k1liam's charter 
granting the burgesses of Perth the right to have a gild 
merchant, RRS, ii, no* 467. 

148. Gain, Merchants, 379 292; Gross, Gild Merchantq 108-9; 
Barrow, Kingshin and Unity, 102. 

149. Ayr Chrs. 9 no. 14. See above, P# 57. 
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Hints of the development of separate craft gilds are found 

in the records towards the end of the fourteenth century. The 

chamberlain was to inquire during his ayre if there was any 

confederacy among the burgh inhabitants which might injure 

neighbours. 
150 This can be seen as representing anxiety that 

those excluded from the gild were attempting to form their own 

gildst or as an attempt to prevent various crafts within the 

gild from breaking away and destroying the cohesiveness of the 

gild merchant. In the Aberdeen bailie court of 29 October 1398 

the weavers of the town were charged with making a conspiracy among 

themselves in prejudica'of the community, 
151 

but again it is not 

known whether or not they were members of the gild. 

One of the main concerns of the gild merchant, as its name 

suggests, was the merchandising of goods by the burgh and its 

inhabitants. Because the burgh existed primarily for trade, 

such a function could lead to a certain degree of overlap between 

the activities of the gild and the burgh government. However# 

there is little evidence to suggest that the gild actually took 

over the administration of the burgh. 152 Rather, the gild should 

perhaps be seen as a part of the burgh governmentq concerned 

primarily with the regulation of trade, It need not even have 

formed a formal part of the administrationg as its representativesq 

the gild brathreng would probably hold a large numbert if not all, 

the burgh offices* The relationship between the gild and the 

burgh government was therefore a close one, but as far as can be 

150, Iter Camer3riiq c. 28. 
151, Abdn, Rags., 279 although this was perhaps a combined effort 

to raise prices rather than a permanent organization, Ibidq 
civ, n. 9. In such joint efforts, the later craft gilds 
probably found their beginnings* 

152. The most recent statement of this idea is in Rodgers, tTown 
Planning', 76. 
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seen they remained as two separate bodies in most burghs. 

The presence of gilds in most of those burghs which were by 

the fourteenth century involved in overseas trade gives another 

clue to their function. The gild apparently exercised a 

monopoly over the trade in certain goods*, In the earlier 

charters when the production of cloth seems to have been the 

burgh activity afforded the most royal privileges, it was the 

cloth trade which was put under gild control. In Perth and 

Aberdeen only the members of the merchant gild could make or 

have made cloth shorn or dyed within their respective 

sheriffdoms. 
153 

However* as the export trade in woolq 

woolfellsq and hides increased in importance in the thirteenth 

century, the members of the gild became more concerned with 

establishing a monopoly over the trade in these staple goods. 
154 

This is shown in a 1370 dispute between Cupar and St. Andrews 

in which the gild brethren of Cupar complained that the man of 

St. Andrews were infringing the rights of the gild of Cupar by 

buying fleecesq skins, hides and other things which pertained to 

the gild and that the gild brethren of Cupar had the sole right 

of buying such articles, 
155 

There is only one other fourt8enth-century reference to the 

actions of specific gilds, On 4 April 1370 David II granted 

freedom of entry to the waters of the Tay and Northesk to the 

merchants of Breching notwithstanding grants to the burgesses 

of Dundee and Montrosep and forbade the burgesses and gild brethren 

of those two burghs to disturb the men of Brechin, This must have 

153, Duncan, 'Pertht, 43; Abdn. Chrs. 9 no, 3. 

154. Abdn. Recs., xcVii-xcviiio 
155, APS, ig 536. 
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irritated not only-the merchants of Dundee and Montrose but 

also those of Forfar, as five years previously David had 

ordered the removal-of Brechin's market privilege and the 

protection of the rights of the gild of Forfar. In 1372 

Montrose and Forfar retaliated with an agreement made by 

the burgesses and gild brethren of the two burghs, allowing 

reciprocal trading rights to the members of the gild of each 

burgh in all things pertaining to the gild, and explicitly 

excluded the men of Brechin from such privileges, 
156 

The 

fact that the agreement was between gilds shows the 

responsibility of that institution for maintaining the burgh's 

trading monopolyq at least in certain goods. It also shows 

the power of the gilds within their own sphere of influence 

as they were granting trading privileges to a certain group of 

burgesses, an action normally reserved to the crown. 

In Perthq the powers of the gild merchant seem to have 

increased during the course of the fourteenth century. A 

charter of Robert III in 1397 confirmed to the burgesses and 

gild brethren of Perth the licence to arrest forestallers 

within the sheriffdom of Perth, and emphasized that the grant 

pertained to both the burgesses and the gild brethren. 157 

It seems possible that the forestalling of staple goods might 

have come under the jurisdiction of the gildt while other 

merchandise was the concern of the burgh government. In 1406t 

158 
a charter refers to separate courts of the bailies and the gild, 

suggesting that there was some distinction in the jurisdiction ý 

156. Brech. Ran., no, 6; RRS, vit no* 334; MA9 M/Wl/l, 

157. SL9 B59/23/6. Such powers would follow from the grant of 
the sheriffdom of the burghe 

158. SL9 859/23/4, 
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of the two. However. that the gild came to play an integral 

part in the legislative powers of the Perth burgh government 

in the early fifteenth century is suggested by the inclusion of 

the dean of gild among those magistrates who were allowed by the 

grant to make statutes for the governance of the burgh, and by 

the fact that the statutes were to be made with the consent of 

the gild brethren. In practice, the statutes made by the gild 

were probably mainly concerned with trade matterst but it was 

a recognition of the gild's prominent position in Perth that its 

assent to all statutes was required. 

On the whole then there is little evidence for the primacy 

of the gild in most burgh governments during the fourteenth 

centuryg although the membership of many burgesses in both gild 

and burgh administration could result in the strong influence of 

gild interests on the policies of the burgh, Howeverv it seems 

that the gild was primarily concerned with trade and that the 

other affairs of the burgh were left largely to the administration 

of the burgh magistrates. It would be a mistake to arguev as 

Duncan and Marwick dog that the use of the term alderman for the 

head of the burgh government necessarily implied the dominance 

of the gildq as in many burghs both prepositus and aldirmannus are 

used to refer to the head of the burgh government. 
159 From 1400 

there are references to a new official who apparently acted as 

head of the gild* In 14019 Adam de Spot was dean of gild of 

Edinburgh* 160 
and his counterparts were soon to be found in other 

burghs, 

1513o Duncang Scotland, 494; Duncang 'Perth', 47-8; Marwick, 
'Institutionslv 128-9. Both terms are used in Edinburghp 
Perth, Aberdeen and Inverness* 

160* St Giles Req. 9 no. 163* 
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The gild did supplement the government of the burgh in 

an important way, at least to the benefit of its members. 

In the absence of extensive social legislationg the gild 

provided for its members by caring for the elderlyg impoverished 

and infirmg and the widows and orphans of brethren. 161 
The 

common imposition of a wine penalty rather than a fine 
162 

shows 

that it also provided a forum for conviviality and companionship 

and as such allowed its members to gather together in an 

atmosphere less formal than the burgh court, less serious than 

the burgh church and less commercial than the marketplace. 

-1 

161. Barrowq Kingship and Unityp 103; Bain, Merchants, 4.10* 26. 
See Statute Gilde for Berwick gild regulations. 

162. Statuta Gilde. c. 269 289 319 359 36. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LANDHOLDING 

Perhaps more then any-otter feat, ireq the possession of 

property was a central characteristic of the Scottish medieval 

burgh. The geographical extent of the burgh was defined by 

its rights of property-holdingg both physically by the land within 

the settlement andq more theoreticallyq by the area over which 

it extended its trading privileges. Furthermore the status of 

burgess-ship itself depended an the possession of propertyt thus 

emphasizing the significance of landholding in the social structure 

of the community, While trade was the raison dletre of the burgh, 

landholding was the necessary precondition for its existence. 

The stress on property-holding resulted from a number of 

factors. As a new institutiong borrowed principally from 

nations where feudal society was the order of the day, the 

burghs reflected the central place of landholding within such 

societies. However, possibly more important was a practical 

consideration. If trade was to be concentrated in certain 

contras instead of being in the hands of wandering chapM8nj the 

possession of land would serve as an excellent inducement for 

traders to settle themselves and their families in one place and 

carry out their business from there. Landholding would also 

encourage the settlement of numbers of craftsman in one place and 

further aid the establishment of the trading cantre through providing 

both goods to sell and the necessities of life for those who were 

mainly engaged in commerce, 

Property played a fundamental role in town life from the very 

beginning of the burghs' development* The original inhabitants 
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each held a piece of land, a burgagog and together these 

burgages, with land belonging to the king and land held in 

common by the communityv made up the physical area of the 

burgh, Individuals were encouraged to settle in the now 

burghs by the offer of land rent-free for a certain period* 

usually one year, during which time the tenant was to build 

a dwelling for himself. The requirement to build an the land 

shows the importance attached to actual residence, not just 

ownarshipq and was still insisted an in a number of fourteenth- 

century charters* In 1318 the recipient of a land in 

Arbroath was required to build a house "according to the custom 

of the burgh" within three years. 
1 Having completed this 

condition, he was then eligible to receive the trading privileges 

which were the essence of burghal lifeg subject to his paying 

an annual rentq usually 5d or 6c4 to the king* 
2 Thus trade was 

directly connected to property-holding. 

It must be kept in mind that the early burghs consisted of 

a set of individualsq each holding land separately of the king. 

This is a fact ignored by Murray who is the main burgh historian 

to put stress an property-holding as an essential prerequisite 

for the foundation of the burgh, Insteadq he concentrates on 

the common lands of the settlement, saying that "the foundation 

of the burgh was its common property in which the burgesses had 

certain determinate rightsv the possession of which made them a 

1, Arb. Lib*# i. no, 346, In Dingwallq the period of kirsetq 
during which the land was held rent-freeg was ten yearsq 
probably to attract settlers to a remote area,. RMS, ii# no, 
2387. In France, two years was the limit# Mackenzie, Burghso 
35, 

2. In Dundee, the annual rent was 6dt SR09 GD76/148; in Inverness 

and Linlithgow 5dq Fraser# Colquhoun iiq no* 17; 5RO9 G0215/17059 
fo 138, In Englandq the usual rent was 12d# Grossq Gild Merchant, 
71, n. 3. 
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fellowship or community, " 3 However, these common lands were 

granted to supplement the individual holdingsp as will be 

discussed below, and it is from the possession of the burgages 

and the use made of them by the burgesses that the character 

of the medieval burgh really developed* 

While recognizing the importance of the possession of 

property in the burghs9 historians have tended to lump together 

all burgh landholding under the term "burgage tenure'19 thus 

giving an impression of a uniform tenure common to all burghs 

and ignoring the true complexities of the situation. 
4 While 

direct tenure of the king in return for a money rent may have 

been the rule in the early days of the burghs, by the fourteenth 

century different landlords9 the various uses to which the lands 

were putg and the frequent transfers of property had resulted in 

a far more complicated picture. 
5 

When burghs were first establishadq landholding was 

primarily the concern of the burgess inhabitants. Howeverg as 

the now settlements grew and flourishedq the possession of burgh 

land was seen increasingly as a valuable asset and became confined 

no longer merely to the burgessesq although they still comprised 

the majority of burgh landholders. Thus during the fourteenth 

centuryq the crowng the church and the nobility were all to be 

found involved in burgh land transactions and thus exerting an 

influence on the lives of the burgesses, 

3. Murrayq Burgh Organizationg iq B. 

4, Ibidq iq 36-7, Gibb follows Murray in this, Gibb, Glasgow, 21-2. 

S. Similarly in Englandq grants of borough land resulted in "tenurial 
heterogeneity"* although in English boroughsq the tenure may not 
have been uniform even at their beginningg Stephenson# Borough 
and Town, 86, 
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The crown had had an interest in burgh landholding from 

the first days of the burghso It was the king who created 

them and it was of him that all the lands of the royal burghs 

were held. Even with ecclesiastical and baronial burghs it 

was the crown which ultimately sanctioned their existence. The 

royal overlord was still a potent force in the 1300sq especially 

in those burghs where the burgh roods were held directly of him. 

The crown continued to be actively involved in the disposition 

of certain burgh landsp including properties which had been 

forfeited or resigned and open spaces which had not been granted 

before, 

Appendix 2 of the Reqister of the Great Seal contains several 

references to burgh lands granted by the Scottish kings to 

individuals, 6 but the abbreviated nature of the descriptions 

makes it impossible to determine whether these were actual grants 

or merely confirmations of land transactions between two individuals. 

Both types are to be found among the charters recorded in the 

earlier part of the Register which gives much fuller transcriptions. 

In 1362 David II granted John Mercer, burgess of Perth, a piece of 

land lying in Saddlers' Street in Perthq while a charter of Robert II 

of 9 November 1375 confirms a grant by Andrew Bettv burgess of 

Edinburght to his wife Christinat of a tenement of his lying in 

Ed nburg *7 

Most of the royal grants were made from lands which had been 

held previously by another individual but for one reason or 

another had returned to the king's hands. Default of rent, failure 

of heiraq bastardy and forfeiture could all lead to the escheat of 

6* For example, RMS, ig app. 2. nos 12379 1367v 1390,16909 1756. 

7* jbid, iq nos 174t 625. 
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burgh lands. The laws of bastardy forbade a bastard to pass 

on his land to anyone but the lawful heir of his bodyq although 

the king could grant dispensations as he did to Patrick do 

Innerpeffer, burgess of Dundee. Howeverg escheats for bastardy 

did take place during the century* The land of Alexander do 

Fairley in Edinburgh reverted to the king because of bastardy 

sometime before 1369 when both Alexander and his son had died, 

and the land of Thomas son of Laurence de Chernside came into 

the hands of Robert II for the same reason* 
8 

Treason could result in the forfeiture of lands to the crown, 

and such cases were fairly frequent during the war-troubled years 

of the early fourteenth century, Thomas Harper was granted all 

the lands of Gilloc de Camera both within and outwith the burgh 

of Haddington by Robert 19 but later forfeited another property 

in Edinburgh when he joined the English in the reign of David He 

The Edinburgh land, the "Quarrelpottis" was granted to William 

Bartholomewq who was himself later forfeited. 9 Other burgesses 

suffering forfeiture included individuals from Ayrq Aberdeeng 

Berwick and Edinburgh. 

The crown thus had available a supply of burgages which could 

be granted to those who served the king well. But there was also 

other land available in the form of the open spaces of the burghp 

and it was perhaps in the disposition of these lands that the royal 

influence an the pattern of landholding within the burgh was most 

marked* Only the crown had the authority to allow building in 

such areas* When the burgesses of Ayr wished to narrow the 

Sandgate to protect the town against drifting sandq they had to 

8. RMS9 it nos 629,242t 855o The law is stated in no, 629. 

go Ibidq it no. 65; RRS, vit no. 80; RMS9 1. no. 284, RMS9 it 
contains many other grants of forfeited land. 
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apply to the dike of Albany to do so4o 
10 

In making such grants the king promoted the interests of 

both individuals and the burgh as a whole. In almost all 

grants to burgesses the oxtra property was given to someone 

who hold land adjacent to it so that he could enlarge his 

tenement or add new buildings to his property, Robert II 

granted Robert de Appletont burgess of Inverness, a former 

vennel beside his land in the burgh, and Patrick de Innerpeffer 

land from the highway beside his Dundee tenement. The specific 

purpose for which these grants were made is not stated, but a 

grant by the community of Haddington to Hugh do Selkirk of 

land in the burgh common was made explicitly to allow him to 

extend his tenement, and it S88MS reasonable to assume that 

the royal grants had similar aims. 

The community and its various institutions benefited from 

similar grants. On 3 December 1365, David II gpanted the 

burgesses of Edinburgh a piece of land on the High Street to 

the west of the old tolbooth for the construction of a new 

tolbooth. Robert I had made such a grant to Dundee and in 

1363 David II added a piece of land six feet by eighty feet. 

Land within Edinburgh Castle was granted to the Edinburgh 

burgesses in 1385 by the earl of Carrick (heir to the throne)q 

presumably to provide protection against an English attackq 

while on a more peaceful note David II granted land in the 

common of Peebles to John of Peebles, master of the hospital 

there, to construct a chapel. 
12 

10, Ayr Chrsog appo pp xxxv-vi; Dodd# 'Ayr', 363, 

110 RMSP i. nos 6499 6919 379o 

12o Edin. Chrs. t no. 7; RRS9 vig no. 292; Edin. Chrs., noo 12; 
RRS, vig no* 288o 
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Perhaps the greatest influence the king's property-holding 

had on the burghs was-to be found in the fourteenth century 

when the crown began to grant the burghs themselves to the 

burgesses in feu-ferme. Apart from the thirteenth-century 

grant to Berwickq this was largely a fourteenth-century 

phenomenon beginning with the charter to Aberdeen in 1319. 

By 1400 there were seventeen burghs with the new type of 

tenure. While the burgh was still held by the king, and 

could, in fact, revert to him if the annual ferme was not paid, 

the administration of the burgh lands was now more effectively 

vested in the community. 

The kings of medieval Scotland also affected the pattern of 

landholding within the burgh by their grants to the church, Many 

of the great religious houses were given tofts in several burghst 

and by the fourteenth century the church had become a prominent 

landholder in a number of burghsv quite apart from being the 

superior lard of ecclesiastical burghs such as Glasgow and 

Arbroath* Sometimes these possessions were supplemented by 

grants from the burgesses as well, 
13' 

The church derived a number of advantages from its burgh 

holdings* Firstt it appears that the possession of a burgage 

gave the monastery a bass in the town from which it could sell 

its produce and buy supplies* Arbroath Abbey had the right to 

trade in burghs in which Or held burgages, This was of great 

advantage to abbeys such as Melrose with its extensive wool 

13. For a discussion of monastic landholding in the burghs until 
13009 see Wendy B. Stevenson# 'The monastic presence in 
Scottish burghs in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries' in 
SHR9 lx (1981), Ecclesiastical landholding within the burgh 
is also discussed in Houstong 'The Scottish Burght, 118, 
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production* As Wendy Stevenson points outt however$ the 

grants also brought benefits to the burghsq by helping to 

promote their economic growth. Secondq in the case of 

religious houses outwith the burgh, the burgage toft provided 

accommodation for the members when they travelled to the burgh 

an commercial businessq to attend the itinerant kingg or to 

hold an ecclesiastical court. Finally, the leasing of the 

property to residents of the burgh provided an extra source of 

income. From the thirteenth century, this became a prime 

consideration as abbeys began to acquire additional urban land, 

largely for their value as rent-producing properties* 
14 

In some casest notably that of Arbroath Abbey, the second 

and third functions were combined, Keeping property only for 

occasional use was wasteful so a number of grants of burgages 

were made with the proviso that the tenant provide hospitality 

whenever the abbot visited the burgh, The services to be 

rendered were set forth in great detail: 

providing honest lodging for the abbot of Arbroath*e, 
and for his monksq lay brothreng and clerksq their 
bailies, and attorneysq coming for the business and 
causes of the monasteryq as often as they shall 
arrivep each according to his stationg with their 
attendants; a hall in which they may becomingly eatp 
with tables and trestles and other furnitureq a 
spense with butteryt a chamber or chambers where 
they may comfortably sleepq a decent kitchen, and 
a stable for their horses to the number of thirty 
and under* They shall provide also ... sufficient 
fuelq as well in the hall and chamber as in the 
kitchent white tallow candles ... bedding and 
straw in the hall and chamber and salt for the 

15 table. 

14. BL, MS. Add. 332459 ff. 60v - 61r; Stevenson# 'Monastic 
presence', 102-5. 

15. Arb. Lib., i. no. 344, For other such grants, see Arb. Lib 
iiq nos &, 89 149 40. 
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They were not responsible for fuel and candles if the visitors 

stayed more than three nights* The abbotts messengers were 

to be admitted but the tenants were not liable for the cost 

of their food. By such leases the abbot assured himself of 

accommodation in the burgh, but also gained a valuable return 

from the property between visits. The arrangement was also 

profitable for the tenant as a grant by William the Lion to 

Arbroath made tenants of the Abbey's tofts in every burgh free 

from toll throughout the kingdom* 
16 

Generally speakingg it wae only the great abbeys which held 

tofts in many burghso This was in keeping with the fact that the 

leading members of those institutions tended to be important 

personages in royal government and therefore required accommodation 

in whichever burgh the king's court happened to be held. Religious 

houses within the burgh, an the other hand, were less concerned with 

national affairs and therefore less likely to visit other burghs. 

Their concerns were largely local. The main function of these 

institutions' lands was the provision of an income to sustain 

the members and it was thus most convenient for them to have 

all their lands in one burgh. This pattern was reinforced by 

the pronounced tendency of the burgesses to confer lands or 

rents on local religious houses rather than on distant abbeys, 

By the fourteenth century the acquisition of property in the 

burghs by the abbeys seems to have been relatively complete, Most 

of the documents of this period relating to the abbeys are 

concerned with the leasing of burgages rather then the receiving 

of grants. By the 1300s it had become the turn of the friars to 

16. RRSt ii, no. 282. 
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benefit from such charity. This perhaps reflects the growing 

prosperity of certain burgesses who had amassed enough property 

to give some of it to the religious houses for the salvation of 

their souls. Lands and rents were also held by the various 

altars of the parish churches and used to sustain the chaplains 

serving them, Most of these grants were made by local burgesses 

who thus not only gained religious merit but did so in a way sure 

to attract the notice of their fellow-burgesses, 

Ecclesiastical transactions in burgh lands did not all 

involve acquisitiong howeverg and although church grants to 

burgesses seem to have been most plentiful in the thirteenth 

century they were still common in the fourteenth, In 1332 

Arbroath Abbey granted a piece of land in Forres to John Hade, 

burgess of that burghq while Scone Abbey granted land in Perth 

to John and Andrew Mercer in 1354,17 

The holdings of the n6bility in the burghs appear to have been much 

less extensive than those of the churchq although this impression may 

be partly the result of the survival of sourcesq as religious 

cartularies have better stood the test of time than the records 

of the nobles. Howeverg incidental references to such lands in 

other charters are much fewer than those to church-hold lands* 

That some burgh lands were held by the aristocracy is indicated 

by an old burgh law which states that all tenants of lands of 

barony within a burgh should be subject to the laws of the burgh 

and be corrected by the bailies for breaking assize prices and 

all other civil causes and actions* 
18 Furthermore, in the 

17, Arb. Lib,. iiv no, 14; Scone Liberv no, 72, 

18. Frag menta Collectap c*6* 
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twelfth centuryq the Constable and Steward of Scotland were 

granted tofts in all the burghso These possessions remained 

in their hands into the fourteenth century. In 13899 Robert II 

made a grant to an altar in the parish church of Stirling of 

three pieces of land in the barony of the Steward of Scotland 

in the burgh, 
19 Other holders of burghal lands pmong this 

class included Gilbert de Glascestre and Isabel, countess of 

Moray* 20 

Some such landholders were members of the local gentryt 

probably acquiring the lands through marriage to a burgess's 

daughter or by purchase or pledge. Oames Melville, lord of 

Gilcomston, most likely held his lands in Aberdeen by right of 

his wife as her consent was required in a charter concerning the 

properties in 1397. In 1396 William Raid who held the barony of 

Pitfoddels received a rent from a burgage in Aberdeen from Marjory 

and Margaret de Strathechine in return for a certain sum of money* 
21 

Usuallyt howeverv it was the burgesses who acquired lands from 

the nobility and it seems that in the fourteenth century the holdings 

of the lay lards made up very little of the total land of the burgh. 

The problem. of domination by a neighbouring lord which was 

characteristic of later periods finds little echo in the 1300s* 

The only hint of such fears comes in a 1385 charter involving 

the burgh of Ayr, and refers to lands outwith the burgh boundaries, 

when the holder of the lands promises not to let them to any lord 

more powerful than himself. Howeverg in this case the holder of 

the lands was not a burgessq and therefore there was perhaps a 

19. RMS9 ig no, 755, 
20. Ibidt i. no* 461; Moray Rego. p no* 232. 

21. SROt GD52/396; Abdn, Req.. t iit 293-4. Williamls barony of 
Pitfoddels is mentioned in 1391t ER9 iiip 266. 
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greater chance of the lands being passed an to a greater lord* 
22 

In the 1300s it was the burgesses who were the dominant force 

in the burgh. 

Uhen the burghs were first established individuals gained 

burgess status by virtue of a grant by the king or burgh superior 

of a burgage land for which a yearly rent was paid. The power 

to make these grants might be delegated to officialsq but the 

burgesses still held directly of the king or other burgh superior. 

It seems likely that most burgesses at this time would hold only 

the one burgage as the work involved in settling in a new place 

and setting up a now business would be considerable while the 

opportunities for purchase would be few. Howeverg by the 

fourteenth century the situation had changed. The increasing 

wealth of the burgesses resulting from their expanding business 

interests meant that property became a commodity to buy and sell, 

to lease and pledgeg and to exchange and grant, as well as a 

qualification for burgess-ship. 

As soon as the first burgage lands had been granted by the 

burgh superior#the acquisition of burghal property was no longer 

dependent entirely on such grants. For those born into burgess 

families the gaining of burgh lands and the rights that went with 

them was mainly a matter of inheritance, Several of the burgh 

laws deal with the heritability of property and the protection of 

the rights of the burgess's wife and children. 
23 

The son of a 

burgess enjoyed the rights of burgess-ship while he lived in his 

father's house but once he left the family home he needed to 

acquire a burgage of his own in order to be entitled to the burgh 

22. Ayr Chrs. 9 no. 41* 

23. Leges Burgorump c. 23t 249 419 429 959 98,1019 1089 114t 116; Iter 
Camerarii, c, 4; Fragmenta Collectag c. 199 21. 
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trading privileges. Although there is no detailed evidence of how 

such an acquisition was madeq it does not appear to have been too 

difficult to gain possession of burgage land as there are a number 

of documents where both father and son are named as burgesses, 24 

If a burgess was wealthyt he could grant one of his properties 

to his son upon the latter attaining his majority or later marrying 

and moving away from home., If the eldest son did not acquire 

independent burgess-ship while his father was aliveg he would qualify 

for that status upon inheriting the family burgage. 

Inheritance was not restricted to the eldest sons of burgesses, 

Provision was also made for younger sons and for daughters. if 

a burgess's only child was a daughter she had the same rights of 

inheritance as an eldest son. Furthermoreq provisions could be 

made in case of a lack of direct heirs of the bodyt so that the 

lands went to a specified individual, usually a relative. This 

could be accomplished by a regrant of the burgess% lands with 

clause added to ensure a certain succession. In 1400 Andrew 

Lsiperj burgess of Edinburgh, resigned his burgh lands to Robert III 

who regranted them to Andrew and his wife Marie Forrester. if 

they had no heirsp the lands were to pass to Adam Forrestarg Marie's 

father* 
25 

Because the possession of a burgage was the qualification 

necei'sary for burgess-shipq certain laws were framed to prevent 

the alienation of the family inheritance. Inherited land was 

not to be alienated except in cases of urgent necessity for the 

relief of poverty@ Even in such a situation there was an attempt 

to keep the lands within the family as the owner had to offer the 

24, AUL9 MS M, 3909 Mass 1/11; SRO, GD124/1/411. 

25. St Gilas Raq., no. 25. 
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lands to his relatives at three head courts before he was free 

to sell it to anyone else. 
26 

However, no such restricticns were placed on the disposal 

of lands acquired by purchase or grant and gradually an active 

land market developed as wealthy burgesses came into possession 

of more and more land. By the fourteenth century there are 

numerous examples of the active transfer of properties by 

their burgess holders* 

There were several ways in which burgh lands could be 

used to bring money to their owners. The most obvious of these 

was the direct salej where the land-was exchanged for a certain 

sum of money. In a society where ready cash tended to be in short 

supply but where a large amount might suddenly be required due to 

the exigencies of tradeq the advantages to a burgess of a direct 

sale over a feu-ferme grant with its annual render could be 

considerable. 

The purchas8-priC8 Of land is rarely stated in the documents 

Of sale. All that is said is that the purchaser gave the seller 

"a certain sum of money". Presumably it was not felt necessary 

to include the price as it had no affect an the security of tenure, 

There are a few receipts for sales of land to the church. These may 

not be truly representative of burgh land valuesq howeverv as given 

the Medieval concern with the welfare of the soul, it is quite 

possible that the lands were sold at a price advantageous to the 

church* In 1305 Sir William de Durrem sold to Melrose Abbey a 

burgage in Peebles for the sum of 14 merks sterling. In 1331 

the abbey purchased a tenement in Berwick from Alicia and John 

26. Leqes Burqorume c, 42; SR09 GD52/395; DA9 TC/CC 10t no, 5, 
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Moigne, the widow and son of a burgess of Serwickq for 10 

marks sterling, 
27 

One of the best examples of a straightforward sale is 

that by Robert Rallandq burgess of Edinburghq to his co-burgess, 

Patrick de Hillt in 1397* 
28 Robert sold Patrick a certain land 

in Edinburgh and stated that Patrick was to hold it a me, v that is# 

directly of-the king withcut the intermediary lordship of Robert. 

The rents owed to the king, to the altar of St, Mary in St. 

Giles and to Sir Roger Wigmer. were now Patrick's responsibility. 

Sometimes sales of land took place under the auspices of 

the burgh community because the landholder was in debt and unable 

to pay. Such a case occurred in Perth in the late fourteenth 

century. John son of Malcolm owed the king L4 Scots in royal 

customs. In order to raise the money two of the burgh bailies 

offered a land belonging to John for sale to his friends, As the 

friends did not buy the land, the bailies sold it to John do 

Spans and gave him sasine. 
29 

Related to the sale in that it brought a lump sum to the 

landholderg was the pledge or wadset. Land was often pledged for 

a number of years after whichq if the debt was not paidq the 

creditor could take possession. By allowing the creditor to 

enjoy the revenues of a land while he held itq the debtor would 

be paying interest on the loan, That pledging was a common 

practice is shown by the burgh laws regulating the action. 
30 

The pledging of goods for all sorts of events was a characteristic 

of medieval burgh life and the pledging of land followed naturally 

from this. 

27. Me1r, Lib., i. no. 354; Melr. Lib ii, no. 442. 

28. SRO,, GD198/221. 

29, St, AUL, Skene of Halyards papersq no, 13, 

30. Lanes Burgorum c. 799 90. 
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Pledges usually involved fairly large sums of money. 

The documents record amounts varying from twelve to one hundred 

pounds. The parties involved were generally the wealthier 

burgesses of the period. It was usually a burgess who was on the 

receiving end of the largest pledges, probably because he had 

more ready access to cash than did the lard whose rents were paid 

largely in kind, Howeverg burgesses also figures as debtors, 

although the creditor was usually another burgess. In 1370 

Walter Martint burgess of Edinburghq pledged to his co-burgess 

William de Lauderv a twenty shilling annual rent from a burgh 

land in return for twenty marks sterling paid to him by William* 
31 

The rent was to remain with William until the twenty merks was 

repaid. 

By far the most common form of alienation was the grant. 

The reason for the grant is rarely stated but many of the charters 

refer to a sum of money given to the granter in his grave necessity 

and it may be that a number of these grants were disguised sales. 

Certainlyq lump sums were involved in many of these transactions. 

Such grants could benefit the original landholder in several 

wayso If he himself was a tenant of another burgess or lard 

he could both gain money by alienating the landq as long as 

his superior permitted him to do so, and free himself from the 

payment of the rent, If a burgess granted a land to be hold 

de-me,, he received a steady yearly income from it, Furthermore* 

the grant of annual rents would be an easier method of paying 

off a debt than attempting to find ready cash to reimburse a 

creditor. 

31. SRPq RH6/152, 
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There were some restrictions placed an these grants. 

As well as the laws against alienating heritage lands$ Some 

grants of burgh lands by the church forbade the tenant to 

dispose of the property without licence from the superior. 

This was especially true of grants by the Abbey of Arbroath. 32 

In general* howeverv burgesses were as free as any landholder 

in the kingdomq if not freerg to grant their lands and rents. 

Grants were made to provide for younger sonsp as marriage 

portions for daughtersq and to support wives in the event of 

their becoming widows* 
33 

But as well as being used to secure 

the material welfare of a familyq they were also used in the 

attempt to ensure spiritual rewardt hence the great number of 

grants to the church in this period. Although the proportion 

of such grants to other types of land grants cannot be accurately 

determined as the survival of the religious charters is much 

higher than of the secular onesq nevertheless the number of 

grants to the church by the burgesses shows that they were a 

common feature of urban society. 

The value of these grants varied considerably. If treated 

with cautiong they can be taken to some extent as an indication 

of the wealth of the individuals involved, although due allowance 

must be made both for the pattern of the survival of the sources 

and the piety of the granter. Generally, howeverv the largest 

grants came from the most prominent individuals of the period, 

Men such as John Crab of Aberdeen made grants involving several 

lands and rents while lesser-known burgesses such as William Braid 

of Arbroath granted a 12d annual rent from a land in Arbroath. 
34 

32, Arb. Lib., it no. 344; Arb. Lib., ii, nos B. 139 149 40t 44. Seb 
also Scone Liber, no* 77* 

33o Abdn. Req., iiq 286-7; Ayr Friarsq no. 10; RMS9 it no. 625. 

34,2RS, vit no. 260; BL9 MS Add. 33245t ff 79V - agv. 
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These grants were usually made in free almsp requiring no services 

to be rendered* That this was common practice is suggested by 

the phrase in William Braid's charter which states that the rent 

is "to be held in alms as any alms can be given by any burgi3ss". 

The practice of granting annualrents to the church could 

lead to some complexity in the payment of rents for certain 

lands. Few of the documents state whether the rent granted 

is the whole sum due to the granter or only a portion of itt but it 

can be seen from other evidence that it was quite common to grant 

only a part of the rent to the church. In 1329 James son of John 

granted a land in Aberdeen to James son of Adam. James was to pay 

annually 2s to John, 3s to Roger called Sleth, and 3d to the abbot 

of Kinloss. 35 This granting of partial rents is unfortunate for 

the historian as it means that the amounts stated in the stents of 

annualrents cannot be taken as the actual rental values of the 

landsq although they may be used as indications of the worth of 

properties when compared with other properties. 

Lands were granted to religious houses to provide an income 

for the friars and to the parish churches to found or assist in 

the upkeep of a particular altar and the priests serving there, 

In 14019 Robert Browng burgess of Perthq granted 10 marks 

annualrent- from his lands in Perth to augment divine service 

at the altar of St. Ninian in the burgh church. The community 

of the burgh was involved as it was to give advice on the choice 

of the chaplain. 
36 In other casesq it was involved in the actual 

administration of the lands so granted. Most grants by the community 

to individuals specify payments to altarsq suggesting that this 

35. SR09 GD52/391, 

36. SR09 GD79/4/106. 
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process must have been a fairly common one. 
37 In 13619 

at slight variance with the usual practiceg Edua of the Old 

Castle sold lands in Inverness directly to the community to 

sustain a chaplain at the altar of the Holy Cross in the parish 

church of Inverness. 
38 

Related to the acquisition of land was the receiving of a 

grant of annualrento By the fourteenth century, many lands wars 

rented for sums much higher then the rent due to the king and grants 

of the rents had become quite common. Apparently* a land and its 

rent could be treated as two distinct elementsv with one individual 

enjoying the whole or partial income from the land and another the 

income from the rent. In some cases, the rent was divided among 

several people. Thus a burgess granted a particular property might 

pay a certain rent to the granter and a second sum to someone else - 
39 often the church or the priest of an altar. As with landl rents 

could be inherited, and they are frequently mentioned as one of 

the parts of an individualls possessions in the form I'landst 

tenements and annualrents". 

It would be interesting to know what rights were conferred on 

the recipient of the entire annualrent of the burgage. Presumably 

such a grant would not qualify the holder for burgess-ship as the 

qualification for this was the land itself and not its incomev but 

lack of evidence means this cannot be proved. Practice may have 

varied between the burghse 40 In practical termsq grants of 

37. AUL9 MS M. 390, Mass 10/5; St Giles Req,, q no. 14, 

38. Invernessianag 65-6. 

39. For example, SRO, GD215/1705; Pais. Raq.,, 374-5. 

40. In twelfth century Pontefract and Grimsby, the burgess franchise 
could be acquired by a tenant who rented the principal house an 
a toft. The tenants of other buildings on the same taft could 
buy and sell in the borough for an annual payment of 4d to the 
reeve, Stevensong Borounh and Townt 141. 
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annualrents probably had little effect an the pattern of 

landholding in the burghe The tenant might pay part of his 

rent to someone else but the ownership of the property remained 

vested in the granter. 

The granting of such rents shows the importance of cash 

within burgh societyt and represents a step away from feudal 

society where land was the main medium of exchange among 

prbperty-holderso While land was still a very important 

commodityq direct grants of cash income were becoming an increasingly 

popular form of payment. But the feudal roots of this were still 

visibleg for the payment of cash was firmly based on the possession 

of land. Furthermoreq the alienation of annualrents was almost 

identical in its features to the alienation of landq with rents 

being treated simply as a form of property& 
41 

Having acquired burgh lands and rentston what terms did the 

landholder hold them? The feudal t6nure which was the accepted 

mode throughout most of the kingdom emphasized the rendering of 

services to a superior lard in return for the occupancy of the 

property. Murray, in his desire to emphasize the unique nature 

of the burghp compared this feudal tenure with that in effect in 

the townsv and stated that in the early burghs there was no tenure 

in the feudal sense. 
42 This is carrying the distinction too far. 

While burgage tenure did differ in many respects from the feudal 

tenure of the countrysidev it still had certain elements which owed 

not a little to feudalism* Furthermore, conditions of tenure 

variedq not only among the burghs but even within the individual 

41, M, M., Postang Medieval Trade and Finance (Cambridget 1973)# 
14-16., 

42. Murrayl Bumh Organizationg ij 36. How early a period he means 
is not clear* 
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burgh, so that to make such a general statement about the nature 

of burghal tenure is greatly to oversimplify a complex situation. 

Originally, all burgages were granted by the kingg or in 

the case of ecclesiastical or baronial burghs by the burgh 

overlord. Each burgage was held directly-of the burgh superior 

by its burgess tenant. Howeverg by the fourteenth century the 

picture of burgh tenure had grown much more complicated. Royal 

grants of land to institutions and persons outwith the burgh, 

and also grants and acquisitions of property by the burge3ses 

themselvest combined to create new forms of occupancy, often 

with services additional to those required by traditional burgage 

tenure* 

The earliest form of tenure consisted of a yearly rent, 

and the carrying out of certain services which contributed 

to the welfare of the burghq including watching the burgh by 

night and attending the burgh courts. The feudal-idea of 

service was thus not entirely absent from burgage tenure. It 

could be argued that these services were a condition of burgess- 

ship rather than of the tenure of a burgage, but the two were 

so closely related that such a distinction would probably not have 

been recognised at the time. 

With the granting of feu-ferme charters to the burghs in the 

fourteenth century, the annual payment from the burgage went to 

the burgh instead of the king who now received a fixed sum each 

year from the burgh. Howeverg this did not change the form of 

tenure, merely the recipient of the rent. The land was still held 

of the king in free burgage* In Aberdeen, after the grant of the 

feu-ferme charter in 1319, there are still grants of burgh lands 
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which refer to the rent or services owed to the king* 
43 

In ecdp-5%asý%-ý burghs such as Arbroath tenure was similert 

although the superior was the abbot or bishop instead of the 

king. The tenure of land in Arbroath was stated to be in free 

burgage or "as freely as any other burgess holds of us in our 

burgh". thus implying a uniformity of tenure within the burgh. 

The yearly render was higher then the king's ferme, ranging from 

12d to 18d* 44 

It was in fact the uniformity of tenure which differentiated 

landholding in the ecclesiastical and probably the baronial burghs 

from the king's burghs at this time. By the fourteenth century, 

there was a great variety of landlords in the kingts burghs and this 

was bounck to lead to different conditions of tenure, In the other 

burghsp however, there was only one superior lard pnd the tenure of 

all the burgages could remain basically the same. 

Ironically, it was the abbeys, those institutions whých held 

burghs where uniform tenure was the rulet which introduced into 

the king's burghs a type of tenure which differed most markedly 

from the others. As mentioned aboveg abbeys such as Arbroath made 

the provision of hospitality one of the services required for the 

right of inhabiting their property. As Arbroath had tofts in 

most burghst this type of service was to be found in many of the 

towns of Scotland. Even more unusual was the clause "saving to us 

the iusticia regalitatis and all other pleas we wish to hold in 

the said land% 45 It is difficult to determine how extensive was 

the jurisdiction which this phrase implied, but the use of the term 

regality seems to indicate that the abbey reserved the right to 

43. SRO, GD52/396; AUL, MS. M, 3909 Mass 10/18, Mass 10/26. 

44, Arb, Libv i. nos 3229 346; Arbe Lib*j iiq no, 13. 

45. Ibid. ig nos 2699 349; Ibidq ii, nos B. 14,409 44, 
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hear both criminal and civil causes relating to the land, 

The phrase only occurs in connection with those lands for 

which hospitality was a required serviceg suggesting that 

these were the lands originally obtained by royal grant and 

therefore perhaps free of burghal jurisdiction. There were 

also other restrictions placed on the tenure of these lands 

as the holders were not allowed to sell, pledge or grant them 

without the consent of the abbey, 
46 Thus any transfer of 

these lands presumably had to take place in an ecclesiastical 

court rather than a burgh court. This limited the participation 

of other burgesses in such transactionsg and served to emphasize 

the distinctive tenure by which the lands were held, 

This is not to say that the church and burgh were always in 

conflict over powers of jurisdiction, In some cases a compromise 

was reached. In the 1323 dispute between the burgesses and the 

abbot of Kelso the burgesses were held to have injured the abbot's 

authority. by making new burgesses themselves* Howeverg the 

importance of the burgh court was recognized as those burgesses 

elected by the abbot were to be presented in the burgh court and 
47 deemed "fit and sufficient" . It seems likely that similar 

compromises were reached over the question of land jurisdiction 

in the various burghso 

Land held of the church in the king's burghs was generally 

held in feu-ferme as were most lands outwith the burgh* However, 

the type of services differed. A money rent was usually the most 

important partq but services such as hospitality might also be 

46. Arb. Lib. 
1, 

i. no. 344. 

47, Kel. Lib. 9 i. no. 549. See aboveg ps 127. 
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required. As well as the annualrentf the king's ferme had 

also to be paidv so that tenants holding such lands were in 

fact paying two rents. By the fourteenth century the king's 

ferme was usually far less than the rent paid to the church and 

had probably become little more than a symbol of the ultimate 

feudal superiority of the crown* 

The rent paid to the church was a more utilitarian one. 

Although usually a cash sumq sometimes all or part of it was paid 

in kindq with the tenant providing wax for the light of the church 

or foodstuffs such as herring, 48 That there was an economic 

motive in charging a money rent is indicated by grants that take 

account of the rising value of land when improvements are made* 

In 1354 Scone Abbey granted to 3ohn and Andrew Mercer a land in 

Saddlerst Street in Perth. The first year that they held itq 

the Mercers were to build a housev then the following year they were 

to pay 3s 4d rent. The rent increased to 6s 8d in the third yeart 

to 10s in the fourth year, and by 3s 4d each year until it reached 

26s 8d in the ninth year from which time it remained static. The 

abbot ensured that he would receive the stipulated sums by imposing 

a penalty of L6 if the house was not erected by the ninth yearg 

this amount being equal to the total of the rents over the nine- 

year period. 
49 

Burgh land held of the nobility was also held at feu-ferme 

50 
and at a reasonable rentv varying from 30d to one mark. he 

burgh laws state that burgesses holding such lands were to be 

subject to the burgh officials in all civil cases so it seems 

safe to assume that they were responsible for the usual burgh 

48. Moray Req., v no. 160; Newb. Regop no. 736. 

49. Scone Liber, no. 72. The charging and accepting of a yearly- 
increasing rent also implies a faith in the growing prosperity of 
the burght Duncanq 'PerthIq 46. 

50. Pais. Rea., 374-5; SROO GD1/17/11; SR09 RH1/2/120; Moray Req... 

no. 232; Brachin ReQ. 9 iiq no. 404. 
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duties which accompanied the possession of a burgage, at least- 

if they wished to enjoy the privileges of burgess-ship. 

With the purchase and alienation of lands by the burgesses 

themselvesq the picture becomes increasingly complicated, 

Unfortunatelyq there is little evidence of the exact tenure of 

the lands. Where property was alienated a me the recipient 

would hold directly of the king. In grants made de me, the new 

tenant held of the granterg but it is not always clear who was 

responsible for the payment of the king's farms or the fulfilment 

of burgh duties. Those charters which do mention the king's 

ferms usually delegate the responsibility of the payment to the 

recipient of the grant. 
51 

Perhaps where such a clause was not 

included the payment continued to be made by the granter. 

As well as "free burgage"q burgh land could be held in feu 

and heritage, at will* for life or in free marriage. In land 

granted in feu and heritage, the recipient's successors would also 

enjoy the propertyq although there were sometimes restrictions 

on the successiong limiting it to those who were actually heirs 

of the body. 52 

Land held at the will of the granter does not seem to have 

been very common, It is unlikely that such an insecure form of 

tenure would have been very popular. One of the few examples 

is found in Glasgow where Emma Oulle held a tenement at the will 

of John de Govang burgess of Glasgow, for 3s rent, 
53 

Emma was 

probably not a burgess and it seems likely that this form of tenure 

may have been more usual among non-burgesses who generally held 

51. SROt GDIII/1/5/1; Fraserv Colquhoun.. ii, no. 18. 

52* RMS9 ig no. 760, 

53. Glas. Friars, no. 14. 
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their lands of the wealthier of the burgesses. Unfortunatelyt 

howeverv the sources remain silent about the terms on which 

most non-burgesses occupied their lands. 

Grants of land for life were also madeq although they were 

less common than grants in feu and heritage. Life grants were 

sometimes made to priests serving at parish church altars, as in 

a grant by Anna de Keloche to a priest in the parish church of 

Stirling in 1372,54 Women were also granted properties for life, 

perhaps due to the influence of the burgh laws which provided for 

the widow by ensuring that she was entitled to the flett, the 

inner half of the family hOUS81 for the rest of her life after 

her husband's death. Christina de Syresq whose husband Peter 

was granted a toft in Arbroath by the abbeyq was to enjoy tenancy 

for life if Peter predeceased her. Andrew Batt of Edinburgh 

granted a tenement to his wife for life in 1375,55 

Another form of burgh tenure was0free marriage". In cases 

where an individual married the daughter or sister of a burgess 

he might be granted land or rents to hold by such tenure. John 

Bryd of Perth was granted one mark annualrent in "free marriage" 

by his bride's brother William do Pol in 1321.56 As with grants 

made to the church "in free alms". no render was required in return. 

If there were no children of the marriagov howeverg the holding 

reverted to the granter. 

Tenure might also be granted for part of a landq as a 

slightly later example showse In 1411t John Whittong burgess 

of Edinburgh, granted to Martin Wright the whole fore part of his 

54* RMS9 i. no. 380. 

55. Leges Burnorumq c, 23; BL9 MS*Add* 33245t ff 137v - 138v; RMS, ij 
no, 625, 

56, NLS9 MS. 64859 no, 6, See Lanes Burnorumq c, 41, 
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tenement. 
57 Presumablyg burgess rights could not be obtained 

with such a grant unless the recipient also held other burgh 

lands as property equivalent to one burgage road was required. 

It is not clear whether or not by the fourteenth century 

an individual needed to hold his land directly of the king or 

burgh superior in order to enjoy burgess privileges. Perhaps 

as the burgh assumed more control over its own affairs, the 

important qualification for burgess-ship came to be the possession 

of land that would bind the burgess's interests to the burgh, and 

it did not matter so much of whom he held that land. Indeed, if 

a burgess's immediate superior was another burgess, this might 

tend to bring him even more into the burgh community. 

That an overall concept of burgh tenure existed and was 

recognized by the burgesses of the period is indicated in a grant 

of 1384. John Hossokq burgess of Invernassq granted a land in 

Inverness to William de Dunbarv burgess of Aberdeen. William was 

to hold the land "as freely as any burgage is held in the kingdom". 58 

Perhaps it was an achievement of the medieval mind that somehow 

all the gradations and variations of tenure could still form a 

unified wholev just as the different laws, customs9 and privileges 

of the different burghs did not detract from the central essence of 

the "burgh". "Burgage tenure" did existq but as an abstract concept 

rather than a legal definitionp and this is in keeping with the 

picture of the fourteenth-century burghs of Scotland# alike and yet 

each unique, 

By the fourteenth centuryq many burgesses had accumulated 

57. Camb. R2. cL. 9 no. 94. 

58, SR09 G0190/2/2. 
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enough wealth through trade and industry to be able to invest 

it elsewhere and diversify their interests. Here, land was to 

prove an attractive alternative source of wealth to the more 

traditional pursuits of the burgesses. 

Duncan notes the tendency to invest in land in the thirteenth 

century, but emphasizes rural propertyq largely ignoring a similar 

trend which was taking place within the burghs themselves. 59 In 

the fourteenth centuryv grants by burgesses to the church and 

inquisitions hold an the heirs' rights to succeed to their 

fatherts lands, show that certain burgesses were able to 

acquire a large number of urban properties. Usually these lands 

were spread throughout the burgh, Sometimes there might be an 

attempt to consolidate them, but this tended to occur more in 

connection with arable lands where such consolidation could 

greatly increase the value of the lands. 

It seems likely that it was the income which could come from 

renting out these properties which was the main incentive for 

acquiring them, although they also represented a source of capital 

which could be mobilised quickly through sale or pledge if required. 

The ownership of several burgages did not confer any more trading 

privileges than did the possession of a single burgages Status 

was gained much more through the holding of rural properties than 

of urban ones. Furthermore, in the commercial world of the 

burgh and of overseas enterprisesq the most useful sort of income 

was one of cash, such as burgh lands produced. It seems 

therefore highly possible that here might be found the beginnings 

59. Duncanq Scotland, 503, Investment in urban property also 
developed in England and Flanderst Postang Medieval Tradeq 
15; W* Prevenier, 'La Bourgeoisie en Flandre au XIII8 sidcle' 
in Studia Historia Gandensia (1979)t 409. 
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of the development of a rentier classp 
60 

although the evidence 

is too patchy to determine whether or not there were some 

burgesses who derived their entire income from rents. 

The ownership of large amounts of burgh land was not a 

phenomenon confined to a few of the larger burghs. Such 

landholders were to be found in Dundeaq Roxburgh, Berwickq 

Irvine, Edinburghq Aberdeen, Perthq Stirlingg Glasgowq Elging 

Ayr and Inverness. If the documents had survived they would 

probably be recorded elsewhere as well. 

One of the best examples of these burgesses is John Crab 

of Aberdeen. His interests included a land in Upparkirkgate, 

some booths in Gallowgate, two lands in Netherkirkgate, one in 

Castlegate, one in Shiprowq four in the Green and various other landsq 

as well as his extensive holdings in the croft territories, In a 

1382 grant to the Carmelites, many of his burgh holdings were 

listed. 61 The rents from them totalled L9 4s, and varied from 

40d to 2 merks. Some of the lands were apparently his and were 

rented to tenants while others appear to have been hold by him of 

others and then sublet. Thusq the apothecary's booths on 

Gallowgatev and one of the Netherkirkgate properties on which he 

had just newly built seem to represent an investment in the lands 

to make them more profitableg while the 2 marks rent from a land 

in Castlegate which he held of William Reid presumably was sublet 

by Crabq unless he lived there himself, A land in the Green may 

have been granted by Crab to Thomas Reid for an annual render of 

at least 8s, and then rented by Reid to Nicholas de Etaleq as Crab 

60. Similar evidence exists for the development of a rentier class 
in Bury St. Edmunds at about this time, Robert S. Gottfriedt 
Bury St. Edmunds and the Urban Crisis: 1290-1539 (Princetang 
1982)9 136-43, 

61. Maýp i. no. 682. 
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was able to pledge an Ss rent from this land, although it is 

also possible that Thomas had earlier granted an annualrent 

. to him. 

The tenants of these lands included both burgesses and 

non-burgesses. Thomas Reid was a burgess and if he did indeed 

sublet his land he might represent less wealthy burgesses who 

entered the urban investment market by leasing land to rent out 

rather than actually purchasing it. Whether the subletter then 

paid the part of the rent due to the chief lord of the property 

directly to him or as part of the payment to his immediate 

superior is not clear. 

In a number of charters, booths are included among the 

possessions listed. Ageing this suggests an investment in the 

commercial use of the property. Booths could be rented to merchants 

or craftsmen after they had been built by the owner of the land, and 

if they were conveniently -si. 
led near the market, there would 

probably be no shortage of takers. For a burgess whose own 

burgage was not so ideally-sitedg the renting of such a booth 

would represent a cheaper alternative to purchasing a burgage 

nearer the marketv while for a non-burgess such an arrangement 

might be the only way in which he could obtain a permanent place 

in an area surrounded by burgages. Certainly, Richard son of 

Johng burgess of Elgin, seems to have invested in the building 

of booths, constructing thirteen of them in the market of the 

burgh. John Wigmer of Edinburgh was able to grant 13s 4d 

annualrent to the altar of the Virgin in St. Giles from his booths. 62 

It cannot be determined if the rents granted to the church from 

62,, Moray Req,, no. 242; St, Giles Req. 0 no. 156. 
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these properties represented the entire income from the lands, 

but 
C' 

even if they did not, the amounts involved in some of the 

grants are considerable and would form a sizeable contribution 

to the wealth of their owners. The rents from the properties 

of Andrew Leiper of Edinburgh totalled L14 ls, In this case, 

the figure probably represented the true worth of the rentsv as 

they were being confirmed to him by the king. An inquisition 

in Edinburgh in 1405 found that Adam Forrester had died seised 

in rents worth L17.63 Elsewhere, the evidence comes from 

church grants and may not reflect the true income of the holderst 

but it is interesting to note that there is a rough correlation 

between the amounts and the probable prosperity of the burghs. 

The smallest figures come from Glasgow, Stirling and Irvine, 

the medium ones from Ayrq Aberdeen and Elgin, and the largest 

ones from Perth and Edinburgh. 
64 

While too much reliance must 

not be placed on such a correlationg which is based on very few 

documents, the figures may be useful if taken in conjunction with 

others as a general indication of the degree of prosperity of the 

various burghs, 

The lack of evidence makes it difficult to determine how 

prominent many of these landholders wereq but it seems that the 

ownership of large number of properties did not necessarily result 

in a great amount of involvement in burgh affairs. While some 

of the landholders such as Adam Forrestarg Roger Hogg and John 

Mercer were among the most important burgesses of the period, 

others such as John de Kilmarnock of Ayrq Thomas Baxter of Irvine, 

63, St Giles Req.,, nos 25,28. 

64# The rents from the various burghs were: Glasgow. - 219 4d; 
Stirling - 25s 6d; Irvine - 37s 10d; Ayr - 50s 9d; Aberdeen 
56s 4dq 50s 9d# 66s Bdq 80s, 197s 4d; Elgin - 100s; Perth - 
133s 4d; Edinburgh - 74s 4dq 168s, 198s, 200st 281s. 
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Thomas Boners of Aberdeen and William . Pop of Elgin, 65 
appear in 

the records only by virtue of the properties they held. 

From their very beginningt many burghs had extended their 

influence far outside the burghal boundaries through the trading 

privileges which they were granted over specific areasq in many 

cases an entire sheriffdom. But the extension of burghal 

influence could take other formsq and one of these was the 

ownership of land. 

The farming activities of the early burgesses meant that 

land was needed by the burgh for the growing of crops and the 

pasturing of animals# as well as to supply peats for fuel and 

timber for building. The burgh therefore was given an allotment 

of land# outwith the boundaries of the burgagesq 
which was given 

over to agricultural pursuits. The terra Prepositure found beside 

the northern burghs of Elgin, Invernesst Banffg Cullen and Forresq 

the "Borumore" of Edinburghq the burgess acres of Ayr and the 

croft territories of Aberdeen all represented the agricultural 

holdings of these burghs. 66 With the exception of Ayr# 
67 there 

is no indication of any rent paid to the king for these early 

burgh lands, and as they were therefore of little financial 

interest to the crown, it seems likely that their administration 

was entrusted to the burgesses at an early date. 

Often the king granted additional lands to a burgh after it 

had been established for some time. Usually the grant was 

65. Ayr Friars. 9 no. 12;. Irvine Munimentst 123-4; Abdn. Ran., 1.71-2; 

, 
Moray Req,., no. 241. 

66. Abdn. Recs., lxxviii; SR09 GD52/1033; RMS9 iq no. 262; Dunlopq 
Ayr, 11; AUL9 MS. M. 390t Mass 10/11. See Fox, 'Urban Development', 
80, for a map of Stirling's holdings. The lands granted to Ayr 
comprised about 2300 acresq DoddqtAyrIq 318. 

67* Ayr Chrs,., no, 1, The burgesses paid an a6gmented rent of 12d for 
each burgage and the six acres of land pertaining to it. 
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stated to be "for the support! ' of the burghp leading Mackenzie 

to suggest that it was intended to replace the need for taxation 

to pay for local administration. 
68 

The revenue from these 

lands might therefore represent the origin of "the common good". 

William I granted the land of "Croc" to the burgesses of 

Inverkeithing and the Burgh Haugh to Invernessq while the five 

pennylands of Kyle were granted to Ayr by Alexander II in-1236. 

Such grants continued in the fourteenth century and were 

sometimes included in the feu-ferme charters to the burghs. 

In 1313 Robert I granted the care and custody of the forest 

of Stocket to the burgesses of Aberdeen and in 1319 the 

forest was included in the possessions which they were to 

hold in f9u fOrme- 
69 

The way in which these lands were used varied depending on 

their nature, Pastoral and waste land were given over to common 

Use* Here the burgesses could pasture their animalst probably 

under the supervision of a common hard as at Aberdeen in 1399.70 

In Glasgowq this terra communis was divided into three parts, 

with one probably used mainly for winter fodderl another for 

summer grazing and the third for timber and fuel, 71 
In some 

burghs, the right to resources such as peat and wood might also 

be granted from lands not actually belonging to the burgh. 72 

Lying closer to the burgh was the terracampestriiq the 

arable land* This land was usually divided up between the 

68, Mackenziep Burahsq 160-1. 

69* RRSO ii, nos 1029 213; Ayr Chrs. 9 no. 5; Abdn. Chr.., nos 69 B. 

70. Abdn. Rees., 91-2, 

71. Gibb, Glasoow, 32. It has been suggested that the tri-partite 
open field system of Anglo-Saxon England may have influenced some- 
Scottish burghsq John Romanesp 'The Land System of the Scottish 

.,, x1vii (1935). 1149 11S9 119, See map in Gibb, Burghl in OR 
Glasnow. 27, 

72, Peebles Rees, *, no. 3, 
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burgesses, with each individual being allocated a certain 

number of rigs scattered throughout the area, The rigs 

averaged about 200 metres in length and 5 metres in width, 

although topographical features could result in wide variation. 

Four rigs usually made an acrei giving the burgesses of Ayr 

each 24 rigs pertaining to their burgages, In Elgin in 1351, 

eight acres of the terra Prepositure were stated to be annexed 

to two pieces of burgage land within the burgh, 73 
In early 

timesq the system of run-rig was apparently used, the rigs 

being reallocated at intervals to provide equal access for 

all to land of different quality, By the fourteenth century, 

this system had disappeared in many, if not a119 burghs, and 

had been replaced by the permanent ownership of specific rigs. 
74 

In Elgin, it appears that the holding of arable land was 

still connected with the possession of a burgageg but in some 

other burghs this relationship was no longer in force. This 

situation is particularly clearly illustrated in the case of 

Aberdeen. Here the alienation of craft lands as complete 

properties in themselves strongly resembled the alienation cf 

property within the burgh, with crafts being soldv granted and 

pledged in the same manner as burgages, Several of those 

burgesses who were prominent landholders seem to have had an 

equal interest in the craft territoriest John Crab being the 

prime example* He had considerable holdings in the craft 

territory of the Danburn to the west of the burghv amounting 

to twenty-two pieces of land in 1350, as well as lands in the 

craft territory of the Gallowgate to the north. The Crabstane, 

73. Moray Ren. no. 232. 

74, Gibbp Glasnow. 29-31; Glas, Friarsq no, 14, 
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lying west of the Denburng was probably named after him* 
75 

Adam Pingle acquired three crafts at the end of the Gallowgate 

from his co-burgesses, one of them probably being the 

"Aediepingle Croft" shown in P, J, Anderson's conjectural 

map at the back of Charters and Other Writs of the Royal Burqh 

of Aberdeen. This craft was mentioned in a document of 1363 

which is now no longer extant but which was listed in an 

inventory of 1617. Adam also had a craft in the Denburn 

territory* 
76 John Softelaw had two crafts in the Gallowgate 

and one in the Footdae (Futy) craft territory, That Aberdeen 

was not unique is shown by a 1348 grant to the Friars Preachers 

of Ayr by John de Kilmarnock which included 64 acres of land from 

the burgh territory* 77 
As with the lands within the burghp many 

of these lands were rented to other burgesses or burgh inhabitants* 

As well as common lands, the fishings which pertained to the 

burgh might also be leased to individual burgesseaq sometimes in 

shares as small as 1/32 of a net. In 1399 the fishings of 

Aberdeen included"the Raikl; leased at 60J merksv"Mid Chingle" 

at 24 merkst "Pat" at 30 merksq "Fords" at 37J marks and the 

north water (River Dan) which was leased in parts to forty-one 

men at amounts varying from 13s gd to 55s for a total of L44. 

Similarlyq millsp if part of the burgh propertyq could be leased 

to individuals# In 13989 Aberdeen leased half of a mill to two 

burgesses. 
78 

75. RR59 vi,, no, 260, The Crabstane is referred to in 1421, AUL9 
MS. M. 390, Mass 1/13, 

76. Aberdeen Friars, 18; AUL9 MS. M. 3909 Mass 16/18, 

77, 
' 
Abdn, Reg 

'q 
iiq 283-4; Ayr Friars, p no. 12. 

78. Abdn. Recs., 169,1709 1719 84, These same fishings were 
leased to individual burgesses until 15519 Munic. Co Lorp 
(Scotland , 18359 14. 
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The only detailed information on the leasing of burgh 

property to individuals in this period comes from Aberdeen, 

but that the practice was commonplace is implied by an 

article in the Articuli Inquirendi which asked if there had 

been just setting and return of the common good and account 

made to the community* 
79 As was appropriate to the money- 

based'economy of the burghsq it was thought that the best way 

to make use of the lands granted to the community for its 

common good was to rent them and thus provide a cash income 

for the burgh, Howeverg the burgesses of the fourteenth 

century seem to have shown more foresight than their 

successors who later indulged in the large-scale feuing of 

the burgh lands. Firstly, they rarely leased the land on 

other than short-term leases. Three years was the usual 

length for a lease in Aberdeeng thus anticipating an Act of 

Parliament nearly one hundred years later in 1491 which laid 

down that no burgh land was to be let for more than three 

years. 
80 Secondly, the rights of the burgesses were often 

safeguarded in such leases, Thus when Aberdeen let the 

township of Rubislaw which it had acquired in 1379 to William 

Chalmer for three years in 1399 for an annualrent of L39 

a provision was included that the inhabitants of the burgh 

should continue to have common pasture for their animals there 

as they had been accustomed, 
81 

The lands of the burgh territory, if divided among the 

burgesses, were held as were the burgages within the burghl and 

79* Articuli Inquirendi, c. 42. 

80. Mackenziet Burqhst 165, 

81. Abdn. Recs., 167, 



their burgess holders were equally free to alienate them. 

The crafts of Aberdeen figure frequently among the property 

transactions of the burght and it is apparent that for some 

craft-owners at least the crafts had become less important for 

their agricultural potential than for their value in terms of 

capital. In some casest they were even divided and rented 

to more than one tenant, The land of Laurence de Futy, 

burgess of Aberdeen# in the Oenburn territaryt was held of 

him partly by Thomas de Mar and partly by William Chalmer in 

1399,82 Those burgesses who had several holdings in the 

burgh territory could make a sizeable income from renting the 

landst although some may also have directly exploited part of 

their property* A grant to the Friars Preachersof Glasgow by 

John de Govan included one rig in the field of Broomielaw which 

yielded Ss rentp three rigs in the field of 'Ile Croupis" for 

which 30d rent was paidq and also seven rigs in the Broomielaw 

for which no rent was specified, 
83 Perhaps John had used 

these lands himself as there is no tenant named as having held 

the lands of him. Howeverv whether or not the burgess owners 

of the lands did exploit them directly, most of the lands would 

probably be used for agricultural purposesq and in this way the 

burghs' connection with farming would be continued. 

The holding of the common lands by the burgesses meant that 

the burghal system of land tenure was extended to property outwith 

82* AULI MS. M, 3909 Mass 1/11. 

83. Glas. Friars, no. 14. 

175. 
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the burgh proper. Such was not the case with lands beyond the 

immediate jurisdiction of the burghq howeverv and it was through 

the steadily increasing possession of such properties that many 

burgesses became partially integrated into the feudal system of 

landholding which prevailed outwith the burghs. 84 

As Duncan has pointed outq there was little investment 

needed in burgh industry during the medieval period and therefore 

land provided an alternative. 
65 The charters reveal little of 

the motives for the acquisition of country propertyt but it is 

likely that these varied* Financial gain would result from 

renting portions of the land and/or from selling the produce 

in a market where the landlord enjoyed several privileges 

86 
including freedom from tolls* Land could be used as 

collateral for business enterprises. It could be exchanged 

for other landsp If pledged to a creditor# it could provide 

the interest on a debt. Andq an a less business-like noteg 

it provided status, enabling the burgess to mix and marry with 

landowning families on a basis of equality. 

As with the burgh lands there were several ways of acquiring 

such lands* Royal grants accounted for some acquisitions, 
87 

usually being bestowed an fairly prominent meng but perhaps most 

common were grants by lay lards. The status of these granters 

84. This expansion of the town into the countryside by individuals 
was also a feature of fourteenth-century Flandersv Nicholasq 
Town and Countryside, 12. 

85. Duncant Scotland, 503. A similar situation existed in England, 
althoughý by this time the cloth industry in the countryside 
probably provided opportunities for burgess investorsq Carus- 
Wilsong Medieval Merchant. 79. 

86. Such lands were also free from the collective restraints 
imposed by the burgh on its own agricultural lands, Georges 
Dubyj Rural Economy and Country Life in the Medieval West, 
trans Cynthia Postan (Londonq 1968). 150, 

87* For example, A. B. Ill 9 11,136n; BZLE6 iq nos 733,7399 746. 
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ranged from powerful national figures to local landowners. 

It seems likely though that similar reasons motivated most 

of them in the alienation of some of their lands. The burgesses 

had the cash needed for the purchase of luxuries befitting noble 

statust and the sale of land provided a quick way of obtaining 

money for a landowner whose rents were paid mostly if not wholly 

in kind. Not only were-the burgesses thus beginning to participate 

actively in the feudal systemg but the lords were being introduced 

to the cash-based market economy. 

The reasons for grants of land were many. Often "service" 

was cited as the motive# although this applied mainly to royal 

and church grants. A number of the more prominent burgesses 

of the kingdom were involved in such services to the crown as 

the negotiations of David II's ransomp journeys abroad to arrange 

commercial treaties with Scotland's trading partners, and 

participation in royal government through fulfilling the duties 

of various crown officials. 
Be The church also rewarded service 

with land grants* Scone Abbey gave John Mercer the lands of 

Kincerrathie for his help at the time of their obtaining of the 

church of Blairgowriev while Adam Forrester was granted the land 

of Fingesk by the bishop of Aberdeen for help which was not 

specified but may have been his aid to the bishop in a dispute with 

John Frasert lard of Forgleng over the second tithes of the 

wardship of the land of Meldrum, 89 

In one case it seems that practical considerations may have 

dictated this form of reward. Robert I granted Peter de Spalding, 

88. See below, pp 269-73. 

89. Scone Liberg no. 77; NLS9 Adv. MS. 30.5,26, f, 18; Abdn. Req., 
iq 171, 

#I 
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burgess of Berwickv who had betrayed the town to the king in 

1318p the lands of "Ballourthy" and "Petmethy" in the 

sheriffdom of Forfart 90 
sufficiently far removed from those 

burgesses of Berwick who might harbour hard feelings against 

Peter. 

Lands were sometimes granted in exchange for other lands 

or, in the case of some royal charters, for a previous money 

grant. Several royal grants of revenues from the burgh fermes 

were made with the condition that the king would later infeft 

the holder in lands rendering an income of equal value, 
91 

Other royal charters involved an actual exchange of lands. 

In 1319 Robert I granted Elena de Quarantley the lands of 

"Belston" and "Grunley" in the forest of Mauldslie in Lanarkshire 

in exchange for her property in the burgh of Lanark, 92 
The 

grant to Peter de Spalding was made in exchange for all his lands 

in Berwick* 

Among the lay lordsq the payment of debts was a common 

motive for the alienation of landsp whether by sale* grant or 

pledgee In 1331 Malcolm de Findont lord of Findon, granted to 

Nicholas de Lidellq burgess of Aberdeeng his lands of "Athinwyokis" 

in the sheriffdom of the Mearns in return for a payment of 27 

marks sterling* John de Tulch of Aberdeen gained possession of 

the land of Cults when it was pledged to him by William of Meldrum, 93 

Land might also be leased for a certain number of years. Alexander 

Abercromby of Murthlie leased certain lands to John Mercer for 

eight years for L40.94 Pledges could result in life-long possession. 

90. Chron. Lanercost. 234-5; Fraser, Southesk, iiq no, 31, 
91, RMS9 iq nos 646,648. 

92, Ibid il no, 76, 
ýq 

93* SR09 GD52/395; RRS, vi, no. 8; SROf G052/395, 
94. Chron. Perth, 1, 
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In 1375 John McKelly pledged the lands of Echline in the 

sheriffdom of Edinburgh to John de Cairnst burgess of 

Linlithgowq to hold until McKelly paid LBO, The land 

was still held by the Cairns family in the 1420s, 95 

Unfortunatelyp the records for most pledged lands are not 

very complete so it is impossible to determine how often they 

were redeemed but it seems likely that some of the grants of 

lands may have been the result of earlier pledges, 

Marriage was another avenue to the acquisition of lands 

and by the fourteenth century it seems that burgess status, 

especially if it was accompanied by wealthq was no barrier 

to intermarriage with the daughters of the landowning class. 

Of marriage between landowners' sons and the daughters of burgesses 

there is less evidence, but this need not necessarily indicate that 

such alliances were rareq as the burgh origin of the wife would 

not usually be recorded in the documents in which she might 

appearg unless they related specifically to burgh lands in 

her possession. A grant by Robert III in 1392 to William 

Dubrelle of all the lands which Elena Tollare had held in 

the burgh of Inverkeithing before she married William 96 
implies 

a burgh origin for Elena. In other cases, the financial 

contribution brought to the marriage by the daughter of a 

burgess might be in the form of money rather than land, with 

the result that her consent would not be required for the 

alienation of property and that therefore her existence would 

be unlikely to be recorded. 

Burgesses marrying into landowning families might acquire land 

95* NLSq Adv. MS. 80.4.15, f. 82. 

96, RMS9 iq no, 846, 
it ý 
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through it being granted as a marriage portion by the bride's 

father or through the wife being an heiress to her father's 

lands. Adam Pingle of Aberdeen married Marjorie Blackwater 

-and as a result gained joint possession with his wife of the 

lands of "Knock and Gelestan" in the sheriffdom of Kincardins. 

John Mercer apparently married into the family of Tullibardine 

and by 1352 he had acquired the lands which the earl of 

Sutherland had granted to the late Sir William Murray of 

Tullibardine. William de Spensq burgess of Pertht married- 

Isabel Campbellv daughter of Duncan Campbell and heiress to 

the lands of Drummondq Bohappleg Glendouglas and Tarberte On 

a smaller scale was the acquisition of a third of a carrucate 

in the town of Upper Lamberton by Adam de Melvillev burgess of 

Linlithgowq when he married Elizabeth, one of three daughters of 

Henry del Orchar . 
97 

Lands outwith the burgh could also be acquired from other 

burgesses* Adam de Melville of Linlithgow sold the land in 

Upper Lamberton to John de Raynton, burgess of Serwickq in 1332. 

In the 1390s Thomas Ki: ýmýa4, j of Aberdeen was granted land of 

"Athquharthy" in the lordship of Findon by his co-burgess William 

do Chalmero 
98 Grants of such lands from father to son were also 

common. William Chalmer granted the lands of Methlick to his son 

Thomas in 14009 while John Crab granted his son Paul the land of 

Kincorth which had been pledged to John by the abbot of Arbroath. 99 

In both casesq the recipient was apparently a younger son and 

therefore a specific grant to him was necessary if his elder 

97. 

98. 
99* 

A9 111.9 iiiq 73-4; Fraser, Sutherland, Uig noo 16; RMS9 iiq =14 ý'ý-L no* 187; SR09 G052/1031o Mercer is s3i-ý to have married Ada 
Murrayq daughter of Sir William Murray of Tullibardine, Robert 
Scott Fittis, The Mercers of Innerpeffray and Inchbreakie from 

I 1400 to 1513 . (P=rth# 1877)9 1. For the Spens marriage, see David 
Sellar, 15pens Family Heraldry$ in Notes and Queries of Society 
for West Highland and Island Historical Researchpno, xxii (Dec. 19U), 

SRO, GD52/1031; A. S. Call. 272 
SRO, GD33/36/3; Abdn. Req.: iiq 286-7, 

u 0* 



brother was not to inherit the property, 

The tenure by which these lands were held was usually feudal 

and the grants show many characteristics of feudalism. Adam 

Pingle held the lands of "Knock and Gel8Stan" for services 

including three headcourt suits while John d8 Raynton. son of 

John de Rayntong burgess of Berwickv held the lands of 

Billie in Berwickshire for the payment of a rose upon the 

feast of St. James the Apostle and 8s sterling to the lard 

of Bonkle with ward and customary suits of court at Sonkle. 100 

Even when land passed to a burgess in the form of a pledge which 

might mean that he enjoyed only temporary possessiong services 

such as suit of court might be required. John de Cairns was to 

hold the land pledged to him by John McKelly in chief of John do 

Dundasp lord of Dundasq rendering service and suit of court until 

McKelly repaid the money. 
101 

Many of the lands were granted in blencheý-fsrme with the 

raddendo being only Id if asked. In 1359, Thomas, earl of Mar, 

granted William de Leith of Aberdeen the lands of Rothensq 

"Harabogge" and "Blakeboggys" in the regality of Garioch for ld 

in blanche-fermeq while in 1351 John Crab was granted by Adam de 

Gardropaq lord of Rubislaw, all the lands in his lordship of 

Denburn for one pair of white Parisian gloves or 2d silver. 
102 

Blenche-ferme grants seem usually to have been made to the 

more prominent burgesses of the period. Others might be 

expected to render various services due to the feudal superior. 

100, Aj, 111.9 iiq 73-4; HMC, Milna Home, 222(2), 

101, NLSp Adve MS*80,4915t f*82* 

102* RRS9 vig no. 224; AUL9 MS. M, 390, Mass 10/27. 

lei,, 

I 
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Peter de Spalding was responsible for the portion of knight 

service due from the lands granted to him by Robert It while 

John de Raynton the son was to render homage and other 

customary services to Thomas, earl of Angust for the lands 

of Billie. Walter de Abarda1gyt burgess of Ayrq who was 

granted lands both within and outwith the burgh of Ayr by 

Robert 19 rendered both burgh farms and the customary services 

pertaining to the non-burghal lands. 103 

Forinsec service to the king was a responsibility specified 

in several grantsq and was combined with various types of tenure. 

Duncan Kimbdyq burgess of Aberdeen, was granted lands in feu-fermet 

saving forinsec service to the king, circa 1317, while William 

Pilchq burgess of Invernessq who was granted lands in Inveralyne 

in blenche-fermaq also rendered forinsec service. Nicholas de 

Lidell of Aberdeen held his lands in Findon for 15s annually and 

forsinec service* 
104 

Some lands were held for what appears to be an economic rent. 

John Mercer rendered 53s 4d to Scone Abbey for the land of 

Kincarrathiep although he had ten years in which to build on the 

land before paying rent. William Chalmer paid ten marks per year 

for the barony of Murtle granted to him by the bishop of Aberdeen 

in 13889 while Patrick Forrester# burgess of Dundeepaid 40s for 

his lands in Fife. 
105 

Economic rents were especially common in one situation - when 

the grant of land was made by the community of a burgh, As with 

their urban landsv a number of burgesses made grants of a country 

103. Frasert Southaskv iiq no* 31: HMC, Milne Home, 272(l); RMS9 is 
no. 43. 

104. Fraserg Fresers of Philarthy no. 2; Fraserp Grant, iii, no. 15; 
RRS9 vig no, 8, 

105. Scone Liber, no, 77; Abdn. Req., 1,183; RMS9 i# no. 8349 
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property to an altar of the burgh church. Responsibility for 

maintaining the grant generally passed to the burgh after the 

granter's death* The most effective way for the burgh to carry 

out the wishes of the granter was to grant the land to another 

burgess in return for an annual rent which would then be applied 

to the altar* A clear example of this occurred in Edinburgh in 

the 1360s and 1370s, John de Allincrumv burgess of Edinburghp 

granted his lands of Craigcrook to the altar of the Virgin Mary 

in St. Giles. In 1377, the community of the burgh granted 

Craigcrook to Patrick and John Leiperq burgesses of Edinburgh, 

in return for an annual payment of L6 6s 4d to the communityq to 

be used to maintain the altar, 
106 

As well as responsibilities, various privileges might 

accompany the land grants, William Chalmer was granted lands 

in the sheriffdom of Forfar by Hugh Fraserg lord of Kinneil, 

circa 13909 with his heirs being allowed successively to have 

free entry without licence on payment of 20s. John Mercer was 

given the right to grind his corn freely at. the mill of 

Kincarrathie* 
107 

Lack of evidence makes it difficult to determine what effect 

the ownership of country property had on the burgesses$ place 

of residence as there are few references to burgesses actually 

inhabiting specific lands, However, it seems quite lik8ly that 

many continued to live in the burgh. Certainlyt several of the 

early charters to the burghs laid stress on residence in the burgh 

as a pre-requisite for the enjoyment of burgess privileges, 
108 In 

106. St Giles Req., nos 89 14. 

107. Fraser, Southesk ii, no, 47; Scans Liber, no. 77, 

108, Lanark Racs., no. 2; RRS9 ii, no. 475; Duncan, Scotlandp 480. 
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most casesp the lands acquired were fairly close to the burgh 

in which the now owner held his burgagev and could probably be 

reached fairly easily when necessary. This was very notable 

in Edinburgh where many of the country properties held by the 

burgesses are now included within the modern boundary of the 

city. Men such as William Chalmer in Aberdeen and John Gill 

in Perth continued to be active in burgh life even after the 

acquisition of several rural properties and their frequent 

presence in the records suggests that they perhaps continued 

to live in the burgh* Roger Hogg of Edinburgh had a number of 

lands outwith the burgh, butg according to a charter of 13639 

inhabited a tenement in Edinburgh, 109 

Not all burgesses did live in the burghs by the fourteenth 

centuryt however. Some may have divided their time between 

their country estates and the burghv while the fact that some 

preferred their country lands is suggested by a 1317 list of 

Aberdeen burgesses rure manentes. 
111) There are thirty-S8ven 

nameaq a number which probably represented a sizeable 

proportion of the burgess population. However, this may 

have been an exceptionally large number because of the 

troubled times through which the kingdom and burgh had passed, 

and as peace returnedq and with it the likelihood that the 

burgh would not be attackedq many burgesses may have returned 

to take up residence in the burgh, Thirteen of the names are 

scored throughq and it may be that these were men who had 

returned, although the lack of burgh records until 1398 means 

109. RMS9 ip no. 164. 

110. Abdn. R_ecs., 15-16. 
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that this cannot be ascertained, It is possible also that 

they went elsewhere, that they forfeited their burgess 

privileges in some way# or that they had died, In some 

other burghs the residence requirement seems to have been 

less strictly observed as in 1359 two burgesses of Dundee 

who were described as extramenencium apparently did not even 

have any possessions in the burgh. ill 
Perhaps here were the 

first traces of the development of a burgess status based entirely 

an the payment of a fee rather than on the holding of a burgage. 

If so, the problems which could arise from this situation also 

made themselves felt at an early stagep for the debts of these 

two men could not be recovered as they had no possessions within 

the burgh or within the sheriffdom, 

The problems of non-residenceg however, seem to have become 

more prominent in the fifteenth centuryt especially with the increase 

of the practice of creating honorary burgesses. It seems that 

most burgesses who held country lands in the fourteenth century 

were able to combine the two roles of burgess and feudal 

landholder. Even men such as Adam Forrester whose properties 

were to be found widely scattered over the sheriffdoms of 

Edinburghq Perth and Forfar# still devoted time to burgh affairs. 

This ability to reconcile landholding within and outwith the burgh 

had important ramifications, for by bringing country properties 

under the control of men used to a commercially-based economy, 

it had the dual effect of introducing burgh ways to the country 

and the ways of the country to the burgh. Through the land- 

holding of the burgesses, the burgh and the rest of the kingdom 

were brought even closer, 

111. ERt ig 593, 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

TR ADE 

At the heart of the Scottish medieval burgh stood the 

market-crossq symbolising the king's peace which protected the 

trade of the town. Here was the place where the activity 

crucial to the existence of the burgh was carried on. Nor 

was the importance of the market confined to those living 

within the burghq for it served as "the focus of attention 

for indwellers and outsiders alike". 
' 

The burgh market 

provided a link which joined the burgh to the surrounding 

countrysideq andq in many burghs, gave the population a role 

in the international trade of the kingdom. 

Due to the nature of the surviving recordsq most of which 

are concerned with the royal revenues rather than the details 

of burgh lifeg more evidence exists for the international 

trade which provided customs revenue for the kingg then for 

the local trade which played an important role in the lives of 

the burgh inhabitants* Furthermorev by the time burgh accounts 

begin to appear in the Exchequer recordsp several of the burghs 

had leased their fermes from the chamberlain and therefore 

recorded only the amount of the lease. Even those burghs 

which accounted for a different amount each year usually 

recorded only the total from burgage rents, court fees, patty 

1. Berrowq, Kingship and Unity, 95. That trade was regarded as 
a central activity is implied by the Regiam Maiestatem which 
stated that a burgess's heir was of age when he could number 
silver or measure cloth with an ell-wandq Reniam Majestatem in 
Ancient BUrqh Lawsq c. 35. The importance of trade to the burgh 
was recognized by at least one fourteenth-century turiterg 
Satesong 'Scottish King's Household', 14, 
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customs, and all other sources of revenuev so that the amount 

contributed by market tolls cannot be determined. 2 
The lack 

of evidencev howevert does not necessarily imply a lack of 

local trade, For the inland burghs especially it must have 

been the case as for their English counterparts that "what 

provided the basis of most towns' livelihood was not the cake 

of overseas commerce but the bread and butter of distribution 

and marketing for the surrounding region". 
3 

The charters granted to various burghs reveal something 

of the nature of this local trade, Most of the early charters 

are largely concerned with commercial matters, granting 

privileges to stimulate the growth of trade in the burgh. 

Royal policy from the time of David I was to make the burghs 

the commercial centres of the country and this was done by 

restricting the establishment of markets to the burghs. The 

importance attached to the market by the burgesses was shown 

in the years 1303-1307 when the royal burghs petitioned 

Edward 19 who ruled the country at that time, not to allow 

markets to be held anywhere except in the burghs. 4 

2, ER9 it 59t 619 629 65. There are a few exceptions, In 13429 
Perth's petty customs amounted to just under L3t ER9 it 484* 
In the 1380sq Dumbarton was able to pay a L2 pension from its 
petty customsp ER, iiit 199 619 74. In 13999 Aberdeen leased 
its petty customs for L14 6s 8d, Abdn. RecS,., 191, 

3, Reynolds, English Towns, 59. For the importance of regional 
trade to one such burgh, see Simpson, Forfar, 1-2.59 20. 
Inland burghs also benefited from those from coastal burghs 
bringing fish and salt,, Donaldsong Shaping of a Nation, 202, 

4. Grant, Economic Dev., 368. In Englandq markets uere not 
restricted to boroughs, In Scotlandq Grechin was the only 
non-burghal market for much of the fourteenth century and it 
had to struggle to maintain its privileges,. LRS9 vit nos 1200 
3349 369; Brach. Req., i. nos S. 16. See also David Boath 
Thoms, The Council of Brachin: A Study in Local Government 
(Brechin, 1977), 5-8. Langton was given marke! privileges in 
1394, George Prydeq The Burqhs of Scot_land: a critical list 
(London, 1965). 47. 
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Many of the burgh charters granted by the Scottish kings 

gave the burgh a monopoly on trade and cloth manufacture in a 

certain areaq known as the burgh's "liberty". Unlike their 

counterparts in England and the Continent, the Scottish burghs 

continued to enjoy these monopolies throughout the later 

Middle Ages. 
5 These liberties could be very larget sometimes 

corresponding to the sheriffdom of which a burgh was the caput, 
6 

Foreign merchants could only buy the produce of these areas from 

the burgesses in the appropriate burgh, and those living in the 

liberty who had goods to sell had first to present them at the 

burgh market* In 1363 David II gave the burgesses of Inverksithing 

the power to enforce their trading monopoly by granting them the 

right to arrest anyone trading in the burgh liberty to their 

prejudiceg and in 1397 a similar right was confirmed to the 

burgesses of Perth by Robert III, The records of Aberdeen show 

the vigilance of the burgesses there in protecting their trading 

7 
monopoly in the late fourteenth century. 

The concentration of trade in the burghs had several 

advantages for the burgesses. It probably made trade more 

secure by causing the sellers to bring their goods to what 

was usually the most settled place in the area.,, It ensured 

the supply of food and fuel in which many burghs were not self- 

sufficientt and at prices which were under the burgessest control. 

The rural people coming to the burgh also provided a market for 

5. Ballardq 'Theory of the Burghl, 23, 

6, For exampleg Perth and Invernessq Theodora Keith, 'The Trading 
Privileges of the Royal Burghs of Scotland' in The English 
Historical Review. xxviii (1913)9 455. For a conjectural map 
of the trading liberties, see Houston, IThe Scottish Burghtv 
116. 

7. RRS, vig no 30S; SL9 BS9/23/6; Abdn. RecS., 180-9. 
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urban manufactures and goods imported by the merchants. The 

petty customs charged on goods bought and sold contributed to 

the burgh revenues which increasingly came under the control of 

the burgesses, while the provision in many charters that all 

those living and trading in the burgh should pay aids along with 

the burgesses meant that the financial burdens imposed on the 

burgesses were lessened* 

The system of burgh liberties which had virtually disappeared 

in England in the thirteenth century was reinforced in Scotland 

in 1364 by a charter of David II to the burgesses which confirmed 

their right to freely buy and sell in their own libertiesp but 

stipulated that they must obtain licences to trade in the liberties 

of other burghse 10 In some cases as in that of Forfar and 

Montrose in 1372 this led to two burghs granting each other 

reciprocal trading rightsp but occasionally disputes erupted as 

different burghs attempted to*assert conflicting privileges over 

the same area. 
11 The establishment of new burghs in the liberties 

of older burghs was the usual cause of the conflict. 

Within the burgh itselfq the market was supervised by the 

burgessesq although in some burghs a certain amount of control 

was also exercised by the burgh superior, The abbot of Kelso 

claimed the right to appoint stall-holders and grant licences for 

8. Keithq 'Trading. Privilegestg 457, With the granting of feu- 
ferme charters to the burghsq the petty customs came under the 
burgesses' control* By the sixteenth century, the revenue 
from this source in some burghs was becoming comparable to 
that of the customst Ayr Accts. 9 x1ii. 

9. For example, Dundee, DA9 TC/CC 17* According to the burgh lawsq 
widows who traded along with burgesses were liable to pay aidsp 
Lanes Buroorumq c. 104. 

10. RCR89 538. Pryde sees this grant as completing the evolution 
of the burghs' market monopolyq Prydej 'Origin of Surghtv 274* 

110 But see belowq pp 307-8. 
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brewing, 12 In Aberdeeng howevert the burgesses were in 

controlq proclaiming the regulationsp enforcing them and 

punishing those who infringed them. The picture given of the 

local market in the burgh laws is largely reinforced by the late 

fourteenth-century records of Aberdeen. 

As the market was the primary source of supplie. s for the 

burgh inhabitants# it was important that all goods be brought 

there and displayed openly so that all might have the chance to 

buy what they needed. Forestallers who bought goods before they 

reached the market and regraters who purchased goods before the 

burgesses had been served solely in order to resell them were 

punished as acting against the interests of the community, 

Such restrictions were irksome to many and the Aberdeen 

records are full of references to those guilty of these 

practices. Rural tanners were particularly prone to buying 

hides before they had been brought to the Aberdeen market. 

Fish was also often bought outside the burgh, 13 

Private sales were discouraged by regulations meant to 

ensure that all might have an equal opportunity to buy the goods 

brought for sale* All goods brought by ship, except salt and 

herringg were to be sold on land, In 1399 the master of a ship 

at Aberdeen was accused of selling apples and pears in his ship. 

Goods were to be displayed openly on market stalls or, if in 

storestat the windows, These rules were broken frequently by 

Aberdeen residents who sold both flour and malt in their homes. 

12. Kel. Lib t il no. 459. 

13, Lenes Burnorum, c. 669 729 73; Statuta Gildep c, 32,33; Abdn. Recs. ý 
29,180-99 222-49 589 619 212; Sir 3ames 0, Marwickq 'On Fore- 
stallingg Regrating and Engrossing - Three Forms of Trading 
Prohibited in the Burghal Laws' in PSAS9 xxxvii (1902-03). 
145-8, 
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As many of those convicted did not apparently enjoy burgess 

status, they were probably attempting to avoid the payment 

of market tolls and stallage fees from which the burgesses 

were exempt. 
14 

On market dayp the street was lined with the stalls and 

booths of those who had come to sell their goods. Strangers 

paid +&d tall to the bailies for an uncovered booth and id for 

a covered booth. In Aberdeen the stallage fees went to pay the 

sergeands for their services in 1399.15 There is no evidence 

of the holding of separate markets in different areas of the 

burghs for the sale of specific commodities, although this was 

a common practice in later centuries and may have been a feature 

of some of the larger burghs of the 1300s, 

In keeping with the policy of promoting the interests of 

the burgesses, the administrators of the burgh controlled the 

price and quality of common foodstuffs. A price was set for 

each commodity and all were expected to sell at this price. 

In Aberdeen from 1398, and probably much earlier, the price of 

a boll of corn and a boll of matt was announced periodically 

in the curia legalis. From 1398 to 1400 the price of corn 

ranged from 3s to 4sp that of malt from 2s Od to 4s* Flashers 

and bakers were both fined for selling their goods at other 

than the stipulated price, Ale--tasters checked the quality 

of the brewsterst alaq while bakers were to bake bread 

according to the dictates of the ruling burgesses. Strict 

14. Leqes Buroorum, c, 9,65; Abdn. Recs., 72,79v 809 118* In February 
14009 Gilbert de Kinross was charged with selling malt and flour 
in his house without presenting it at the crossq and with detaining 
the petty customs owed on the goodsq Ibidq 126. 

15. Lenes Burqorum, c. 37; Abdn. Rees., 83, In an Aberdeen list of booih 
and stall fees, the payments range from 12d to 40dv the most common 
amounts being 12d and 24d. Perhaps these represent a year's total 
of feesq at four payments per month, Abdn. Recs. 87-91. 
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control was also kept over weights and measures, a woman 

being fined in 1399 for selling flour in unsealed measures, 

and five men later the same year for selling wine in insufficient 

pints. 
16 

Goods which were brought to the Aberdeen market from the 

hinterland included corng barley, fishq cows, malt and flourt 

as well as the staple goods of wool, woolfells and hides. Some 

idea of the products sold in other burghs can be gained from the 

records of purchases for the royal household. Among the 

commonest items were herrings and haddock from Ayr, eels from 

Forfart herrings and Isle of May rabbits from Crail-, and salmon 

from Perth. For David II's coronation the burgesses of Perth 

supplied swineq a boor and five dozen lampreysq while in 1342 

large supplies of fish were sent from Crail to the king at 

Scone, Lindoresq Inverkeithing and Cupar. In 1379 salmon 

were bought for Robert II at Inverness and Banff. 
17 

Supplementi. ng the weekly trade of the burghs were annual 

fairsv usually lasting one or two weeks and attracting traders 

from a much wider area of the country, Unlike most English 

fairsp the Scottish fairs were under burghal jurisdiction and 

steps were taken to suppress any competing ones which might 

harm burgh trade* In 1352 fairs were prohibited anywhere 

within the bounds of Montrose and also at Coupar Angus or 

anywhere else prejudicial to Oundeev while in 1368 the holding 

of a fair at Newbattle was forbidden as being damaging to the 

16. Abdn. Recs. v 279.35t 269 429 68# 116,1379 41,115. 

17, Ibid. 41,589 76v 1279 141;. ER# i. xcvt cxxxviiiq clx, 521; 

. 
ER9 iit 5989 599, Fish could come from the burgh's fishings 

as well as the hintarlandq ER, 11,485-6. 
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-burgesses of Edinburgh. 18 For inland and western burghsq 

the fairs probably represented the main occasion an which 

foreign traders would bring their wares to the local market. 

At these times the normal trading restrictions of the burgh 

were suspended and special courts were set up to dispense 

speedy justice. Local rural produce could be sold to anyone, 

the exclusive rights of the burgesses being relaxed. These 

burghs which had fairs in the fourteenth century included 

Aberdeeng Dundeeq Perthq Whithorn and Roxburgh, while among 

those where fairs were established before l3aO and probably 

continued to be held were Auchterarderp Dumbartong Glasgow 

and Renfrew. 
19 

Among the visitors to these fairs would probably be 

burgesses of other burghs, Many of them Were 8X8Mpt8d by 

charter from tolls throughout the kingdom 
20 

and were thus 

encouraged to travel freely either overland or along the coast 

in their ships* 
21 At the different burghs they would find 

both a market for their own goods and a further source of 

supply of products for the export trade, 

If it was the encouragement of inland trade for which the 

burghs were first responsiblev their influence was soon to expand 

18, William Cunningham, 'Differences of Economic Development in 
England and Scotland' in SHR xiii (1916)g 170;. ERS, vi, nos 
1209 121; Edin. Chrso, no. B. The holding of fairs at religious 
centres reflects a common English practice by which abbeys 
disposed of surplus commcditiesp RoA, Donkin, 'The markets and 
fairs of medieval Cistercian monasteries in England and Wales' 
in Cistercienserchronikv No 59/60 (Julyg 1962). 69 B. 

19. Duncang Scotland,, 4729 512 ; Leqes Burnorumv c, 87,88; Sir James 
D* Marwickt List of Markets and Fairs (Glasgow, 1890), 119 13-15, - 

20. This exemption from tolls was not enjoyed by the merchants of 
Francel David Be Morrisq The Development of Burnhal Administration 
in Scotland (Edinburghq 1917)q 49 

21. Poor roads meant that there was much coastal tradep Grantp 
Economic Dev., 118. 
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beyond Scotland's borders. Trade with England had probably 

always existed to a certain extentp but the development of the 

weaving towns of the Low Countries 22 
opened up a new market 

for the woolq which along with woolfells and hideav became 

Scotland's major export. 

The history of international trade in fourteenth-century 

Scotland suffers from a scarcity of sources which has made most 

historians take a quick look at the surviving diplomatic records 

and sometimes an even more cursory glance at the customs accounts, 

and then pass an to the fifteenth century. However, other 

sources of evidence do exist. The series of English safe-conducts 

to Scottish marchantsv diplomatic correspondence between Scotland's 

various trading partnersq reports of the wrecks and arrests of 

ships carrying Scottish merchants and/or their goodst prohibitions 

against smugglingf and archaeological findsv can all provide 

information about the nature of Scottish trade. Until the 

1940st historians of Scottish commerce tended to concentrate 

almost entirely on diplomatic correspondence with Scotland, 23 

and as very little of this evidence survives for the fourteenth 

century only a very sketchy picture could be drawn. Howeverg as 

22, Flanders and the other Low Countries also developed large 

. 
international hinterlands from the eleventh centuryp Henry 
Stephen Lucasq The Low Countries and the Hundred Yearst War, 
1326-1347 (Ann Arbor,, 1929). 1, 

23. James Yair, An Account of the Scotch Trade in the Netherlands 
(Londong 1776). 6-35; John Davidson and Alexander Gray, The 
Scottish Staple at Veare (London, 1909). 2-12,49-52# 113-20; 
Thomas Fischer, The Scots in Germany (Edinburgh, 1902). 3-10; 
Rooseboomq Staple, 1-13. Grant apparently confuses Flanders 
and Zealand and thus wrongly interprets the events of 13479 
seeing the expulsion of Flemings from Scotland as the result 
of the seizure of Scottish goods in Middelburgh twenty years 
earlierg I, F, Grantq Economic Dev., 331. 
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3ames Dilley has shown, if diplomatic correspondence, concerning 

Scotland is also considered# much more detail emerges. William 

Stanford Reidq in his study of the role of traders in the Wars 

of Independence, demonstrates the use to which the English 

public records can be put. Unfortunately for the history 

of the fourteenth century as a wholeg both historians are 

only concerned with the first thirty years. Ranald Nicholson 

makes mention in passing of the shipwrecks and safe-conducts for 

the later periodg but it is only recently that these have been 

used. In 1982 a thesis an Scotland's trade with the Low Countries 

in the later Middle Ages was completedt but as yet no complete 

picture of Scottish trade in the fourteenth century has appeared, 
24 

It is therefore necessary to give a chronological sketch of the 

commerce Of the period before going on to examine the activities 

of the merchants themselves. 

The proximity of Flanders, its requirements for woolq and 

the presence of apparently large numbers of Flemings in Scotland 

from the earliest years of the burghs9 suggest that Continental 

trading contacts were probably first established with that 

country* In the late twelfth centuryp the count of Flanders 

granted the monks of Melrose free passage through his country. 

As Melrose was one of the earliest largep-scale wool-producers 

in Scotlandq it seems likely that this grant was made to encourage 

commercial interaction. 25 
Another attraction of Flanders was its 

increasingly important commercial centre of Bruges which developed 

24& James Dilley, 'The German Merchants and Scotland, 1295-1327t, 
unpublished Ph, D, (UCLA9 1946); Dilley, 'German Merchants in 
Scotland'; Dilley, 'Scottish-German Diplomacy, 1297-13271 in SHRt 
xxxvi (1957); Reidq tTraders'; Nicholsong Scotland, 154,167; 
Stevenson* 'Low Countries'. 

25. Melr. Lib., i. no. 14; Davidsong Staple, 7, William I allowed the 
monks of Holm Cultram to take their wool and merchandise for sale 
to any burgh they wishadq RRS9 iiq no. 87. 
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into the major entrepO't for trade between 

and the Mediterranean countries. Bruges 

destination for the Scottish merchants as 

existence of an area in the city known as 

was well-established before 1280.26 

Evidence of Scottish trade for much 

Northern Europe 

became a favourite 

is shown by the 

the Schottendyc which 

of the thirteenth century 

is largely confined to scattered references to Scottish merchants, 

but these show the international nature of their enterprises, 

Philip de Rydale of Berwick was involved in trade with Dieppe in 

1276 and with England in 12939 while Lucas the Scat and his son 

Richard were prominent merchants of Dunwich. There was a Scottish 

trading company in Piacenza in 1279. By the late thirteenth century, 

Scottish wool was a familiar enough product in St. Omer to be 

differentiated according to part of origin, that from Perth 

being considered the bestf followed by the wool of Aberdeent 

Berwick and Montrose. 
27 

How much of the foreign trade was carried on by Scottish 

merchants going overseas as distinct from foreign merchants 

coming to Scotland is not clear. 
28 That Scotland was capabls 

of building her own ships is shown by the order of the count of 

St, Pal for a vessel constructed at Inverness in 1249. Scottish 

merchants seem to have been making use of these shipsq as Bower 

reports that Alexander III was worried enough about the loss of 

26, Stevensong 'Low Countries'. 16-17.. 

27. CDS9 119 nos 76,698; Dilleyv 'German Merchants', 3-69 9; 
Norman S, B, Grast The Early Enqlish Customs System, (Cambridgep Plasset 
1918)9 241; StevensontLow Countries', 20. 

28. It has been suggested thatq in late thirteenth-century Englandq 
only about one-third of the wool trade was handled by native 
merchants* Carus-Wilsonq Medieval Merchantq xxi, although this 
picture has since been questioned# Reynolds, English Towns, 
76-7. Opportunities for Scottish merchants in Flanders may have 
increased as more Flemish townsmen began to leave international 
trade to stranger merchants9 Prevenierg 1La Bourgeoisielp 409, 
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ships through piracyq wreck and detention to forbid Scottish 

merchants from exporting goods? 
9 Such an act, if effectively 

enforcedg must have limited the scope for native overseas 

enterpriseg while at the same time forcing foreign merchants 

to come to Scotland to obtain Scottish products. That they 

were willing to do so is shown by the presence of the Redhall, 

a Flemish factoryq in Berwick before 1296, as well as the 

Whitehall, apparently a factory for merchants from Cologne, 
30 

A story of an attempt by a group of Lombards to set up a trading 

post at Cramond or Queensferryt whether true or not, 
31 

suggests 

that Scotland was recognised as being in the late thirteenth 

century a fruitful place for the trading activities of foreign 

merchants* 

It does not seemf howeverp that Scottish merchants were 

for long deterred from going overseasq and this was recognised 

in the 1266 treaty with Norway which included provisions to 

protect the merchants of either country if they were wrecked 

on. each other0s shores. The wedding treaty of 1281 strengthened 

ties with Norway and was probably of much benefit to the merchants 

of both countries* In Flandersq Scottish merchants were active 

enough that when their goods were arrested in 1292 for an overdue 

debt of the Scottish crown, the value of the merchandise amounted 

to almost L1500.32 

29. Chron. Bowertiig 130. Similar action was taken for the same 
reasons by the English king in 1352, T. H. Lloydq The Wool Trade 
(Cambridge, 1977). 205-7. 

30. Chron. Guisbarough'. 275, The Whitehall is referred to in a Berwick 
land grant of 1334t CDSO iii, no 1128. Dilley thinks it was 
probably modelled on the German factories in Norway, Dilleyt 
'German Merchants in ScotlandI9 153-4, 

31, Duncan questions the truth of this storyp Duncanv Scotlandt 516. 

32, APSv ig 421-4; Stevenson, Documents, i. no 248. 
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The last decade of the thirteenth century saw severe 

disruption to the development of Scottish international trade* 

Edward I's interference in the country's affairs from 1292 

led to the outbreak of war in 1296 and had a serious effect 

on Scotland*s commercial intercourse with the Continental 

countries as well as effectively ending trade with England. 33 

That the war had virtually halted trade with Germany is shown 

by the "Wallace letter", sent by William Wallace and Andrew 

Moray an 11 October 12979 to the cities of LUbeck and Hamburg, 

which granted the merchants of those cities freedom to trade 

in a Scotland which was now safe from the English, The naming 

of two Scottish merchants suggests that they were appointed to 

negotiate the exact nature of the privileges to be granted, 
34 

and implies that Scotlandts merchants were influential enough 

to be granted a voice in the control of commercial affairs, 

By the beginning of the fourteenth century, the6, both 

political and economic considerations had led to a shift in 

the focus of Scottish trade away from England and increasingly 

towards the Continent. There was little demand for Scottish 

wool in an England which herself derived her largest revenues 

from the export of wool. Scotland's staple exports found their 

33. Cosmo Innes exaggeratesq howeverv when he says that the wars 
ended Anglo-Scattish- trade "for centuries"t Cosmo Innes, 
ed. Ledger of Andrew Halyburton 1492-1503 (Edinburgh, 1867). 
liii. For thirteenth-centýry Anglo-Scottish trade see 
R. W. Cochran Patrick, Mediaeval Scotland, (Glasgowt 1892)9 
109-13, 

34. Fischert Germanyq 237. A letter written earlier the same 
year refers to Lubeck merchants who owed LBO customs on 
exports from Dundee, implying that German trade with 
Scotland had been well-established for some time, 
G. W. S. Barrow, Robert Bruce and the Community of the 
Realm of Scotland, 2nd ed. (Edinburgh, 1976). 14-15. 
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best market in Flanderst but trade also continued with the 

German cities and the other countries of northern Europep 

despite the various disruptions caused by warfare. Indeed, 

it has been suggested that the Germans regarded the Scottish 

trade as profitable enough for them to risk the loss of their 

privileges in Englandq although they usually managed to- 

tread a fine line and enjoy the benefits of trade with both 

countr es* 
35 

Despite changes in official policy towards the Scots, 

depending an whether the king of Francev the count of Flanders 

or the Flemish cities had control of the government of Flanders, 

the Scottish trade carried on by the Flemish merchants seems to 

have continued almost without interruptiong although the form 

of this trade underwent a change, Because of the war with 

England the profits to be made from trade with Scotland did not 

consist merely in the export of wool and the import of manufactured 

goods. The war presented great opportunities for piracy, an 

activity in which it was not at all uncommon for the medieval 

merchant to engage, The Flemings and the Germans especially 

seem to have been active in seizing English ships and then 

selling the goodsv probably at inflated pricesq to a Scotland 

which greatly needed such supplies to carry on the war effort. 
36 

Those goods which were not sold in Scotland could be taken back 

to the countries of the pirates to be sold there, 

The scale of this pirate activity can be seen in the diplomatic 

correspondence between England and Flandsrs. The frequent attacks 

35. Dilleyq $Scottish-German Diplomacy', 81, This is one of the 
main themes of Dilley's thesis. 

36. Reid, ! Traders'. 215-179 219-20, 
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an English shipping and the carrying of supplies to the Scots 

prompted letters from the English kings to the count of Flanders 

37 
throughout the period 1305-1309, showing that the Flemish 

involvement in the Scottish trade was not confined only to 

the period when Bruce was firmly in command. T. H. Lloyd 

suggests that the Flemish-Scottish trade had increased from 

1303 due to Flanders' estrangement with England because of 

the latter's refusal to give aid in the war against France. 38 

In the spring of 1305, Edward I offered a general safe-conduct 

to Flemings wishing to trade in Scotlandq thus implying that 

Scotland was part of England and that there was no need to trade 

with the "Scottish rebels". The count replied diplomatically 

that he had no wish to abet England's enemies and had prohibited 

his subjects from giving aid to the Scats, but as his country 

was dependent on the sea he had to welcome all traders and so 

could not deny access to legitimate Scottish merchants, He 

asked Edward to reissue the trading grant with an allowance 

for Scottish trade. 
39 

This type of reply to English complaints 

was to become a typical one during the next two decades. 

Attacks an English shipping by Germansq Flemings and Scots 

cantinuedg with the activities of John Crabbe 40 being particularly 

37. Foedera (a), It ivt 39-409 177; CM9 iii, no 252; Foedera (H) 
119 it 35-69 7V3, 

38. Lloydg Wool Trade, 103, 

39, Foedera, it 972. 

40. For John Crabbeg see H. S. Lucasq 'John Crabbe, Flemish Pirateg 
Merchant, and Adventurart in Speculum, xx (1945); E, W, M. Balfour- 
Melvilleg fTwo John Crabbs' in SHR, xxxix (1960). 
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notorious. Relations between Flanders and England worsened 

and in 1313 the first compulsory English staple was established 

at St. Omer rather than Bruges because it was too dangerous for 

English merchants to go to Flanders, Failure to have the 

staple moved to Bruges in 1314 encouraged the count to 

become more involved in the Scottish tradev while the 

restrictions of the staple may also have led others to 

participate in the less restrictive commerce with Scotland. 41 

In 1315 Edward II tried a conciliatory approach by offering 

to the merchants of Ypres and Bruges a safe-conduct to trade 

in England as long as they did not supply the Scotsq but the 

discovery of thirteen Scottish ships at Sluis soon ended these 

overtures of friendship. By September the breach was open and. 

Edward ordered his fleet to do all possible damage to Flemish 

shipping. A few years later, however, in 13189 relations 

had improved to the extent that Edward ordered the release of 

a Flemish ship, at the count's requestv despite the fact that 

letters of cocket on board showed clear proof that the merchants 

had been trading with the Scots. By Novembert Edward was 

42 
even considering the establishment of the staple in Flanders. 

Flemish aid to the Scats continuedl howeverv end in March 

1319, Edward sent letters to the count# the duke of Brabant, end 

several Flemish cities to ask them to stop trading with the Scots. 

Only the duke of Brabant complied, Mecheleng Bruges and Ypres 

made a similar reply to that of the count in 1305, and the count 

41. Lloydt Wool Trade, 106; Dilleyq 'German-Merchantslt 195-6. W. 
Stanfor7d Reid suggests that the 1313 Staple Ordinance may have 
been intended to put pressure an Flanders to stop trading 
with the Scats, W. Stanford Reidq 'Tha Scots and the Staple 
Ordinance of 13131 in Speculum, xxxiv (1959). but Lloyd questions 
this interpretation, Lloydq Wool Tradt, 103. 

42. CPR. 1313-17t 263; Foedera. 
- 

iit 265; Foedera. 11,278; Smit, 
iq no 267; Foaders iiq 378* 
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himself echoed their letters on 17 May 1319, when he told 

Edward that Flanders was open to all comers and that he could 

neither deny entrance to the Scots nor prevent his subjects 

from going to Scotland, 
43 

Holland was also involved in the Scottish trade. 44 An 

alliance with England ended in 1297 and piracy and retaliation 

marked Anglo-Outch relations until 1307t when Edward II 

suggested meetings to settle the claims of both sides. The 

count of Holland construed this as a sign of weakness and took 

no action on damage claims. In 1310 the count's men gave help 

to the Scots in the sý--Se cA 4\-, P- ccx--*ke- cýý - Oundee, and in 1312 

Edward charged that the aid given by the count to the Scots over 

the previous two years had involved 80 ships and 4000 men. 

Howevert the English king allowed Anglo-Outch trade to continue 

and a trade agreement of 1317 was used by many Dutch merchants 

to take their ships into English ports and load them with supplies 

to take to the Scots, In this trade9they probably had the collusion 

of a large number of English merchants. Edward seemed to be 

especially suspicious of the merchants of Lynn. 45 

German trade with the Scots and help in the struggle against 

the English brought a complaint from Edward II in 1309 and arrests 

of Germans in England in 1310, German trade with the Seats 

continued, apparently in a highly-organised manner, In 1316 

the LObeck merchant John Witte was accused of taking supplies to 

the Scots and reference was made to his accomplices in a Scottish 

43. Foedera, U, 389,3929 394; LDSI iii, nos 683,639, 

44. The following summary is based an Dilley, 'German Merchants', 62-91. 

45, CPR, 1313-17, 
, 

2539 269t 432. Safe-conducts to trade in corn and - 
victuals were granted to the burgesses of Lynn, but it was 
stipulated that they were not to take such goods to the Scotse 
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part who sold the goods and exported Scottish wool. The 

Mutuum of 1317 by which the Germans agreed to pay a tax to 

the English crown helped ease relations with England 46 but in 

1318 English goods in Stralsund were seized. The Germans seemed 

less willing to take such arbitrary actions with the Scats as in 

the same year Brunswick advised Bremen to leave the case of a 

Bremen citizen to the government of Robert 1.47 

The influence of German traders in Norway meant that Scottish- 

Norwegian trade also continued during this period. 
48 A 1299 

alliance with England which resulted in the English navy 

concentrating most of its Scottish blockade further south 

against Francep left the more northern waters open to traders 

from Norway who also had the advantage of Norwegian knowledge 

of the Scottish coastline, Trade disputes worsened relations 

with England and by 1307 Norwegian support for the Scots had 

become more openp with Scots being harboured in both Norway and 

the Orkneys* In 13129 merchants from Ste Andrews had goods 

worth L600 in the Shetlands. The Treaty of Inverness in the 

same year put relations with Scotland on an official footing, 

and by 1313 the Scots seem to have replaced the English as 

Norway's trading partner as almost no Norwegian goods could be 

found in England in that year. 
49 

Other countries participated in the Scottish trade to a 

limited extent. In 1316 Edward II complained about the supply 

46. Dillay, lGerman Merchants$, 184-8; Hans. Urk,, ii, no, 271. The 
Mutuum was granted by both foreign and denizen merchants to 
aid the war against Scotlandq Grasq English Customs, 88, n. l. 

47. Dilleyq 'German MerchantsIq 136-7; Hans, Urk,, iiq nos 3279 329. 

48* The following summary is based an Dilleyp 'German MerchantsIq 
225-56. 

49o Diplom. Norv. q ii, no. 114; APS9 iq 461-3; 'CCR, 1313-189 2* 
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of ships and arms to the Scats by the city of Genoa. 

There was English suspicion of French trade with Scotland# 

although the commerce with France does not appear to have been 

very significant. 
50 Illegal English trade with the Scots also 

gave the king cause for concern. 

After 1320 the picture becomes slightly clearer as some 

Scottish diplomatic correspondence survivesq showing Scotland's 

reaction to events and also her commercial policy. On 22 April 

1321, Robert I wrote to LUbeckt granting the merchants of Germany 

freedom to trade in Scotland and the same liberties as they 

enjoyed in the time of his predecessors. Letters dealing with 

trade matters were also written to Bruges and the count of Holland, 

and later in the year the count granted safe-ccnducts to two 

Scottish merchantst Stephen Fourbour of Berwick and Thomas Well 

of St, Andrewst and four other Scots* These men may have been 

acting as envoys sent to conclude a more formal treaty, as on 1 

August 13239 the count, an Robert's petitiong granted a general 

safe-conduct to Scottish merchants to trade in his lands during 

his pleasure, 
51 Bruce replied with a similar grant of trading 

liberties to the merchants of the count and good trading relations 

were maintained until 1327 when a breach was caused by the escape 

of a merchant under Scottish jurisdiction who had been arrested 

for debt in Holland. 52 
Reprisals due to this incident and the 

death of Robert I seem to have undermined the security necessary 

for trade for several years, 

50. Foederat iit. 292; Reid# 'Traderstp 220; CCR, 1313-18,302; 
CCR, 1316-219 298, 

51. Fischer, Germany, 7; Dunf, Raq.., no. 361; Rooseboomt Staplev 
appo no. 3; Smit, it no. 343. 

52. Rooseboom, Staple, app. no. 4; Req. Brieves, no. lxxi; Yairp 
Scotch Trade, 9-10; Smitq it no. 343. 
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The accession in 1322 of a new count of Flanders who 

was more anxious for peace with the English resulted in the 

expulsion of the Scots-from Flanders in 1323. The Scots 

may have retaliated with a similar expulsion order as they 

were to do in 13479 as the English king forbade his subjects 

to molest the Flemings returning home from Scotland. Howeverg 

it is likely that the Flemish-Scottish trade was not interrupted 

for longg with Edward being less concerned to stop it as he moved 

towards a recognition of Scottish independence. 53 

Relations with England were marked by a series of broken 

truces and attempts to Come to a final P88C8, That the interests 

of the Merchants of both sides were an important consideration is 

shown by Rob8rt's promise in 1323 to restore goods cast ashore 

from Englishq Irishv Welsh or Gascon ships. 
54 

A truce was made 

an 30 May 1323 for thirteen years. In fact it lasted only five 

months but that Scottish trade was resumed during this period is 

implied in an inquisition an lastage dU8s at Boston an 2 September 

1323 which reaffirmed that merchants from Scotland as well as 

certain other North Sea countries were exempt. On 2 October 

Edward ordered the arrest of all Scots residing in England, and 

soon he was again prohibiting his merchants from having any 

communication with the Scots. 
55 

Howeverv by 1324 relations 

had improvedg with Scottish envoys coming to treat for a final 

peace in Julyv and English merchants being allowed by Edward to 

go to Scotland to trade in September as long as they did not 

include military supplies among their wares. Three Scottish 

53, CPR, 1321-4,276p 269; Dillayv 'German Merchants'. 209, 
54. APS9 ij 4BO. 

55, CPR, 13_21-49 316; Grasq English Customsq 210; Foedera, iiq 536; 
CPR, 1321-4ý9 344. 
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merchants were given an English safe-conduct to trade in 

Ireland in April 1325 and attempts were made to give 

restitution for wrongful seizures. 
56 

Anglo-Scottish trade 

looked set to undergo a revival until the overthrow of Edward II 

plunged the relations between the two countries into confusion 

once more. 

With the accession of Edward 1119 the English made truces 

with Flanders and France and set out for Scotland backed by 

soldiers of the count of Holland and Hainault. Howevert the 

loss of Dutch help to the Scots was compensated for by aid from 

Flandersq whichp despite the trucaq continued to maintain contact 

with Scotland* The detention of two Flemish ships by the English 

an the suspicion that they were carrying Scottish goods, and the 

attack an the Flemish ship La Pelarym whose passengers included 

nine Scottish merchants and thirteen Scottish pilgrims, 
57 

show 

the ongoing connection between the two countries. 

The failure of the expedition into Scotland soon led to 

English attempts to establish peace an all sidesq and in 1328 the 

treaty of Edinburgh - Northampton was concluded with Scotland. 

Edward III also treated with the Low Countries and by early 1329 

all foreign merchants had freedom to come to England to trade, 
58 

Flemish merchants were again trading openly with Scotlandq and 

someq such as Peter the Engineer, were performing complicated 

commissions for Robert I in preparation for the marriage of David 

Bruce and Joan of the Tower* Trade with England was secure enough 

for the Scats to impose a charge of 4d per pound on Englishmen's 

56. CPR. 1324-7y 239 1159 135f 319. 

57, CPR, 1327-309 152; Foederaq iiq 725; CPR. 1324-79 354. 

58, E*L*G. Stonest Anqlo-Scottish Relations 1178-1328 (Londont 
1965)q 161-70; Foedera, iij 757. 
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goods in 1330 in retaliation for a charge of 3d per pound 

imposed an Scottish goods by the English in 1329,59 During 

the next few years there were few reported disputes and no 

obstacles seem to have been placed in the way of Scottish 

trade with the Continent 
60 

until the invasion of Edward 

Balliol in August 1332 led to the outbreak of war once again. 

As in the earlier war the English tried in vain to cut 

off all Scottish trade* Although Peter the Engineer and 

some fellow Flemish merchants complied with English wishes 

and stopped trading with Scotland after war had been declaredv 

Edward had to write to the count of Flanders in April 1333 

requesting him to prevent his subjects from aiding the Scots. 

Philip of France prepared ten ships at Sluis to help the Scots, 

but adverse winds prevented them from sailing, 
61 The submission 

of much of Scotland by August 1333 led to an easing of the English 

trading restrictions and on 16 August Edward granted royal 

protection for merchants of all nations coming to trade in 

England. This grant apparently included the Scots, as an order 

was issued a few days later that they were not to take silver 

from the Suffolk ports, 
62 

In 1335 Edward took his army to Scotland to help Edward 

Ejallial against the increasing Scottish resistance. The war 
-1 

59. ER9 it 1199 342-4; Nicholsong Edward 111,60. 

60. A group of Flemish and Italian merchants shipped wool together 
from Scotland in 1332, CCR. 1330-3p 596. A different customs 
rate for foreign merchants appeared in 1331, implying fairly 
regular foreign trade, It continued until 1332-3,, ER, it 365-6v 426-7. 
It has been estimated that about 20% of the staple goods from Aberdeeng 
Dundee and Perth were exported by foreigners at this periodg. LR9 it 
cxxxvii. 

61, CPR, 1330-49 422; Foedera, ii, pt. iij 860; Lucas, Low Countries 
143* In 1332, John Crabbe brought ten Flemish ships to attack 
the English in the Tayt ER9 it 450. 

62. Foedera(H), II, iiiq 99; CDSt iii, no, 1091, 
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was to be carried out on land and seaý Attempts were made 

to stop the giving of shelter to the Scots and the piratical 

attacks of the Flemingsq Normans and French on English shipping, 
63 

Edward made the granting of trading safe-conducts to individual 

Flemish towns conditional on the merchants' having no dealings 

with the Scots, but seizures and counterseizures continued and 
I 

by March 1337 the English king was ordering the destruction of 

a Flemish fleet sailing for Scotland. He also protested to the 

king of Norway and the counts of Hainault and Gueldres about 

the help furnished by their subjects to the Scots. Only 

Brabant remained faithful to the English and in February 1337 

Edward rewarded this loyalty with the establishment of a wool 

staple at Brussels* 
64 

The war with France led to new alliances being formed. 

By granting mercantile privilegesq Edward gained the support 

of Hollandq Brabantv Cologne, Flandersq Middelburgh and the 

German merchants* Even occupied Scotland was allowed to 

participate in a limited amount of English trade. The situation 

in this part of Scotland does not appear to have been very secure, 

howeverv as in February 1340 when Edward gave licence to merchants 

with small ships and boats to bring victuals to Berwick and Leithq 

he felt it necessary that they should be accompanied by two 

warsh pse 
65 

The defeat of the French navy at Sluis by a combined English- 

Flemish fleet in June 1340 led to a truce between England and 

France and between England and Scotlandq but by April 1341 Edward 

63. CCR. 1333-7v 435; Rot. Scot. 9 it 317; Foedera, iiq 9079 9129 91S.. 

64. CPR, 1334-8., 1649 410; RooseboomtStaplet 5; Foederat 11,9491,950; 
CCR 1333-7v 717. Scottish messengers were sent to Norway and 
Gueldras in 1337, ERv it 450. 

65, CPR. 1334-8.535; Rot. Scat 9 it 581. 
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was once more ordering the arrest of any goods sent by his 

subjects to Scotland. 
66 

Prohibitions against the sending 

of arms and victuals to Scotland continued after David II's 

return in June 1341, but in practice seem to have had little 

effect, In factt during these years the English smuiýý,!, kers 

apparently replaced the Flemings as a major supplier to the 

Scots of goods prohibited by the Englishq as the Flemish 

alliance with England and civil war within Flanders led to an 

almost complete cessation of the trade with Scotland. Meanwhilet 

the Scottish alliance with France resulted in the disastrous 

defeat in 1346 at Neville's Cross where the king of the Scots 

was taken prisoner. 

The early years of David's captivity saw a strengthening of 

Scottish commercial ties with Holland at the expense of Flanders, 

Some trade had continued to be carried on with Flanders, but in 

1347 Scottish merchants and their goods in that country were 

arrestedg leading to retaliatory measures by the Scats on 12 

November 1347* On the same day, an agreement was made to 

establish a Scottish staple at Middelburgh in Zealand. it 

seems likely that it was C0118Ctive action by the merchants 

which influenced the council to take this step. 
67 

Despite the establishment of the staple in Zealand, the 

Scots were still anxious to retain the Flemish trade links and 

in 1348 two Scottish merchants were sent to Bruges as representatives 

of the quatre grands villes de Escosse to resolve disputes and restore 

good relations. By the 1350sq Flanders was once again an important 

66, Foedera, 11,1135; CPR. 1340-43p 212. 

67* Rooseboomq Staple, app. no. 6; APS9 ig 514-15; Nichalson, 
Scotland,, 153-4. 
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trading partner of the Scats as is shown by the number. of 

Flemish ships carrying Scottish goods wrecked on the English 

coast. Civil war in Flanders resulted in the banishment of 

68 
pro-English Flemingsq and probably brought about an increased 

interest in the Scottish trade. 

Meanwhilet moves were being made to establish a final peace 

with England in 13489 with Edward securing the release of an arrested 

Scottish ship in December. On 2 April 1349t the English king 

proclaimed that the truce of Calais between England and France 

included Scottish merchants and that English merchants could 

trade with Scotland in small goodst although not in woolt armour 

or victuals. 
69 In 1354 plans were made to release David but a 

raid an Berwick made in aid of their French allies by the Scots 

in 1355 delayed the peace treaty, In 1356 Edward replied with 

a destructive raid through Lothian. The defeat of the French 

at Poitiers left Scotland isolated and in 1357 a ransom treaty 

was negotiated with the English, In preparation for this, 

Edward allowed many Scottish prisoners to go home in December 

1356 to find their ransoms, Several of them were merchants and 

it is likely that they were sent back to Scotland to help 

negotiate the ransom payments for David II as well as to secure 

payment for their own release. From his own experience of 

financing the Scottish and French wars, Edward knew that it would 

be through the wool trade that much of the money for the ransom 

would be raised* 
70 

68, Hans. Urk., iii, no. 131; CPR. 1350-49 281,417; CPR. 1354-609 
386; CPR. 1354-Ov 292; CPR. 1350-4p 147. 

69. Rot. Scot., 1,722; CPR. 1348-500 275. 

70. Rot. Scot., 1.798; Lloydq Wool Trn_de,, 144. Robert I was also 
aware oF the usefulness of wool as a source of revenue for warg 
Nicholsonv Scatiandq 107. 
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With the ratification of the ransom treaty on 3 October 

1357,, and David's returno more peaceful conditions prevailed 

and there was a gradual increase in Anglo-Scottish trade, From 

1357 an increasing number of safe-conducts were issued to 

Scottish merchantsv allowing them to trade in England, Ireland 

and Edward's other domainsv the greatest number appearing in 

the early 1360s when Edward tried to negotiate with David for 

the succession of an English heir to the Scottish throne if 

David died childless* The encouragement of Scottish trade 

through the issuing of safe-conducts may have been part of 

Edward's plan to make the idea of an English heir more 

palatable to at least one part of Scottish society. 
71 Other 

privileges were also granted to the merchants, On 14 May 

13589 it was declared that Scottish merchants seeking refuge 

from storm in English parts were to be immune from paying tall 

on any goods not exposed for sale. This was repeated in 1362, 

They were also freed from having to observe the English staple 

at Calais, In 1367 they were given a general licence to trade 

with the people of Berwick and parts adjacent. A general grant 

of privileges to the Scottish merchants in 1364 by David II also 

encouraged commercial activity, 
72 

The cessation of hostilities with England left the Scots 

free to re-establish more formal diplomatic and commercial links 

with Continental trading partners, On 30 November 1359, the 

count of Flanders granted Scottish merchants freedom to come to 

Flanders provided their staple was established there, The Calais 

71. Davidson# Staple, 98, See Rat. Scot. 
ýj 

i and iiq for safe-conducts, 

72* Rot. Scot. t it 823p 862; Davidson, Staole, 98; Rot. Scot., J. 
916; RRS, vit no. 316,, %--i\k vewarae"I Vý, 
cc-krý\-kiw\ Atl CCLTmaret 
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wool staple had drawn English merchants away from Brugest and 

from the mid-fourteenth century the Scots became the most 

important traders there after the Germans. As the Flemish 

cloth industry moved to the rural areas there was also more 

demand for the cheaper Scottish wool, along with native and 

Spanish wool. 
73 That the Scots still frequented Bruges despite 

the staple at Middelburgh is suggested by their complaints about 

the treatment they received in the Flemish city* There is also 

a record of a Scottish transaction which took place there in 1357, 

John de Tory, on behalf of his brother Williamt a burgess of 

Abardeent paid Thomasearl of Mar. 1000 ecus of Flanders in 

connection with his renunciation of the barony of Foveran. 

The payment of the second instalment of the ransom in Bruges 

where John Mercer received much of the money owed by the 

burgesses 
74 

shows that by the early 1360s Bruges had once again 

become an important commercial centre for the Scots. 

Perhaps the Flemish trade was beginning to draw large numbers 

of Scottish merchants away from Holland for in 1371 count Albert 

of Holland made a grant of mercantile privileges to the Scots. 

They were given protection for ten years and freedom of trade 

on peaceable behaviour. This grant was similar to those given 

to other foreign merchantsp although not so extensive as that 

given to the English whose trade was of prime importance to the 

75 
areas 

The twenty years from David's return to Edward III's death in 

1377 was the most favourable period for Anglo-Scattish trade during 

73. Hans. Urk. t iii, no, 579; Stevensong 'Low Countriest, 14; 
Lloydq Wool Trada, 225. 

74. SROt CD124/l/107;. ER9 iiq 6f 99 109 199 209 229 549 55-6, 
75. Rooseboomv Staplep app. no. 6. 
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the fourteenth century* In these years peace with England 

meant that the wool trade with the Continent could be carried 

an without interruption and about 5000 sacks were exported 

annually, To England went fish and hides in return for 

manufactured goods and food. Grain was in high demand and 

the amount allowed to be exported to Scotland from England during 

these years totalled over 20,000 quarters. In fact, the export 

of grain seems to have been used as a political bargaining lever. 

In 13659 exports of grain were not licensed until a new ransom 

agreement was made on 20 May, and about half the licences granted 

in that year were issued an that date, 76 

Under Robert II there was a marked falling off in the number 
77 

of safe-conducts issued to Scottish merchants, and an increase 

in the number of items prohibited from export from England. However, 

trade did continue an a large enough scale for various English 

parliamentary ordinances to be issued regulating the circulation 

of Scottish money in England. In January 1373 Edward III ordered 

his sheriffs to make a weekly proclamation against gold or silver 

Scottish money being taken in payment except at its value as 

bullion, and in November the English Parliament ordained that 

78 
4d Scots was to be worth 3d English. 

After Edward's death the truce with Scotland was revived 

periodically until the mid-1380sq although various restrictions 

continued to be placed on trade and continuing tensions led to 

76. James Campbell, 'Englandt Scotland and the Hundred Years War in 
the Fourteenth Century' in Europe in the Late Middle Ages, add. 
3. R. 14aleg J. R. L, Highfield and B. Smalley (London, 19657,204, 

77, This may have been partially due to the 1369 Treaty of Durham by 
which the English and the Scots were to be allowed to trade with 
each other without having to show letters of safe-conduct, Edna 
Hamer, 'Anglo-Scottish Relations in the Reigns of Robert II and 
Robert III't unpublished M*Litt (Glasgow, 1971). 69 81, 

ie. Foederap 111# 9199 1072; CDS, ivq nos 201,209, 
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an increase in the arrests of Scottish ships. In May 1380 

Richard ordered the arrest of all who carried staple goods to 

Scotland from England. However, the restrictions on the 

English trade were compensated for by expanding trade with 

other countries. Prussian and Flemish merchants were active 

in Scotland, and in 1382 Richard even allowed the Scats to 

trade with Ireland. 
79 

The expiry of the truce with England led to Scotland 

renewing her links with France. In August 1383 Robert II 

ratified a treaty by which the king of France promised to 

assist him against England. Two parties of French knights 

sailed from Sluis in 1384 and 1385 and joined the Scats in 

raids an England. Similar raids were made by England, and it 

seems likely that the trade between the two countries once more 

came to a virtual halt until a new truce was made after the 

Battle of Otterburn in 1388. Meanwhileg the trade with the 

Continent was strengthened, In 1386 the count of Flanders 

ordered the council. for Flanders to protect and adjudicate 

over disputes about the privileges of the Scots, the Italians 

and the Hansards. In June 1387 the count granted specific 

privileges to the Scottish merchants, 
80 

similar to those granted 

in 1359 but with the additional security of being given 120 days 

to settle their affairs if international troubles arose. The 

Prussians were also in contact with the Scots andt according to 

an English complaint to the Hanse in 13889 were aiding them against 

the English by giving-them armsp victuals and other supplies, A 

79, Rot. Scot.,, U, 22; LR t iiiq 659; Rot. Scot*t iiq 41. 
80. Foedera (H)q III, 111# 157-8; Stevensong lLow Countries',, 69; 

Rooseboomq Staplep, app. no, 11, 
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Kgnigsberg man was also accused of taking an English ship to 

Scotland in 1385 and selling it to the Scots, 81 

The truce of 1388 with England contained two clauses 

relating to trade. The subjects of the realms were to 

communicate with each other only in trade, a clause which 

suggests the importance of Anglo-Scottish commercial relations 

to both countries. To protect the merchants, vessels wrecked 

on the coast of either country were to be rescued with their 

cargoes and crews and delivered as in peacetime. The truce 

was periodically renewed during the 1390s and a time of relative 

peace followed until the end of the century. Safe-conducts were 

again issued to Scottish merchantsv although in nowhere near the 

numbers granted in the years after David's return from captivity. 

Richard II also tried to ensure the preservation of the truce by 

observing its conditions and releasing captured Scottish merchants 
?2 

The Prussian trade continued to grow in the late 1380s and 

1390s. Prussian sailors were in Leith in 1389, and had earlier 

supplied timber for machines, A list of Scottish debtors to the 

Teutonic Order was drawn up between 1396 and 1417 83 
and included 

several of the leading Scottish merchants of the time as well as 

a number of apparently less significant onesq suggesting the far- 

reaching nature of the trading contacts, 

The Flemish trade also continued. A mission of 1394 by the 

Scots to Bruges to negotiate trading privileges resulted in a 

grant to them on 8 August 13949 with many of the clauses aimed at 

satisfying cOmPlaints similar to those made in 1359, Two even 

81, Hanse,, iiit no. 404. 

82. COS, iv# n03 387,481. 

83, ER9 iiit 1689 659; Fischert Germany, 238-9. 
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more generous grants were made in 14079 one by the count and 

one by Bruges. The city took advantage of the count's 

grant of trading privileges to try -, vb: secure the bulk of 

the Scottish trade for itself. 
84 

Despite these grantst howevert the Scottish wool tradeq 

like the English# was now beginning to decline. Possibly 

due to climatic deterioration, the quality of the wool seems to 

have worsened and demand for it fell off. By the early 1400sq 

wool exports were less than half what they were in the mid-1390s. 

An import duty imposed on English cloth in the late 1390s suggests 

that Scottish wool was now being increasingly used for domestic 

cloth productionv while new export duties in 1398 on salmon, 

salt meatt suet, butter and horses 
85 imply that Scotland was 

looking to new resources to re-establish a balance of trade, 

The diplomatic records give a general picture of the state 

of trade during the fourteenth centuryt but# with the exception of 

the grants of privilegesq provide little information about the 

life. of the individual merchant. The sources for such a study 

are few in number but nevertheless they do give some glimpses 

of the conditions facing a Scottish merchant when following his 

career. 

- There is little evidence to show how the merchants obtained 

the goods which they exported. In the case of wool# however, it 

seems likely that the wealthier merchants might carry an an extensive 

84. Rooseboom, Staplep app. no. 13; Yair, Scotch Trade, 27-33,35-41. 

85, Stevensong 'Low CountriesIt 22-59 39; ! PSp ip 571, While wool 
exports declinedg that of hides increased in many burghs such 
as Perth and Dundee* In Stirling in 1378 the customs from hides 
was larger than that from wool,. ER, iiq lxxxixg xcii, 
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business with the monasteriesq the largest producers of wool. 

The dealings of a Berwick merchant# Thomas of Coldinghamv 

with Durham Priory from 1310 to 1315 give some insight into 

practices common at the time. It appears that Thoma s dealt 

in futures, advancing a certain sum-of money to the Priory 

in return for the wool from the annual clip of one or more 

years, This ensured that he had wool to export and probably 

enabled him to pay a lower price, while the lump sum gave the 

monks extra money for any immediate projects, Such payments 

might also save the merchant extra work as it seems likely that the 

English custom was followed whereby the monasteries made up any 

shortfall in the contracted amount by buying the produce of 

smaller wool-growersq 
86 

although the 1364 grant of privileges 

which stated that wool could only be sold to merchants might have 

affected this practice. 

Not all wool was of the dame quality and some fetched higher 

prices then others. Francesco Pegolotti, an Italian merchant 

who draw up a merchant's handbook, probably some time in the first 

half of the fourteenth centuryv gave a list of wool-producing 

monasteries in Scotland, and for several of them noted three 

separate prices for different qualities of wool, As the charges 

for packingg transportg customs and foreign tolls depended on 

quantity rather than qualityt it was in the merchant's interest 

to purchase the best-quality wool in order to realize the largest 

profit* 
87 

Thus the overseas merchant's skill rested on his 

ability to acquire the best wool possible at the lowest price 

86. Donnellyq 'Thomas of Coldinghaml, 4-5; Lloyd, Wool Trade, 289, 
2959 299-300; Duncan, Scotland, 428-9. In 13ý-6 a Newcastle 
merchant bought all his wool from Balmerina Abbey, CFRO iv, 501. 

87. Francesco Balducci Pegolottiq La Pratica Della Mercatural ad. Allan Evans (Cambridgeg Mass. 9 1936), 258-69; Duncan, Scotland. 
430; Lloydq Wool Tradej 316. 
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possible. For those supplying the home industry and not 

faced with heavy customs duties and the cost of transport 

overseasq poorer-quality wool would probably suffice. 

Certainly the quality of what was probably locally-made 

cloth at Perth does not suggest the use of highest-quality 

wool. 
88 Sometimes the purchaser might be given a variety 

of qualities of wool in which case he might follow the English 

practice of employing a packer to pack the wool, sorting it 

into different groups as he did so. The best would then be 

available for export and the rest might go to the craftsmen 

involved in the native cloth-making industry. 89 

Not all exporters dealt directly with the producers of 

their goods. There seem to have been many opportunities for 

middlemen who might be employed by exporters to purchase a 

certain quantity of goods, or who might buy goods themselves 

and then bring them to the burgh market to sell to the merchants, 

Certainly the restrictions on the freedom of trade of foreign 

merchants proved advantageous to such middlemen. In many 

burghs foreigners were allowed to buy goods only from the 

burgessest 
90 thus ensuring the burgesses' participation in 

any transaction involving a foreign merchant. In some English 

boroughs there were official brokers who acted for foreign 

merchants by securing wool for them. In Leicester in the 

early fourteenth century the brokers had to be sworn in by 

the town authorities, and it seems possible that the brokers 

mentioned in the Statuta Gilds 91 
were part of a similar system 

Ba. Bennett, 'Textiles' (PHSE)p 83. 

89. Lloydq Wool Trade, 316. 

90* RCRBp 538p confirmed this privilege to all king's burghs in 1364. 
91* Lloydq Wool Trade, 303; Statute Gilde. c. 31. 
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in Berwick in the late thirteenth century. Native merchants 

who exported only small quantities might buy their supplies 

in the burgh directly from those producers who brought them 

there, Landowning merchants might also be able to export 

the produce from their own lands. 

Having secured his goods the merchant had then to export 

them. One of the reasons for the Scottish king's concern with 

the interests of his merchants was that the export of the staple 

goods of wool, woolfells and hides provided him with a major 

source of revenue in the form of the great customs. It is 

not clear when these export duties were first imposedv although 

there is a reference to such customs in Berwick in 1282, and 

they were in operation by 1316 when a grant of Robert I refers 

to "the new customs called mal tot,, #92 The first custumars' 

accounts appeared in 1327. The rate an wool was 6s 8d par sack 

or per 360 woolfalls, while that an hides was 13s 4d per last 

(about 200 hides), The duty on woolfells was later amended to 

6s 8d per 240. Stevenson suggests that the prices given by 

Lloyd for Northumberland wool were probably similar to those 

achieved by Scottish wool and that therefore the customs rate 

represented about 7% of the purchase price, 
93 

The customs rate was often changed during the century when 

more money was required by the king. The need to pay a 

contribution for the peace of 1328 was probably a major reason 

for the increased rates charged on staple goods exported by 

foreign merchants in 1331-3. In order to raise the money for 

David's ransomq the customs rates for all merchants were first 

92. Stevensong 'Low Countries#, 151; SLt 859/23/9; Family of Rose. 
112-13. 

93. Stevensong 'Low Countries', 152-3, 
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doubled and then trebled after 1357. In 13689 Parliament 

ordered a quadruple customs to meet both the ransom demands 

and the king's increased expensese 
94 

The collection of these revenues was controlled by 

restricting the export of staples to those burghs which were 

granted a cocketv a seal which was required before staple 

goods could be sent overseas. The grant of the cocket was 

made mainly to the king's burghst although certain ecclesiastical 

and baronial burghs such as St, Andrews and Dunbar also received 

such a grant* In these burghs there were a number of royal 

officials who were responsible for enforcing the customs system. 

Foremost among these was the custumar who received the customs 

and paid them to the Exchequer. He was often, although not 

invariablyg a prominent local burgess. At first, the custumars 

of the burghq usually two in numberv were probably responsible 

for all the operations carried out in connection with the customing 

of exports, but in time responsibility came to be delegated, at 

least in some of the burghso In January 1365 Parliament ordered 

that a competent person representing the crown should be in 

attendance at the weighing-house of each burgh in order to 

prevent fraud and in December it was ordained that a tron for 

weighing wool should be set up in every burgh of export, the 

tronar being paid a fee of ld per sack. The cost of maintaining 

the tron was paid from the customs receipts. Some burghs also 

had a clerk of the cocket who acteck %v% wANV%_. the 

custumars and the tronar and prepared the letters of cocket which 

certified that a partýcular merchant had paid the customs on his 

goods. 
95 This document was sealed with the cocket seal, of 

94. ER# ig 365-69 426-7; ER, iig xlil lxxii; APS, ig 504. 

95. ERl ii, lxxxvi, 234,2679 2739 275; APS, ig 4969 497; 
ERl iig 375. 
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. which each custumar held half so that both were required to 

be present when goods were exported. In Dundee in 1381, 

enumerators of skins and hides were appointed, This office 

became a national one in 1396.96 In some burghs the 

organisation of the customs also entailed an additional 

expense in the rent of a building to be used as the customs 

houses 97 

The merýhants did not always export goods from their own 

burgho From about 1362 it became increasingly common for 

merchants of one burgh to have their goods customed and 

cocketted thereq and then taken to another burgh to be 

exported. The merchanti presented their cockets to the 

custumars of the second part who entered the exports in their 

cocket book without collecting the duty. This practice was 

most common among the merchants of Ayrq whose access to 

Continental parts was restricted by geography, Slackness at 

Linlithgow seems to have been their favoured alternative- 
98 

Having paid the necessary customs and laded the ship, the 

merchant or his agent - who was also often the master of the 

ship - set off for his destination. If the journey was to 

Flanders the routs hugged the English coast most of the way 

southq thus accounting for the predominance of Flemish or 

Flanders-bound ships among those wrecked an the English coast 

in this period* A trip overland to Dover and thence to the 

Continent was an alternative, although it did not allow the 

export of a great quantity of bulky goods and would tend to 

96,, Stevensong tLow Countriestv 153;. LRI iiiq 66. 
97, Of 11# 381 (Aberdeen). In Stirling in 1370 the custumar's 7o-ýse was used for this purposeq ER, iiq 314-15, 
98. ER9 iit 3749 3789 4719 515, The west coast burghs also traded 7ith Ireland, but probably the main market for their staple 

goods was the Continent. 
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increase the cost of the goods as transport overland was 

generally more expensive than transport by water. 
99 

rn the absence of detailed CLIstoms recardsq 
100 

most 

of the evidence about the merchant ships sailing to and from 

Scotland during the 1300s comes from records of disputes.. 

wrecksq captures and arrests. Such evidence only reveals 

information about a very small percentage of the ships involved 

in the Scottish tradeq and is further biased by the fact that 

most of the documents are to be found in English sources and 

thus deal only with ships involved in English and southern North 

Sea trade. Neverthelessq they can be used to give some 

information about the organisation and activities of Scottish 

merchants. 

The merchants of the fourteenth century did not restrict 

themselves to using the ships of their own countryq but seem 

rather to have used whatever ships were available, Zealand 

ships sailed from Sluis carrying the goods of Scottish merchantsq 

while other ships had on board men of Scotland, Flanders and 

Germany* The sharing of cargo space between merchants of 

different nationalities was not uncommong each merchant paying 

a freight charge for hia own goods. Of the ships carrying the 

goods of Scottish merchants and wrecked on the English coast 

99. CPR. 1367-709 127; Rat. Scat., 1.926; Postan, Medieval Trade, 119. 

100, The custumars at each burgh of export drew up a book of entry 
of ships giving details of cargo# destinationg'merchants 
involved etc. 9 while the clerk kept a cocket book containing 
the same information. These were presented at the Exchequer 
audit, Isabel Guy, 'The Scottish Export Trade 1460-1599, 
From the Exchequer Rolls19 unpublished M, Phil, (St, Andrewsq 
1982)9 13-14, Unfortunately9 only the Exchequer Rolls, giving 
the sum totals of expotts and customs paid, have survivedt 
so there is no Scottish equivalent to the English Particular 
Accounts. 
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during the centuryg almost two-thirds were Flemish. 
101 

It is sometimes maintained that the Scats were short of 

ships and heavily reliant on the shipping of other countries 

for their marine activitiesp 
102 but the evidence is not 

complete enough to support this statement. Certainly, at 

two periods during the century the Scots were being heavily 

supplied with ships by other countries, but in both cases 

this was during war with England when extra shipping would be 

required to make up for losses suffered in the war, to protect 

merchant shippingg and to pursue the conflict at sea. Robert I 

was supplied with ships by the Flemings and Germans and even 

looked to the Genoese for vessels. The second occasion on which 

Scotland received foreign ships was in 1336, again in the midst 

of a struggle against the English. On 3 Novemberg Edward III 

wrote to the king of Norway and the counts of Hainault and 

Gueldres requesting them to forbid their subjects letting ships 

to the Scats. 
103 

In more peaceful timesp Scotland does. not seem to have been 

particularly dependent on foreign shippingg although the ships 

of other countries were used in a number of trading enterprises. 

References in the Exchequer Rolls show the ships of individual 

merchants being used to carry out duties for the crown. The 

ship of John Scot of Inverness was used to take building materials 

101, CPR, 1367-709 424; CDSq iiiq nos 713,1586. See CDS, iii and iv, 
Rot. Scot., i and ii, CCR and CPR for other ships* The number of 
ships is too smallt howeverg to allow any firm conclusions to be 
drawn concerning the proportion of foreign to Scottish ships 
involved in Scottish commerce. 

102. Davidson, Staple, 8. Morris, houeverg suggests that Scottish 
shipping was proportionately greater than that of England, Morrisq 
Stirling Gild, 30. 

103, Foedera, 11,292; W. Stanford Reidq 'Sea-Power in the Anglo-Scottish 
Uar, 1296-13281 in The Marinerts Mirrarg xlvi (1960), 13-179 20ý-2; 
Foederal iij 9499 950. By 1355 the earl of Angus was able to 
gather a number of ships from different Scottish harbours to mount 
an attack on Berwick, Chron. Fordun, 1.372. 
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to St, Monans. for the erection of a royal chapel there. 

About one-third of the ships captured or wrecked in England 

were definitely or probably Scottish and some could be identified 

with specific burghso Thus Invernessq Aberdeeng Dundee, St. 

Andrewsq Edinburght North Berwick and Linlithgow merchants all 

had access to Scottish ships in their home parts. That the 

use of Scottish ships was becoming widespread during this period 

is also implied by a 1428 Act of Parliament which refers to 

earlier acts restricting Scottish merchants to using Scottish 

ships. 
104 

Of foreign vesselsq Flemish ships seem to have been active 

in the Scottish carrying trade throughout most of the century, 

There are also several references to ships of Zealand and of the 

various German cities. While sometimes carrying the goods of 

both Scots and the merchants of their own country, at other times 

these ships appear to have been chartered by the merchants of 

a particular burgh. When two ships were wrecked an the English 

coast in 13709 the goods of one were claimed by merchants of 

Aberdeeng and the goods of the other by merchants of Edinburgh, 

The ships might also carry the goods of individual merchants. 

William Johnson of Aberdeen laded a ship of Sluis in 1368 and 

his goods apparently made up the entire cargo. 
105 

Although there are no recorded examples of merchants of 

different burghs sharing cargo space in foreign ships, it seems 

that they were not averse to doing so in Scottish ships. In 1372, 

Edward III ordered the restoration of goods from two Scottish 

104. ER, iit 243t 329; APSt iit 16. 

105. CPR. 1367-70t 424p 471; CCR. 1364-89 440-1. 
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vessels, wrecked an the Northumbrian coast an a voyage from 

Bruges to Scotland, to merchants from Edinburgh, Perth and 

Dundee. It seems likely that it was the merchants of Perth 

and Dundee who shared one of the ships as the Perth custumars' 

account for 1380-1381 refers to goods being laded at both 

Perth and Dundee. 
106 Apparently international trade could 

sometimes faster a certain amount of inter-burghal cooperation. 

In the early thirteenth centuryp Scottish ships in England 

were expected to carry fewer than ten horses, but of their size 

in the fourteenth century there is little evidencet although the 

fact that the size did vary is suggested by the frequent 

distinction made in the customs accounts between ships and boats. 107 

Perhaps the smaller vessels were used mainly for the coastal trade 

with England or the Isles, with larger ships berrying the bulkier 

staple goods to the Continent. Howevert this was no hard and 

fast rule and it is likely that the ships involved in both 

coastal and overseas trade varied in size and shapev especially 

with the increasing use of merchant ships for fighting and of 

war ships for trade. 108 

As in later centuries the routes followed by merchants ware 

not always simply twoý-way. At least one example survives of what 

may have been part of a triangular voyage. In 1380, Finlay Ushert 

a Scottish merchantt shipped 16 lasts and two barrels of herring 

106. Rat. Scot,. p 1# 948; ERp 111# 51. 

107. Duncang Scotlandq 516; ER9 iit 510v 5129 606;. ER9 ii, St 50. 
Carus-Wilson says that there was no clear distinction between 
navis and batella, E. M, Carus-Wilson, ed, The Overseas Trade 
of Bristol in the Later Middle Aqes (Bristol Record Society, 
1937)0 334, but in the Scottish cu7toms accounts they are 
usually counted separately. 

108, Alan Moore, 1A Barge of Edward IIV in The Mariner's Mirror, vi 
(1920)p 242; Rosalind Mitchison, A History of Scotland on, 
1970)t 66. Stevenson suggests that the infrequency of Scottish 
sailings might imply that the Scottish ships were quite largeg 
Stevensong 'Low Countries1v 172. 
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and two chests of cloth from Schoewen in a Zealand vessel 

for Flanders. 109 The nature of the cargo suggests that this 

was the second part of a voyage in which he had exchanged his 

Scottish goods for Zealand ones which he would then use to 

acquire goods in Flanders to take back to Scotland. 

In the earlier years of Scottish foreign trade the only 

restrictions placed an the destinations of Scottish traders were 

those dictated by market demands and foreign relations. Certain 

towns, however* seem to have been favoured above others. Bruges 

was one of these, As an important centre of international trade, 

Bruges provided the Scats with contact with foreign merchants and 

new commercial ideas which were brought back to Scotland. Among 

these ideas in the fourteenth century was the concept of a 

staple port, an institution with which the English were to 

experiment throughout the 1300s, Ironically, a worsening of 

relations with Flanders led to the first recorded staple being 
'. V% 0.41 

established in Middelburgh in Zealand^, although it seems quite 

possible that Bruges may have been recognized as the staple 

previous to this. 110 

The actual terms of the agreement which established the 

staple at Middelburgh have not survived but the general idea 

was to concentrate the Scottish trade in staple goods in one 

particular town in return for various privileges such as lower 

tolls or a mayor or conservator to safeguard the interests of 

the merchants* Unlike the English staple it was never regarded 

as compulsory during the fourteenth centuryq although the advantages 

which accrued to those doing business there would encourage most 

109. CDS, ivq no. 300. See Hamerv 'Anglo-Scattish Relations', 36,, 
for more details about this particular voyage, 

110. Stevensong 'Low Countries', 157. Stevenson suggests that 
Bruges was the Scottish staple for most of the century, Ibid. 
399 2539 2559 275* 
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Scottish merchants to use the town. In practice, it resembled 

more the foreign factories of the Germans. The Scottish merchants 

brought the goods to the staple port and there traded them either 

personally or through agents or factors, Probably many of those 

who lived in Bruges in the thirteenth century had earned their 

living as factors or brokers for their countrymen, 

It is not clear that the staple became fixed at any one 

town during the fourteenth centuryq although the various 

privileges granted by Bruges to the Scats suggest that this 

was the usual staple port* These grants and those of the count 

of Holland give some idea of the conditions under which the Scats 

traded on the Continent, as well as showing the abuses to which 

they were subject, 

Unlike the English merchants in Holland who were freed from 

paying most customs dues in 1382, the Scottish merchants remained 

liable for payment of customs and tolls throughout the century, 

In Holland in 1323, this amounted to Ic, 12' of the value of their 

goods* 
112 At Sluis customs officers inspected the goods 

brought by the merchants and then a toll was charged for 

their unloading and transit to Bruges. At Bruges there were 

patty customs to be paid* The Scots complained about the 

opening of their parcels by the customs officers and asked that 

the word of the merchants' hosts be accepted for their contents. 

This was refused but it was agreed that if baggage was opened and 

everything was in order, the officials would pay for the expense 

of repacking* 
113 

111. Davidsong Staple, 337-42,348-9; Stevensong 'Low Countries', 158-9. 
112. Smit, i. no. 310. 

113. Stevenson, 'Low Countries$, 177-8.180-1; Rooseboom, Staple, 
app. nos 8.91 13. 
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The Sccts were also subject to the laws of the country 

in which they were trading, again unlike the English in Holland 

who were allowed to choose their own governor to settle disputes 

among themselves. Not until 1407 were the Scats granted 

permission to have a conservator to look after their 

privileges. 
114 Immunity 

howeverv was a right that 

and supposedly guaranteed 

seizurep although in fact 

measures taken as well as 

meant that this continued 

tradeo 

from arrest for another's debts, 

was gradually won during the century, 

the merchant protection from arbitrary 

continued piracy and the retaliatory 

the expiry of grants and privileges 

to be one of the hazards of overseas 

One of the abuses of which the Scottish merchants complained 

was overcharging by the brokers who handled the sale of their 

goods in Bruges. The broker was a useful servant to the 

merchant asq through residence in the town, he was able to 

establish contacts with prospective buyers and dispose of the 

goods as quickly as possible. He probably also arranged 

storage for the merchandises most of which was sold directly 

from storage cellarsq although wool and woolfells had to be 

sold in the woolhousee It seemst howeverg that the employment 

of a broker might have been compulsoryg for in the fifteenth century 

the Scots gained the right to trade without the intermediacy of a 

broker* 
115 

In common with their counterparts from other countriest the 

Scats made increasing use of credit throughout the medieval period. 

At the time of a sale, a date and a place were specified for 

114. Yair, Scotch Trade. 19-20,229 40, 

115. Stevenson, Mow Countries', 181-2, 
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payment. 
116 Not surprisinglyt the making of such contracts 

often resulted in problems of recovering debts. In 1359, 

the Scots complained of delays of up to five months before they 

received payment for their goodst and in 1394 they asked that 

if a Bruges burgess defaulted his goods should be forfeited to 

pay the debt. One of the privileges granted in this year was 

that buyers would be compelled . to pay at the agreed time- 
117 

The weighing of goods seems also to have been subject to 

abuse,, with delays of up to two or three months before wool 

was weighed. The Scats made a request to have their own 

weigh-house and weigher. This was refused but in 1394 Bruges 

promised to correct the abuses in weighing and allowed the Scots 

to have prickity at the English weigh-house. The weigher was 

to keep his hands off the balance or he would be punished and the 

goods weighed before two bailiffs, lie 

One of the chapters in the count of Flanders' grant of 1407 

states that when loading and unloading the Scats could place 

their ships side by side or in rows abreast of one another up to the 

number of four. This suggests that Scottish merchant ships some- 

times travelled together# as does the wreck of the two ships of 

Edinburgh and Aberdeen in 1370, During wartimev eSp8Cially, it 

seems likely that Scottish merchants would follow the English 

practiceg and travel in convoys. 
119 Largely due to the political 

situationp cooperation in commercial ventures was not only desirable, 

but necessary. 

116. For such an agreement made in Scotland, see SRO, RH1/2/688 (1388), 

117. Hans. Urk., iii, no. 579; Rooseboom, Staple, app. nos 89 9.13. 
Monetary transactions were further complicated by the great variety 
of currencies in use in Flanders and Brabant at this time, Alisorl 
Henhamp tA Medieval Scots merchantIs handbook' in SHR, 1 (1971)0 
109-100 

lie, Hans. Urk., iii, no. 579; Rooseboom, Staolet app. nos 12p 13. 

119. yeir, Scotch Tradep 29; CPR, 1334-389 567. 
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On a more individual basisq cooperation was also a major 

feature in the activities of Scotlandts merchants. Trading 

partnerships appear to have been the order of the day. 

Unfortunatelyq the evidence is too sketchy to determine the 

nature of most of these partnerships, but if they followed the 

pattern of other countriesq they could assume a variety of 

forms, ranging from a true joint venture in which all members 

contributed both goods and services to a sleeping partnership 

where one or more merchants contributed goods and another 

carried out the actual overseas enterprise. 
120 

For all but the very wealthiest merchantsq partnerships 

were necessary in order to raise the capital required for a 

trading venture. Among the English safe-conducts issued 

to Scottish merchants in the 1360s and 1370s it was common 

practice to grant them to an individual and a certain number 

of socii. This almost certainly indicated a partnership - the 

fact that not all the partners were named could be due to the 

temporary nature of the partnership which meant that its 

formation might still be in the future when the named merchant 

applied for a safe-conduct. Protection was thus assured for 

prospective members. Presumably, if the safe-conduct was valid 

long enough to allow more than one journey, the partners could 

even be changed. Such temporary partnerships were a common feature 

of the fourteenth-century wool trade in England and Italy. 121 

In some cases more than one merchant is named in a single 

120. Postang Medieval Trade, 16-17,6&-70; Joseph and Frances 
Gies, Merchants and Moneymen: The Commercial Revolution,, 
1000-1500 (New York, 1934). 52. 

121. Donnellyq 'Thomas of Coldingham'. 111-12; Lloydq Wool Trade, 307. 
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safe-conduct, implying that a formalv even if temporary, 

partnership had been established. One of the earliest such 

grants was issued an 6 May 1348 to three Aberdeen merchants, 

Adam de Frendraughtv Robert de laBothe, and John Taillour. 

It was repeated on 12 November of the same year and allowed 

. 
them to bring twelve other persons, probably marinerswith 

them. In October 1357 four more Aberdeen men were granted 

permission to trade in England and Ireland in a single ship. 

In a list of safe-conducts issued to various Scottish merchants 

from 11 May to 20 July 1358, one an 11 July was granted to three 

meng Robert de Nesbit, Robert de Paxton and Adam de Paxton. 
122 

The placing of their names together in what is otherwise a list 

of individual names with socii, suggests an established 

partnership. The probable family connection of the two 

Paxtons would also tend to support this conclusion. 

Two safe-conducts of January 1359 were granted to John 

Wigmer, burgess of Edinburgh, and Alexander his brother, and to 

Robert Hogg of Edinburgh and John de Peeblesq merchant of the 

same town. The Wigmer partnership lasted for a number of years, 

with the brothers being granted safe-conducts in 1360 and 1361. 

The Hogg-Peebles relationship also remained close, on a social 

level at least, as after her husband's death, Margaret Hogg 

married John de Peebles. 
123 Other definite or probable family 

relationships included those of William and Walter Guppild of 

EdinburghvAndrew and Walter son of Augustine of Edinburgh, Hugh 

de la Leys and his brother Thomas of Dundee, and Henry and Walter 

122. Rot. Scat. 9 i, 716V 7249 8159 823. 

123. Ibidv ig 8329 851t 859; RMS9 i. no, 443. 
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de Edinham of Aberdeen. 124 Nor were trading enterprises 

restricted to the male members of the family. In 1362 a 

joint safe-conduct was issued to Roger and Margaret Hogg, 

and in 1365 Margaret herself is styled a Scottish merchant, 

suggesting that in 1362 she was taking an active part in her 

husband's trading activities. In 1379 Annabelle, Guppild was 

given permission to accompany her husband an a trading journey 

to Flanders. 125 Some trading ventures indeed seem to have 

involved moving the entire family. In 1373 a safe-conduct 

was granted to the merchant William Prudhomme to come to England 

for one year with his wife, children and servants. David da 

Kymbriggehaml burgess of Berwickv was granted a similar safe- 

conduct in 1336 for three years. 
126 

As well as partnerships between brothers, family-based 

relationships could involve father and son. It was common for 

merchants' sons of this period to gain practical experience of 

commercial enterprise through working for their fathers as 

factors or servantse A probable example of this is found in 

two safe-conducts issued to Alan de Ballon, a prominent Edinburgh 

merchantv in 1394 and 1396. In both casesq Alan's servants 

included Thomas de Ballon who was probably his son. The fact 

that Alants ship was called la Thomas, tends to support this 

conclusion. The three other "servants" listed in 1396 all bear 

the surname Fersith and could quite possibly be the sons or 

grandsons of the wealthy Edinburgh merchant William Fersith who 

124, Rot. Scot. 1,8549 8559 897,8599 869. 

125. Ibidq iq 867t 897; Tbidq iiv 19. Women in England also engaged 
in trade, Gras, English Customs 115,399. In the fifteenth 
centuryp and probably earlierg women were admitted as burgesses 
and gild brethren, Sir 3ames D, Marwick, Edinburqh Guilds and 
Craftj (SGRS, 1909)t 9. 

126. Rot. Scot., 1,960; CPR. 1334-389 220. 
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was an active trader in the 1360s and 1370s. 127 In the 

absence of more positive evidence some of these connections are 
I 

fairly speculative but given the strength of family ties in 

medieval Scotland they are not altogether unlikely. 

During the medieval period it was becoming increasingly 

common for European merchants to employ factors to deal with 

the merchandising of their goods in other countries. 
128 Many 

Scottish merchantst however, continued to accompany their goods 

overseasq despite the fact that fifteenth-century evidence suggests 

that these journeys must often have been very uncomfortable. 
129 

In the Scottish ships captured by the Englishq the passengers 

often included merchantst most of whom probably had a share in 

the cargo. John Mercert one of the wealthiest men in Scotland, 

was captured in 1376 when returning home with his ship, and the 

reprisals carried out by his son Andrew show that the younger 

Mercer was no stranger to seamanship. Men such as William 

Feth and Adam Tore who were sent on diplomatic missions to the 

Continent probably had some familiarity with the countries with 

which they were dealing. The presence of Scottish merchants 

in Flanders is shown by a 1357 safe-conduct to six of them to 

pass through England on their way home to Scotland. 130 

127. CDS, ivv no, 460; Rot. Scat., 11,135; Rot. Scat., J, 8659 
8909 9209 978; ER 

., p iiq 450y 463. Thomas de Ballon also appears 
in the English records as a Scottish merchantq Hamerg 'Anglo-- 
Scottish Relationsit 115, 

128, That this was a common practice in Scotland as well is implied 
by a formula for a royal letter seeking protection abroad for 
the servant of a merchantq Formulary Ep no. 62* It was the factor 
of an Edinburgh burgess who arranged the passage of the bishops 
of St, Andrews and Dunkeld back to France in 1295, Chron,. 
Lanercostv 168. 

129. Gies, Merchants and Monsymeng 142-3; Stevensonp 'Low Countriestf. 
169-70, 

130. ER, iiq x1ii, n. 4; Hans. Urk., iii, no. 131; Rot. Scot.., 1.817. 
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Except in the cases of wealthy merchants such as John and 

Andrew Mercer and Alan de Gallon who had their own shipsq most 

merchants crossed the seas in other man's ships and in the 

company of others - not only merchants, but also scholarsq 

pilgrims and other passengers* This did not always protect 

them from attack as the massacre of the passengers of the 

PelarymIshows. In 1337 a Flemish ship carrying the bishop 

of Glasgow and "other Scottish enemies" with goods and armcur 

was arrestedv and in 1327 a ship of Flanders which had among fts 

passengers two Scottish friars and five Scottish merchants was 

wrecked in a storm while. - . Scarborough. The Scottish merchants 

escaped from the towng but the unfortunate friars were forced to 

seek asylum in a church. 
131 

Merchants on trading journeys usually had more permanent 

company as well - almost all English safe-conducts included 

provision for a number of escorts to accompany them. The 

number of such escorts, servants and boys varied from two to 

thirty and does not seem to have been related necessarily to the 

wealth and status of the merchantq insofar as these are 

discoverable. The usual number was two to four per merchant, 

although in 1359 John Scot of Inverness was granted a safe- 

conduct for himself and twenty escorts 
132_ 

perhaps a comment on 

the perils of journeying through the north of Scotland? There 

are no complaints in the English records of assaults on Scottish 

merchants travelling overland through Englandq suggesting perhaps 

that they were sufficiently well-protected against attack - or 

that they were not carrying enough goods to merit a protest to the 

government. 

131, CCR, 1337-79,172; CCR, 1327-30,9 186-7. 

132, Rot. Scat., 1.836. 
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The references to these escorts serve as a reminder 

that it was not only those of merchant-status who were 

involved in Scotland's commerce, If the number of associates 

and servants mentioned in the safe-conducts is added to the 

number of named merchants, the total of potential trade- 

related visitors to England in the period 1357-1400 increases 

considerably. Over 900 safe-conducts were issued, allowing 

over 3500 entries to England, Although many of these were 

granted to the same individuals at different times, over 

500 different merchants seem to have been involved. 133 
if 

even half these safe-conducts were usedt then the mercantile 

traffic between England and Scotland, especially in the peak 

years of the 1360s when 733 were issued, was by no means 

inconsiderable. Morsoverg the above numbers refer only to 

royal safe-conducts* Many more licences may have been granted 

but not recorded as Edward III sometimes delegated the 

responsibility for issuing such protections to others. On 

24 November 13669 for example, Henry del Strothert sheriff 

of Northumberlandq was given power for one year to grant 

safe-conducts to Scats wishing to trade in Northumberland. 134 

As well as those who served the merchantsv Scottish commerce 

involved those whom many merchants served. Information is 

lacking on what proportion of Scottish traders carried out 

their ventures independentlyg although it seems likely that 

many did. Howeverg from the thirteenth century onwards there 

are records of merchants carrying on trade on behalf of members 

133, In calculating the exact number of individuals involved, 
difficulties arise because of the existence of different 
merchants with the same namesq therefore an approximate 
number is given. 

134. Rot. Scot., 1.907. The Earl Marshalt English Warden of the 
East March, had similar authority but this was withdrawn in 
13899 CCR 1389-92.241. 
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of the aristocracy 
135 

and it seems possible that a great 

many merchants found their major employment in this type of 

service, Whether the merchant simply performed the duties 

of a hired servant or whether he too invested capital in the 

enterprises is not clearv but probably both types of association 

-were to be found. 

From the earliest days of Scottish tradet merchants had 

served the crown by imparting luxuries and household requirements. 

During the fourteenth century there appears evidence of direct 

commissions for such enterprisest although such commissions 

undoubtedly existed earlier as well. The first recorded instance 

involved the purchase of goods for the wedding of David Bruce. This 

particular commission was given to a Flemingg but later ones were 

given to Scottish merchants. 
136 Many other royal household 

supplies also came from Scottish tradersv but in most of these 

cases it is unclear whether the purchases were commissioned 

specifically or were simply chosen from what the merchant had 

brought back to Scotland. 

The fact that a merchant did not always act only for himself 

is shown in a request by the merchants to the count of Flandersq 

asking that if a merchant was sentenced to death in that country 

not all his goods be confiscated as Scottish merchants coming to 

Flanders were the servants of others and not all their goods were 

their own* 
137 Probably this referred mainly to those involved 

in merchant partnerships, but it could also apply to those who 

carried out commissions for members of other classes. 

135. In 1291 Walter Deacon, burgess of Perthq was given a safe-conduct 
to trade in England as the merchant of the countess of Fife, 
Stevensont Documentsq it no. 131. For a late thirteenth-century 
contract in which a Berwick merchant agrees to serve a lord, see Yester Writsp no. 17. 

.0 
it cxiv .1 

136, 
_ER -vi; Rot, Scot. it 9459 9499 9590 

137, Ronseboomp Staple, app. no. 8,, 
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Among the earliest fourteenth-century examples of Scottish 

merchants supplying goods for specific markets are those given 

licence by Edward III to purchase supplies for the garrison at 

Berwick and other strongholds in Scotland under English control. 

In 1321 Edward was prepared to allow Scottish merchants to come 

to England on a more personal trading mis$ion and purchase clothsv 

jewels and other supplies for the chamber of the countess of Fife. 

This was the first of many such English licences in which the 

merchants were given permission to purchase suppliesp especially 

food, for the household of their employer, In 1331 David II 

was allowed to buy 400 quarters of wheat and malt from Lincoln 

and this transaction would most likely have been carried out 

by merchants in his service. Merchants also secured supplies 

for the Scottish queen in the late 1350s. 138 
Most of the safe- 

conductst howeverg involved the purchase of food for influential 

figures outside the royal family# men such as 3ohn of the Isles, 

Sir Archibald Douglasq the earl of March, the earl of Fife and 

-the bishop of Glasgow among others. 
139 In some cases, safe- 

conducts were granted at the request of a prominent Scottish 

figurep and it seems quite possible that the merchants named 

would be involved in securing supplies for their patron. Such 

requests were made by the queen in 1357 and 13589 Sir Archibald 

Oouglas in 1359, the earl of Sutherland in 1361, the Scottish 

chancellor in 1384 and the earl of Fife in 1385.140 The timing 

of the last two shows that conflict with England did not always 

result in a complete cessation of trade. 

138, CDSI ii 
' 
i. no. 149; Rat. Scot., 1.142; CPR, 1317-219 587; 

COSt iV, nos 815,823. 

139, CDSO iiit no* 1639; Rot. Scot.. t iv 9329 933; Rot. Scot... 
iit 29 79 119. 

140. Rat. Scot., 1,8159 8229 839-409 854; EDS9 ivt nos 3229 324. 
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Certain individuals were referred to as the merchants of 

a particular lord, and, as there are rarely any records of 

such man trading independently, it seems likely that they 

were employed solely in this capacity. The earl of Fife and 

Mentaith refers to John de Bondington as "his merchant" in 

1385,, and the six "merchants of the Isles" given a safe-conduct 

in 1357 at the request of John of the Islas were probably 

similarly in his employ* 
141 

Other merchants, howevert seem 

to have acted as servants for a number of different employers, 

sometimes at the same time. In 1369 Thomas Clydesdale was 

given one safe-conduct to purchase food in England at the request 

of Sir Robert Erskine and another one at the request of the bishop 

of Glasgow. Some merchants occasionally fulfilled special 

commissionsg but generally acted independently. In 1360 John 

Wigmerv a prominent Edinburgh merchant and burgessv was granted 

a licence to purchase falcons in Scotland and take them to England 

for Edward Balliol. 142 

The aristocracy did not only participate in commerce as 

customers. The custumarst accounts contain several references 

to the remission of customs on wool to people such as the earl 

of March, the countess of Douglasq and the earl of Douglas. The 

right to export a certain amount of goods duty-free was sometimes 

granted to individuals by the crown, the abbot of Melrose having 

his licence to export fifty sacks of wool without paying customs 

confirmed in 1394.143 In the case of ecclesiastical or baronial 

burghsq the overlord might be given a "grant of cocket" which gave 

him the great customs of the burghq thus allowing him to export 

141. CDS, iv, no. 324; CDSv iii, no, 1639. 

142. Rat. Scot., 1.9329 9339 848. 

143. ERt iiq 1329 601; ERv iiij 1539 1179 187; APS9 ig 500. 
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his goods duty-free, The abbot of Arbroath was granted this 

privilege in 1357. Thus non-merchants were enabled to participate 

in the export tradep although it is likely that most of the 

responsibility for the disposal of the goods was delegated to 

the merchantse 
144 

In one aspect of trade, a number of members of the upper 

classes seem to have played a more active part. This was the 

piracy which was a common feature of the maritime life of the 

time. Conflict between two countries was often used as an 

excuse for uncontrolled privateering, 
145 

and in this the 

fourteenth-century merchant was often deeply involved. The 

companion of the earl of Mar on many of his piratical ventures 

was Robert Davidsong the famous provost of Aberdeen who led the 

burgesses at the Battle of Harlaw in 1411. Scots were also 

to be found among the followers of some of the most notorious 

pirates of the century, including the Fleming John Crabbe in the 

First War of Independence and John de Sancta Agatha in the Second 

War. 
146 

Much of the piracy engaged in by the merchants during the 

early part of the century was largely attributable to the conflict 

with England. If trade with the Continent was not to be entirely 

cut off the English blockade had to be run and this often involved 

attacks on Engli. 4h shipping. Scotland's allies on the Continent 

144. ERp ij C-ci. In 13919 the ship of Adam de Ballon was captured. 
91i John Abernethy had a share in the cargav Hanse., iv, no, 28, 

145. Nicholson, Scatlandq 82;. gDS9 iii, no. 549; CPR. 1313-17t 235, 
Oespite Nicholson's contrast of the law-abiding merchant and the 
less restrained nobleg Scotlandq 267, it does not seem that 
Scottish merchants were averse to privateering. 

146. Fischert Germanyp 5; Lucas, tCrabbel, 338. Lucas sees Crabbe's 

career as showing "the character of medieval piracy and some of 
the innumerable vicissitudes incidental to the life of merchantsq 
especially at the opening of the Hundred Yeard War", Ibidq 334. 
see- C), \-Sa 
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were happy to help by making their own attacks an English 

ships as not only did this provide them with free goods to sell, 

but there was a ready market in Scotland. The Scots could also 

help in other ways. When Crabbe and Scots from Aberdeen attacked 

two Newcastle shipst Crabbe had friends from Aberdeen take the 

goods to Flanders to sýll as it was not safe for him there at 

the time. 147 

The effectiveness of the Scottish and Continental piracy is 

shown by the English efforts to counteract it, In 1313 some 

merchants of Barton asked for royal permission to equip two 

ships to set out against the Scots who had taken goods from five 

of their shipse Such private efforts seem to have been of little 

usev howeverg and in 1315 Edward II appointed two men as captains 

of seven ships which he was sending to "bridle the malice of the 

Scots". The king's efforts met with little more success than those 

of his merchants9 and the Scottish and foreign merchants and 

pirates continued to prey on English shipping and bring supplies 

to Scotland, thus contributing in no small measure to the 

successful Scottish resistance. 
148 

Piracy was a two-sided coint howeverv and the successful 

efforts of one Scottish merchant could have a detrimental effect 

on the enterprises of his fellows. During the fourteenth century 

a doctrine of collective responsibility prevailed in commercial 

relations by which all merchants of a certain nationality were 

held responsible for the actions of each merchant from their 

country* Thus the goods of Scottish merchants might be seized 

147, Lucasp 'Crabbelv 338, 

148, CPR, 1313-179 Bp 235. See Reid, 'Traders? for an assessment 
of the merchants' contribution to the Scottish resistance to 
Edward II. 
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in England in retaliation for an attack upon an English ship 

by Scottish piratesq or letters of marque might be issued which 

enabled a merchant who had been attacked to prey on ships from 

the same country as his attackers in order to make good his 

loss* 149 

The pirates and merchants of the Continent were not the 

only suppliers of the Scots during the Wars of Independence. 

English smuggling also played a major role. Before the war 

England had been an important trading partner and many English 

merchants saw no reason to end the commercial connection, 

especially during the years that the war was being prosecuted 

by the unpopular Edward II* Smuggling brought large profitsv 

both because the Scots paid high prices for much-needed supplies 

and because usually the foroidden goods were taken out of the 

country uncustomed. 
150 

Smuggling by English merchants to Scotland continued 

throughout the centuryo despite royal efforts to stop it. 

Inquiries into the illegal trade were ordered repeatedlyg but 

apparently had little effect. Smuggling seems to have been 

relatively easyt especially when the customs officials were 

involved. The widespread nature of the smuggling - inquiries 

were ordered in nearly all the counties of England - suggests 

that it was a common activity among merchants. 
151 

Undoubtedly, 

149, COS, iv, no, 250; CCR. 1389-929 433-4; CCR, 1377-Blp 39, 
That the Scats also suffered from piracy is shown by the L500 
paid by the chamberlain in 1380 to outfit two ships to send 
against English pirates, ER, iiiq 651. 

150, Reid, 'Traders'# 213-15. 

151. Goods were smuggled from as far away as Southampton and 
Wiltshiret CPR, 1343-459 170. The main centresq howeverg were 
the east coast ports, Reidq 'Traderslp 215. Some of the wealthiest 
merchants of Newcastle were engaged in such activitiesq 3.8. Blakeq 
'Medieval Smuggling in the North-east: Some Fourteenth-century 
evidencel in Archaeoloqia Aeliana, 4th ser., x1iii (1965). 252. 
For smuggling methodst see Ibid. 2479 249-529 254-60, Goods were 
also smuggled from Irelandq Nicholson, Edward 111,188, 
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Scotland's merchants also partook in such activitiesp quite 

apart from their cooperation with the English smugglers* 
152 

Smuggling methods could include an individual with the 

privilege of exporting goods duty-free exporting other 

merchants' goods in his name, sailing from a remote part of the 

coast or even from a port and hoping that it wouldn't be reported, 

153 
bribing the custumarsq or whatever other method ingenuity 

could devise. 

Even during times of truce or peace when trade with 

Scotland was permitted by the English kingst certain articles were 

prohibited from export to the Scats* These included arms, 

victuals and horsesq 
154 

and often wool as well, in peacetimep 

when there was less demand for military suppliesq wool seems to 

have been one of the most frequently-smuggled commodities. This 

was due less to Scottish demand for English wool, than to the 

opportunity to take advantage of the lower Scottish customs 

rates. English subsidies imposed in the fourteenth century 

had raised the customs an wool exported from English ports to 

L2 per sackv whereas in English-held Berwickq uhich had been 

granted a low customs rate in order to encourage English 

settlement thereg it was 6s 8d and in the Scottish ports even 

after 1368 it was 26s 8d. The merchants of Newcastle had a 

particularly strong motive to ship their wool from Berwick and 

the Scottish parts as the lower qualityv and therefore the lower 

market pricev of northern wool meant that they paid proportionately 

152. CPR. 1343-45,280; Cal. Inq. Misc., iii, no. 972. 

153. Guy, 'Export Tradet, 18, 

154. CDSq iiiq no. 1396, By prohibiting the export of food, the 
English king could raise additional revenue by selling licences 
of exemption. Such prohibitionsq therefore, did not result 
necessarily in the complete cessation of trade. 
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more in customs than did their fellow-merchants further 

south. 
155 

The trade in English wool appears in the Scottish customs 

records from 1361-2. It is interesting to note that the Scots 

seem to have given additional encouragement to the shipment of 

English wool by permitting it to be exported at a lower rate 

than Scottish wool. The English smuggling was in Scottish 

interests as it enhanced the customs revenue, partly compensating 

for the money diverted to the ransom payments. From 1362 to 

13779 6619 sacks of English wool were exported, 1800 of these 

being shipped in 1373-4.156 

one other irregular form of trade grew out of the Anglo- 

Scottish wars* Ransoms were often paid in kind rather than in 

cash. One of the earliest examples of this occurred in 1320 

when Edward II permitted 1000 chalders of coal to be sent from 

Newcastle for the redemption of an English prisoner. It seems 

possible that many of the Scottish merchants released from English 

captivity in 1356 might have paid their ransoms in wool or other 

such goods. Malt was a common commodity used for ransoms in the 

1380s, but sometimes a great variety of goods were involved. In 

1388 3ohn Hull of Liverpool was given licence to take beansq peasq 

oatsq maltv flourg clothq musling knives and belts to Scotland to 

redeem himself and other captives* 
157 

155. Blaket 'Smugglingtq 245; Constance Fraserg 'The Pattern of 
Trade in the North-East of England, 1265-1350t in Northern 
Historyq iv (1969). 61; Constance Fraserv 'Medieval trading 
restrictions in the North Eastt in Archaeolcqia Aeliana, 4th 
ser, xxxix (1961), 141-2. 

156. Campbellq 'Englandq Scotland1t 204-5, Most of the wool was 
shipped from the southern burghs such as Edinburgh and Haddington, 
See custumarst accounts in ER, ii. It appears that the English 

_ wool was not subject to the increased customs rate imposed for the 
ransom payments. 

157. CDS9 iii, no. 698; Rot. Scot. 9 iq 7979 798; Rot, Scot. 9 iiq 319 
72,91, The John Hull incident is described in detail in Denys Hay, 
'Booty in Border Warfaret in TDGAS xxxi. (1952-53)t 151. 
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This licence of 1388 gives some idea of the variety of 

goods which was imported into Scotland during the fourteenth 

century. The chamberlain's accounts list a variety of 

articles purchased for the king from various merchants active 

in international trade* Exotic foodstuffs which could not 

be grown in Scotlandts northern climatet including spices and 

wineg were brought from overseas in merchants' ships or 

sometimes purchased in England and carried to Scotland by 

land or sea, The royal demand for luxury foods was accompanied 

by a demand for luxury manufactured goods, Jousting equipment, 

suits of armour, velvet, cloth of silk9 pewter vaseaq brass pots 

and articles of silver were among the objects purchased for the 

use of the king. 
158 

The most common entry in the accounts of goods purchased by 

the royal household was winet whichq to judge from the amounts 

importedv was the main drink of the upper classes. Payments 

for wine were often made as part of a sum for other victuals 

or goods as well, 
159 

suggesting the diversity of goods in which 

the merchants supplying the royal household dealt, Unfortunately, 

the chamberlain's accounts share in the taciturn nature of the 

custumars' accounts to a certain extentg and the most frequent 

entry is "for divers goods'19 leaving unanswered the questions 

about the nature of many of the king's luxury imports. 

It was not just luxuries which were importedg however, 

Manufactured goods of every description, as well as raw 

materialsq were brought into the country. Indeedq Stevenson 

158. Rot. Scot. 9 iiq 47; L& ig 531; LR9 iiq 1689 169t 360; 

. 
ER9 iiiv 1109 170. 

159. ERV iit 526. 
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suggests that the Scottish demand for all sorts of manufactures 

was probably a prime concern of both the merchants and craftsmen 

of Bruges in their efforts to keep the Scottish staple there. 
160 

A description of the contents of a Scottish ship arrested and 

plundered at Lynn in 1394 illustrates the diversity of goods 

which could be shipped in one voyage. Included in the cargo 

were two pieces of canvas containing 100 ellsv seven new and three 

old swardsl 25 gold nobles of English money, woollen and linen 

cloth, waxg pepper, brass pats and platesq ewersv basinsv linen 

thread, woadq madderg white and black dyed wool, iron, combs 

for carding woolq hose, capsg hoods9 saddles, bridles, spurs,, 

boots9 glovesq shuttles for weaversq paper,, parchmentt candelabra, a 

basinetv red leather and keys and locks. These goods were shipped 

by four merchants. In 1368 a single Aberdeen merchant shipped 

the following from Flanders: a pipe of red wine, 30 silver groats, 

silver are and specie, three gold ringst a pipe of woadt three 

casks of "waddase". 28 wey of coarse salt and seven quarters of 

161 
peas. 

Food shortages and the devastation of fertile crop-growing 

areas by war meant that food supplies were an important import 

for much of the century. Licences were granted by the English 

kings to both Scottish and English merchants to take graing malt 

and oats to Scotland. During the Wars of Independence, the 

supply of foodstuffs to the English armies also proved a profitable 

160, Stevenson, 'Low CountriesI9 219, 

161. CDS. iv, nos 462,162. Stevenson points to such cargoes as a 
peculiarity of the Scottish tradeq saying that most nations 
imported entire cargoes of one commodity from the Low Countriesq 
while the Scats usually loaded a diversity of goods, Stevensong 
'Low CountriesIg 2259 although Lloyd suggests that not all Englidh 
merchants specialised as much as is generally thought, Lloydq Wool 
Tradet 308, Hereq the number of items related to the production of 
cloth perhaps reflects a growing trend to manufacture better-quality 
cloth domestically in the late fourteenth century. See CFR9 vig 457-8 
for a detailed cargo list and the prices the items wou cost in 
Flanderse See also Duncan, 'Perth', 47. 
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business to those Scottish merchants who had sworn allegiance 

to the English crown. Sometimes, these provisions ended up 

in the wrong hands. In 1316 the ship of a burgess of Berwick 

who had secured supplies in England for the town was seized by 

men of Lubeckq Stralsundq Rostock and elsewhere, and carried 

off to Scotland where the goods were sold to the Scots. 162 
Some 

English merchants risked the king's displeasure and smuggled 

large quantities of foodstuffs to Scotland. Victuals were also 

imported from other countries. In 1369 3ohn Gill of Perth 

shipped a cargo of barley from Normandy, and by the end of the 

centuryv Scottish merchants were going to the Baltic parts for 

grain. 
163 

One commodity which was brought to Scotland seems to have 

been used rather to permit the export of a Scottish product than for 

domestic consumption. In 13679 Edward III gave permission to two 

man of London to take 100 quarters of salt to Scotland in order to 

salt fish there to bring back to England. Another shipment from 

London of clothq wine and salt in 1393 suggests a similar use 

for the salt as the shippers were fishmongers, Apparently the 

salt found in Scotland was not well-suited to preserving fish, 

but salt brought from the Bay of Bourgneuf by merchants from 

England and Flanders helped make up the lack. 
164 

More bulky commodities included coal, which was becoming 

an increasingly impow4w*English export in this period, In 1381-2. 

five ships of Dundee and one of Perth took coal from Newcastle, and 

162. CDSt iiiq nos 146p 149p 4309 537. The ports of the Wash 
were important suppliers of corn from the thirteenth centuryt 
Eleanore Carus-Wilson, 'The Medieval Trade of the Ports of the 
Wash' in Medieval Archaeolonyq vi-vii (1962-63), 184-5. 

163. CDS, ivq no. 151; -Nichalsont Scotland, 266, 

164. Rat. Scotag iq 911-12; Rot. Scot., 11,120; Davidson, Staplev 
89-90; Stevensong 'Low CountriesIg 223. 
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in 1390 Scottish ships carried coal from the English port to 

Edinburgh* 
165 Timber was included among the items smuggled 

from England in 1343, but in general most of the supplies seem 

to have come from Norway and the Baltic. Baltic timber was 

'being used in the 1330st and a purchase of timber was made by 

the chamberlain from Baltic merchants in 1382. Iron, a major 

importt generally originated in Spain, but was bought in Bruges 

or Middelburgh. 
166 

One import of which there is almost no documentary evidence 

but which looms large in the archaeological record is pottery. 

Pottery evidence must be treated with care, as it was often 

brought into the country as the containers for goods rather than 

as an actual import for sale, Nor can it be taken as evidence 

of direct trade links with its country of origin as it may have 

reached Scotland through an entrep6t. Howeverg probably some 

of the Continental pottery was used domestically and it seems 

almost certain that the wares from Yorkshire and Scarborough which 

are found in large numbers at almost every excavation enjoyed 

popular Scottish use* Local imitations suggest their widespread 

use* Pottery also came from France, the Low Countriesv 

Spain and Germzrvý, q and it is possible that there were short 

periods of occasional trade in ceramics with these countries. 
167 

165,3.8, Blake, 'The Medieval Coal Trade of North East England: 
Some Fourteenth Century Evidence' in Northern History, ii 
(1967), 16, The references to Scottish trade found in the 
surviving Newcastle customs accounts suggest that a search 
of all the English particular accounts for the period might 
throw further light on the nature of Anglo-Scottish trade, 

166, CPR, 1343-459 190; Davidsong Staple, 92; Nicholson, Scotland, 
266;. ERt iq 4109 411; LR ILow Countriesit iiiq 659; Stevenson, 
223. 

167, MacAskillp tPotterylp (SUAT) 19 llt 22; M. Kenworthyq 'Analysis 
of the FabricsIt 1239 125; C, M* Brooks et alt 'Pottery from 
Shore Bras' in Aberdeen ExCavations,, 172, 
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Textiles were a common import. Several varieties were 

imported from England, worsted being among the goods for which 

the earls of Fife and Douglas sent two merchants to England in 

1378, but probably the major source of this commodity for most 

of the century was Flanders. In many cases, the imports of 

woollen cloth represented the return of Scottish wool to its 

place of origin but in a different form. Sometimes, luxury 

fabrics such as silk from Italyp Spain or the East were 

imported, but in general it was the Flemish cloth which was 

in the largest demand. Coloured and striped woollen cloth, 

canvas, napery and towelling were all common among the imports 

from Flanders* 
168 

As well as supplying finished cloth for the Scottish market, 

Flanders played a part in the Scottish domestic cloth industry. 

Dyesq mordauntst soaps and teasles were imported by the early 

fourteenth centuryv and the cargo lists mentioned above show many 

of the articles used in cloth production coming from Flanders. 

The Flemings also participated in other stages. In 1366 a pocket 

of wool was exported from Montrose to be dyed, and better-quality 

Scottish cloth was sometimes sent to Flanders for finishing before 

being reimparted. Indeedq Flanders even provided a market for 

the cheap Scottish cloth which helped supply clothes for the poorer 

inhabitants of the country, 
169 

To pay for her imports Scotland exported a variety of goods, 

the most important of which were the staple goods of woolt woolfells 

and hides. Because these were the only items on which customs was 

168. Rot. Scat., ii, 7; Bennettv tAberdeen Textilest, 198; Muthesius, 
$Silkt (SUAT)v 1; Muthesiust 'Loom woven silktp 56; Sennett, 
tTextilest (PHSE), 78; LRI il cxiv-vi. 

169. Assisa de Tolloneis;. ER, 11,238; Stevensont tLow Countrieslq 
2229 254, 

f. 
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paid for most of the centuryv it is difficult to determine 

what proportion of the country's exports these goods 

representedv but the impression gained from other sources 

is that they were indeed ScotlandIs most important exports. 

Most of the Scottish ships sailing to Flanders of which there 

are records were laded mainly with Scottish staple goods, 
170 

Scotland did export other goods as wellq however. The 

trade in livestock seems to have been a fairly flourishing one. 

Six horses were carried overseas to Flanders in 1368, but 

the main market was apparently in England. Horsesq oxen,, 

cows and other animals were sold in England to help pay for 

the ransom of a Scottish prisoner there in 1316, and in later 

years English safe-conducts were granted to both, Scottish and 

171 
English merchants to participate in this trade, It seems 

likely that the export of livestock to England usually involved 

the driving of the animals overland rather than bringing them 

by sea* 

Another common export was fish, of which salmon was especially 

in demand. Several of the English safe-conducts licensed English 

merchants to go to Scotland to buy salmon and other goods, implying 

that salmon was the most important purchase, It was probably 

in order to salt salmon that most of the salt was brought from 

Englandq although herring and cod were also sent abroad. By 

1398, salmon was seen as an important enough export to be one 

of the commodities an which new export duties were levied, 172 

170. COSO iii, no. 1451: CDS, ivo no, 114. It is possible that the 
Scottish staples were not so predominant in ships sailing to 
countries further northp but unfortunately there is little 
evidence of the contents of such vessels. 

171, CPR, 1364-68,451; CPR. 1313-17y 455; CPR, 1321-249 333; 
CDSq iii, no. 1505; Rot. Scat., i. 881t 915. In 1370 an export 
tax was imposed an horses, ER, iit 351. 

172, Rot, Scat., 1.928; Rot. Scot., 11,104; CPR, 1358-61,9 336-7; 
ER9 iiiv p. lxxxi, 
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The other goodsq reflecting Scotland's agricultural base, were 

horses, suet, salt meat and butter. 

Throughout the fourteenth centuryq Scottish trade had a 

role to play in the commerce of northern Europep 173 
and 

increasingly international commercial enterprises became a 

central activity for many burgesses, contributing greatly to 

their prosperity* In turn the prosperity resulted in more 

links with the landed classes whom they supplied with goods, 

and many of whom they began to equal in wealth, As suppliers 

of the royal householdv their connections with the Crown also 

increased. Perhaps most important of all, as promoters of 

tradeq both through their diplomatic activities on behalf of 

the king, and through their commercial enterprises on behalf 

of themselvest they played a major role in the development of 

Scotland's nationhood in the fourteenth century, 

173. Even if its role has been ignored by historians such as 
Postan who in his essay on medieval trade in Northern Europe 
does not once refer to Scotland, M. M. Postang 'The Trade of 
Medieval Europe: The North' in The Cambridge Economic History,, 
ii (Cambridge, 1952). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE BURGESSES AND THE KINGDOM 

There has been a tendency in historical writing about the 

medieval Scottish burgh to see it as an enclave of monopolistic 

privilegeg cut off from the rest of society by the rules and 

regulations designed to, maintain and faster its commercial 

prosperity and enterprise. 
1 Howeverg this viewpoint considers 

the burgh only from the angle of its legal statusq leaving out 

economic and social considerations. Although the burgesses 

might be governed by a separate code of law and enjoy certain 

trade monopoliest in many ways they forged close ties with or 

became at least partially integrated into those groups which 

made up the rest of the kingdom. 

From the first days of the burghs, the dependence of the 

inhabitants an the hinterland ensured that the burgh gates 

symbolised entry to rather than exclusion from the town. As 

the burghs grew and trade developed the interdependence of town 

and country increased, While the expanding burghs depended ever 

more on the resources of the countryside, those living in the 

hinterland increasingly relied on the trade of the burgh to 

dispose of their surplus produce and to provide manufactured 

goods. 

The reliance of the burghs an their hinterlands to supply 

food for a growing population of ever more specialised craftsman 

and merchants who had less time to devote to the production of 

1. Ballardq 'Theory of the Burght, 16-17; Mackenziev BýUrhs, 39; 
Neilsong 186rghal Origins', 132; Mackintoshq Civilisationg 246-79 
459. Mitchison suggests such a picture for the early burghsq but 
thinks that the situation was soon madifiedg Mitchison, Scatlandt - 
27-8w The former picture of sharp dichotomy between town and 
country in Europe is also being modified, Nicholasq Town and 
Countrysidet 9-10* 
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their own food has been noted by several historians* but 

normally their account of this dependence is taken no furtherý 

In fact, the reliance of the burgh inhabitants on their rural 

environment was much more widespread. 

From their very beginnings the-burghs were dependent an 

the hinterland for a basic resourcaq that of population, The 

lack of demographic statistics means that the relative proportion 

of foreign and native settlers which populated the early burghs 

cannot be daterminedg but even if a burgh was at first largely 

settled by foreignersq it seems likely that its continued growth 

and prosperity would depend on the recruitment of settlers from 

the local country population, In England it has been estimated 

that urban families often died out after about three generations. 
3 

Certainly, by the fourteenth centuryp the surnames of many of the 

burgesses of most burghs suggest a local origin for their families* 4 

In human termsq this resulted in links between the now burgh 

inhabitants and their relatives in the countrysideq ensuring 

constant communication between town and country. Some country- 

dwellers had contacts with particular burgesses as the landlords 

2, Mackenzieg Burqhs 63; Ouncang Scotland 9 471. Howevery Duncan 
does stress the interdependence between town and country more 
strongly in 'Perth't 37. 

3. Rsynoldsq English Towns, 163; Gottfriadq Bury St. Edmunds, 159, 
168, n, 46, Because of the lack of records and the fact t6t 
the time period covered here is only one hundred yearsq it 
is difficult to judge if this was the case in Scotlandt but 
it does seem that many urban families disappeared after three 
generations. 

4, Barrowq Kingship and Unityp 92-3. Edinburgh surnames included 
Currie and Duddingston; Haddington surnames included Biggar, 
Ayton and Congalton; Aberdeen had Tough and Arbuthnot; 
Linlifh3. 'ow had Sathgate; Dundee had Inverpeffer; Perth 
had Pitscottie and Strathearn, See Blackv Surnames, for 
other local names. The same was true of English boroughsq 
Reynoldsv English Towns, 70-1. 
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of country estates. Others came into contact with the burgh 

at the weekly market* Although the restrictions on trading 

outwith the burgh could be annoyingg when and if they were 

strictly enforced or observedp the market system did have 

advantages in that it afforded a larger demand for the 

produce of the country people and gave them the opportunity 

to purchase such manufactured goods as were produced in the burgh, 

at a time when they had money in their hands from their own sales. 

The market was the main source of supply for basic foodstuffs 

for the burgh inhabitantag but urban families were also capable 

of exploiting the countryside themselves* Those who owned 

country estates could secure supplies in the form of rents paid 

in kindq but for less wealthy members of the burghg there were 

the common lands of the burgh itself which could be cultivated 

or used to graze livestock, 
5 The mills attached to the burghs 

suggest that the burgesses were expected to grow some of their 

own food supplies. 
6 Produce could also be grown in small plots 

in the long narrow rigs stretching back from the frontages, 

and the finds of medieval garden earth at many sites in Aberdeen, 

Perth and Invernessp suggests that small-scale cultivation 

within the burgh was not uncommon* 
7 

5, Dundee's feu-ferme charter states that the burgh could use the 
common lands for all types of agricultural Dundee Chrs., 12. 
Alexander Fenton suggests an extra element in the interdependence 
of town and countryp pointing out that the burgh could supply the 
surplus labour required at harvest timeg Alexander Fenton, 'Sickleg 
Scythe and Reaping Machinee Innovation Patterns in Scotland' in 
Ethnoloqia Eurapaepj viiq no, 1 (1973-4)9 5. In Europeg burgesses 
often contributed capital to stockraisingg Dubyq Rural Economy# 4Eý-ge 

6. For burgh millsq see Ashq List of Millet under burgh names. Also ERt 
iq ii, and iiiq under index heading 'mills'. Montrose had both wind 
and watermills# ERt iip 4919 disproving the statement that the earlies, 
reference to a Scottish windmill comes from the mid-fifteenth centuryt 
Ian L. Donnachie and Norma K. Stewartq 'Scottish Windmills - An Outlini 
and Inventory' in PSAS xcviii (1964-66ý276. 

7. J. C. Murray,, lConclusionsIg 248; Wordsworth, 'Castle Street99 322; 
Blanchardv 945 Canal Streett, 7. Many medieval Scottish burghs retains 
a distinctly rural appearancog Sheadg'Glasgowl, 2. Duby stresses 
the importance of agricultural activity in many European townsp Dubyt 
Rural Ecofmmay, 128. 
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It was not only foodstuffs which the burgesses obtained 

from the hinterland* The raw materials for almost every 

aspect of burgh lifeg from house-building to heating and 

industryq Were supplied mostly by the country surrounding 

the burgho Even the styles of the backland houses are 

thought to have reflected the traditions of the rural 

buildings which housed the majority of country People, 
a 

The wattle-and-daub houses demonstrated especially well the 

reliance an the countryside, asfor a small house of about 

three metres squareg the buildings required about 1000 wattles, 

posts, clay for daubt and heather, broom or similar materials 

for thatching. 9 Where timbers were used in less well-built 

housesq they probably represented the gleanings of the town's 

environs or the town itself rather than woodlands. The wood 

used in the buildings at Kirk Close in Perth probably came from 

several sourcesq including the banks of the Tay# hedges and 

wayside trees. In fact, the countryside probably exercised 

an additional influence on the type of houses in which the 

burgh inhabitants livedq asq at Kirk Closeq it would appear 

that the availability of suitable timber determined the 

construction of the excavated buildings. 10 

Heathland and marsh plants found near many burghs had 

several uses. Heatherg bracken and mosses provided bedding 

materials. Moss could also be used for packingg making ropes, 

or even a form of 'toilet paper'. Heatherg broom and grasses 

thatched the roofq while other vegetation might be laid down 

8., Ho Murrayq 'Aberdeen 8uildingsl,, 228. 

9. J. C, Murrayv 'Conclusionstg 248, 

10, Croneg 'Kirk Close Structural Woodtv 2-3. 
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under foot to help dry up damp floors. This was probably 

cleared out periodically and returned to the fields as compost, 

thus renewing the connection between burgh and country. Sand, 

probably brought from a nearby river be4 helped level the 

floors of Inverness houses* 11 

The daily dietp based on cereal grainscould be supplemented 

by gathering plants and berries which grew either in gardens or 

near the burgh. In Abordeeng the remains of blaeberriesq rowansp 

brambles and raspberries have been found. At Parthp cabbage, 

turnipq swede and kale were apparently cultivated, Elderberries 

and raspberries were among useful wild plants here, 12 

Food supplies could also be supplemented through hunting 

and fishing# again activities which involved burgess interaction 

with the countryside* Animal remains uncovered so far suggest 

that the percentage of venison in the local diet increased the more 

northerly the burgh, implying a possible erosion of hunting rights 

in the more southerly burghs, or a lack of deer due to deforestation, 13 

Most burghs had fishings pertaining to them and these were often let 

out to the burgesses* 14 A valuable natural resource was therefore 

exploited to provide income for the burgh and an additional food 

source for the burgesses. 

11, H, Murrayt 'Perth Buildings#, 85; 'Botanical Reportf (SUAT)t 
129 13,15-16; Wordsworthq 'Castle Street',, 386, 

12, Fraserv 'Plant Remains'# 243; *Botanical Report$ (SUAT)v 6, 

13, Hodgsonq 'Three BurghsIq 3t 10, Howevert hunting rights 
might be restricted in northern burghs as well, When the 
keeping of the Forest of Stacket was granted to the burgesses 
of Aberdeen in 1313, all game was reserved to the kingt Abdn, 
Chra., no, 6, 

14, Abdn, Recs 83-4; Banff Annals, 11,377-8; MA9 M/WC/l; 
SL9 859/29Y3. 
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The raw materials for burgh industry also came from the 

hinterlando As well as wool for the cloth industry and hides 

for leatherwarkingt there was flax for the manufacture of linen 

and oilq timber for woodworkingg clay for the local pottery 

industry and animal bons and horn for the varied articles 

customarily made from these substances. 
15 Some of the 

finished products of these industries probably returned to the 

hinterland on market days* 

Many of the plants and animals found outside the burgh were 

to be found within the burgh as welIq although perhaps in smaller 

quantities, Burgage plats often lay unbuilt on and waste for 

some time and during this period weeds and wild plants might 

flourish there. 16 They might also flourish in the back yards 

of inhabited burgagesq the seeds being blown there from nearby 

fields or marshes* Some vegetables appear to have been grown 

in many arsaag judging by the frequent appearance of garden earth 

at several sites. Areas associated with religious houses seem 

to have had especially large gardens, 
17 

perhaps providing some of 

the foods required by those living therep and maybe a surplus 

which could be sold in the market, At one site in Aberdeen there 

is even evidence of possible land reclamation by a religious house 

in the Green* 18 Perhaps market gardening was proving a valuable 

15, 'Botanical Report' (SUAT)q 16* 

16, H, Murrayq 'St, Paul StrestIt 81; St Nich. Cart 
., q 19-20, 

17, In 1407 the Dominicans of Ayr granted to an Ayr burgess 
one piece of their gardeng measuring Bot x 2019 SR09 RH1/2/628, 
See also O. C. Murrayt 145-49 Green#, 87; J. Stones, t67-71 
Green 19771 in Aberdeen Excavationg, 94; Simpeong Arbroath, 
14t 17. 

18. Stonesq t67-71 GreenIq 95. 
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enough occupation to make it worthwhile expanding the area 

under cultivationg or possibly the population of the institution 

was expanding. In either case, it seems that the brethren 

were able to contribute much of their own food requirements 

from land within the burgh. 

There is some evidence of animals being kept within the 

burghe Certainlyq each of the wealthier burgesses of Berwick 

in the late thirteenth century was expected to have a horse, 

and the merchants granted safe-conducts to go to England were 

expected to travel this way if they did not come by sea. 
19 In 

Abardeeng it is possible that some apparent property boundaries 

running across the burgages may in fact be stock barriers, 

separating the animals from the more domestic area. At Perth, 

hay has been found which might have been used for wintering 

animals. At Kirk Closet parts of the plats appear to have 

been used as stockyards in the fourteenth century, and the 

evidence of posts there may represent tethering posts. In 

Aberdeen in 1400, the lands of Rubislaw were used by the 

burgesses to pasture their animals. 
20 

In some cases the documents themselves reflect the lack 

of a static distinction between town and country, Malcolm 

Flemingq earl of Wigtonq granted Newbattle Abbey one acre of 

arable land in the burgh of Dumbarton. 21 While it is possible 

that this land was in the common lands surrounding the burgh 

rather than among the burgh roodst the phrase "in the burghtfshows 

19, Statuta Gilds. c. 21, Most safe-conducts in Rat, Scot* provide 
for horses and servants as well as merchants, 

20, He Murrayq 'St. Paul StreetIq 81; 'Botanical Report' (SUAT), 
10; Blanchardt #Kirk Close' (SUAT)q 41; Abdn. RgcS., 191. 

21, Newb, Req*. g no, 271. 
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that the burgh was not regarded as a purely urban institution. 

Indsedq it would perhaps be surprising if the concept of a 

completely urban settlement did exist in such a feudal society. 

References to narable burgage land" and to the arable lands 

pertaining to tenements and burgages suggest that the connection 

between the burgesses and the country continued to be an important 

part of their lives. 22 

The links between the burgh and the rest of the kingdom did 

not lie only in the agricultural nature of many of the burgha* 

Through the various activities of individual burgesses, 

connections were formed with the crowng the lords and the 

churchg thus making the burgesses an ever more integral part 

of Scottish feudal society. Although trade might play an 

important part in a burgess's carserg it was not the only 

activity which could lead to wealth and status. 

Burgesses might be closely linked to the king through 

lending him moneys 
23 Royal debts were a common feature of the 

time# much as are the government debts of today, David II was 

even forced to pledge part of the royal jewels to a Flemish 

merchant before 1361. They were later redeemed for L106 13s 4d 

but in 1362 L100 was paid to the Edinburgh merchant Thomas do 

Fausyd as part of the money owed to him by the queen for which 

22, AUL9 MS* M, 390, Mass 10/51 MA9 Brachin Doc. no. 3. Mackenzie is 

strongly opposed to the idea of the burgess as a farmer, Mackenzie# 
Burqhsg 389 163-4. but perhaps overstates his case in an attempt 
to disprove Murray's idea of the agricultural community origin 
of the burghs, Donaldson perhaps goes to the other extreme in 
stating that internal trade was not really necessary for the 
small burghs as they were essentially self-sufficientg Donaldsong 

. 't 
Shavinq of a Nation 202. 

23s Nicholsont Scotlandt 166* Marguerite Wood points out that this was 
an important actFv-iiy among the Edinburgh burgesses, M, Woodq Charters, 
Documents and Records Illustratinq the History of Edinburgh 1144-1744, 
(Edinburghg 1948)9 3, Lending money was also a common activity of 
English morchents9 Gottfriedg Bury St. Edmunds 89-90, 
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she had pledged her jewels. 24 

Payments of the debts of the king and other members of 

the royal family occur frequently in the accounts. Unfortunately, 

it is not possible to determine whether the sums paid out 

represented loans to the king or were due for goods or services. 

In some cases a loan is mentioned but in most instances the 

payment is stated to be for the king's debt. Howeverg whether 

or not the money represented an official loan or the extending 

of credit for the purchase of supplies or payment for services, 

they were still in essence loans by the burgesses to the king, 

and as suchq represented an extra source of revenue for him, 

albeit one which was supposed to be paid back. 

Prominent burgess names loom large among the list of royal 

creditors but burgesses who were apparently less significant 

were also to be found involved in this type of business, In 

13619 the widow of Alexander 89119 an Edinburgh burgess about 

whom nothing else is knowng was paid 53s 4d for an old debt of 

the king to her husbands The debts could also be quite small. 

John do Edinhamq burgess of Aberdeen, was paid 20s for a royal 

debt in 1342.25 About half the recorded debts were for amounts 

under L109 althoughg because of a few very large debts, the 

average amount was approximately L27. 

Some burgesses invested large amounts of capital in 

royal loans. Between 1359 and 1364 Roger Hogg was repaid 

L172 9s owed to him by the king* The debts owed to 3ohn 

Mercer totalled over L224 by the time of his deathq while L400 

was the amount of a debt to his son Andrew in 1385.26 It is 

24. ER. iie 809 115. 

25. Ibid. 50; ER9 ig 507o 

26. ERV ig 607; £Rp iig 109 659 909 1179 131; ER9 iiig 6529 673. 
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not surprising that John Mercer and Roger Hogg were the men 

entrusted by the king to supervise the payments of the early 

instalments of the ransom of David II to the English king. 27 

Handling large amounts of capital was one of their areas of 

expertise. In the following reigns# Adam Forrester became 

one of the main royal creditors, being paid for the debts of 

Robert II and of his song both as earl of Carrick and as 

Robert III !a 

Other creditors included John Crab of Aberdeen who had a 

10 mark loan repaid in 13649 Thomas Leith of Linlithgow who was 

paid for a 10 mark loan in 1362 and a 41 mark loan in 1371, 

and William do Fairley of Edinburgh who lent the king money in 

the 13209* 
29 

Although those who were the largest creditors 

tended to come from the most prosperous burghs, there were also 

creditors in many of the other burghsq including Dumbarton, 

Glasgow# Irvinev St, Andrews and Invarksithing, 
30 

In some cases, the loan seems to have been funded by a 

partnershipq much as were many of the trading ventures of the 

time* In 1364 Adam Tore# burgess of Edinburgh and master of the 

mint there was repaid L400 with James the moneyer for a loan, 

A L45 debt was repaid to two burgesses of Aberdeen in 1342,31 

Usuallyq howeverg payments of debts and loans were made to only 

one persong although this does not rule out the possibility of 

a partnership behind the funding* 

The loaning of money and extending of credit to the royal 

family did not always prove to be a good investment in terms of 

27* ER9 11,549 56. 

28. Lbidt 621; ER9 ijig 869 6909 1879 2399 341t 371, 

29. ER9 11,1679 1169 358; ERt it 166. 

.9 
iiiq 342t 289; L& it 1719 212, 30. ER9 it 413; LRI 

31. ERO iit 175; ER9 it 493, 
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monetary returns, A number of debts were not paid back 

within the creditorts lifetimaq as the case of Alexander Bell 

shows. It seems unlikely that Alexander died suddenly after 

the debt was contracted as it is stated to be "an old debt". 

A debt of L224 15s 4d was paid to the executors of John Mercer, 

while part of a debt owed to Alan de Balmossyq burgess of 

Oundest was paid to his sons in 13629 after Alants death. 32 

Another drawback was faced in 1370 when all royal debts 

contracted before 1368 were repudiatedt an action which appears 

to have led to a dramatic decrease in the credit extended to the 

king by the burgesses* 33 Confidence seems to have returned by 

the 1380sq howeverg when the amount of money repaid was roughly 

equal to that expended in the 1360s, 

The incomplete nature of the early Exchequer Rolls means that 

the contribution of the burgesses to the royal revenues in providing 

credit and loans cannot be assessed for the reign of Robert I or 

for the reign of David II before his return from English captivity, 

Howevert in the years 1357-71 over L950 was expended in repaying 

such debts. In the reign of Robert II L923 2s 6d was paid to 

burgess creditorsq over L900 of this being paid in the 1380s. 

Altogether for the fourteenth century the recorded debts to the 

burgesses totalled just over L2500. Taking into account the 

incomplete records and the fact that this amount represents only 

the repayment of the debtsq not the debts themselveaq it is 

apparent that the real value of this source of revenue was much 

higher* 

329 ER9 iiq 50; ERt iiit 652; ýLRq iit 114, 

33. APS9 iq 507. This apparent decrease may be due to the nature of 
the records, however, Debts were recorded only when they were 
partially or wholly repaidq making it difficult to determine if 
the decrease was a result of fewer loans or fewer repayments. 
Moreovert some of the records for the 1370a are missing. 
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As well as providing money to the king the burgesses were 

actively involved in securing furnishingsq victuals and clothing 

for the royal household* 
34 

The return of David II from England 

provided a now demand for such articles and the burgesses were 

quick to take advantage of the expanded market for imports as 

well as domestic products, Indeed the court of David II seems 

to have provided the largest market for such goods in the later 

years of the century# with recorded payments to the burgesses 

totalling almost L1500 in 1359-71, as compared to about L430 

for Robert He 35 In the 13909 the sum expended on goods 

provided by individual burgesses was L170 13s 5d. 

With their monopoly over foreign trade and their commercial 

enterprises the burgesses were well-suited to providing the 

foreign goods required by the royal court* Of these, one of 

the most frequently mentioned is wine. Increasingly the main 

drink of the upper classes in Englandq wine was one of that 

country's major importsg 36 
and it seems that the drinking habits 

of the English were echoed in Scotland* Wine payments described 

as such made up over 15% of the payments to individual burgesses 

for household suppliesq 
37 

and probably many more were included 

under the heading "divers things". The price of wine varied, 

a pipe usually being between L4 and LS# and a tun between 10 

marks (L6 13s 4d) and L8* 38 Usually the wine went to provision 

34, As Duncan points out for Perthq the visits of the king's court 
to various burghs would give the burgesses the chance to make 
connections and contracts with the royal householdg Ouncang 
IPsrthIq 39, 

35, The figure for Robert Nts household is lower than it should beg 
due to missing records, The expenses for the 1380s totalled 
approximately L385. 

36. CaruEp-Wilsong Medieval Marchantq 265-71. In the thirteenth centuryg 
the Scottish royal household was the most important customer for 
wine in the kingdomg Duncant ScotlaAd 509, 

37, Total payments were L2203 6a 2d. Wine payments were L343 159 1d. 

v iij, 1261,115 38. 
_Eft -169 221; 

_ER.. g iiiq 569; L. R. 9 1# 597,, 
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the royal family but occasionally it was sent to others as a gift 

from the king. In 1379 one tun of wine was sent to Sir John do 

Danialston at the king's mandate. 
39 

The royal kitchen benefited from the burgesses' provision 

of foodstuffs, Much of the food supplied consisted of fish and 

came perhaps from the fishings which many burghs possessed, 

Bought by the burgesses at the burgh market, it could then be 

sent to the king* In other casesq the victuals might represent 

the produce of the burgesses' country properties. The burgh of 

Perth often supplied the king with Jarge numbers of salmon and 

it seems therefore that payments for salmon to individual 

burgesses of Perth might indicate that the supplies from the 

burgh fishings were being supplemented from the fishings of 

individual burgesses* Certainly, it is likely that the oats 

supplied to the king in 1397 by William Crumbyt burgess of 

Haddingtong were. from his own lands as he had corn fields 

near Haddington in that year, 
40 

Exotic foods such as spices and sugar were brought from 

abroad and in times of shortages wheat and malt were imported 

from England. Henry do Dunbar, a Scottish merchant, was 

given an English safe-conduct in 1369 to bring back forty 

quarters of malt from England for David II* This was not 

always a secure source of supply. In 13289 twenty quarters of 

Wheatg shipped by a burgess of Berwick from Picardy for the 

. swas plundered on its way to Scotlandq while in royal wedding 

1364 victuals bought for the king by a burgess of Aberdeen were 

captured on the sea* 
41 

39, ER9 iiig 606* 

40, Ibid 4289 486, although the kingto horses had damaged some of ýt the crop* 
41. Rot. Scat., 1,930; CDS, iiig no. 960; LR9 Jig 168-9, 
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The above three examples imply that these particular 

merchants were commissioned to purchase certain foodstuffs, 

In other casesq the necessary supplies might be bought in 

the burgh at the market, sometimes with an arrangement for 

the goods to be carried to the king's place of residence* 

In 135gg Laurence do Garvockq burgess of Aberdeen, was paid 

53s 4d for wheat carried to Monymusk. John do Cairnst burgess 

of Linlithgowt was paid LB 16d in 1389 for divers carriages of 

wine and other necessities for the king's use in 1387,42 

Responsibility for the provision of victuals might also lie 

with an individual in charge of arranging the king's accommodation 

at a particular place, John Mercer was repaid for the king's 

expenses at Perth during two stays there in 1359 and in 1360 

and was also paid for wine in the same yearg implying that his 

duties included the feeding of the king and his servants, Matthew 

Ferrourt burgess of Stirlingq was paid L3 in 1388 for victuals 

for the king's expenses at Stirling. 43 

Cloth of various types was supplied by the burgesses. For 

David's wadding in 13289 most of the cloth was provided by Flemish 

merchantsq but later in the century Scottish merchants also took 

part in this trade* William de Leithq burgess of Aberdeeng was 

paid 56s for cloth in 1366 and 60s for velvet in 1364, John 

Broung burgess of Stirlingg supplied cloth worth 48s for which 

he was paid in 1388, Cloth was probably also among the purchases 

recorded as "divers things for the wardrobe", 
44 

42. ER9 iig 32; ER9 iiig 189-90, 

43. LRV iit 509 51; LRg iiig 178, 

44. ER9 iig 1699 222; LRg iiig 178; £R# iiv 129; ER9 iiig 176-7, 
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Furs were bought from the burgessest often at the same 

time as cloth. In 1342 L6 108 was paid to Richard Rokpot 

of Aberdeen for Ij pieces of cloth and 4 furs of white budge, 

Furs bought from Henry Garland* burgess of Edinburgh, cost 

LB in 1394* The ill-defined line between merchant and 

craftsman is shown by a payment to Bridinus the butcher at 

Sanff for cloths and furs bought for the king in 1342.45 

Military suppliesq both for warfare and tournamentsq were 

provided* John do Aborlady supplied jousting equipment to the 

king after his return from France. Armour provided by Alexander 

an of Johnt burgess of Linlithgowq may have been intended for 

se in a tournament held at about the same time. Laurance do 

Spensq burgess of Pertht was paid L4 16s 8d for divers necessities 

for a tournament in 1380a 46 Munitions for the royal castles 

showed the burgesses combining business interests joith a 

contribution to the defence of the realm* Patrick do Lumley, 

burgess of Lanarkj provided L27 worth of supplies to Edinburgh 

Castleg probably ordered in anticipation of the English attack 

of 1385. Among the items wars saltpetrs and sulphur# suggesting 

an early use of firepower. 47 In 13709 John Crab of Aberdeen 

was paid LIS 31-s 5d for buying munitions for Edinburgh Castle 

in Flanders* 48 Crab also made a monetary contribution to the 

45* ERp it 530; LRI, iiq 322; ERt it 477, 

46, ER it 531; LR9 iiq 1689 129; E5 t .0 
iiiq 37, 

47. ERt iiiq 672* Guns were in use in Scotland by the 1380s, 
David H. Caldwellq 'Royal Patronage of Arms and Armour 
Making in Fifteenth and Sixteenth-Century Scotland# in 
Scottish Weems and Fortifications 

- 
1100-180019 ed. David 

H, Caldwell (Edinburghq 1981)9 74, 

48. ER9 ii# 346-7. This type of commission suggests that there 
may have been some family connection between Crab and his 
namesake from Berwick who helped fortify that burgh against 
the Englishq LR9 it 64* 
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kingdom's defencaq although possibly not an his own initiative, 

as he was repaid for his purchases at a deduction of one-third, 
49 

The nature of most of the goods supplied by the burgesses 

is hidden behind the descriptions "divers things" and "furnishings". 

Payments f or such goods came to over half the total suin expended 

on items supplied by the burgesses, and individual payments 

were among the highest ones made. Patrick do Innerpeffer, 

burgess of Dundeaq received L108 99 9d for "furnishings" in 

1388p while John Mercer was paid L238 69 10d in 1364. so 
Such 

terminology tends to support the belief that most Scottish 

merchants dealt in a variety of commodities rather than 

specialising in one particular article, Miscellaneous references 

show that these goods included objects such as brass pats, salt- 

cellarst silver basins, balances and wax. 
51 

Some burgesses supplied the king with articles of their 

own manufacture* John the Goldsmitht burgess of Edinburgh, was 

paid 469 8d for making a mace bought for the king in 1359t and 

L27 17s in 1361 for making divers ornaments for the king. Robert 

Rollot a baker of Abordeent received payment for supplying 

provisions for the king at Abordeeng Kindrochit. and Glenconglas 

in the 13809. Other royal services performed by the craftsman 

of various burghs included the making of armorial bearings for 

the king by John Painter of Aberdeen in 1364 and the making of 

clothes for the royal family in Aberdeen in 1343 and in Perth 

in 1383o 
52 

49. In 1369-70, all payments to creditors were made at a deduction 
of one-third,. ER, ii,, lxxiv, 

50* ER9 111,175; LRt iiq 134. 

51, ER9 iiit 110; ERt Ut 166;. ER, iiit 170;. [Rg ig 297; ERq iiq 102.. 

.L 
52, R9 iiq 69 65; ER9 iiiq 469 653# 68-99 113; LR9 iiv 168; LR9 ig 531; 

ER 
.:: int 99. 
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The king received not only goods from the burgesses but 

a variety of services as well, Several burgesses were 

involved in the king's building projectsp notably those 

connected with Edinburgh Castle during the reign of David II, 

John do Cairns and William Gupildq burgesses of Edinburgh, 

were both paid for their part in the building of the new castle 

tower# the remains of which lie under the Half Moon Battery, 

Roger Hogg was involved in the construction of a now well and 

well-tower in 1361-2* In 1383 Adam Forrester was paid for the 

erection of a kitchen and other necessary buildings beside the 

now tower* 53 The wealth and contacts of these prominent 

burgesses made them ideal choices to oversee such work, as they 

would know where to secure the craftsmen with the necessary skills, 

it is quite possible that it was Adam Forrester who recommended the 

mployment of the mason John of Scone to carry out loading work 

n the castle in the 13809 since the same John was one of three 

masons who contracted with the burgh of Edinburgh to build five 

now chapels for St. Giles in 1387.54 Adam Forrester appeared 

as one of the leading members of the community in this indenture, 

In other cases the skills of the burgess himself might come in 

useful* In 13629 Nicholas Mason, burgess of Stirling, was paid 

LS along with other masons for work on the repairs of Stirling 

Castle* 
55 

Perhaps the best known example of a burgess involved in the 

king's works is that of John Crabbe of Berwick who built up the 

defences of the town for the Scots and then destroyed them for the 

53, ERq iiq 5209 5249 608j 3089 79# 83f 113-4; LR9 iiiq 89; 
W. T. Oldrieveg Mavid's Tower at Edinburgh Castle' in BOEC, 
vi (1913), 

54. Rs iiiq 6659 117; Edin, Chrl. # no. 14, 
.L 

55, ERP iiq 85. 
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English. John do Rayntong burgess of Berwick also contributed 

to the defence of the town and castlegbeing paid L13 6a 8d for 

the protection of the walls and the castle in 1330,56 

Work on other royal building projects also involved some 

burgesseso The ship of John Scot of Inverness was hired in 

1365 and 1368 to carry wood to St. Monan!; for David II's new 

church there* In a project of equal interest to the king and 

one of his burghs9 David Scotv burgess of Montrose# was paid 

L11 2*d to build a mill of Montrose in 1329,57 On a more 

personal levelt burgesses were also involved in the work of 

preparing royal tombs* Andrew Painter# burgess of Edinburgh, 

was sent to Flanders to buy black stones for the tomb of David II 

in the early 137099 and towards the and of the decade was paid 

for bringing stones for the tombs of Robert II's mother and 

father and also Robert's own tomb from England to Edinburgh. 58 

Where certain facilities required by the royal household 

were missingg a burgess might sometimes supply the necessary 

accommodation by leasing a house to the king* In 13299 the 

prepositi accounted for a payment of LIO to John called Aylbot 

of Perth for the lease of his house for two years for the 

physician of Robert I* In later years a house in Perth was 

leased from Adam Mercer to store the king's victuals, and 

another one from Walter do Strathearn for the wardrobe, The 

house of John do Carry in Edinburgh was occupied by the mint 

in 1359o 59 

56, ER9 it 649 398; Lucas# 'John Crabb8lq 342-5; [Rt it 339. 

57. 
.9 

it 1579 158, 
. 
LR9 iiq 243,329; LR 

58, Rot, Scat 9 it 959; Rot. Scat., 11,622. 

59, ERt it 169; LRt iiiq 59; LR9 iit 616. 
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A royal visit to a burgh involved the expense of 

provisioning the household and this responsibility was 

often delegated to a burgess, Peter Waghorn# burgess of 

Dumbartong was paid L20 Ss 8d for the king's expenses at 

that burgh in 13859 while Adam Chapmant burgess of Irvine, 

received L55 6s 10d for the expenses of Robert III at Irvine 

in 1393, although this payment also included money owed to 

others for divers things, Sometimes burgesses arranged the 

accommodation of members of the royal family at places other 

than their own burghso In 1372 William do Fausyd of Edinburgh 

was paid L56 13s 4d for providing for the earl of Fife at 

Melrose* Andrew Mercer seems to have provisioned the royal 

household throughout a visit to the sheriffdom of Perth in 

1385, a task for which he was paid L234 7s id in 1387,60 

While it was usually the burgh officials who were responsible 

for the carriage of goods bought by the kingg there are some 

instances where individuals were paid for this service* Andrew 

Mercer received 5s 8d for carrying items to the king's wardrobe, 

while John Palmerv burgess of Stirling, was paid 25s for 

carriages in 1389. Patrick do Lumley delivered glass to Paisley 

Abbey at Robert III's mandate, 
61 

As wall as providing for the king's personal needs, the 

burgesses could also serve the king in affairs of state. Their 

contribution to the Scottish resistance in the Wars of Independence 

both through securing supplies and carrying out attacks on English 

shipping has already been noted, Individual burgesses such as 

60, ERf iiiq 6729 312; LR9 iiq 394; LR9 iiiq 146, 

61. ER9 iiiq 1839 195t 222. 
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Alexander Pilch of Inverness aided William Wallacaq while the 

attack on Edinburgh Castle in 1341 was carried out with the 

aid of three burgesses of Edinburghq William Bartholomewq 

Walter Curry and William de Fairley. 62 On a more peaceful 

front, they ware sent an various diplomatic missionst 

Adam Forrester being particularly active in trying to 

preserve peace between Scotland and England in the closing 

years of the century, 
63 John Wigmerg burgess of Edinburghp 

was sent to England in 1348 to treat about David 1199 ransom, 

while Alexander Wigmerg probably John's song travelled to England 

to discuss the mods of payment after OavidIs return, In 1383, 

John Dugudeq burgess of Perth, was paid 40s for working in Prussia 

an the king's service. 
64 Adam Tore of Edinburgh and William Feth 

of Dundee went to Bruges in 1348 to negotiate a treaty after the 

expulsion of the Flemings from Scotland in 1347g and William 

Chalmer of Aberdeen was one of those sent to make another treaty 

there in 1394. John Mercer served as an envoy to Flanders in 

1367. As well as their knowledge of these countries gained 

through their trading activitiseq the wealth and resources of 

the burgesses were very useful for fitting out the embassies. 
65 

Burgesses also took part in the affairs of the nation by 

assuming the responsibilities of royal office, Indeedq service 

in the administrationg the royal household or an embassies might 

result in royal favour which would provide the basis of a familyls 

--- fortunes* 
66 The requirements of commercial enterprise would 

62. Chrono W ntoung 140-3; ER# ig clvig cIviiq 490,507. 
63. COS. ivg nos 4909 5109 520;. LR9 iiig 340* 5669 577; Rat. Scot. 9 

Jig 139; Nicholson, Scotland 219. 
64, Rot, Scot. 9 ig 7189 721; ER9 11# 55; LR9 iiig 99. 
65. Rooseboom, Stapleg 59 app. no. 6;. ER, iig 261, Burgesses continued 

to serve as diplomats in the fifteenth century9 Annie 1, Dunlopq 
Scats Abroad in the Fifteenth Canturvq Historical Association 
pamphlet no. 124 (London, 1942). 3-4, 

66, Donald E. Re Wattg 'Scotsmen at Universities between 1340 and 1410 
and their Subsequent Careers: a Study of the Contribution of Graduats 
to the Public Life of their Country19 unpublished D, Phil, (Oxford, 
1957)9 359, 
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usually demand the ability to supervise accounts9 making the 

position of auditor one for which a merchant burgess would be 

well-qualified. Adam Forrestarg Patrick do Lumley and John 

Ochiltresq burgess of Linlithgow# served as auditors of the 

Exchequer accounts* 
67 John Mercer audited the accounts of 

the sheriff of Perth in 1374t while John Rallot burgess of 

Edinburghq and Patrick do Innerpeffer acted as auditors of 

the earldom of Strathearn in 1380* 68 

The royal official who had most contact with the burghs 

was the chamberlain. Sometimes some of his responsibilities 

were entrusted to burgesses who acted as his deputies. Patrick 

do Lumley was deputy for the chamberlain south of Forth while 

at the same time filling the duties of an auditor of the 

Exchequer* Patrick served as deputy chamberlain from 1391 

to 13989 while Adam Forrester acted in the same capacity from 

1388 to 1391 and from 1404 to 1406.69 In other cases, a 

burgess might be appointed to fill the duties of a chamberlain 

who had suddenly died* John Mercer was one of two men deputed 

to render the chamberlainIs accounts after his death in 1376,70 

Nor was the chamberlain restricted to one deputy, In 13599 both 

Alexander Giliotq burgess of Edinburghand John do Pitscattio, 

burgess of Perthq acted as deputy-chamberlainsv and in 1364 

William do Loithq John Mercer and Adam Tore all performed 

duties connected with the post* 
71 In the early fifteenth 

centuryp Adam Forresterts song Sir Oohn, became chamberlain, 72 

67* LRI, ijiq 161t 608,219* 

68. ER9 ii# 426;. ERt iiiq 339 80, 

69, See ER9 iiiq index under Lumleyq Patrick and Forresters Adam* 
70, ERt iiq 511. 
71, E& iq 5679 5849 6219 6269 618; ER 

. ýq iiq 1769 152. 
72# [R. iv, 380, For a description of John's career, see Roberf 

Brydallq 'The Monumental Effigies of Scotlandq from the Thirteenth 
to the Fifteenth Centuries' in PSAS9 xxix (1894-95). 382-5, 
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A number of burgesses had shown themselves to be effective 

suppliers of provisions for the royal household, and therefore 

suited to the position of steward of the royal household. 

William de Leith served as steward of the queen's household 

in 1359 and Andrew Mercer carried out various duties in 

connection with his post as steward of the king's household 

in 10 73 

One royal post seems to have been filled only by burgesses 

during the fourteenth century. When a now mint was established 

in Edinburgh in the late 135099 Adam Tore was put in charge of 

it. Presumably a burgess, used to handling moneyq was seen as 

the type of person beat qualified for such a position. The 

burgess John the Goldsmith apparently played an important part 

in the operations of the mintq although the office of moneyer 

was filled by a Florentine. When a mint was opened in Perth 

in 13739 Thomas-do Strathearng a local 4urgessg became keeper 

of the money there, Andrew Painter was keeper of the Edinburgh 

mint in 1374o 74 

In the later fourteenth centuryq certain burgesses became 

very prominent figures in the realm through their government 

service* The organisation of the early ransom payments was 

largely entrusted to John Mercerv who was aided by Roger Hogg, 

Mercer collected together all the money for the year's payment 

in Flanders and sent messengers to England to arrange the method 

of delivering the money* Details of his actions are given in 

his account of 1360, In the years 1374-76 the chamberlain 

deposited money for the ransom with himv showing that he was 

739 ERV it 594; ERt 111,1709 175-79 184. 

. 16 ig 615 
---. g iiq 659 1590 430; Stowartv Coinaqe, 26 74. Ea -7; ER -319 36, 
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still involved in the ransom transactions, and in 1378 after 

the capture of his ship and the detention of his person in 

England, 2000 marks was deducted by the Scats from the ransom 

payments as compensation for the damages he suffered, 
75 

While Mercer's prominence in government service rested 

largely an one positiong that of Adam Forrester rested on 

several. He first appeared as clerk of the customs rolls 

south of Forth in 1363 and 1366. In 13820 by which time 

he had become a prominent landholder in the area around 
76 Edinburghq he was sheriff of Lothian. After serving as 

a deputy-chambeflaint in 1391 he was made custodian of the 
b, e, (%S 

great seal. ' 11; ie king's chancellorAin remote parts, 

He was auditor of the Exchequer accounts from 1388 to 1404t 

and then deputy-chamberlain for two more years, By the late 

fourteenth centuryg his high position in the government was 

recognised when he was given a major role in the negotiations 

for peace with England* 77 

Goverment service could also involve offices which were 

more directly connected with the burgh. The organisation of 

the great customs system meant that a variety of officers 

were requiradq and in many cases it was the burgesses who 

took an such responsibilities. As well as the cuatumara, 

there were several other officers who were intended to supervise 

the activities connected with customs collections and thus 

safeguard a major source of royal revenues. 

75, ERV Ut 54-69 4329 4589-502# 582; Nat. MSS. Scot., i. no, 45, 
76, RMS9 i. no. 100;. LDt no. 326; Abdn, R92... iq 141, 

77. RMS9 i, no. 803; ER9 iiif 161# 6089 592-39 630. See above, 
p, 270t n. 63. For Forrester's career as a negotiator with 
the English# see Hamerv 'Anglo-Scattish Relations#, 127,177-96, 
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Early in David's reign, a separate customs rate was 

imposed an foreign merchantaq and in some cases separate 

officers were appointed to collect this tax* In 1332, William 

Martin carried out this task in Edinburgh in conjunction with 

Gilbert de Leithq one of the custumars. William had been a 

custumar until the previous year. Gilbert also served as 

custodian of the cocket in 1332, a position which perhaps was 

a forerunner of that of the later clerk of the cockete 
78 

Evidence on other offices connected with the customs 

is scarce until the later part of the centuryq but in the 

reigns of Robert II and III there are a number of references 

to such offices. The act of 1364 setting up a tron in every 

port also provided for a tronar for each burgh, John Lacheq 

burgess of Linlithgowq filled this post for his burgh from 

1379 to 1381* John Lyn of Perth served in this capacity 

in 1382 and 1383* John Clerkq burgess of Montroseq was 

tranar in 1393 and 1394 and 1402-49 while Robert Templeman, 

burgess of Dundealserved from 1403 to 1406* 79 

The clerk of the cocket kept a record of all customs 

paid an exports and probably all other particulars relating 

to the export business of the burgho His book could be chocked 

against that of the custumar by the auditors of the Exchequerg 

and in many cases he hold half of the cocket seal and was 

therefore required to be present when goods were being customed. 

This office was hold in Dundee by the burgess Richard Scot in 

1397 and 1398* That the office could be a hereditary one is 

shown by the succession of Duncan Rollo# burgess of Edinburghq 

78. ERt il, 426t 425. 

79. ER iiq 606; LR 
-0 .,, iiiq 809 50,719 1009 301t 3289 5499 5759 
598,5729 596,625. 
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to the post after the death of the previous clerk, his father 

John. Between them the two Rollos filled the position from 

1372 to 1420.80 It seems that those who were I appointed to 

this office were expected to fulfil the duties personally, 

as Richard Scat required specific royal permission in 1398 

to appoint a deputy. 81 

Other offices which were sometimes filled by burgesses 

included the collector of special customs and the depositor 

of custom. Simon Bowmakerg burgess of Haddingtong collected 
82 the customs of 40d in the pound on English goods in 1373. 

William do Leith acted as depositor of customs in Aberdeen in 

1378, while Patrick de Innerpeffer filled the same position in 

Dundee, Alexander Cockburnq who can probably be identified 

with a burgess of Haddington of the same nameq acted as 

depositor at Haddington in 1378 and 1379 and also at North 

Berwick and Dunbar in 1378.83 

The central figure in the customs system was the custumar, 

and it was the custumars' accounts which were entered in the 

Exchequer Rolls, An entry for 1406 shows that ths cuatumar 

received a royal grant of office, Thomas Wilds, a Linlithgow 

custumart was ordered to show his grant of the office of custumar 

at the next Exchequer, 84 Usually there were two custumars to 

a burgh, although there could be more or titulerin some burghs 

and sometimes one man served as custumar for more than one 

burgh, William do Dunbar was custumar for Invernesag Elgin 

800 ER9 iiig 4119 434; LR# iig 3759 607; LRg iiit 29 529 2049 2209 
618; LR# ivp 18,222» 

811 ER» iiig 434. 

82. ERV ilt 373o 

83o Qq iig 5679 5649 5849 5579 5589 5599 603. 
84. ER9 iiit 613-14, 
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and Forres from 1383 to 13859 while David son of Peterg 

burgess of Haddingtong filled the office in both Haddington 

and North Berwick from 1375 to 1381,85 A deputy was sometimes 

appointedt royal permission apparently not being required. 
86 

The position of custumar seems to have been that most 

often filled by the burgessesq although non-burgesses were 

also appointed to the office. At least two custumars were 

constables of castles and one was sheriff of Stirling* 87 

Usually the individuals appointed had some connection with 

the burgh even if they were not burgesses. Of the burgess 

custumarsq most of them appear to have been among the most 

prominent members of the community, Such men were probably 

chosen in the hope that their authority would be respected by 

the exporters and that they would prove trustworthy. Thus 

among the men filling this office were Roger do Boswell, 

Andrew Bettq William do Fausydq Adam and John Forrester in 

Edinburgh; William Chalmerg Robert Davidsong Adam Pingle 

and Alexander Williamson in Aberdeen; Patrick and William do 

Innerpeffer in Dundee; John Gillq John and Andrew Morcert and 

John do Pitscottie in Perth; Patrick do Lumley in Linlithgow; 

and John Scot in Inverness* 88 

Most of those appointed as custumars had had some contact 

with the royal householdq some having supplied provisions, 

some having filled other government offices# and others having 

acted as spokesman for their burghs in parliament, Their 

85. ER9 iiiq 959 1119 1379 3949 549 S59 67., 
86. Ibidq 617., 

87, ERp it 123-369 321-2; ER9 iiq 138,114; ýLRq it 96# 1729 277-89 77'§# 180. Clerics could also fill this position,. ER, it 82t 
4929 601; LR9 iiiq 14* 

88, See ERt it ii and iiit indicesq under names, 
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duties as custumars sometimes brought them into contact with 

members of the king's familyq and not necessarily to their 

benefit., The duke of Rothesay was given the power to collect 

the revenues from the custumars in the closing years of the 

centuryq but abused this right by extorting money from them. 

He kidnapped the unfortunate custumar of Montrose and kept. 

him prisoner until he paid the sum demanded, even though the 

custumar had already given the whole balance to the chamberlain* 
89 

The customs provided a link with the crown in another way 

as well. During the fourteenth centuryg it became increasingly 

common for the king to grant cash gifts, payable from the customs 

or the burgh fermseq to various individualav usually'lords or 

churchment but sometimes burgesses. These monetary rewards 

could come in a number of formsq including life pensions, 

extra fees for particular offices and simple gifts of money. 

Perhaps the one most appropriate to the burgesses was the 

remission, of customs on woolv woolfells and/or hides. 

Unfortunatelyp the reason for these gifts is seldom stated 

and therefore in many cases can only be conjectured, if further 

evidence about the individual involved survives. Gregory 

Chapmeng burgess of Stirlingg was allowed to export 30 decree of 

hides without paying custom by special royal mandateg the 

custumars being credited with L4 7d for this in 1380, It is 

possible that Gregory exported the hides an behalf of the king, 

as he had done two years previously. In other casesq the 

remission seems to have been a genuine gift to the burgess. 

According to the Aberdeen custumars' account of 137a, Adam 

Pingle was remitted L6 l6s ldq by the king1s grace. In some 

89. ER, 111,549. 
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cases, amounts beyond the usual customs were remitted to 

certain individuals, Thus in 1359, the double customs 

which had been imposed on wool was remitted to the Edinburgh 

burgesag Nicholas of the Kitchen, and five other burgesses. 90 

Other exporters were released from paying extra duty an English 

wool which was sent to the Continent from Scottish ports. 
91 

Andrew Bett and Adam Forrester benefited from extra 

payments for their work as Edinburgh custumars, Andrew 

was paid more than the usual custumar's fee of ld per sack 

in 1371t while from 1389 Adam was paid 2d for each Ll of 

customs collected* 
92 As the money came from the revenue 

which the men collected in their capacity of custumarsq the 

recipients themselves were responsible for the payment of their 

own pensions. Most annuities granted to burgesses also came 

out of the customs# although a few were paid from the burgh 

formeso 93 The amounts ranged from L2 to L13 6s 8d (20 morks). 

Among those to whom they were granted were William do Fausyd, 

John Rolla and Adam Forrester in Edinburghq John called Aylbot 

and Andrew Mercer in Porthq Nicholas Masong burgess of Stirlin% 

and Adam Bradyq burgess of Rutherglon, 94 Pensions were also 

sometimes granted to women in the burgh, Alice Wigmer, a 

member of a prominent Edinburgh familyq received a L5 annuity 

for life in 1328,95 while Janet Sturyq wife of the Edinburgh 

90, ER Jig 606-79 5529 566; ER 
-t ,q 

ig 606* 

91* E& iiit 2489 3559 4379 455. 

92. ERt Jig 361t 2049 590, 

93* Adam Forrester was paid 20 merks from the Edinburgh fermes from 
1380t although originally this sum came from the custamst. LRt iiiq 60, 

94. See ERt it Jig iii and ivq indiceaq under names. 
951, ER,, iq 115,1669 2729 301t 302, 
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burgess 3ohn Stury, and apparently a burgess in her own right, 

received 10 marks annually from 1364, This annuity went to 

Adam Forrester after her death. 96 A pension of 4 marks 

annually for six years was paid to Marjorie Schirsham who 

was probably the wife or daughter of the Dundee burgess 

Gregory Schirsham and who acted as custumar of Dundee in the 

1320s. 97 

Royal gifts of money were made as a reward for services, 

although what these consisted of is usually not specifiedv the 

most informative statement being that Adam Forrester was 

granted money for two years in 13859 by the king's giftv "for 

service and counsel"* Sometimes the gift could be quite large, 

John Youngg burgess of Linlithgowg was paid L23 in 1364. John 

do Montagug burgess of Ayrt howeverg received only Ll Be in 

1379* 
98 

The church was a common beneficiary of royal gifts and 

pensionsq and a number of burgesses acted as middlemen* usually, 

although not alwaysq for churchmen fairly near the burgh. 

Northern churchmen were largely dependent an burgesses of Aberdeen 

to convey their annuities to themg Alexander son of William and 

William Chalmer the son receiving L3 6s 8d for the dean of 

Caithness from the Aberdeen bailies in 1393, while the annuity of 

the bishop of Orkney was entrusted in various years to Laurence 

96, ERt iiq 1499 1670 359; Edin. Chrs*v no. 15. In 1363 Janetq as 
burgess of Edinburghq was granted an English safe-conductv 
Rot. Scot. 9 1.874. 

97, ER9 il 172; SR09 GD76/149* Marjorie seems to have taken an active 
part in the'duties of custumer asq on one occasion, the chamberlain 
empowered her to receive an his behalf a payment made by the othei 
custumar and herselfvERg iq xcvq n, S, Marjoriegand Betty Melville 
who was bailie of Inverksithing in 1384-5g. LR9 iiiq 1279 disprove 
Marwick's statement thatq although women could be burgesses and 
gild brethrenq they did not take any part in the administration 
of the burgh# Marwick, Edinburgh Guilds, 

19, 
98. ER, 111,118; Z& iiq 1269 621, 
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del Crag and Adam Lambq burgesses of the same burgh. 99 

William do Leith was given L21 6s 8d owed to the bishop of 

Aberdeen as second tithes in 1375, A payment of tithes 

by the custumars of Edinburgh to the abbot of Paisley was 

made through the offices of Patrick Lumley, 
100 

The most 

active individual in this type of business was Adam Forrestarg 

who acted as middlemen at various times for the bishop of 

Aberdeen, the Dominican Friars of Edinburgh, the bishop of 

St. Andrewst the abbot of Melrose, and the abbot of Dunfarmlins, 

In factq the receiving of money for the abbot of Dunfermline 

seems to have become a family business, as Adam carried out 

this duty from 1383 until his death in 1405, and the following 

year the money was received by his son Sir 3ohn. 101 
Most of 

the burgesses who performed this task were also carrying out a 

service for the crowng as it was usually in the capacity of 

bailies or custumars that they took charge of the payments, 

Another area of burgess involvement with the church was 

the aid given to churchmen in various disputes over lands and 

rents. In 1386 Adam Forrester acted for the bishop of Aberdeen 

in a dispute with John Fraserv lord of Forgleng over the second 

tithes of the wardship of the lands of Meldrum and in 1392 he 

was granted lands by the bishop for his "councilv help and 

labour"o John Mercer helped Scone Abbey acquire the church of 

Blairgowrie. 102 Burgesses also acted as witnesses to the 

.# 
iiit 306-79 1569 1869 769 259 101-2. 99. LR 

100, ER 11# 493; ERp iiiq 87. For the second tithes, see ER it 
clxxv-clxxxii. 

101, ER9 iiiq 2679 5279 6079 591,1029 1099 1399 1609 635, 
102. NLS, Adv, MS. 30.5.269 f, 18; Abdn. Raq., it 171; Scone Liberp 

no. 77* See aboveg p. 177. 
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agreements made by the church with temporal landholders. 

William Chalmer witnessed an indenture between the bishop of 

Aberdeen and John Forbes in 1387 and another one between the 

bishop and the earl of Moray in 1389.103 

In their capacity of marchantsq burgesses could supply 

the needs of ecclesiastical households much as they did the 

royal household. Sometimes they were involved with churchmen 

as partners in a trading mission. In 1365 the bishop of St. 

Andrews was one of those who requested the English king to give 

a safe-conduct to the merchant William Talyfere allowing him to 

ship grain to Scotland. 104 Undoubtedly if the records of an 

episcopal household had survived the burgesses would have 

figured prominently among those supplying the rich trappings 

of the medieval bishops, The churchq moreover, made much of 

the burgesses' overseas trade possible by providing a large 

share of the country's exports. 

The church also received money from the burgesses through 

the operation of the system of tithego from private gifts and 

offeringag and through the renting of burgh lands, A burgess 

might therefore supply goods to the church as a merchantg or 

pay it rent as a tenant, contribute money in titheaq and grant 

it lands or rents for, the salvation of his soul. In ecclesiastical 

burghsq the burgh fermes also went to a member of the church* it 

was therefore in church interests to see the burgesses prosper, 

Usually the relationship between the church and the 

burgesses was a fairly amicable onev although there were times 

when the interests of the church and a burgess came into conflict, 

103, Abdn, Req., iv 176; Invernessians 88-9(). 
ýq 

104, Rat, Scot., 1.898. 
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John Crab of Aberdeen had a dispute with the bishop of Aberdeen 

over the lands of Murtle which he hold of the bishop, On this 

occasion* William Chalmer defended the interests of his co- 

burgess. Perhaps the bishop was impressed by his defence 

for on Crab's death in 1388, he granted these same lands to 

Chalmer. 105 The burgesses also acted for their own burghs 

in disputes with the church over conflicting trading privileges 

and in rent disputes such as that between Newburgh in Fife and 

Lindores Abbey in 1309* 106 

On a less peaceful note, a royal mandate to the sheriff 

of Aberdeen was required in 1357 to prevent Laurence de Garvock, 

burgess of Aberdeeng and his adherents from infringing the 

rights of Arbroath Abbey in the lands of Nigg, In 1366 there 

was an even more serious attack an the church when thirty 

burgesses and fishers of Stirling joined together to wreck the 

nets and fishings of Cambuskenneth Abbey in the Forth, 107 

Apparentlyv respect felt for the spiritual nature of the church 

did not always extend to its rights of property-holding, 

On the wholeg howeverv relations were peaceful, The links 

-1 

of the burgesses with the church were strengthened further by the 

recruitment of now clergy* Educational establishments in the 

burghs run by the church helped to supply a body of literate 

young men who might go an to train for the priesthood. Many 

of the scholars who went to England and Europe for a university 

education and then entered the church seem to have been closely 

related to burgess familiest who would have had the wealth to 

105. Abdn. Req., ig 1769 183, 

106. APSt iq 536-7; Lind, Libor, no, 10, 

107. RRSq vig no, 152; Camb. RaqOq no, 55, 
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pay the expenses of a university educationg although in many 

cases kinship is difficult to establish unequivocally. Among 

the families where such relationships seem possible were the 

Allincrums and Forresters of Edinburgh, the Colonias and 

Rayntons of Berwickq and the Pullars and Morcers of Perth, 

John Pilmorev bishop of Abordeeng was apparently the son of 

Adam Pilmorev burgess of Dundee. Men such as Robert do 

Gatmilk returned home to take an active part in the administration 

of their burghso 108 Others made a career for themselves in 

royal service and probably thus provided valuable contacts for 

burgess relatives interested in serving the crown, 

Occasionallyt there is evidence of the family relationships 

between members of the clergy and burgess families, The son of 

Adam Pingle pursued a career as a notary publicq a position which 

was under the control of the church at this period* 
109 John 

Broung son of Robert Broung burgess of Perthp was Master of the 

Hospital of St* Leonard at Perth in 1403, The son of Alan do Balmossy, 

burgess of Dundeaq was Sir Robert do Balmoasyv a chaplain, while 

Walter Forresterg the brother of another Dundee burgeseq Patrick 

Forresterg was also in the church. 
110 

Concern for spiritual salvation kept strong the bonds between 

the burgesses and the church* This concern was often expressed 

in the form of gifts of landeq moneys and sacred objects to the 

churcho gifts made in the hope that material contributions might 

108. See D, E, R, Wattq A Bioqrýphical Dictionary of Scottish Graduatas 
to A. D. 1410 (Oxfordq 1977)9 2169 3179 EI-99 1079 194-2009 388-99 
466; Watt, 'Scotsmen at UniV8rsitiesfq 128# 1349 340; Dowdeng 
Bishopsq 1529 n*4* 

109, SR09 GD52/395. Whether Adam Pingle the son was a cleric or not 
is not clearg but notaries were subject to diocesan organization; 
Durkang 'Early Scottish Notary$, 22-3,24* 

1100 ER9 iii, S82; ýLRq 11# 18; ERt iq 5919 625; RMS9 iq no. 839; Wattq 
Graduateaq 197-200* 
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help one's chances of attaining grace in the afterlife, For 

those who were wealthy enoughq added intercession could be 

assured through the founding of a chapel where masses would 

be said for the founder's soul. In some of these giftsq there 

was also an earthly dimensiont as contributions to the parish 

churchq a contra of community life, increased the donor's status 

in the eyes of his follows as they demonstrated his wealth and 

generosity for all to see* 

Most of the grants made by the burgesses to religious 

institutions in the fourteenth century were directed to religious 

houses connected with the burgh or to the burgh church. This 

is not surprising as these were the parts of the church with which 

most burgesses had the most contact. Relationships with the 

major religious institutions of the kingdom, those of the bishoprics 

and the major abbeys# tended to be confined to those of burgess 

tenant and ecclesiastical overlord* There are only a few 

recorded instances of burgess grants of lands to these 

representatives of the church in this period* 

The most complete records of burgess grants to the church 

come from Aberdeen where the cartulary of the parish church of 

St. Nicholas and the charters preserved by Marischal College"' 

show the fourteenth-century burgesses actively supporting both 

the burgh church and the local religious houses, In the case 

of St, Nicholasq it was not just revenues which the burgesses 

contributed to the upkeep of the church. The building had 

probably been damaged in the English attack an the burgh in 1336, 

and the people of Aberdeen seemed determined to restore it to 

its former beauty* Several altars were founded and furnished 

St Nich. Cart.; AUL9 MS. M. 390. 
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with religious ornaments such as images of the saints, gilt 

chalicas and holy vestmentsq older altars ware given new imagesq 

repairs wars made to the floor of the church, and the bullding 

was extended by William de Leith as alderman with the assistance 

of the community* 
112 A burgess was appointed. to be in charge 

of church fundsq representing the continuing interest of the 

burgh in its own church* A similar interest in the parish 

church is evident in the records of grants to St. Giles in 

Edinburgh* With the exception of major projects such as 

expanding the existing churchq however# most of the grants 

were made by individuals. The identification of various 

gilds with the different altars still lay some way in the 

future. The relationship established between the church and 

the burgesses through these grants to the parish church was 

therefore still largely on an individual basis. 

Grants to religious houses were also made an an individual 

basisq andq as far as the records revealg consisted solely of 

lands and rentsg there being no evidence of the contribution 

of religious ornaments or building services. In Abordeeng a 

large number of burgage roads and crafts had part or all of 

the rents payable to their burgess landlords assigned to the 

Carmalitesp the Trinitarians or the Dominicans. Nor were 

the religious houses lax in safeguarding their income* Any 

default in the payment of moneys owed to them was quickly acted 

upon* In 14099 the prior of the Carmelites complained that 

rents granted to the friary by John and William Crab had not 

been paid* Paul Crab who was then in possession of these lands 

was obliged to resign them to the prior. 
113 Such obligations 

112. Chron. Fordung iq 36D-1; St Nich, Cart.,, 12-20, 

113, AUL9 MS, M*3909 Mass 10/22. 
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were not to be undertaken lightly by the burgessesq for they 

affected not only the granter but also his successors. 

While some burgesses found employment in service to the 

church or the crown# others were offering their skills to the 

lords and magnates of the kingdom. One of the most common 

tasks carried out by these burgesses for their employers was 

the pursuit of trade, Archibald Douglas, lord of Gallowayq 

John of the Islesq and Sir William Douglasq Knight of Liddesdalog 

all employed merchants to secure provisions for them from abroad, 
114 

It is possible that many of them found full-time employment in 

this capacityq as about one-third of these individuals appear 

in the records only in this connection. Others perhaps acted 

an commission or provided the active end of a trading partnership, 
115 

- The administrative skills of the burgesses were sometimes of 

use to local lards. John Gilland William do Sponag burgesses 

of Pertht were the bailies who gave sasine of the land of Easter 

Fingask to Henry son of Duncan for John do Drummond at Perth in 

1403, William do Whit3onq also of Perthp was appointed as one 

of the procurators and attorneys for Mariota do Buttergask when 

she resigned lands in the lordship of Scans to Scone Abbey in 1380, 

John and Andrew Mercer were two of the three procurators who 

resigned the barony of Snaid to Robert II an behalf of the son of 

Sir John son of Lachlan* 
116 

Occasionally# a burgess carried out duties for a sheriff, 

114, Rate Scat,., ii, 2;, QDSt iii,, no. 1639; Rot. Scott, 1.758, 
115, See aboveg pp 235-9, 

116, SR09 G016/24/169; Scone Libor, no, 186; Yester Writat no. 31. 
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Gregory Bowmang burgess of Kintorev rendered the account of 

the sheriff of Aberdeen to the Exchequer in 1328, Adam 

Dicson, burgess of Peebles, acted as the deputy of the sheriff 

of Peebles in 1388. Sometimes such service was reciprocated, 

William de Meldrumg sheriff of Aberdeeng acted as attorney for 

the prepositi of Aberdeen at the Exchequer in 1341,117 

Many lards and magnates received pensions from the crown 

which were paid from either the burgh fermes or the customs 

revenues. Usually these were paid directly to the recipients 

by the bailies or custumarsq rather than by the chamberlain, 

In many casesp burgesses acted as middlemen in these transactions, 

receiving the money due on behalf of the lords and arranging for 

its transfer to them. Adam Forrester was particularly active 

in this line - Nicholson describes him as a "financial agent 

of all and sundry"* 
118 Among those for whom he received money 

were Archibaldq earl of Douglasq Sir William Stewart of Jedburght 

Walter Stswart. oarl of Caithnessq Sir Alexander do Lindsayq and 

two members of the royal familyq the earl of Carrick (later 

Robert III) and the duke of Rothesayoll9 Robert Groung burgess 

of Perth, collected the revenues for Sir Humphrey do Cunningham, 

Walter Stewart as lard of Breching and Nicholas do Mart the 

kingts notary* Robert Falconert burgess of Montrosev William 

do Boswellt burgess of Roxburghq Robert Davidson in Abordeeng 

and William do Innerpeffer in Dundee and 3ohn Morcerg acted in 

a similar capacity for various lards. 120, 

117, ER9 it 107; ER# iiiq 167; ER9 it 470, 

118, Nicholsong Scotland, 216. 

119. LR9 iiiq 5159 5439 5459 3879 50t 516. 

120. Ibidg 262t 417t 5489 445; LRV 19 184; [R# iiiq 480; ER9 it 613; - 
.9 

iit 535. LRI 
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Sometimes burgesses could offer their services to arbitrate 

in a dispute between nobles or between a lard and the church, 

An agreement between the bishop of Moray and the lord of Badenoch 

was arrived at in the house of Thomas son of Johng burgess of 

Inverness* John de Pitscottie of Perth was the arbiter for 

William de Fenton in his dispute with the Abbey of Cambuskenneth 

in 1390* Andrew Mercer made a judgment in a dispute over the 

lands of Logy and Strathgartney between the earl of Fife and 

John Logieq and recorded that they accepted his decision "strekand 

thair handys in myne# bodely makand gude fayth that thai sulde 
121 

halde sekirt fermeq and stable" , 

Lords and burgesses also took joint action at various times 

during the period, As has been noted alreadyg William Wallace 

was aided by the Inverness burgessf Alexander Pilchev in planning 

an attack an the English garrison of Urquhart Castle in 1297, and 

the attack an Edinburgh Castle in 1341 weis carried out by William 

Douglas with substantial help from certain Edinburgh burgesseso 122 

Robert Davidson and the earl of Mar were companions in piracy. 

In the early years of the fifteenth century they captured a 

Prussian ship on its way to Flanders. The resulting controversy 

led to a number of reprisals and it was some time before normal 

trade relations with the Baltic cities were resumed, 
123 Magnate 

participation in burgess affairs was not always beneficial. 

Foreign trade gave the burgess the opportunity to improve his 

own standard of living and it seems quite likely that man such as 

121. Invernessianag 86; Cambe Rene. 9 no, 181; Fraserp Grandtullyt no. 79. 

122, CDS. ii, no. 922; Nicholson# Scotland, 54-5; Evan M. Barront 
Inverness in the Middle Aqjs (Invernossg 1907). 56-79 67-8; 

.. q i. clvii,, 507; Chron. Wyntoung 11,457 ER -60, 
123, Fischert Germanyt 238. 
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John Mercerg whom the English chronicler Walsingham reported 

to have inestimable wealthq 
124 lived more comfortably than 

many a local lard* As centras of overseas trade, the burghs 

gave access to imported luxuries for those who could afford 

themg while the goods produced by urban craftsmen tended to 

be higher-quality then those made by their rural counterparts.. 

For the wealthier burgessesq therefore, there was little to 

prevent them from living in a style similar to that of many of 

the local lards* 

one essential prerequisite of lordly status was the ownership 

of land, a feature which was increasingly becoming part of the 

lifestyle of many burgesses during the fourteenth century, As 

land conferred lordshipq the possession of country estates gave 

burgesses an entri into the class of local lords. 
125 

Intermarriage 

between the children of burgesses and local lards was not uncommon 

and helped to blur the line between the two groups* 
126. Although 

an a national levelg many burgesses were identified with the 

third estateg it seems that in the world of the burgh and its 

hinterlandq the distinctions between second and third estate were 

far from clearcut. 

Some burgesses appear in the records as lord of a particular 

land in the years after which they have acquired it, John Gill, 

burgess of Perth, was often styled "John Gill of Haltonflafter 

1370, appearing as such among lists of burgess witnesses. 
127 

41 

124, Chrone Walsingham, 1.369. 

12S, Alexander Grant, 'The development of the Scottish peerages in SHR 
Ivii (1978)t 1,40 

1260 Links between burgesses and their baronial relations probably 
remained close. In 13389 Sir 3ohn do Crichton, knightv witnessed' 
a grant by the son and heir of Thomas do Crichtonq burgess of 
Berwick* Newb* ReQ99 no* 207e 

127, SR09 GD79/5/2; SROv G079/5/3; SR09 GD16/24/169, 
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Adam Forrester was known as "laird of Nether Libertaniffrom 

1387j, but by 1397 had assumed the style "lard of Corstarphineff, 128 

William Chalmor appeared as both "lard of Findon" and "lard of 

Auchnseve" in the 1390s. It seems thatq along with the 

designation"burgess 0. these titles were generally used when they 

were deemed appropriate. Thus William Chalmor styled himself 

"lord of FindonOlwhen he appointed Thomas do Look bailis of 

the barony of Findono When he was himself the recipient of 

land grantsq he was sometimes referred to as nlord of Auchnseve". 

When he was involved in burgh affairs, he did not use these 

landed titles* 129 

When such titles were passed an to a burgess's heir# howevert 

it seems that in some cases at least, they were used in preference 

to the designation "burgess". John Wigmer had become "lord of 

Over Liberton" by the 1360s# and this title had passed to Roger 

Wigmer by 1387. Roger does not appear in the records very often 

but when he does he is referred to as "Sir Roger"q 
130 

suggesting 

that his social standing came rather from his landholding than 

from burgess-ship. Similarlyq John Forrestert son of Adam 

Forrester# almost always appears as "lord of Corstorphins" or 

Sir 3ohno 
131 Unfortunatslyq there are no burgess admission 

lists to reveal whether or not these men had also been 

officially accepted as members of the burgess communityq but 

the actions of men such as Andrew Mercerv who is not described 

128, Edin, Chrs., no, 141. ER9 iiiq 378, 

129. A. G, Coll.. 9 272; SR09 G033/36/2; Fraserg Southesk. iiq no. 47; 
Abdn, Recs, t 21,100; AULq MS* M, 390, Mass 8/3, Mass 10/2, 

130. St Giles &ea,, no* 19; SR09 GD1/17/11; RMS9 it app. 1. no. 
157* 

131* LR9 iiiq 6139 6159 622. 
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as a burgess but certainly carried out the tasks associated with 

that statusq suggest that the lack of the designation in the 

surviving records does not necessarily imply the lack of burgess- 

ship. 

Burgesses could sometimes acquire titles related to service 

rather than land. Both Adam Forrester and his son John had 

apparently been knighted. William Chalmer, when he went on a 

diplomatic mission in 13949 was known as "esquire". The 

son of Alexander Pilche became Sir William Pilchs, Andrew 

Mercer was *Sir Andrew" by 1385.132 As all these men also 

had extensive landed possessions, their status among the lordly 

class was assured. Royal service provided the final touch for 

entry into the second estate, 

The landgrants themselves occasionally conferred extra 

status because of the privileges they granted, Some burgesses 

were given possession not only of the land but also of the 

unfree men who were regarded as pertaining to that land* Grants 

in free barony to man such as William Chalmort William do Laith 

and Patrick de Innerpeffer included nativi at-sequali. 
133 

Adam 

Forrester was granted the lands of Carcary in 1385 with bandi, 

bondagii, nativi at sequeli in return for L200 he gave to Sir 

Thomas Erskineq lard of Dun# while John do Douglasq burgess of 
I 

Edinburgh$ was granted the lands of Comiston in the sheriffdom 

of Edinburght to hold with similar rights. 
134 

Unlike the 

other recipients of such grantsq John do Douglas does not 

appear elsewhere in the records of this periodg but his surnamev 

132. ERt iiiq 564t 622; Roosebooml Staple, app. no. 12; Invernassians, 
479 79; Barron, Inverness in the Middle Ages'. 67-8; E. R 

.. q int 119, 
133, Abdn* Reg. 9 iq 183; LRSv vig no. 224; ýLMSj it no. 754. 
134. Fraser# Southeskq iiq noo 44; RMSt i. no, 798, 
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an unusual one for a burgess in the fourteenth centuryq suggests 

a possible family connection which might account for such 

privileges being granted to an individual who appears 

otherwise to be rather obscure* 

During the 1300s the institution of serfdom was dying out 

in Scotlandq and it seems therefore that these grants may not 

have bestowed much power in practice on. the recipients. Howeverp 

the charters were perhaps less important for the actual power 

which they conferred than for the status gained by their 

recipients* The fact that such grants could be made to 

burgesses shows not only how highly they were regardedt but 

also how completely they could be absorbed into the feudal 

system while yet retaining their burghal identity. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE COMMUNITY 

The burgesses of medieval Scotland were more than a 

collection of individualsq each pursuing their own livelihood. 

Within their own burghsq within the burghs as a wholeg and 

within the kingdomv they were part of a community, The laws 

which governed their lives, the interests which dictated their 

actionsv and the conditions of trade and industry within the 

Scottish society of the timet all led to a sense of community 

which helped the burgesses exercise far more influence in 

the nation's affairs than their small number might have 

implie *1 

The sense of community which characterised the burgesses 

in their actions arose in the individual burghso As a now 

institution-introduced into the countryp the burgh needed unity 

among its early settlers to survive. 
2 Trade would not prosper 

in a community divided by conflict among its memberso Common 

economic interests as well as physical propinquity tended to 

encourage unityg while the granting of exclusive privileges to 

the burgesses was one way in which community spirit could be 

fostered. 
3 The possession of privileges required their 

maintenance and the best way to ensure this was through communal 

action and rules. 
4 Thus from the very outset, the interests of 

1, Nicholson sees cooperation as a major factor in burgess influence 
an the kingdom, Nicholson# Scotlandq 17, 

2, Martin sees the success of European burghs as ultimately dependent 
an the efforts of the community# Marting 'North-Western Europelt 413, 

3, Reynoldsq English Townst 66-7; Baing Merchants, 34, 

4, The privileges were exercised by individualsq but usually defended- 
collectivelyp Robert Hunter# 'Corporate Personality and the Scottish 
Burgh: An Historical Note' in The Scottish Tradition: Essays in 
Honour of Ronald Gordon Canto ad* G*W. S. Barrow (Edinburghq 
226e 
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individual burgesses and the interests of the community usually 

coincided* 

As the burghs developedg there grew up laws to govern life 

there and also the institutions which were intended to administer 

and safeguard these laws. The central aim of the laws was to 

create a sense of community* As Marwick points outq the 

responsibilities laid on the burgesses included many reciprocal 

duties imposed probably "to faster the spirit of good 

neighbourship by the interchange of friendly services". 
5 

The market was so regulated that no burgess would be able 

to enjoy special liberties or encroach an another. Certain 

laws ensured the welfare of burgesses who were sick or poor, 

as wall as that of families whose provider had died, As the 

government of the burgh came to be entrusted to the burgesses 

themselves rather than to royal officialsq those placed in 

positions of responsibility were reminded that their duty was 

not only to the king but also to the burgesses* 6 

The administration of the laws-was carried out by the burgh 

courtq in which magistrates and burgesses sat together and heard 

cases and imposed penalties. It was here also that now statutes 

affecting the burgh were given the assent of the communityt and 

now burgesses admitted into the community. As attendance at the 

burgh court was one of the duties of burgess-ship, it was here 

that the burgesses could physically be brought together as a 

communityq at least while the population was still fairly small, 

Here also was the first recorded use of the common seal which 

5. Marwick, Edinburgh Guilds, 23; Leges Burgorum, q c. 51, 

6. Dickinsong Scotland to 1603,9 282; Dickinsong 'Burgh Lifel, 217; 
Leges Burgorum, c, 65,66,679 429 1089 1151 : )urementa-Cfficiariorum. 
127-30, 
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7 
symbolised the authority of the community. The gathering 

together of the "community" continued to be regarded as of 

some importance# the churchyard proving a popular place to 

accommodate the members in some burghs in the fourteenth 

8 
con ury* 

A common place of residence was perceived as an important 

element in the fostering of a sense of community. Many royal 

charters lay stress an residence in the burgh as a condition for 

enjoying the privileges granted. When William I erected the 

burgh of Ayrt the liberties he granted were givsn to the burgh 

and the burgesses dwelling within it. The fau-ferme charter 

granted by Robert III was likewise made to the burgesses and 

community of the burgh of Ayr inhabiting the said burgh. Similar 

reference to those living within the burgh was made in royal 

charters to Irvineq Haddington and Lanark* The fou-fsrms 

charter to Banff in 1372 was quite specific in its attitude 

to those burgesses who did not live in the burgh, stating 

that they were not to enjoy the grant of the burgh nor any 

emolumentv commodities or liberties. On the other hand, 

a number of grants gave certain privileges to those who 

resided in the burgh but were not burgesses, All inhabitants 

of Dundee were allowed to trade in the market as long as they 

shared with the burgesses the responsibility of paying royal 

contributions. 
9 Such grants again reinforced the sense of 

7. Abdn. ReSs. 9 211; Kel, Lib, ii, no, 459; Melre Lib., iq no, 27, 
For a discussion of the burgh seal, see above, pp 112-14, 
For Dickinsong the possession of a court was central to the existence 
of a communityp Dickinsong 'Administration of Justicelt 3389 342, 
While this may be overstating the case somewhat, the burgh court 
certainly helped strengthen the sense of community among the 
burgesses and gave the community legal form. 

8, Moray Req, q no, 235. 

9, Ayr Chrs, q nos 19 7; Irvine Muniments, no. 3; Hadd, Chrs,, 1-3; 
Lanark Recs, q no, 2; Banff Annals, 11,375-6; Dundee Chrs., 12. 
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community, as they made clear that to enjoy common privileges 

was to be required to assume common burdens. 

The place of non-burgesses within the community is one on 

which the records are almost entirely silent, As the burghs 

grewg the proportion of unenfranchised to the total population 

probably increased* As burgesses prosperedg the number of 

servants employed by them would grow, Immigration from the 

countryside brought new inhabitants9 many of whom would not 

possess the resources to acquire a burgage. Excavations in 

Perth and Aberdeen have uncovered many backlands buildings of 

a poorer quality than most of those found an the frontageag and 

it seems likely that many of these represent the habitations of 

the poorer members of the burgh, 10 There are few regulations 

among the burgh laws dealing with the welfare of this segment 

of the populationg howevert and it seems likely that in the minds 

of the burgesses "they were the community". 
11 

The government of 

the burghs was not a democratic oneq allowing the participation of 

all adult inhabitants, Not that this necessarily mattered to 

the non-burgessesq as for many of them attainment of burgess 

status was probably not a crucial goal. "Getting and spending$ 

incurring poverty and debtq making profits, ... seeking pleasure 

and amusement, all these things were as much matters for the 

individual in Scotland as anywhere else". 
12 

It seems unlikely that the non-burgesses* unless they were 

members of a craft which was excluded from burgess-ehip, 13 had 

10. O. C. Murrayq 'Conclusionst, 247; H. Murrayv 'Perth BuildingO, 86-7. 
11, Dickinsong Scotland to 16039 110* The equal opportunities of the 

market-placa extended only to those who had trading-rights, Ibid. 
280-le 

12, Barrowq Kingship and Unity,, 129. 

13, There is not enough evidence for the period before 1400 to determine 
whether craft gilds might have developed among craftsmen excluded 
from burgess-shipp or indeed if any crafts were excluded in practice. 
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much sense of community among themselves. Their range of 

occupationsq which usually included work in every trade 

practised by the burgesses, would preclude too much 

similarity of interests and also prevent the formation of 

organisations based an such interests. Those who strove to 

gain admission to the burgess community itself would be more 

interested in that goal than in uniting to gain better treatment 

or more responsibility for non-burgesses. Moreover* the very 

nature of the economic framework of the burghs tended to units 

non-burgesses with burgesses rather than with their follows. 

Evidence from England shows that apprentices and Journeymen 

living in burgess households became closely affiliated with 

those households. It seems likely that a similar pattern 

occurred in Scottish burghso Even those who did not share 

the same house as their amployart shared their working-hours 

with him and probably lived close by. In many burghst non- 

burgesses apparently lived in buildings behind the burgess 

tonementst rather than in separate areas of the burgh. 14 

When the interests of a group of non-burgesses were threatened, ' 

there seems to have been a tendency to seek leadership from 

the burgesses* In 1366 eight fishers joined with twenty-thres 

burgesses in an attack on the fishings of the abbey of 

Cambuskennoth in the Forth* 
is 

Within the community of burgesses, the establishment of 

gilds may have caused some division, This was apparently the 

case in Berwick in the mid-thirteenth centuryq where the 

14, Reynoldsp English Townsp 88. See Gibb's plan of medieval 
burghal zonesq Gibbq Glasgow, 24. 

15, Camb. Ran*. # nos 54p 55. Reynolds points out that# in medieval 
societyg it was assumed that the more substantial citizens 
would take positions of leadershipp Reynoldsq Enqlish Towns, 
138. 
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establishment of one all-embracing gild was said to have been 

made specifically to end such divisions: "sa that throu many 

bodyis in a place gaderit togidder thru the relacion of ans 

til an other may folow units and concordq ans will and ferme 

and sakyr lufe ilk ane til other*" 
16 The degree to which 

the gild merchant acted as a divisive force in various burghs 

probably variedg depending an the nature of its membership and 

the extent of its powers. In some burghs, it probably retained the 

original form in which it appeared throughout Europe, a brotherhood 

to give ; support and aid to its members. 
17 In Berwick, its 

privileges were such that gild members were given advantages 

in buying and selling common necessitiss, 
18 

but there is no 

evidence to show whether or not such rights were claimed by the 

gilds of other burghs. The privileges related to staple goods 

would_be of interest mainly to the overseas merchants-who were 

members of the gild, and who would dispose of any surplus by 

selling it to those who did not have the right of buying such 

goods directly from the producer* The gild therefore tended 

to be a community within a community, 
19 

rather than a body 

whose interests were opposed to that of the rest of the burgh, 

The picture of an oligarchic gild of merchants exercising strict 

control over the craftsman of the burgh 20 
cannot be confirmed from 

the documentary evidence of this period. Morsoverg grants of 

royal privileges during the fourteenth century continued to be 

16* Statute Gildep preamble, 

17. Marting 'North-Western Europe#, 413; Reynoldsq English Towns, 81,84. 
18, Statute Gildeq c, 23,41, 

19, Gross, Gild Merchant, 99-100. 

20. Such is the picture given even in recent works such as Stevenson, 
'Low Countries',, 284, 
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addressed not to the gild but to the burgesses and community. 

The community was more than an abstract concept in the 

burghs of fourteenth-century Scotland, It was a body capable of 

initiating actions and assuming responsibilities seen to be 

in the best interests of the burgh and its inhabitantsq or 

at least those of the burgesses, 21 In Aberdeen# and most 

likely in other burghs as well# statutes governing local 

affairs were ordained either by a majority of the community, 

or by the council with the consent of the major part of the 

community. This assent by the majority was found in Inverness 

in 13599 when John Scat was chosen representative of the burgh 

to petition David II to grant the land of Carse to the chapel 

of the Virgin Mary* The decision of the burgesses and community 

to resign their right to the land was apparently unanimous. 

Unanimous consent was also recorded in a grant of land by the 

burgesses and community of Irvine in 1305, while in Dumfries 

the common seal of the burgh was appended to a land gr; nt with 

the common consent of the burgessesq 
22 

the use of the common seal 

implying the identification of the burgesses with the community 

in the latter case. It may have been the bailies or town 

council %oV%o initiated such actionsq but usually it was the 

community which gave the grant or statute final authority, 

In some burghs the assent of the community may have been a mere 

formality# but in otheraq as suggested by the use of the phrase 

21. To what extent the*community" was a corporate body is discussed 
in Huntert fCarporate Personality$. What precisely defined 
"community" at this period in Scotland does not appear to have 
been of great concern to those who styled themselves as such. 
The development of a corporate personality was "according to the 
felt need*" Ibid 229* 

22, Abdn, Repseq 1809 2119 197;. LR. S, vit no. 255; Moray Req*t no. 23S; 
Irving Muniments, no, 1; Soelding Misc,, v. 250, 
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"the major part of the community'19 it seems likely that the 

motions placed before the community could be the subjects of 

some debate* 

One of the earliest roles in which the community appears 

offers a clue to the history of the development of the idea 

of community among the burgesses. In a charter probably of 

the mid-thirteenth canturyg a sale of land in the burgh by the 

prior of St, Andrews is witnessed by the whole court of the 

burgesses of Sto Andrews, Here were the burgesses acting as 

a communityt although not yet styled as such* It is significant 

that the scene of this communal action should have been the burgh 

courtq for here# more then anywhere elseq the burgesses were 

brought together as a community. By 12759 a grant of an annualrent 

to the abbey of Arbroath could be dated "in the presence of the 

community of the burgh of Arbroath". and by circa 1283 a sale of 
23 land in Glasgow included the phrase tests communitate, It is 

perhaps not surprising that the use of the term community should 

apparently first be used in ecclesiastical burghs, as they had 

before them the example of another communityq the religious 

chapterv acting as a single body, 24 By the fourteenth century 

the form tests communitate was also being used in the royal 

burghsq including Dundee circa, 13449 Lanark in 13679 and 

Aberdeen in 1374.25 

The community did more than act as a witnesag however* The 

dealings of the burghs with kingg church and lards wereq from the 

23, St A* Lib. 0 284-5; OL9 MS. Add, 33245, f, 80r; Pais, Req,. v 385-6, 

24, Arb. Lib. "' iit no. 6. A grant by the abbot of Arbrcath of a 
tenement in Auchterarder was sealed with the common seal of 
the chaptero 

25. SR09 RH6/199; j!. MS9 i. no, 266; AUL9 MSo Mo3909 Mass 10/5, 
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late thirteenth century, usually recorded as being carried out 

by the community. One of the earliest uses of the term 

community in this context appears in the 1289 petition to 

the Guardians by the Prepositi and the rest of the burgesses 

of the community of Banff that the charter granting and protecting 

the fair at Aberdeen b8 8nforC8d. The Guardians' replyq granting. 

the requeatt is addressed in identical terms to the prepositi 
, 

and 

the rest of the burgesses of the community, 
26 

With the death 

of Alexander IlIt the idea of the community of the realm was in 

the airg and the use of a similar concept on a burghal level was 

probably influenced by its use an a national level, By the 

fourteenth century the existence of the "community of the burgh" 

was recognised by the crowng and the majority of royal grants 

of burghal privileges were made to the burgesses and/or 

magistrates and the community, 

Indentures made by the burghs with the church or local 

lards seem usually to have involved the community. The indenture 

between Irvine and Brice do Eglinton stated that the burgesses 

and community put at feu-forme to Brice twenty acres which his 

brother Ralph had earlier granted to them, Brice was to hold 

the lands of the burgesses and communityq paying 10a annually. 

The burgesses and community warranted the land. In 1375 an 

agreement about the bounds of the lands of Hadderwick and the 

common lands of the burgh of Montrose was made between Sir David 

Fleming and the burgesses and community of Montrose. A dispute 

over the L20 owed to the Ayr Blackfriars from the burgh fermes 

of Ayr was settled by an indenture between the Friars and the 

26. Abdn. Chre. 9 290-1; A#B* Ill 9 iiq 129. 
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burgesses and community of the burgh of Ayr in 1406,27 

Most of the interaction between the burghs and the church 

or local lords in this period had to do with the disposition of 

lands, mills and fishings of which the burgesses made use. The 

grant of feu-ferms charters gave many burghs control over these 

pertinents but before this the ownership, use and duties owed on 

these burghal adjuncts were often in disputeg especially as they 

were often granted to institutions or individuals outwith the 

burgho In resolving such issues the burgesses were acting as 

one body and thus strengthening their sense of community, Mills 

seem to have been an especially contentious subject, In 13309 an 

indenture was concluded between the burgesses and community of 

Elgin and Pluscarden Abbey resolving their quarrels over multure owed 

by the burgesses and community to the abbey for the use of the mills 

of Elgin. The dispute between Ayr and the Blackfriars involved 

mill rents as well as burgh fermes and dragged an for over twenty- 
28 

years, 

Royal grants of land to the burgh gave official recognition 

to the ability of the community to hold landq an important 

characteristic in a feudal society. During the fourteenth 

centuryq the community was to be found not only as a recipient 

of land grantsv but acting in the capacity of an active landholderv 

setting lands at farms both for the benefit of the burgh and an 

behalf of the burgh church. 

The lands held by the community could include properties both 

within and outwith the burgh. A land in Aberdeen in 1365 was 

27, Irvine Munimentsq no. 1; SR09 GD4/226; Ayr Friarsp no, 27. 

28. Familie of Innesp 57-9; Ayr Friar_sg nos 17# 189 19p 209 21,249 
26t 27. 
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described as being held by John Cuparius "of the community". 

The stone houses known as the Newark (and presumably the land 

on which they were built) which Nicholas do Dumfriesq burgess 

of Dumfriesq granted to sustain a priest in a chapel of the 

burgh churchq were hold of the community, Such lands were 

set at farms in charters granted by the community, In 1371, 

Robert II confirmed a grant of land in the burgh common made by 

the bailies and community of Haddington to a burgess of Edinburgh. 

In 1405 the burgesses of the community of Inverness granted a 

piece of land to a co-burgeas to hold of the granters in free 

burgage for 3s sterling to the granters and 5d to the king, 

Tho'community of Aberdeen set at farms to William do Dunbarv 

burgess of Aberdeent arable burgage land in one of the crofting 

territories, for a render of 4s to sustain a mass at the altar 

of St, Mary in the burgh church of St, Nicholas* 29 

This last grant demonstrates a common reason for the 

community to set lands at forms. Just as the community 

delegated the responsibility for administering the lands, 

fishingsq and other sources of revenue which were granted to 

it in a feu-ferme charter by setting them in tack to individual 

burgesses# 
30 

so in the same way it delegated the task of 

administering the lands granted to the burgh church. Many 

of the charters which founded an altar or provided for the 

maintenance of a priest specified that after the granter's 

death the community and magistrates of the burgh were to be 

responsible for providing a priest, In 13319 Kelso Abbey 

and the community of the burgh of Roxburgh jointly provided 

29, RRS, vit no* 344; Speld. MiSC. 9 v, 250; RMS9 iq no. 379; 
Tra; erv Colquhount no* 17; AULt MS9 M*3900 Mass 10/5, 

30, Abdn. Recs., q 82-4e 
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a priest for the high altar of the burgh church through a 

grant of Roger do Auldtonq burgess of Roxburgh. Such 

provisions were accompanied by the responsibility to ensure 

the maintenance of the priest through the administration of 

the lands and rents which were granted by the founder. 

Setting the lands and rents at tack was apparently felt to 

be the most effective way of doing this, -A clear example 

of the process appears in the St. Giles Register where there 

is a record of a 1362 charter by the Edinburgh burgess John do 

Allincrum granting the lands of Craigcrook near Edinburgh to 

the altar of the Virgin Mary in Ste Giles, In 13779 the 

aldermang bellies and community put these lands at fouferme 

to the burgesses Patrick and John Leiper who were to pay 

annually L6 6s 8d for the sustenance of the altar and its 

chaplain. A grant of lands and rents by John do Whiteness, 

burgess of Edinburghq to both the altar of the Holy Cross 

and the community of the burgh was probably intended to 

provide the community with a clear right to administer the 

grant for the altar* The strong interest which the community 

of Edinburgh took in the grants to the burgh church was 

demonstrated in 1368 when it was decided that all such grants 

were to be recorded in a register in order to safeguard them 

for the churchq and that all entries were to be made under the 

supervision of the alderman and community, In Invernesel Edua 

of the Old Castle actually sold land directly to the burgesses 

and community of Inverness for the service of the altar of the 

Holy Cross in the burgh church. 
31 

31, Glas# Rag. p nos 280,282; St Giles Req., nos 8,149 199 
Invernessiana, 65-6* 
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The administration of church revenues and the provision 

of priests for the altars were only two of the tasks undertaken 

by the community on behalf of the burgh church, The church 

was the focus of community life and spirit# a place where the 

community worshipped tagetherg meetings were held and pledges 

redeemed* 
32 It was the contra for both the spiritual and 

temporal life of the burgh, The importance of the church to 

the burgh inhabitants of fourteenth-century Aberdeen and 

Edinburgh is attested to by the extensive rebuilding and 

repair carried out on their respective churches during this 

period* While individuals contributed much to the foundation 

of altars and the maintenance of priestsq extensive work an the 

actual fabric of the church involved the whole community, In 

1355, William do Leith, then provost of Abordsong with the 

assistance of the communityq extended the choir of St, Nicholas 

to the altar of St. Leonard, He contributed L40 to the work 

himself and collected the rest of the expenses from the 

community* Unfortunately, no more details about this 

collection survive so that it is not clear whether this money 

came from a sum already put aside for such projects from the 

common good or from a tax imposed specifically for this purpose, 

That there were funds set aside for the church is shown in 1358 

when repairs to the church were carried out by a chaplain and a 

burgessp John Fichott who was in charge of church funds. The 

extension of St* Giles church in Edinburgh by the construction 

of five new chapels was set in motion by an indenture concluded 

with three masons by Adam Forresterv Andrew Yutsoun the provost 

32. Familis of Inneaq 54-6; SR09 RH6/152. It filled a similar role in 
England and Germanyq Plattv Medieval Town, 155-7; Bernd Moeller, 
Imperial Cities and the Reformationg tran, H. C. Erik Midelfort 
and Mark V. Edwards Jr* (Philadelphia, 1972). 46. Cant suggests 
that in fourteenth-century Elging the market may have been hold 
in the churchyard of St. Gilasq Cantq Historic Elgin, 13. 
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and the community in 1387. The masons eventually received 

L600 for their work* Some of this money was collected from 

the gild* In Edinburght the dean of gild was also master 

of the kirk work by 1453 and it may have been in this capacity 

that Adam do Spot# dean of gild in 14019 collected money from 

the gild in that year* 
33 

The idea of community extended beyond the individual burgh. 

The concept also brought together the burgesses of different 

burghso As Nicholson points out, the strength of the burgesses 

lay not only in their control ever tradeq but also in their 

spirit of cooperation and in the institutions which reflected 

this spirit. 
34 Unfortunatelyp because cases of conflict between 

the burghs are more likely to be recorded, they tend to be the 

ones on which attention has been focused, 35 
Rather than being 

seen as contras of privilegog each opposed to the others' interests* 

howevert the burghs should be viewed as parts of a cohesive whole, 

providing a nationwide system of commercial interaction. 36 

Individual privileges were to be safeguarded, to be sureq but 

the infringement of such privileges was perhaps the result of 

confusion about their exact nature as often as it was a deliberate 

attempt to extend one burgh's rights at the expense of another's. 

33. St Nich, Carte, 1.16-17; Edin, Chrs., no, 14; St Giles Req,, 
no, 163; Edin. Recs., p*%, lo In Englandq hospitals and almshouses 
also provided a "focus for communal concern and activityn, 
Reynoldsq English Townsp 86. This may have been the case in 
Scotland as wello 

34o Grantv Economic Dev. 9 134-5; Nicholsong Scotland, 17, 

.L 
72. Although in general stressing the strength 35, Mackenziet 2gLqhs 

of burghal solidarity in the Wars of Indepandencaq Barrow does at 
one point suggest that inter-burghal conflicts might influence twd 
burghs to take opposing sidesq Barrowq Bruceq 422. 

36. Among the German citiesp this cohesiveness was given concrete 
form by the Hansel Marrisq Burnhal Administration. 4. 
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A number of inter-burghal conflicts in fact involved 

burghal cooperation as well* The 1289 complaint of Banff 

that Montrose burgesses were obstructing the fair at Aberdeen 

points out that the fairs had been established for the benefit 

of Banff and other burghs north of the Mounth# and that the 

disturbances injured not just Banff, but also Aberdeen and the 

whole northern province* Banff was also apparently supporting 

a petition made by Aberdeeng as two years earlierg the Guardians 

had appointed a commission to settle a dispute about fairs between 

Aberdeen and Montrosee In the final judgmentv the claims of the 

northern burghs were recognised as justified* 37 

The market privileges granted to Brachin seem to have had the 

affect of uniting the nearby burghs of Dundeaq Forfar and Montrose 

against the non-burghal intruder of their trading rights. When 

David II granted the freedom or% the Tay and Southask to the 

merchants of Brechin in 1370, it was the burgesses of Dundee 

and Montrose specifically who were ordered not to obstruct them, 

In 1372 the merchant gilds of Montrose and Forfar took counter- 

action against the Brachin privileges by granting each other 

reciprocal trading rights and specifically excluding Brechin. 38 

A brievev probably of Robert IlIv to the bailies of Forfar to 

respect the agreement between Montrose and Sir David Fleming re 

the bounds of the burgh should probably be seen as aimed at 

preventing the burgesses from infringing the rights of Sir David 

rather than those of Montrose* There may have been earlier 

3T, Abdn. Chrset 290-19 239-90; A. B. 111.9 iiq 129. 

38, RMS i. no* 308; MAp M/Wl/le The fact that Montrose and ýq Dundee were united in fighting the Brechin privileges may be 
the source of Mackenzie's error regarding this documente He 
ascribes it to Montrose and Dundee, Mackenzie, Burghs, 103. 
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collusion'between Dundee and Montrose in sending representatives 

to the crown about the usurpation of burghal privileges at Brechin 

and elsewhere. On 5 March 13529 as a result of issues raised at 

the chamberlain ayre held at these placesq David II issued two 

very similar lettersq one forbidding the holding of fairs at Brachin 

or Fordoun or anywhere else within the bounds of Montrose, the 

other forbidding fairs at Coupar Angus Abbeyq the church of AlythV - 

the towns of Kettins or Kirriemuir or anywhere else in the bounds 

of Dundee. 39 As David was at this time home from England for a 

short periodq it seems likely that the burgesses thought that 

this was the best time to present such petitions. 

Cohesion among the burghs was a royal policy as welit as an 

early grant by William I to the burgesses of Aberdeen and "the 

burgesses of Moray" suggests, In the early thirteenth century 

a grant of privileges to Aberdeen had stated that these rights 

were not to prejudice those granted to other burghs in the 

bailiwick of Aberdeen. When David II made Inverbervis a 

burgh he specified that its privileges were not to prejudice 

those of Aberdeeng Montroseq Dundee or Arbroath. A grant 

of privileges to the baronial burgh of Dunbar in 1370 

included the entire earldom of March as the burgh's trading 

area. As this conflicted with the bounds of Haddingtonv the 

burgesses of each were granted reciprocal trading rights in 

each other's burgh. 40 Perhaps this arrangement influenced 

the agreement which was made between Montrose and Forfar two years 

later, The practice of allowing one burgh trading rights in 

another was also to be found in the case of Cupart where the 

burgesses of Dundee and St. Andrews were given royal 

permission to trade, In this case, some friction 

arose as the merchant gild of Cupar complained about 

39, MAt M/WC/8; RRS9 vit nos 120,121. 
40. Abdn. ChrgLt nos 19 3; RRS, vil no, 483; RMS9 iq no, 340, 
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the rights of the St. Andrews men# although there is no 

recorded complaint against the burgesses of Dundee. 41 

With one exception# in which the king confirmed a 

decision which had been made in the thirteenth century, 
42 

the few inter-burghal disputes of this century seem to have 

been brought to government notice after David IIts 1364 

grant confirming the burgessest rights of trading within the 

liberties of their respective burghs. Possibly this act 

gave the burghs a firm legal position on which to bass their 

claimsq and thus any infringement was more likely to be 

reported. The resolution of such disputes would also result 

in the liberties of particular burghs being more closely defined, 

The judgment in a dispute between Ayr and Irvine enabled Irvine 

to have its rights in the baronies of Cunningham and Largs 

confirmed. 
43 

On the other handq the act may also have encouraged 

inter-burghal agreements such as that between Forfar and Montrose, 

but because these were not made a matter of government record, 

most of these have not survived whereas the disputes which came 

before the crown have, 

Burgh cooperation appeared in many different forms. Cupar 

and St. Andrews were both parties to an indenture with Bruges in 

13489 while Edinburghv Perthq Dundee and Aberdeen spoke with one 

voice as the "four great towns of Scotland" in another letter to 

the same city* Perth and Dundee were probably jointly involved 

44 
in at least one trading venture. In 1325v when Robert I 

wished to know the privileges which anciently belonged to the 

41, Dundee Chrs. 9 12;. LRSt vit nos 136,462, 

42. Glaso Chrsp noo 17, In 13289 Robert I confirmed a 1275 precept 
-ordering the bailies of Dumbarton not to trouble the men of 
Glasgow an trips to and from Argyll with their goods. 

43o RCRBc 538; Irvine Munimentst no. 41. 

44. Hanso Urk*q iiiq nos 127# 131; Rot. ScOtog it 948, In England, 
it was common for merchants from several cities to form fellowships 
to pursue common interests or negotiate concessionag Carus-Wilsong 
Medieval Merchant. xiii* 
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burgh of Dundeev the issue was decided by an inquisition of 

land8d Man and burgeSS88 Of 88rwickg Ab8rd88n, St. Andr8W8. 

Forfarg-Arbroath and Montrose* 
45 

Nor was there any attempt 

to rob the burgh of its privilegesq as the inquisition declared 

that it had the same privileges as other burghs in the kingdom, 

This inquest demonstrates another feature of the burghs 

in this period which tended to contribute towards burghal 

solidarity* Here were burgesses of both kingla and ecclesiastical 

burghs working together. Morsovert their conclusion implies that 

there was little difference seen between the privileges of royal 

and non-royal burghs* The reciprocal trading privileges given 

to Dunbar and Haddington suggest a similar view. That this 

situation was beginning to change might be implied by the dispute 

between Cupar and St. Andrewst but as yet there was little 

distinction made* The controversy between Irvine and Ayr was 

decided on the basis of immemorial rights rather than of status, 
46 

The cooperation between the burghs was sometimes reinforced 

an an individual level by burgesses who had interests in more 

than one burgh* Just as certain religious houses such as 

Arbroath Abbey hold properties in several burghs, 47 
so too did 

burgessesl although burgh assent was probably required, Hugh 

do Selkirkq burgess of Edinburgh, held a tenement in Haddington, 

and by 1371 had been granted land in the burgh common by the 

burgh in order to extend his tenement. Individual burgesses 

could also make grants to burgesses of other burghs, On 16 

September 1384, John Hossok, burgess of Inverneasq sold a piece 

45. DA9 TC/CC 14A* 

46. AMS, i. no, 340; Irvine Munimentaq no. 41. 
47. Sao Stevensong tMonastic holdings' for a list of monastic 

property in burghs to 1300. 
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of land in Inverness to William de Dunbar# burgess of Aberdeen, 

William was to render 3s to the heirs of a late burgess of 

Inverness, A man of this name did serve as custumar of the 

burgh from 1382 to 1386. If this was the same man, perhaps 

the sale was intended to provide accommodation for him when 

he visited the burgh in his capacity as custumar, The interest 

of the burgh in this sale is implied by the presence of the 

provost and two bellies among the witnesses, as well as the 

appending of the burgh seals It seems probable that burgesses 

of both Aberdeen and Inverness were represented among the other 

witnesseeg as the list includes names of men from both burghso 48 

Andrew Bettv burgess of Edinburghq received a grant from 

Richard do Roxburgh of all his lands and burgagea in the burghs 

of Stirling and Edinburgh sometime before 2 May 13709 while John 

Kerrg burgess of Stirlingg was granted land in the Gallowgats of 

Aberdeen by David II in 1366. In 13879 Richard do Strathearn, 

burgess of Perthq granted to Robert Wrightq burgess of Dundesq 

a land in Porthq for which he was to render 409 to Richard dnd 

the burgh farms owed to the king, 49 The payment of rent to the 

king raises the question of the status of the recipients of such 

grants in the burghs where their newly-acquired property lay, 

A few examples from the period suggest that it was in fact possible 

for an individual to be a burgess of more than one burgh, Robert II 

confirmed a grant by the late Gregory Chapmang burgess of Stirlingt 

48* RMS, ig no, 379; SR09 G0190/2/2; ER, iiiq 959 1119 137. The five 
witnesses names are followed by the phrase "burgesses of Abardesn"O 
but it is possible that this may only refer to the last two or 
three namesq as those appearing firstq unless they had namesakes 
in Aberdeeng were prominent burgesses of Inverness. 

49. RMS# il nos 3229 229; SROt G079/5/4. 
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to his son John Palmer of all his lands lying in the burghs 

of Stirling and Dumbarton and in the city of Glasgow. if 

John died without legitimate heirs, the lands were to go to 

the burgh churches of Stirling and Dumbartang a stipulation 

which implied that Gregory's principal interests lay in these 

two burghs. During his lifetime, Gregory appeared as both 

burgess of Stirling and burgess of Dumbartang although never as both 

at once. John, as burgess of Dumbartont appeared with Gregory as 

a witness to a document of circa 1360, and was also a burgess of 

Stirling. 
50 Perhaps the best example of burgess-ship of more 

than one burgh is to be found in a grant of 10 April 1374 in 

which John Gardenerg burgess of Linlithgow# granted land in 

that burgh to John son of Clementq "burgess of the said burgh 

and of Dumbarton". In 1385 John son of Clement rendered to 

the Exchequer the account of the bailies of Dumbarton. 51 The 

fact that all three of these men were burgesses of Dumbarton 

suggests that they may have wished to attain burgess-ship of 

another burgh in order to participate more directly in the trade 

of the east coas * 
52 

on a more general basisq the burghs were united by common 

privileges and laws. This was emphasised by-the crown in a few charters 

which referred to the privileges of other burghs as a model for 

the rights granted to the recipient of the grant. Aberdeen 

received from Alexander II the rights and privileges granted by 

so. RMSt i. no. 760; ER9 iit 415; Rot* Scat., 1.8859 9050. SR09 9 
GD124/1/411; LR9 iiiq 6739 682. 

51. SROt GD215/1862/2t ff 17-19;. ERt iiiq 128, 

52. In Englandq some merchants of Bury St, Edmunds became freemen 
of Kingls Lynn from where they exported their goodal Gottfried, 
Bury Ste Edmundsp 92t n*61, 
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his predecessors to the burgh of Perth, while Dingwall was 

granted privileges as at Inverness* Robert I granted to 

Dundee the right to have a merchant gild as at Berwick. 

Moreover# sometimes royal grants of privilege were made to 

several burghs together as when William I confirmed the 

right of Elging Forres and Inverness to pasture cattle and 

cut fuel in his forestso 
S3 

The body of burghal law which developed to regulate life 

in the burghs also helped to create a sense of community among 

the burghs whose inhabitants thus lived under similar laws 

and government. Although local conditions might result in 

variations in such lawag the references to "the laws of the 

burghs" which appear in a number of documents imply that there 

was a general acceptance of the main principles of the burgh legal 

system* The supervision of the chamberlain on his ayre also 

helped to reinforce the basic similarity of the burgh laws, by 

providing a set of guidelines for the administration of the 

burgh* 
54 In theoryq the ayre was held annuallyq but in 

practice the disruption caused by war and plague prevented 

this during much of the century* When the visitations did 

occurg however, they served to remind the burghs of their 

special relationship with the king and reinforced their common 

sense of identity, In baronial burghs the relationship of the 

burgesses with their overlord seems to have imitated that of 

the king's burghs with the crowng as at least in some cases 

a chamberlain was appointed to supervise burgh affairse 
55 

53* Abdn. Chrs. 0 no. 3; RMS9 iiq no. 2387; Dundee ChrS., 9-11; 
RRS9 iiq no. 362. 

54. The Articuli Inquirendi enquired into the carrying-out of these 
duties, 

55* Sir Hugh Erskine was made bailie of the barony of Cunningham and 
chamberlain of the burgh of Irvine by Robert the Steward before 
13719 Fraser# Eglinton iiq no. 8(5)* 
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As well as supervising individual burghs# the chamberlain 

presided over the burghal institution known as "the Four Burghs", 

Originally comprising four burgesses each from Berwickg Roxburgh, 

Edinburgh and Stirlingg the Four Burghs acted as a ccurt of 

appeal from the burgh courts and the chamberlain ayre, 

Interpretation-of burghal law could be referred to the judgment 

of the Four Burghs as happened in a case in Edinburgh in 1292. 

The court also had the power to impose finesq Simon Gelchauch 

of Aberdeen being fined 509 in 1330 or 1331* 56 Such amercements 

went to the king, as did the issues of the chamberlain ayre, 

presumably because they were counted among the issues of burgh 

justice which were payable to the crown. 

The usual meeting-place of the Four Burghs was Haddington, 

although war conditions probably resulted in it meeting elsewhere 

as well. In 1405 it was at Stirling. In 13699 Lanark and 

Linlithgow replaced Berwick and Roxburgh which were held by 

the English as two of the burghs. By the beginning of the 

fifteenth centuryq there is evidence that the court was making 

an attempt to extend its powers* In 1405 it was enacted that 

two or three commissioners from all the king1s burghs south of 

Spay should attend the "parliament" of the four burghs "to trait, 

ordains and determe vpon all things concerning the vtilitis of 

the common well of all the Kings burghs# their liberties and 

court. " 57 Taken in conjunction with the development of burgess 

representation in parliament which was a feature of the fourteenth 

century, it does seem, as Nicholson suggests, that the use of the 

word parliament in this context implies that the business of the 

56@ Rat. Scot . it 660; Stevenson# Documents, it 380-1;. LRp. iq 336; 
Pagan* Burnhs Conventiong 10-11. 

57* Curia Quat r Buroorump 1579 156; RCRO. ig 541-2* 
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court was now to be deliberative as well as judicial, 58 

There were two sides to this developmentt howeverv f or while 

in one sense it represented an even greater cohesion among 

the king's burghsq it also had the effect of emphasising the 

increasing distinction between royal and non-royal burghs which 

was to be a feature of later burghal relations, 

The Four Burghs perhaps provided the earliest forum where 

the burgesses could meet together, The burgesses of Berwick, 

Roxburght Stirling and Edinburgh were here given experience of 

working together to determine cases of burghal law and-to 

formulate rules governing burgh life. Burgesses of other 

burghs came into contact with the body through bringing cases 

before it, As early as 1211 it may have acted as a meeting 

place for the burghe to discuss the contribution of 6000 marks 

which they agreed to give the king* 59 During the fourteenth 

centuryt trade agreements such as the-1347 establishment of a 

staple at Middelburghwould have been made largely on the 

collective advice of the merchant burgessesq and it seems 

likely that the Four Burghs was the place where the burgesses 

discussed such matters before presenting their counsel to the 

king, 60 
especially in the years before 1357 when burgess 

attendance at parliament and general councils was apparently 

very sporadic. The Four Burghs thus foreshadowed the powers 

58, Nicholsong Scotiandv 264-5. 

59. ! PS9 ig 67. 

60. Ibidg 514-51 Nicholsong Scotiandt 264-5. This is not to say that 
the ýour Burghs necessarily represented the origin of the 
Convention. Pagan suggests that the Convention may have 
developed when the court lost its importance as the chamber- 
lain's power declinedand parliament proved inadequate for 
burghal gatherings. It is possible that meetings independent 
of both court and parliament were hold, Pagang Burghs 
Convention, 2S. 
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of the later Convention of Royal Surghs* 

The sense of community between the burghs which was 

expressed in the working of the Four Burghs was to find new 

expression in the fourteenth century with the emergence of 

the recognition of the burgesses as a political entity. As 

early as 12969 the seals of six burghs, Aberdeen, Perth, 

Stirling# Edinburghg Roxburgh and Berwickv had been attached 

to a treaty with France, The phraseology of the reference 

to these burghs, the communitates villaruMq suggests French 

influence and it is probable that the seals were procured 

largely at the request of the French king. 61 
The occasion, 

however# marked the first recorded use of the burgh seals on 

a document of national importanceg and probably introduced, if 

not actually putting into effect9 the idea of burgess involvement 

in national affairs* Later in the same yearg burgesses again 

took part in an affair of national importance, although not of 

national prideq when burgesses from several burghsq or at least 

their representativesq went to Berwick to swear fealty to 

Edward 1.62 

The resistance to English rule during the early years of 

the fourteenth century strengthened the ties of burgesses, 

clerics and barons fighting for the same causev and there 

may have been some burgesses present at a small gathering of 

61. APSt 1,451-3; Robert S. Rait, The Parliaments of Scotland 
TMGIýsgowq 1924). 238-9; Duncan, 'Parliamentsig 51* 

62. CDS9 ii,, no. 82% Barrow suggests that not all those names 7entioned in the Ragman Roll went to Berwick personallyq G. W. S. 
Barrowt 'Wars of Independence' in The Scottish Nation. ad. 
Gordon Menzies (London, 1973), 17. Hunter accepts that those 
named were in Berwickt but also concludes that they were 
do facto representatives of the communities of the burghs, 
Hunterg 'Corporate Personality#, 229. 
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national importancaq the crowning of Robert I in 1306, There 

is some indication that they were present, at least as 

patitionersq at a parliament of April 1312 when the king and 

council ordained that the burghs were to treat about taxes 

and army service only through the chamberlain. Grants of 

burgh privileges in 1313p 1317 and 1319 hint at the presence 

of burgh representatives as petitioners and it seemsq as 

Dickinson suggestag that by the 1320s the burgesses must 

certainly have been familiar with the institution of 

parliament. 
63 

In 1326 a parliament was hold at Cambuskennoth at which 

the king was granted an annual contribution of a tenth to help 

sustain his householdv impoverished by the hardships of war. 
64 

To this agreementq burgh commissioners were party. Robert Rait 

argued that this indenture was made outside parliament, basing 

his theory an the terminology and the belief that the parliaments 

did not at this time discuss financial affairs# and that 

therefore it could not be taken as evidence of burgess 

involvement in parliamentq but both Duncan and E. W. M* Balfour- 

Melville have put forward convincing rafutations of this view. 
65 

For perhaps the first timev burgesses had come to take their full 

part in the actions of a national parliament. 

Two years later another parliament was hold to arrange the 

raising of a peace contribution to be paid to England. This 

time there is much better evidence of the participation of the 

burgesses as the form of the summons to the parliament has 

63e Dickinsong Scotland to 1603# 186-7; APS9 it 63. 

64. APS, it 475-6* 
65* Rait, Parliamentst 239-40; Ouncang 'Parliaments$, 51; E, W. M, 

Balfour-Melville, OBurgh Representation in Early Scottish 
Parliaments# in The Enqlish Historical Review lix (1944). 
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survived. Summons were sent to the usual members of the 

kingdom and also to "six sufficient persons from every burgh 

community". 
66 The indenture of 1326 was confirmed and a 

contribution to the peace agreed. As has been pointed out 

by one historian# the participation of the burgesses in this 

parliament marked a development in the theory of burgh. 

representation because the burgh commissioners were given the 

power to agree to a tax of any amount on behalf of those remaining 

t home. Possiblyp the negotiations carried out by many burghs 

ith the chamberlain in arranging to lease the burgh fermas had 

given the burgesses prior experience of such representation, as 

it would be likely that negotiations would be carried out by 

67 
one or two Individuals an behalf of the community. However,, 

if the leases were negotiated in the burghs at the time of the 

chamberlain ayre, then the situation of 1328# when the burgh 

commissioners could not consult with the rest of the community 

of the burghq was indeed a further stop in the development of 

burgh representation, 

The 1328 parliamentary summons and Exchequer records which 

show the burgesses participating in two parliaments in 1341 disprove 

the old theory that the 1326 parliament was an aberration and that 

the burgesses did not reappear in parliament until the later years 

of David's reign. 
68 The importance of the burghs was again 

recogniged by a French king in 1352 when John of France addressed 

: letter to the prelates, sarlsq barons and communities of the 

owns and provinces. From 1357 the Scottish king showed a similar 

66. APSt it 486-7; Formulary Et no. 77. 

67. Dickinson, Scotland to 1603t 187-8. 

68. Rait, Parliaments* 3* 
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attitude towards the burghsv based largely an the realisation 

of the central role which the burgesses had to play in the 

raising of money for the royal. ransom. 
69 

In early 1357 a general council was hold to discuss the 

question of the ransom and to appoint representatives to send 

to London, The record of the proceedings included the seals 

of Aberdeent Dundee, Perth and Edinburgh, in the name of all 

the burgesses and the whole community. On 26 Septemberg the 

clargyg nobility and burgesses met separately and appointed 

representatives to participate in ransom discussions with 

the English, Burgesses of seventeen burghe chose eleven 

representatives who were empowered to make contracts in the 

name of all the communities of burgesses and merchants of the 

kingdom. Here was the concept of representation taken even 

furthert for these burgess commissioners were to represent all 

the burghs of the realmt not just those of which they were 

burgesses. In the eventg it does not appear that any of the 

burgess delegates did go to Berwick as negotiators, but it 

seems likely that they sat in the general council which appointed 

those who did go, 
70 

The ransom treaty was ratified by Edward III in Berwick an 

5 Octoberg and by David II in a general council at Scans an 6 

November. The ratification was made with the assent of "the 

three communities". this being the first recorded use of the 

term. Nor were Us burgesses only present to give assent to 

the royal actions, Provisions to maintain burghal privileges 

and to protect the export trade imply the active participation 

69* APS, xiiq 8; Rait, Parliaments, 241; Nichalsong Scotland, 166. 

70* APS# iq 515; Edin. Chrs, t no. 6; Raitq Parliaments, 242. 
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of the burgesses in this council. Five days later a parliament 

was hold and it seems likely that the same burgesses who had 

attended the council attended the parliament as well# especially 

as it was here that it was agreed to raise the customs and to 

provide additional revenue through a tax similar to those of 

1326 and 1328,71 

The continued demands of the ransom payments and therefore 

the need for parliament to deal with financial affairs ensured 

the burgesses$ participation in most parliaments and general 

councils after 1357. As Nicholson points out, "the old 

community of the realm had become a trinity in which the burgesses 

figuredt alongside churchmen and baronev as a political entity, 

an 'estate' whose approval must be sought for any government 

measure that relied upon a consensus of opinion". 
72 In March 

1364 David p%, % ý: ýcwckra ýaN c---, -Ws%)Prince Lionel of England as heir 

if he had no childrang in lieu of paying the rest of the ransom. 

The suggestion was rejected outright by the three communities, 

the burgesses having an especial interest in this affair because 

they were largely responsible for the ransom payments that would 

result, Rait believed that the burgesses were only present to 

give counsel and assent and were not included in the membership 

of the parliamentq but Duncan- pointed out that the parliament 

agreed to most again when the embassy sent to London to re. - 

negotiate the ransom rsturnedq and that the group which met in 

January 13659 composed of members of the last parliamentq 

included eight burgesses* 73 

71* Rot. 
_Scotqq 

i, 811-4;.! PS# ig 518-219 491-2; Dickinson, Scotland 
to 16039 189; Rait, Parliaments, 242-3. 

72. Ranald Nicholson, 'Crown in Jeopardy' in The Scottish Nation. 34. 

73. APS# 1,492-3,495; Raitq Parliaments. 243# 244; Dickinson, 
Scotland to 16039 190. This point is made by Duncan in the 
revised edition. -VN-- cý,, r---k -r-' \ckker -WC, 4, WNCJX\Aýn Akveý kbWrCjc&SW& 'OýT - ` A&N'L-m `0 
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In May 1366 the king's council decided that a land 

valuation should be discussed in parliament and in July the 

bishops# earls# baronsq tenants-in-chief and frem every burgh 

certain burgesses were summoned and Called "in the due and 

accustomed manner"q to treat an certain matters, The burgesses 

were also present at the parliament of September 1367 when a new 

constitutional development took place. It was decided to 

delegate the responsibilities of parliament to a small group 

while the rest of the members went home for the harvest. To 

be truly representatives the committee had to include all those 

elements seen as integral to the composition of a parliament. 

That the burgesses were considered to be one of those elements 

is implied by the appointment to the committee of thirteen of 

their numbers representing Edinburghq Abordeeng Perth, Dundee, 

Mantroseq Haddington and Linlithgow. A similar committee in 

1370 included. seven burgesses* 74 

A reference to the three communities suggests burgess 

involvement in the parliament of March 1369o The three 

communities elected the earl of Fife as Guardian in a general 

council of 1388, and in 1398 they granted L2000 Scats to be 

raised for messengers to arrange treaties with England and 

France, 75 It seems likely that the burgesses were represented 

in most if not all the general councils and parliaments from the 

13609 until the end of the centuryt although the lack of records 

of attendance for every meeting makes this impossible to proveo 

For the last two years of the 1390sq the local records of Aberdeen 

give some suggestion of burgess involvement in national affairs. 

74. APSp it 497-89 501-39 507-91, 
75. APS9 it 555; Nat, MSS. Scot** ii, no, 50, 
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The accounts of the provost for 1398-9 include a payment to 

two burgesses to attend a council at Linlithgow. This may 

have been a parliament or general councilq although there is 

no evidence of it in the scanty records for the period, A 

29 payment to a messenger taking a commission to William 

Chalmer at Perth seems more likely to have implied a national 

gatheringg as great councils were held in Perth in April 1398 

and January 1399,76 By 1437, Aberdeen regulations, which may 

have echoed earlier legislation of the 1390sq provided for 

the election of two commissioners to parliaments and general 

councils. 
77 

Burgess participation in parliament represented not only 

a political development but also a further extension of the idea 

of community among the burghs, In order to have influence in 

the general councils and parliamentst it was necessary for the 

burgesses to provide a united front. Probably the pattern of 

1357 when the burgesses met first in a separate group to choose 

their delegates for the ransom negotiations was repeated at 

future councils and parliaments with the burgesses working out 

first the issues they wished to raise and the actions they wished 

to take. Cooperation rather than conflict was the keynote to 

relations within the third astateg and their recognition as one 

of the three "communities" showed that the political cohesion 

76e Abdn. Recs., 80,81; Rait, ParliamentSv 264-5. 

77. Abdn. Counc . gig 393. At this meeting# regulations made f orty- 
five years previously were confirmed* It is not entirely 
clear whether this particular statute was an old one or 
newly-enacted in 1437. Rait assumes it was a 1437 statute, 
Rait# Parliamentst 265-69 while Kennedy takes it as a statute 
of thý_13909, __Wllliam Kennedyq Annals of Aberdeen (Aberdeen, 
1818)9 iq 31-2, 
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of the burgesses was recognised by the rest of the political 

groupings of the realme 

Although they achieved political recognition as a separate 

communityq the burgesses were also an integral part of the wider 

community which made up the kingdom of Scotland* Their 

contribution to the kingdom might sometimes be made in unique 

ways because of their particular privileges# 
78 

but they took 

part with all the other groups in the country in the responsibilitiest 

misfortunes and prosperityv and characteristic features of life in 

medieval Scotland. 

When royal contributions were called for from the kingdomv the 

burgesses paid their share along with everyone else. Sometimest 

as in 1211, a lump sum was agreed upont in which case the 

organisation of its collection must have involved the burgesses 

as the sharing out of the burden among the burghs would have to 

be agreed upon. At other times the tax might take the form of 

a tenth as in 13269 thus not committing the burghs to find a 

particular sum of money and requiring less complicated arrange- 

ments, In 13289 howeverg the burgesses seem to have preferred 

to have the collection of their contribution under their own 

controlv and in lieu of a second taxg compounded for their share 

nd offered to pay a total of 1500 m, arks in three separate 

nstalment3,79 It was in the demands produced by David II's 

ransomg howeverg that they were really to prove their value 

to the kingdom, 

78. Crant, Economic DOV. 9 128e 

79. Nicholson, Edward irit sq; A*A*M*Duncan, 'Taxation of Surghs 
1326-13319 1424-14250 15352 in Historical__A_tlas, 64, Map 70, 
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From the late thirteenth centuryp those burgesses involved 

in the export trade had contributed to the crownts revenue 

through the customs dues* In 13579 parliamentp faced with 

the need to find 100tOOO marks for the ransomg decided to 

double the customs duty as one method of raising the necessary 

money, This represented a now way of obtaining additional 

revenues as the customs rate had remained steady since it was 

first introduced, The idea to thus make use of the customs 

may have been largely based on English practice by which it 

was common to alter the customs rate when additional revenues 

were requiredg but it also represented an extension of the 

idea of taxation an moveable goods* 
80 Where it differed from 

ordinary taxes of the period was that it continued to be in 

force even after the original reason for it, the ransomp was 

no longer being paid. The ransom payments ended in 1377, 

shortly after the death of Edward 11-19 with 249000 marks still 

unpaid. The customs9 which had been quadrupled in 1368, 

thus benefited the crown 
81 

and led to an even greater link 

between the king and the burgessesq as it continued to be in 

the royal interest to promote the activities of the overseas 

merchants. 

One of the measures proposed to raise the ransom money 

was that the king should be empowered to buy all wool and 

fleeces in Scotland at a price of 4 marks per sack or per 200 

woolfells, This represented about two-thirds of the market 

price. The wool could then be sold outside the country and 

80. ER9 ii, x1ij Lloydt Wool Trade, 174,237,238. In 1357 
; oýeable goods were to be taxed as well as landsl APS, 
1,492. 

81. Nicholsong Scotland, 194,176. 
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the profit realised put towards the ransom. In the eventp 

the actual price paid was usually 5 marks, but the exercise 

appears to have been moderately successfulq probably raising 

about LlOOO* 
82 The burgesses acted as middlemen for much of 

this collection as several payments for wool were made to 

burgesses rather than directly to producers, Wool was bought 

both from individuals such as Roger Hogg, and from the 

communities of the burghs. 83 It seems that the burgesses 

at home were willing to combine to carry out to the best of 

their ability the measures agreed upon by their representatives 

at a national level, On a 1888 altruistic level, it may also 

have been hoped that by providing the king with fairly large 

amounts of wool an a communal basisq the individual merchants 

might be left some produce of their own with which to carry on 

their trade* Certainly it was not in the king's interests to 

buy all the wool as this would then have drastically decreased 

the receipts from the customs, 

Money was raised for the king's purchase of wool by the 

-1 

doubling of the customs rate on wool from early 13589 but it 

seems that such taxation was soon recognised to be a far more 

effective way of securing revenue than the requisitioning of 

the wool cropo At Michaelmas 1358 the woolfell customs was 

tripledv and the duty an hides and wool followed suit an 

Martinmas 1358 and Whitsunday 1359 respectively. The entire 

triple custom was to go towards the ransom* 
84 

82. APS, it 491; ERt ii, xxxviii-xxxix; Nicholson, Scotland, 165, 

83. ER,, iiq St 12. In 1360 the Linlithgow custumars reported 
an expense of L75 10s 9d to buy wool for the king from the 
burgesses of Linlithgow. The receipt for the money was in 
the form of two letters of the community of the burgh, 

84. ER9 iiq x1io 
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The part played by the burgesses was not simply that of 

tax-payer, however. After the customs had been tripled, 

evidence appears in the Exchequer Rolls, of the sale of part of 

the custow to the burgesses* Edinburgh burgesses paid 

L76 7s 4jd for a share of the customs, Precedents for the 

purchase of the customs were to be found in the leasing to the 

burghs of their f ermes, and also in the futures purchases made 

by many merchants in their acquisition of wool, In England, 

it was common for the king to receive loans in return for the 

right of the creditor to future customs receipts, The purchase 

of the customs by the Scottish burgesses involved collective 

action on two levelsq as not only did the community of each 

burgh advance a certain sum to the king, but there was obviously 

an inter-burghal agreement about the proportion contributed by 

each burgh as the total payment came to the round sum of 5000 

marks* There was also cooperation between individual burghs, 

as one combined payment was received from the burghs of 

Invernessq Elgin, Banff and Forresq and another from the 

burgesses of St. Andrews and Cupar. 85 

The importance of the burgesses to the ransom payments 

was further attested to by the appointment of two of their 

number to supervise the payment of the second instalment to 

the English in 1359* John Mercer, the most prominent Scottish 

merchant of his time, and Roger Hoggq an Edinburgh burgess with 

close links to the government, 
86 

acted as royal agents and paid 

the 1359 instalment at three different dates to the agent of the 

85. ER9 iiq 109 55. 

86, Chrono Walsinghem 1.369, Roger Haggla seal was attached 
to a 1355 receipt of Mgr do Carenceeres who brought a French 
force to Scotlandt Dons1d L, Calbreathq 'Scottish Seals from 
the Continent' in SAR, xxvii (1948). 136. 
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English king in Bruges* Marc8r's account shows that the 

entire 109000 marks was expected to come from the combined 

customs receipts and the sale of half the customs to the 

burgessesq although the sums might be supplemented by the 

chamberlain to a certain extent, As it turned out, 

enough money was raisedt but not all of it arrived in time 

for the payments and Mercer had to pay L115 5a interest on a 

loan of L1166 13s 4d to make up the correct amountv as well 

as L62 penalty for delay and for messengers to England to 

arrange the payments* 
87 Where the loan came from is not 

clear but it seems likely that a merchant such as Mercer 

would have relatively easy access to credit facilities, 

especially in a banking centre such as Brugesq and this 

may have been a consideration when he was appointed to his 

post. 

Such detailed evidence of the arrangements for raising 

the ransom money unfortunately only survive for the second 

instalment, so that it is not possible to determine how 

the first instalment was raised or to discover much about the 

organisation behind the collection of later instalments. 

Political factors resulted in various negotiations of-the 

ransom treatyq including a fresh agreement made in 1365 after 

the three communities refused to accept Edward IIIts son as 

heir to the Scottish throne* The yearly instalments were 

decreased to 6000 marks* It was probably in July of that 

year that it was decided to have the customs from 19 June to 

January of each year paid exclusively to the ransomq and also 

that a contribution to the king's expenses should be made by 

87, ER9 iit x1iiq 55o 
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the three estates. The contribution from the burghs of 1000 

marks appears to have been pre-arranged and paid in one lump 

sumt 
88 

once again implying inter-burghal cooperation and 

organisationo 

Financial difficulties by 1367 led to the decision for 

a sweeping revocation of royal grants and again the use of 

the entire triple customs for the ransom. As one-third of 

this was crown propertyq howeverg the king and council also 

had the power to levy a contribution to that extent when the 

amount was known. In June 1368 this system was replaced by 

a quadrupling of the customs, the. additional rate going to the 

king's expenses. Later# this reservation was given up and 

the entire customs was paid to the chamberlain for the expenses 

of both king and nation* The ransom had thereby proved a way 

of . bringing immense additional sums into the kingIs handst 89 

largely at the expense of the burgesses. 

Payment of the ransom was not the only action in which the 

burgesses took part with the rest of the kingdom. Many also 

took part in the defence of the realm against the English, 

Perhaps Edward I recognised their potential in any resistance 

against his rule# as he required the representatives of nine 

burghs to do homage to him at Berwick in 1296. Certainly, 

the burgesses of Berwick had shown open defiance to the 

English forces earlier that yearo On 30 March the English took 

88. ERp Up lxvii-lxviiis 2249 219. 

89, Ibid. lxxi-lxxii; Nicholsong Scotland 176-7. As diversion 
of be money away from the ransom was9noted by Sir Thomas 
Grayq Scalachronical 203. 
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their revengag indiscriminately slaughtering the townspeople, 90 

Throughout the conflicts of the fourteenth century, the burghs 

suffered their share of burning and looting, sharing with the 

rest of the country in the fortunes of war. 

During the years of Edward I's occupation, it seems to 

have been the burgesses of the northern burghav which were more 

remote from the English cantre of power# who took the lead in 

burghal resistance* Alexander Pilch of Invernessq although he 

made peace with Edward and served as keeper of Inverness Castle 

for the English from 1304, was among the supporters of Bruce in 

1306, Three other northern burgessesq Andrew Sleghq Andrew 

Bishop and Adam Chapeup all from Aberdeen, also figure in the 

English list of man who forfeited their lands for adhering to 

Bruce* 
91 Aberdeen was an important centre for those fighting 

the English by sea and it was here that many of the overseas 

supplies which were so important to the Scottish resistance 

were brought into the kingdom. 
92 

Perhaps it was because the 

northern burghs did not suffer the effects of as intensive 

English occupation and administration as the burghs further 

south that they were able to take such an effective part in 

the defence of the realm. This is not to say that the northern 

burghs escaped unscathed - several were burned in the punitive 

northern expeditions made by both Edward I and Edward III - but 

the English policy seems to have been to destroy the buildings 

900 COS9 iiq no. 823; Chron. Lanarcoste 173. Scots in Parth 
disloyal to Robert I suffered a similar fate at his hands, 
Chron. Fordung it 346* Some burgesses of Berwick later gave 
support to the disinheritedq G*W*S. Barrowq 'The Aftermath of 
War: Scotland and England in the Late Thirteenth and Early 
Fourteenth Centuries' in Transactions of the Royal Historical 
Socistyp 5th serop xxviii 

91. Evan Macleod Barrang The Scottish War of.,, Independencet A 
Critical Studyq 2nd ad* (Inverness, 1934). 229; Palgrave# 
Docs. Histo Scat. 9 it 310* 

92. See abovev po 199* 
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of the burghs rather than to make a prolonged ef f ort to 

destroy the spirit of the inhabitants. 

Because the chroniclers of fourteenth-century Scotland, 

in common with most chroniclersq concentrate mainly on the 

deeds of a glorious fewq the burgesses of this period share 

the same fate as most of their countrymeng and fail to have 

their part in the Scottish resistance recorded, 
93 

And yet 

the defiance shown by the burgesses of Berwick was not a unique 

phenomenon* The story of the storming of the English-held 

castle by the man of Aberdeen in 1308 may be legandq but in 

1336, Edward III took revenge for the death of one of his 

followers at the hands of the burgesses of Abordeeng by setting 

the entire town alight. 
94 

Moreoverg the burgesses were liable 

for military service in the defence of the realm if summoned 

by the king. 95 
. 

The friendship shown to the burghs by Robert I 

once he was in a position to reward them implies that they must 

have played no small part in his eventual victory. Indeed, 

although the records give little specific detail about the activities 

of the burgesses in the warsq "the overriding picture is of burghal 

solidarity in the patriotic cause". 
96 The royal favour which the 

burghs obtained ensured them of the privileges with which they 

could overcome the damages caused by war and return to their former 

93. Wardent Burgh Lawqj 5* 

94. Joseph Robertaong The Book of Ban-Accord (Aberdeen, 1839), 
32-49 36. 

95. A brieve to the burgh of "A" stated that it was to provide 
120 armed men for 60 days with six sufficient men of the burgh 
to lead them, Formulary E. no. 59. 

96. Barrowq Brucs, 422. 
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prosperity. 
97 In one instancep war was actually of benefit 

to some burghs. The loss of Berwick to the English resulted 

in an expansion of the export trade of the Lothian parts and, 

above all, of Edinburgh. 98 

The profits of successful warfare as well as L7000 of a 

tenth granted f or the crusades were put to use by Robert I to 

pay those seamen and traders who ran the English blockade with 

imports from Flanders and attacked English shipping. Flemish 

and German traders ware active in this business, but Scottish 

merchants also took part. 
99 The Scottish traders also had 

an important affect on diplomatic relations between Scotland 

and her allisag as the demand for Scottish woolt especially 

in those countries temporarily deprived of English supplies, 

ensured that help would continue to be given to the Scats 

from many directions* Scottish merchants on the Continent 

were able to secure supplies and keep*open the lines of communication 

between Scotland and the countries which they visited. 

After David II's return from captivity the interests of the 

burgesses coincided with the interest of the crown in peace with 

England, Trade was an important element in the easing of relations 

between the two countriesq and provided at least one issue of 

agreement between the two nations. Increased commercial contacts 

encouraged the development of culturalq social and diplomatic 

links and this perhaps made easier the resolution of many disputes 

by negotiation rather then by force* Burgesses took part in some 

97. Most burghs seem to have at least maintainedg and some 
actually improvedg their economic position by the end of 
the century, 

98. Stevensong 'Low Countries',, 258. 

99, Nicholsont Scotland 82. 
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of the diplomatic missions to England. John Wigmerg burgess 

of Edinburghq was involved in negotiations for David's release 

in 13489 while Adam Forrester played a major part in talks 

with the English in the closing years of the century, The 

burgesses were also willing to send representatives to 

negotiate the ransom treaty in 1357. Diplomatic treaties with 

other countriesq strengthening links and increasing commercial 

interdependence also involved burgess negotiatorsq 
100 

who were 

thus able to serve their own interests and those of the country 

at the same time* 

Because the burghs were the focus for the institutions of 

governmentg the burgesses came into frequent contact with 

members of the other two estatesq often within their own burghs. 

Justiciars' courtsv ecclesiastical courtsv sheriff courts, the 

Exchequer and the supreme court* the parliamentg were usually 

hold in the burghse With the sheriff especially, some burghe 

seem to have had close links. Many royal burghs were the 

eaRita of sheriffdoms. 
ial William de Maldrumg sheriff of 

Aberdeeng lived in Gallowgatat and an one occasion was one of 

those who rendered the accounts of the. prepositi on their behalf 

to the Exchequer* 
102 Evidence of cooperation also exists in 

a list of forestallersq in which certain names were marked 

"to the provost" and others "to the sheriff". When Perth was 

granted the right to arrest forestallersq the sheriff of Perth 

was ordered to provide any assistance necessary* Church courts 

enforced contracts involving oathsv matrimonial caseaq slander and 

100. Rot. Scot.,, 1# 718; EDS9 ivq nos 490,4919 510; Hans, Urk,, 
iii, no, i3l; Rooseboom, Stanle, appo no, 12. 

101. Pryde traces the history of burghs as capita of sheriffdomsq 
Prydeq 'Origins of Burghal, 276-8. 

102, ER# it 470, 
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any other cases perceived as involving faith and morals. 
103 

In theory, the king's burghs were to be entirely 

independent of the control of all royal ministers with the 

exception of the chamberlain. In 13449 David II granted to 

the burgesses of Inverness that no king's OffiCial GXC8pt the 

chamberlain could supervise weights and measures in the burgh. 104 

Ecclesiastical and baronial burghs appear to have been more 

subject to interference by the burgh superior. Even the 

king's burghsq howeverv although they generally maintained 

their independence in the control of their internal affairs# 

could not remain isolated from the other authorities which 

carried out the government of Scotland* In some cases the 

lands which were later granted to the burghs were under separate 

jurisdiction. For the five pennylands granted to Ayr, the 

burgesses were to render one suit of court before the sheriff 

of Ayr for every plea hold there, Certain privileges were. 

allowed, howeverv for it was stipulated that the burgesses 

were not to be called to serve with the armyq unless summoned 

with other burgesses by the king. In 1417, the burgesses 

complained in the sheriff court that the sheriff was ignoring 

this privilegs. 
105 

Where the burgesses of a burgh were accused of wrongdoing 

to an individual or institution outside their authority, the 

king ordered his own ministers to ensure that right was done, 

In many cases this was because the burgh officials were being 

treated as officers ultimately responsible to the crown. Thus 

103. Abdno Recs., 177-8; SL9 859/23/6; Gordon Donaldson# IThe 
Church Courts$ in Introduction to Scottish Legal History 
(Stair Society, 1958). 363,, 

104o RRS, vi, no, 85, 

105. Ayr Chrsot nos 149 42. 
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John Balliol could order his sherif f and bailies of Perth to 

compel the prepositi of the burgh of Perth to render to Kelso 

Abbey 6 merks owed from the burgh farmes. William de Meldrum, 

sheriff of Abardeeng was presumably carrying out royal 

instructions when he wrote to the prepositi and bailies of 

the burgh of Crail in 1348 that he had inspected the charter 

of the chamberlain to them about the privileges of the men of 

Arbroath Abbsyg and ordered them to make redress for molesting 

them and extorting customs, The powers-that could be given 

to a non-burghal authority over the burgesses were demonstrated 

in 1386 when the earl of Carrick commanded the sheriff and * 

bailies of Ayr to distrain the goods of the burgesses of Ayr 

if the burgh fermas owed to the Blackfriars were not paid by 

the provost and bailieso 106 
This represented a further step 

in the interfarencs in burgh affairs as the burgesses were 

being made responsible for the failure of their magistrates 

in their capacity as royal officials, 

The king's ministers could also be used to enforce burgh 

privileges outwith the bounds of the burgh, In 1401 the sheriff 

of Banff was ordered to arrest Malcolm de Drummondq lard of Mar, 

and any others who troubled the burgesses and community of Banff in 

their fishingso A dispute between the burgesses of Peebles and 

Robert Cruik over the moss of Walthemshope in 1262 was ordered 

by the king to be heard at an inquisition hold by the sheriff 

of Peebles. The dispute between Ayr and Irvine was heard by 

the bailis of Cunningham* 107 Throug6 the pertinents which 

106. Kel. Libol iiq no. 397; OL9 MS. Add. 332459 ff 53v-54r 
Ayr Friars, no. 21* 

107. Banff Annalsq iiv 377-8; Peebles Chra., no, 2; Irvine Muniments. 
no. 4. 
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belonged to the burghs they were brought into contact with the 

laws and courts which governed the rest of the kingdom. 

The burgesses also shared in other aspects of life in 

medieval Scotland. They were not immune from the effects of 

bad harvestsv although the fact that they were more easily 

able to import grain may have helped cushion them against 

the worst of the famines. On the other hand, the crowded and 

unsanitary conditions of many burghs may have resulted in higher 

mortality from the plague. The strict measures imposed in Aberdeen 

to prevent the plague coming to the burgh in 1401 suggest that the 

town had some familiarity with the sickness from previous experience, 
108 

Socially as well# the inhabitants of the burghs participated 

in the life of the kingdom* Fairs provided the occasions for 

festivity and antertainmentg and visits of the royal court probably 

had a similar effect. Nobles who spent part of their time in 

town accommodationg and possibly bishops as welIq would furnish 

an example of life-style for the wealthier burgesses to emulate, 

while at the other end of the scale the houses of the inhabitants 

of smaller burghsq as well as those of the poorer inhabitants 

of the larger burghst probably differed little from those of 

their compatriots in the country. The rhythm of country life 

was also felt in the burghs as it was throughout the country, 

the harvest being the reason that the burgess commissioners as 

well as the other representatives of parliament began to elect 

committees in order to enable them to return home, Trade as well, 

based as it was on agricultural productsq depended on the seasons 

of the yeare 

108. Abdn. Recs_,., 211. 
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Burgesses were major participants in the wide-spread 

travels of the medieval Scots* 109 Trips abroad were made 

in the company of scholarsq churchmeng nobles and pilgrims. 

Pilgrims were a major feature of medieval life and burgesses 

were frequently to be found among their number, There are 

records of beveral merchants who went an pilgrimages or at 

least applied for safe-conducts in order to do so. Among 

them were some of the most prominent burgesses of the time, 

including Roger Hogg and his wife Margaret, John Goldsmith 

and William Fersithq all of Edinburgh, ravourits destinations 

were the Holy Landq the tombs of Peter and Paul at Rome and 

the shrine of St, James at Compostalla, Those going to 

Compostella usually sailed from Dover or Plymouth to Galicia 

or a French port# while those going to Rome might go through 

England or sail from Scotland across the North Sea to Bruges 

or some other North Sea port* Canterbury was another 

popular destinationo while within Scotland Whithorn was a 

common destination of pilgrims, both Scottish and foreign* Ila 

The burgesses were thus members of three communities, 

the community of their own burgh, that of the third estate 

and that of the kingdom, This is demonstrated very clearly 

in Perth towards the and of the century, In 1394 Robert III 

granted to the community of the burgh of Perth that they have 

their own sheriffdom within the burghq ill thus giving the burgh 

powers that were exercised by the king's officials over much of 

the rest of the kingdom. The sheriff was to compeer annually 

109" Dunlop* Scats Abroad, 3-4. 

1100 Rot* Scot., 1.859# 8749 978; David McRobertsq ISCattish 
Pilgrims to the Holy Land#. in Innes Review. xx (1969),, 81-2; 
Rot Scot,, 1.828; David McRoberts, lqrimane to Whithorn 

n, d, ), 2.4* 

ill. SL# B59/23/4, 
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to the Exchequer and at the Justice syre to answer for the 

administration of the off icev thus bringing at least part of 

the burgh government under the supervision of officers other 

than the chamberlain* The fines and amercements of the 

sherif f court were to go towards the upkeep of the Bridge of 

Tay. The upkeep of the bridge had earlier been a concern of 

the communityp which concluded an indenture for its maintenance 

with one of the burgesses in 1344, In this provision of the 1394 

charterp there was a recognition that the interests of the burgh, 

the Scottish merchants and the wider community were combined. 

This was confirmed in 1405 when Robert III granted to the 

alderman and the community of the burgh of Perth Lll from the 

burgh fermes in perpetuity to sustain the bridge of Perth "which 

exists for the sustenance of the realm". 
112 

112. EMS9 i. no. 196; SL9 859/23/10. 
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CONCLUSION 

The burgesses of fourteenth-century Scotland were an 

integral part of the kingdom in which they lived, By the 

1300sq burghs had been a long-accepted feature of Scottish 

lifev and there was no need for their inhabitants to prove 

their worth to the nation as a whole. And yetv paradoxically, 

because of the events of the century, this is precisely what 

they didq gaining for themselves in the process political- 

recognition as. the Third Estate. But recognition and 

acceptance went further than this* In the course of their 

everyday life the burgesses were constantly in contact with the 

other constituent parts of the realmq both serving them and 

participating with them in their activities. Moreoverv the 

burgesses' lifestyle mirrored that of other classes in Scottish 

societye 

Living as they did in the cantres in which international 

trade was concentratedg the burgesses of the coastal burghs 

had access to the imports which were purchased with the proceeds 

from the sale of wool# woolfalls and hides* Archaeological 

finds have shown that many of these goods found their way into 

the households of the burghq giving the wealthier burgesses 

a chance to emulate the lifestyle of the nobility. Such 

objects also provided models for the craftsmen of the burghsq 

whose products would be disseminated through the countryside 

by means of the local markets* Poorer families or those 

living in small inland burghs wouldv an the other handq probably have 

had a standard of living similar to that of the ordinary people 
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of the countryside, The burghs were not places of equal 

opportunity for all,, butg as with the rest of the country, 

included both rich and poor among their inhabitantag and 

contained within their bounds a wide variation in standards 

of living. 

Lack of records makes it difficult to determine to 

what degree the central government of the time exercised 

its authority over the various parts of the kingdoms but 

it seems that a fair degree of local autonomy was tolerated. 

Certainly this holds true for the burghso There seems to 

have been little royal interference in the internal working 

of the burghs, and the granting of feu-ferme charters implies 

that the crown had confidence in the burghsl ability to manage 

their own affairs* But this is not to say that the king 

thereby relinquished all control over his burgesses. The 

feu-ferme charters had a safeguard in that if the burgh failed 

to live up to its obligations of raising the yearly rent, it would 

return to the king's hands. Thus in times of hardship such as 

those caused by English attacksg the burgh might have to depend 

on royal favour either to remit its dues or to return it to 

its former fau-ferme status when it could again meet its 

obligations* Furthermore the collection of the customs 

remained under royal supervisions with custumars appointed by 

the king rather than by the burgesses* In burghs without feu- 

ferme chartersq or leases of the burgh fermesq the opportunity 

for royal interference in the local financial administration was 

greeters but in general this power seems to have been little 

used. As with baronies and church 1ands9 the day-to-day 
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administration of the burghs seems to have been left largely 

to the local forms of government, with only occasional 

directives from the crown. The burgesses were thus free 

to evolve the type of government which would suit them best, 

even though this was not necessarily best for all the burgh 

inhabitants. As with the baroniesp church lands and regalities, 

burgesses had their own courts and administered their own justice. 

The chamberlain ayre provided a measure of royal supervision, 

and through its powers of hearing appeals from the burgh court 

served to remind the burgesses of the king's position as the 

ultimate authority in matters of justice. 

Because of their access to increasing amounts of liquid 

capital, the burgesses introduced a now dimension to landholding, 

Landq especially urban propertyg was now seen as an investment, 

capable of being quickly mobilised when capital was requiredgand 

also as producing a steady cash income. Howeverv the concept 

of landownership as an end in itself was also recognised by those 

burgesses who had the money to purchase country estates* While 

some country properties were regarded purely as investmentag others 

were seen as valuable for the status which they conferred an the 

owner, Marriage into a landed family and the acquisition of the 

lands necessary to acquire a social position in keeping with 

Membership of the landowning classesq were common activities 

among the wealthier burgesses and demonstrated that the 

distinction between the landed and urban classes was by no 

means insurmountable. Through landholding, the burgesses both 

increased their wealth and became integrated into feudal society. 
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Trade was the central activity of the burghs in the 

fourteenth century, and one which brought the burgesses into 

cQntact with every level of society. Country people came 

to the burghs to sell their produce and buy manufactured 

goods and importst the king's officers attended to purchase 

supplies for the royal households9 the servants of religious 

houses and landholders bought the items required by their 

mastersq and the burgesses supervised the entire scene. 

International trade involying commissions brought the 

burgesses into direct contact with those who paid for such 

purchasesq and thus widened their sphere of interest beyond 

the local marketo Along with foreign goods, the burgesses 

brought back now ideas and customs and thus also contributed 

to the cultural life of the kingdom. Trade opened up contacts 

with the Continent which continued to prove useful throughout 

the century in the face of continued aggression from England, 

It also enhanced the royal revenues and helped to increase 

awareness of the value of burgess activity to the welfare of 

the kingdom* 

Contact between the burgesses and the rest of the kingdom 

was maintained in other ways as well* The agricultural 

activities of many burgessesq within the burghq on burghal 

common lands and an country estatesq helped give them a place 

among the producers of food as well as among the consumers, 

The materials for everyday living - wood for housesq rushes for 

beddingt wool for clothingg grain and malt for food and drink - 

all came from the burgh hinterland, At the same timeq contacts 

with the nobility, the church and the crown were fostared by the 
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activities of individual burgesses. Money-landingg the 

rendering of administrative and financial services, the 

carrying out of trading commissions and the filling of 

officesp all demonstrated the usefulness of the burgesses$ 

services to others* So much was their ability respected 

that some were even appointed to take part in diplomatic 

missions alongside members of the clergy and the nobility* and 

the early payments of the ransom instalments were entrusted to 

two of their number. 

The burgesses as a whole made up only a small proportion 

of the total population of Scotland in this periodt but the 

sense of community among them* reinforced both within the burgh 

and between the burghs, helped them develop a degree of 

influence beyond that which their numbers warranted, United 

within their own burghs they acquired increasing privileges 

and powers of self-government for each burghal community, 

Between different burghs# common interestst common customs 

and a common position in society helped accentuate the 

similarities rather than the distinctions between the 

separate burghse Official political recognition was given 

to this state of affairs by the use of the term "the three 

communities" from the mid-fourteenth century, It was 

realised that the Sense of community could transcend burghal 

boundariesq although how inclusive this 'community of the 

burgesses# was is not clear* Were the burgesses of . 

ecclesiastical and baronial burghs considered to be part 

of the estate of burgesses or of the estate of their overlords? 

Possibly this was not a matter of great concern to the burgesses 
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of such burghsq as their interests would be represented an 

a national level by either the third estate or the estate 

of which their overlord was a member. It seems that the 

community of the burgesses was in many ways analogous to 

the community of the burgh,, with the leading members - in 

this case the burgesses of the royal burghs - taking on the 

responsibility of leadershipq but being seen to speak for all 

burgesses* 

Finally, the burgesses were part of the wider community 

of the kingdom of Scotland. They were not isolated from the 

events of the centuryt but shared in both setbacks and 

victoriesq war and peace, economic decline and prosperity, 

cultural links and isolation, They contributed to the welfare 

of the nation$ of ten in ways such as contributions which were the 

same as the rest of their compatriotsq and sometimes in ways such 

as customs revenues which were almost entirely their own preserve, 

As a community within a communityp the burgesses formed a vital 

part of the kingdom of Scotland. 

In the process of researching this thesisq most of the 

documentary evidence collected was used to compile biographies 

of all fourteenth-century burgesses to whom references were 

found* Many of the ideas which have been presented are based 

largely an a study of these biographies. 

The advantages of studying the history of a period through 

examining the lives of individuals are several, First, it can 

correct impressions gained from the bias of evidence -in favour 
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of the ruling classes, For example, the frequent English 

blockades of Scotland during the early years of the century 

imply that trade between Scotland and the Continent was at 

a standst ill, but the many references to Scottish merchants 

wrecked on the English coast suggest otherwise. 

When an individual appears in the records, if there is 

other evidence about him he can be placed in context and not 

seen simply as 'a burgess', Often some idea of his social 

standing or wealth can be gainedv and his actions can then 

be aeon as typical or not of the vast majority of burgesses. 

There are dangers in this for a period in which the documentary 

evidence is as scarce as it is in the fourteenth century - some 

burgesses who are mentioned only once in the records may have 

been more important than they appear - but nevertheless a general 

impression can be gained* Thus the English safe-conducts show 

a great variety of merchants interested in participating in the 

English trade* The lack of some prominent names suggests that 

the main commercial interests of those men lay elsewhereq and 

perhaps can be taken as implying that trade with the Low 

Countries in this period continued to be a profitable business 

for wealthy merchants* Similarlyq the biographical information 

about the men who served as aldermen and provosts suggests 

that this was considered to be an office of prestige in most 

burghso 

The study of individuals shows the varied nature of the 

contributions made by the group of which they are members. 

The burgesses as a group contributed to the welfare of the 

nationg but they also took action independently, Work on 
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royal projects such as Edinburgh Castle was largely undertaken 

by individual merchantsq while large amounts of cash were 

advanced to the crown by burgesses acting alone, The 

provisions of proposed trade treaties might be agreed by 

the burgesses as a group but it was often up to one or two 

to carry out the negotiations. Royal offices were also the 

responsibility of the individuals who were appointed, 

A comparison of the biographies of various burgesses 

helps point up the variety of ways in which they could earn 

their living, and guards-against a simplistic view of all 

burgesses as primarily traders. John Crab of Aberdeen may 

have accumulated his initial wealth through tradeq but in his 

later years his investments were primarily in land and he may 

represent an early member of the rentier class. Adam Forrester 

seems to have made his career mainly in royal service and as 

financial agent for members of the nobility and the church. 

John Mercer apparently combined royal service with an active 

trading career* Roger Haggq also a prominent merchant, was 

heavily involved in lending money to the crown. These men 

demonstrate both the variety of activities in which the 

burgesses could engage and also the way in which one 

individual could combine several pursuits. 

That the burgesses were not an isolated group within 

Scottish society is also demonstrated by an examination of 

individual lives. Some burgesses had connections with one 

social groupp others had connections with a different group, 

while still others were linked with various parts of Scottish 

society. Thus through their individual members the burgesses 
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as a whole were linked to all the other groups within the 

kingdomo And in the and this is how they should be seen; 

not as a homogeneous messt but as a group of individuals 

whop while well able to act collectivelyt were each also 

capable of making their own contribution to the nation, 
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